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1 Introduction to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Overview

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software collects, monitors, and displays the performance of XP
and XP7 disk arrays. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects performance data for individual
components such as LDEV, CHIP/CHA, ACP/DKA, DKC, and MP blades (applicable for onlyXP7
disk arrays). HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is a web-based application that includes the following
resources:

• Centralized management station

• Distributed host agents

• Browser-based interface

• Command-line presentation client
Data communication between the above-mentioned is achieved through Internet-based protocols
that eliminate geographical limitations to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor resource distribution.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides effective, point-in time displays that provide an overall
view of subsystem performance. It includes the following:

• View the overall usage summary of an XP or an XP7 disk array against set threshold limits
for a specified duration.

• Monitor large array configuration (HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can monitor up to 64k or
65536 LDEVs).

• Create custom groups to monitor specific LDEVs, and view a graphical representation of
their performance.

• Stay informed regarding array component utilization by configuring thresholds and alarms.

• Forecast a ThP pool utilization for the next few days or weeks.

• Configure and manage the extensive historical database.

• Review the history when a component crosses a threshold for a specified number of
occurrences triggers an alarm.

• View real time component usage. Up-to-the-minute performance data and history for array
logical devices, frontend ports, backend ports, and internal bus.

• Plot graphs for components to view point in time performance data.

• Save floor space and resources by sharing the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor management
station with HPE XP7 Command View AE.

• Compatible with other third-party products.

• Identify bottlenecks in the performance of applications residing on systems or hosts that use
XP and XP7 disk arrays for storing their data.

• Generate reports on the overall performance of an XP or an XP7 disk array or on individual
components in these arrays.

• Review a log of events that have been triggered within HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
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HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also provides XPWatch, a troubleshooting tool that helps you to
troubleshoot performance issues of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. You can also launch the
following:

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from the P9500 Tiered Storage Manager Software.
For more information, see “Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Tiered
Storage Manager” (page 351).
Note: P9000 disk arrays are also included as part of XP disk arrays.
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2 Working with the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor GUI
Introduction

The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screen has the following sections:
• Title bar

• Left pane

• Right pane
The left pane and the title bar are common to all the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens.
The Dashboard screen appears soon after you log on to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. The
main functionalities of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can be accessed using the respective
links in the left pane.

IMPORTANT: For best viewing of the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens, HPE
recommends that you set the screen resolution of the monitor to 1024 X 768 pixels.

Figure 1 HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Dashboard

Title bar
The title bar displays the product name and the product logo. In addition, the Title bar also displays
the following:

• User: Displays the name of the logged in user. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the
user name who has logged in and using the current session. For example, if you logged in
as an Administrator, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays it in the following format —User:
Administrator.

• Help: Click Help to launch the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor help.

• Sign Out: Click Sign Out if you want to log off from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
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• About: Click About to view the product part number, build, and version number.

• Support: Click Support to view the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Support screen that
provides links to download software for the following:

◦ Host agents

◦ CLUI

◦ HPE XPWatch

◦ HPE XPSketch

◦ HPE XPInfo

You can also download the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor documentation from the Support
screen.

Left pane
The left pane displays the main menu for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, which consists of the
following:

• Monitoring

• Troubleshooting

• Reports

• PA and DB Settings

• Customize Settings
The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor functionalities are broadly grouped under the above mentioned
menus. By default, the Dashboard screen is displayed when you log in to HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor.
The left pane can also be collapsed when you are not accessing the menu options. Click the
blue arrow at the corner of the XP7 PA Navigation header to collapse the left pane, as shown:

Similarly, to restore the left pane, click the blue arrow on the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Navigation Pane side panel, as shown:
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Right pane
The right pane displays the screen based on the menu that you select in the left pane. You can
select related options on these screens to achieve the desired output. A tool tip is provided for
every screen element, which provides a brief description of the screen element. The right pane
also displays the Chart Work Area for those screens that require viewing the performance graphs
for selected components.

Common tasks
This section describes the tasks that are common across the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
screens.

Sorting records
Records can be sorted by clicking on the respective column titles.
• To sort records, click the respective column titles. The default sort order is the ascending

order.
In the following image, the records are sorted based on the Type of records logged on the
Event Log screen.
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• Columns are sorted depending on the type of information that appears in the respective
columns (alphabetical, numerical, or date related). For example, the Metric column on the
Alarm History screen sorts in an alphabetical order. The Value column sorts based on the
numbers first followed by the alphabets.

Resizing columns
To resize a column width in a table:
1. Place the cursor of your pointing device on the column separator.

The pointer or cursor changes as shown in the following image.
2. Press the mouse button and holding the pointer, move the column separator to either side,

for increasing or decreasing the column width.

Resizing sections of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens
You can resize individual sections of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens by using your
pointing device. To resize, place the pointing device on the section border and move the pointer
to increase, or decrease the width accordingly.
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3 Managing licenses for XP and XP7 disk arrays
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 16)

• “Instant-on license on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor installation” (page 19)

• “Instant-on license expiration” (page 20)

• “Grace period expiration” (page 21)

• “HPE XP7 Performance Advisor licenses” (page 22)

• “Generating licenses” (page 30)

• “Installing licenses” (page 31)

• “Viewing aggregate License status” (page 34)

• “Viewing status for individual licenses” (page 34)

• “Removing licenses” (page 42)

Introduction
Every XP or XP7 disk array that is connected to an instance of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
must have a valid HPE XP7 Performance Advisor license to monitor the internal raw disk capacity
of the XP disk array or the usable capacity of the P9500 and XP7 disk array. HPE XP7
Performance Advisor monitors the internal raw disk capacity in an XP disk array or the usable
capacity in a P9500 disk array for which a license is generated at the Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Authorization Center (HPEAC) website (URL: http://webkey.external.hp.com). To monitor internal
raw disk capacities, generate Permanent licenses. To monitor usable capacities, you can generate
Permanent and Meter based Term licenses. For more information, see “HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor licenses” (page 22).
The internal raw disk capacity refers to the total capacity of all the RAID groups created on the
XP disk array. It excludes the disk capacity occupied by the external RAID groups and pool
volumes, such as the thin provisioning pools and the virtual volumes.
The usable capacity is calculated as the sum of the following: Total allocated LDEV capacity +
total unallocated LDEV capacity + reserved capacity.

• Total allocated LDEV capacity includes the allocated internal LDEVs

• Total unallocated LDEV capacity includes the unallocated internal LDEVs

• Reserved capacity includes the pool volumes, such as thin provisioning, snapshot, and
continuous access journal volumes

So, usable capacity = Internal LDEVs —(External Volumes + Virtual Volumes)

Table 1 License management during installation or upgrade

License managementInstallation or upgrade

You are provided an Instant-on license, which is
automatically enabled after installation. The Instant-on

When you install HPE XP7 Performance Advisor v6.4 for
the first time

license (trial license) is provided with every instance of
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It is valid for a period of
120 days from the day you install HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor, after which a grace period of 60 days is provided.
During the 120 days tenure or the 60 days grace period,
you must generate a Permanent license at the HPEAC
license key website for each monitored XP or XP7 disk
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Table 1 License management during installation or upgrade (continued)

License managementInstallation or upgrade

array, and install the license key on HPE XP7
Performance Advisor.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor continues to be in that
state after the upgrade, until the Instant-on period expires

When you upgrade HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from
v6.3 or later to v6.4, and HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
was in the Instant-on period or you generate a Permanent license for the monitored

XP/XP7 disk arrays.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor continues to be in that
state after the upgrade, until the grace period expires or

When you upgrade HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from
v6.3 or later to v6.4, and HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
was in the grace period you generate a Permanent license for the monitored

XP/XP7 disk arrays.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor continues to be in that
state until you generate a Permanent license for the
monitored XP/XP7 disk arrays.

When you upgrade HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from
v6.3 or later to v6.4, and the following are detected:

• License violation for one or more monitored XP or XP7
disk arrays

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is already in the license
expiry violation duration

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor continues to be in that
state until the grace period expires or you generate a

When you upgrade HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from
v6.3 or later to v6.4, and the following are detected:

Permanent license for the monitored XP or XP7 disk
arrays.• License violation for one or more monitored XP or XP7

disk arrays

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is already in the grace
period

Configuration collections are not allowed after the upgrade
process is completed.

When you upgrade HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from
v6.3 or later to v6.4, and the following are detected:

• License violation for one or more monitored XP or XP7
disk arrays

• The grace period has already expired

License screen
You can add new licenses and view the status of existing licenses on the License screen. “License
screen” (page 18) shows the License screen that appears when you click PA and DB
Settings+License in the left pane.

NOTE: The License screen in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays only the internal raw
disk capacity of the XP disk arrays and the usable capacity of the P9500 disk arrays. Though
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor monitors the external storage attached to the XP/XP7 disk array,
it is not included in the license capacity calculation. This is an expected behavior because HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor is licensed only on internal raw disk and usable capacities.
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Figure 2 License screen

DescriptionScreen elements

In this section, add the licenses (.dat files) that you
generated at the HPEAC license key website.

Add New License File

In this section, view the status of all the Permanent
licenses installed on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It

License Status

displays the aggregate of all valid license capacities for
each XP or XP7 disk array monitored by HPE XP7
Performance Advisor.
If a Meter based Term license is installed for an XP7 disk
array in addition to the Permanent license, the status of
the installed TB-Days is also displayed (example, 50TB,
100TB-Days).
If a Meter based Term license is removed, the license
capacity displayed will be the capacity of the Permanent
licenses installed at that time. For example, assume that
the current license capacity for a P9500 Disk Array shows
as 1TB, +2TB-Days. If you remove the 2TB-Days, the
current license capacity shows as 1TB. However, if the
2TB-Days are completely used, you cannot remove the
Meter based Term license.
The Last Updated Time displays the date and time, when
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor last updated the license
status for an XP or an XP7 disk array.
Select a license record and click View Details for
information pertaining to each installed license. These
details are displayed in the View License Details section.
For a Meter based Term license, the View License
Details section also displays the total TB-Days that are
used and the date when used.

In this section, view the events generated for each license
key. The time stamp for each event is also displayed.

View License History

Tasks you can perform on the License screen

• “Installing licenses” (page 31)

• “Viewing aggregate License status” (page 34)
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• “Viewing status for individual licenses” (page 34)

• “Removing licenses” (page 42)
Related Topics

• “HPE XP7 Performance Advisor licenses” (page 22)

• “Generating licenses at the HPEAC license key website” (page 30)

• “Instant-on license on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor installation” (page 19)

• “Instant-on license expiration” (page 20)

• “Grace period expiration” (page 21)

Instant-on license on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor installation
The Instant-on license or the trial license is provided with every instance of HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor. By default, this license is automatically enabled when you install HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor. The following are important notes on the Instant-on license:

• It is either valid for a period of 120 days from the day you install HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor or until the time you generate, and install a new license for one or more monitored
XP or XP7 disk arrays. It cannot be generated from the HPEAC license key website. For
more information on adding licenses, see “Installing licenses” (page 31).
Consider the following example, where HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is installed on 20th
Aug'09 and monitoring five arrays (combination of XP and XP7 disk arrays). The Instant-on
license is enabled on the same date and valid until the 19th Dec'09. If you add two more XP
disk arrays on 31st Aug'09 for which configuration data is collected, the XP disk arrays are
still monitored in the current Instant-on license mode only. The Instant-on duration of 120
days is not calculated separately for the additional two XP disk arrays.

NOTE: The term, monitored XP or XP7 disk arrays, refers to those XP or XP7 disk arrays
for which at least one round of configuration data collection is complete.
The term, unmonitored XP or XP7 disk arrays refers to those XP or XP7 disk arrays for which
configuration data collection is not yet performed.

• It is applicable across all the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that are monitored by the current
instance of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It is not bound to a specific XP or XP7 disk array.
During the Instant-on license period, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can monitor unlimited
internal raw disk capacities of multiple XP disk arrays and usable capacities of multiple XP7
disk arrays. You can perform all tasks on the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that HPE XP7
Performance Advisor supports, such as configuration and performance data collection,
generating reports and charts to view the associated components performance.

• It facilitates HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to collect data for all the monitored XP and XP7
disk arrays. It also allows you to perform new configuration data collection, so that HPE XP7
Performance Advisor can monitor additional internal raw disk capacities of the XP disk arrays
and usable capacities of the P9500 disk arrays.

• You can perform configuration collection for an unmonitored XP or XP7 disk array during
the instant-on period. After the configuration collection is performed, when the instant-on
period expires and a valid license is not yet installed, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor switches
over to the grace period of 60 days for that XP or XP7 disk array.

Instant-on license activation
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor indicates that the instant-on license is activated by displaying
the following status message in the top pane of the Dashboard screen and the License screen.
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(The Dashboard screen appears when you log in to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and click
Monitoring in the left pane):
The Performance Advisor trial license expire on month, day, year. Please contact your HPE
Representative to purchase the requisite Performance Advisor licenses to avoid disruption of
Performance Advisor services.
Where, month, day, and year is calculated as 120 days from the date when you install HPE XP7
Performance Advisor.
Every day, a status message on the number of remaining Instant-on days appears under
Comments in the View License Status section against each XP or XP7 disk array record for
which a Permanent license is not yet installed. For more information on the series of events that
follow after an Instant-on license expires, see “Instant-on license expiration” (page 20) and “Grace
period expiration” (page 21).
Related Topics

• “Generating licenses at the HPEAC license key website” (page 30)

• “Installing licenses” (page 31)

Instant-on license expiration
The Instant-on license expires when one of the following conditions are met:
• The Instant-on license period of 120 days is over and Permanent license is not yet installed

for any of the monitored XP or XP7 disk arrays, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the
following:

◦ It initiates a grace period of 60 days for all the monitored XP and XP7 disk arrays. During
the grace period, you can monitor unlimited internal raw disk capacities of multiple XP
disk arrays and usable capacities of multiple XP7 disk arrays. You can also perform all
the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor related operations on the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays. It includes collecting the configuration data for additional internal raw disk
capacities on the XP disk arrays or usable capacities on the XP7 disk arrays. The
configuration data collection is possible only until the date, the current grace period is
valid. After the grace period expires, you cannot perform new configuration data collection
on any of the monitored XP and XP7 disk arrays, for which Permanent licenses are not
installed.

◦ The following changes are displayed on the License screen for each XP or XP7 disk
array record:

Table 2

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the type of the XP/XP7 disk array that is
being monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

Hardware Platform

Displays the serial number of the XP/XP7 disk array.Serial Number

Displays the total internal raw disk capacity of an
XP disk array or the usable capacity of a P9500 disk
array.

Array Capacity (TB)

Displays the capacity as 0.License Capacity (TB)

Displays the status as Expired.License Status

Displays the end date of the grace period.End Date

Displays the following status message:Comments
No License Installed. Grace Period expire on month,
day, year. Please purchase the required
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Table 2 (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

Performance Advisor licenses now to continue using
Performance Advisor on this Array.
Where, month, day, year refers to the date till when
the grace period is valid.
The above status message is also displayed on the
Dashboard screen.

• You have installed a Permanent license on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor for at least one
monitored XP or XP7 disk array during the instant-on period, it does the following:

◦ Disables the instant-on license and initiates a grace period of 60 days on all the monitored
XP and XP7 disk arrays, excluding those for which Permanent licenses are installed on
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

◦ Displays the following details in the View License Status section for the XP disk array
that has a Permanent license installed on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor:

Table 3

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the aggregate capacity of all valid license
keys installed.

License capacity (TB)

Displays the current status of the license, as
Installed.

License status

Displays Never, as Permanent license is for an
unlimited duration.

End Date

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor begins to monitor the XP disk array for the new installed
license (Permanent). Ensure that you generate and install valid license keys for every
XP or XP7 disk array being monitored, so that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor continues
collecting data for those arrays.

Related Topics

• “Generating licenses” (page 30)

• “Installing licenses” (page 31)

Grace period expiration
The grace period that follows the instant-on license is valid for 60 days. After the grace period
expires and if valid licenses are not installed, the following changes occur:

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor cannot monitor the XP or XP7 disk arrays for any new
configuration changes made after the grace period is over. However, it continues to collect
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performance data for the current internal raw disk capacities of the monitored XP disk arrays
or usable capacities of the monitored P9500 disk arrays.

• Configured alarms, notifications, reports, charts, and all other functions continue to work.
However, the generated report contains a warning message for license expiry at the beginning
of the report.
WARNING: License violation was detected for this array. This report may not capture
performance data about the recent configuration changes made in the <XP or XP7 disk
array>. Please purchase the required Performance Advisor licenses immediately.

• The License screen displays the following changes:

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the status as Expired.License Status

Displays the capacity as 0.License Capacity (TB)

Displays the following status message:Comments
License has expired. Grace Period has expired on
month, day, year. Please purchase the required
Performance Advisor licenses now to continue using
Performance Advisor on this Array.
Where, month, day, year refers to the date till when
the grace period is valid.
The above status message is also displayed on the
Dashboard screen.

For HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to continue configuration collection for additional internal raw
disk capacities on the monitored XP disk arrays or usable capacities on the monitored XP or XP7
disk arrays, install Permanent licenses on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor for each of the XP or
XP7 disk arrays. Contact your HPE representative to procure the additional licenses.
Related Topics

• “Generating licenses” (page 30)

• “Installing licenses” (page 31)

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor licenses
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor supports the following licenses:

• Permanent (for XP and XP7 disk arrays)

• Meter based Term license (only for XP7 disk arrays)
To install these licenses on Performance Advisor, see the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Authorization
Center (HPEAC) website: http://webkey.external.hp.com

Permanent licenses
Permanent licenses are primary licenses that you generate and install on HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor to monitor an XP or an XP7 disk array. Permanent licenses are for an unlimited duration,
perpetual, and unique to an XP or XP7 disk array. After generating a Permanent license, the
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor LTU and the registration number are bound to the following:

• The XP or XP7 disk array serial number

• The XP or XP7 disk array type

• The internal raw disk capacity or the usable capacity for which the license is generated
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After installing a Permanent license, if you increase the internal raw disk capacity or the usable
capacity beyond the Permanent licensed capacity, the existing Permanent license cannot be
used. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers it as a license capacity violation and initiates a
grace period of 60 days for that XP or XP7 disk array. To end the grace period:

• For an XP disk array, generate and install additional Permanent license for the internal raw
disk capacity that you want HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to monitor.

• For an XP7 disk array, you can generate and install one of the following based on your
requirement:

◦ A Permanent license.

◦ A Meter based Term license, which is a secondary license that works only if a Permanent
license is already installed.

IMPORTANT:
• It is mandatory that you have the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor registration number to

generate a Permanent frame license. This registration number is included in the product
entitlement certificate that is provided with every HPE XP7 Performance Advisor License
To USE (LTU) purchased. For more information on generating licenses, see “Generating
licenses at the HPEAC license key website” (page 30).
If you have not received the product entitlement certificate, provide the required details in
the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor License Entitlement Request text file
available in the C:\%HPSS_HOME%\data\keys folder. Send an email to HPE at
licensing.ams@hpe.comwith the completed document as a file attachment. The HPE XP7
Performance Advisor License Entitlement Request text file is available after
you install or upgrade to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

• The internal raw disk capacity of 64 TB and greater for an XP disk array is considered as
an unlimited frame license (unlimited internal raw disk capacity) by HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor. It implies that additional licenses need not be generated for HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor to monitor disk capacities at 64 TB and beyond. This is applicable only for the XP
disk arrays.
Frame license is now applicable for the P9500 and XP7 disk arrays. Therefore, if you
purchase a frame license of 65535TB, you get an unlimited license capacity. You need not
purchase additional licenses if the usable capacity of the array increases, P9500 Performance
Advisor will continue monitoring those arrays.

Meter Based Term licenses

NOTE: Meter based Term licenses are applicable for P9500 and XP7 disk arrays only.

Meter based Term licenses are secondary licenses that you generate at the HPEAC website and
install as add-on licenses in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to monitor additional usable capacities.
Meter based Term licenses cannot work independently and always need to be installed on a
Permanent license. They are not a replacement to the Permanent license.
A Meter based Term license is generated in TB-Days for the usable capacity that you want to
monitor and the duration for which you want to monitor. To calculate the total TB-Days of Meter
based Term license that you require, use the following formula:
Usable capacity * Duration (number of days)= TB-Days Meter based Term
license
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IMPORTANT:
• Additional usable capacity refers to the usable capacity that is beyond the Permanent licensed

capacity.
• A Meter based Term license cannot be installed on multiple management stations.

• Multiple Meter based Term licenses can be generated and installed on a management
station. In such cases, the licenses are used successively.

For more information on generating and installing Meter based Term license, see “Generating
licenses at the HPEAC license key website” (page 30) and “Installing licenses” (page 31).

Meter based Term license requirement
Meter based Term licenses are useful when you want to monitor an additional usable capacity
for a defined duration or when there is an unplanned surge in the usable capacity that might
subsequently reduce. For steady state license requirements, use Permanent licenses. For dynamic
license requirements arising out of varying business needs, use appropriate TB-Days of Meter
based Term license.

IMPORTANT: For the installed TB-Days to function properly, you must install a minimum of
1TB Permanent license.

The following image illustrates the above mentioned cases.

Example scenario 1
Consider that a small-sized company books air tickets online for its customers. The company
has one XP7 disk array of 75TB usable capacity. A Permanent license is installed on 01/01/2010
to monitor the 75TB usable capacity. Based on the heavy online booking trend during December'09
- January'10 time frame due to Christmas and New Year celebrations, the company is expecting
a surge in the online booking traffic beginning December'10 and continuing till the end of 1st
week of January'11. The company is confident that at least 50TB additional usable capacity is
required during this time frame (estimated 39 days).
In such cases, the company has two options:

• Generate and install a Meter based Term license, as the 50TB spike in usable capacity is
for a limited duration.

• Generate and install a Permanent license for the 50TB usable capacity.
Because the 50TB usable capacity is required for a short duration, it is economical to install
TB-Days of Meter based Term license. If a Permanent license is installed for the 50TB usable
capacity, it is used only till the first week of January'11, after which it remains unused until the
75TB current usable capacity increases by 50TB, and is constantly used.
Following is the suggested Meter based Term license configuration:
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Generate 1950TB-Days of Meter based Term license to monitor 50TB additional usable capacity
for 39 days. The 1950TB-Days are derived based on the following calculation:
50TB * 39 days = 1950TB-Days of Meter based Term license
The following figure illustrates the scenario described.

So, 50TB usable capacity is monitored every day beginning December'10 for the next 39 days.
After the spike in usable capacity reduces to 75TB, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses the
existing Permanent license that is already installed. So, the company has managed the short
duration spike in usable capacity with Meter based Term license and also retained the Permanent
license to monitor the existing 75TB usable capacity.
Example scenario 2
Consider the scenario of another company that has to use HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to
monitor a P9500 Disk Array (5TB usable capacity) for a duration of only 180 days. It is a one-time
activity for a specific project. As it is a time bound project, Meter based Term licenses are
recommended. Following is the suggested configuration:
1. Generate and install 1TB Permanent license.

Out of the 5TB usable capacity, 1TB is managed by the Permanent license.
2. Generate and install 720TB-Days Meter based Term license to monitor the additional 4TB

usable capacity for 180 days.
4TB * 180 days = 720TB-Days Meter based Term license

Meter based Term license activation and consumption
Similar to a Permanent license, a Meter based Term license is also bound to the disk array serial
number and the usable capacity for which the license is generated. Once installed, you can use
the TB-Days to monitor the additional usable capacity based on your requirement. For example,
if 90 TB-Days Meter based Term license are installed, you can use the 90TB-Days in any of the
following ways:

• 90TB-Days to monitor 90TB additional usable capacity in one day.

• 90TB-Days to monitor 1TB additional usable capacity for 90 days.

• 90TB-Days to monitor 10TB additional usable capacity for nine days.

• Any usage where the duration (Y days) multiplied by the additional usable capacity (XTB)
equals 90TB-Days.

The following figure illustrates the use of Meter based Term license.
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At the time of installing the Meter based Term license, if the usable capacity is within the
Permanent licensed capacity, the installed TB-Days remain dormant till the usable capacity
exceeds the Permanent licensed capacity. They are activated only after the Permanent license
is completely used. The TB-Days are used for the duration when the usable capacity exceeds
the installed Permanent licensed capacity and the exceeded capacity can be managed by the
installed TB-Days.

NOTE: After the installed TB-Days are activated, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor verifies the
remaining TB-Days every day after 1:00 PM and accordingly updates the TB-Days status on the
License screen - License Status section. For more information on the License screen, see “License
screen” (page 17).
• If the installed TB-Days are used in the first half of a day, the TB-Days status is updated

after 1:00 PM on the same day.
• If the installed TB-Days are used in the second half of a day, the TB-Days status is updated

after 1:00 PM on the next day.

For example, a Permanent license is installed on 11/30/2010 to monitor 50TB usable capacity.
In addition, 90TB-Days are also installed on the same day to monitor 10TB additional usable
capacity later for nine days. As the usable capacity is still within the Permanent licensed capacity,
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does not use the 90TB-Days. The following table lists the fields
that are updated on the License screen - License Status section when the 90TB-Days are installed
for an XP7 disk array record.

DescriptionColumn Headings - License Status section

Displays Permanent licensed capacity plus the installed
TB-Days.

License Capacity

Example, 50TB, +90TB-Days

Displays N/A.Term (Days)
Term (Days) indicates the total number of days when the
installed 90TB-Days can be used. In this case, as the
usable capacity is within the Permanent licensed capacity
limit, the 90TB-Days are dormant and the Term (Days)
are not shown.

Displays the status as Installed.License Status

Displays Never.End Date
This is because, the Permanent license which is for an
unlimited duration is currently active.
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Consider that the usable capacity exceeds the 50TB Permanent licensed capacity by 10TB in
the first half of 12/03/2010. As a result, the 90TB-Days are activated and HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses 10TB-Days, and updates the following fields after 1:00 PM on the same day.
On 12/03/2010:

DescriptionColumn Headings - License Status section

Displays 50TB, +80TB-DaysLicense Capacity
This is because, 10TB-Days are used on 12/03/2010 to
monitor the additional 10TB usable capacity on that day.
It also indicates that +80TB-Days remain that can be used.

Displays 8.Term (Days)
Eight days is the remaining duration when the
+80TB-Days can be used.

Displays the status as Installed.License Status

Displays 12/10/2010.End Date
Calculated as eight days starting from 12/03/2010.

Consider that the usable capacity exceeds the 50TB Permanent licensed capacity by 10TB in
the second half of 12/03/2010. As a result, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor updates the above
listed fields after 1:00 PM only on the next day (12/04/2010), though the 10TB-Days are already
used from the 90TB-Days on 12/03/2010.
After the installed TB-Days are completely used and one of the following actions is not
completed, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enters 60 days grace period for that particular XP7
disk array:

• A Permanent or appropriate TB-Days of Meter based Term license installed to monitor the
additional usable capacity.

• The additional usable capacity reduced to match the Permanent licensed capacity.
In addition, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor reduces the installed TB-Days every day after 1:00
PM till one of the above-mentioned actions is performed. The reduction (negative count) of
TB-Days is proportional to the additional usable capacity that needs to be monitored. After 60
days, a capacity violation is reported and HPE XP7 Performance Advisor stops monitoring that
disk array.
Consider that the 90TB-Days are completely used in the first half of 12/11/2010 and appropriate
TB-Days are not yet installed to monitor the 10TB additional usable capacity. As a result, HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
1. Enters 60 days grace period at 1:00 PM on the same day and 0TB-Days are available.
2. Begins reduction (negative count) of installed TB-Days.
The reduction continues for the next 59 days and the every day reduction is proportional to the
10TB additional usable capacity that needs to be monitored. After 60 days, a capacity violation
is reported.
After 1:00 PM on 12/11/2010 (Day 1 of grace period), the following fields on the License screen
- License Status section display:

DescriptionColumn Headings - License Status section

50TB, 0TB-DaysLicense Capacity
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DescriptionColumn Headings - License Status section

This is because, 90TB-Days are completely used by
12/11/2010.

Displays 0.Term (Days)
Zero days, as there are no TB-Days to use.

Displays Capacity Insufficient.License Status

Displays Expired.End Date

The License Capacity continues to display every day reduction in TB-Days till 02/08/2011 (60th
day). The remaining fields listed in the above table remain the same.

• On 12/12/2010, the License Capacity shows 50TB, –10TB-Days

• On 12/13/2010, the License Capacity shows 50TB, –20TB-Days

• On 02/08/2011, the License Capacity shows 50TB, –590TB-Days

NOTE: If 90TB-Days are completely used in the second half of 12/11/2010, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor enters 60 days grace period on the same day but updates the License
screen - License Status section only after 1:00 PM on 12/12/2010. In this case, the License
Capacity shows 50TB, –10TB-Days on 12/12/2010.

For information on calculating the appropriate TB-Days to end the grace period and also read
additional scenarios, see “Exceeding Meter based Term licensed capacity and grace period”
(page 39).
A Meter based Term license least count is 1TB-Days. By default, fractions of a TB of usable
capacity is considered as 1TB and fractions of a day is considered as one day.
Example scenario 3
Consider the following scenario:
1. An XP7 disk array has a usable capacity of 50TB.
2. A Permanent license is installed on 11/20/2010 to monitor the 50TB usable capacity.
3. Another 100TB usable capacity is added on 11/30/2010 and must be monitored for 10 days.
4. As the usable capacity is beyond the Permanent licensed capacity, HPE XP7 Performance

Advisor enters 60 days grace period on 11/30/2010.
5. 1000TB-Days Meter based Term license are installed on 12/02/2010.

The following fields in the License screen – License Status section display:

• License Capacity: 50TB, +1000TB-Days

• License Status: Installed

• Term (Days): N/A

• End Date: Never
After 1:00 PM, the above fields are updated to display:

• License Capacity: 50TB, +1000TB-Days

• License Status: Installed
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• Term (Days): 10

• End Date: 12/11/2010
6. If 90.5TB is monitored on the same day, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers 91TB-Days

and again updates the following fields to reflect the latest data, which is as follows:
• License Capacity: 50TB, +909TB-Days

• License Status: Installed

• Term (Days): 9

• End Date: 12/10/2010
Nine days count from 12/02/2010

If 85.5TB is used during the first half of 12/03/2010 and no additional TB-Days are used for
the rest of the day, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses 86TB-Days and considers the 0.5
days as one day. In addition, the following fields are updated after 1:00 PM to reflect the
latest data, which is as follows:

• License Capacity: 50TB, +823TB-Days

• License Status: Installed

• Term (Days): 8

• End Date: 12/09/2010
Eight days count from 12/02/2010

If 100.5TB is used during the second half of 12/04/2010, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
uses 101TB-Days and considers the 0.5 days as one day. In addition, the following fields
are updated after 1:00 PM on 12/05/2010 to reflect the latest data, which is as follows:

• License Capacity: 50TB, +722TB-Days

• License Status: Installed

• Term (Days): 7

• End Date: 12/08/2010
Seven days count from 12/02/2010

So, 722TB-Days remain which you can use for a duration of seven days.
A Meter based Term license is not bound to a specific start and end date. The TB-Days of
Meter based Term license are used according to the quantity of usable capacity that is monitored
and only the duration (number of days) matter. So, you have the flexibility to use the Meter based
Term license at a stretch for X number of days or for a long duration based on your requirement.
Example scenario 4
Consider the following scenario:
1. An XP7 disk array has a usable capacity of 50TB.
2. A Permanent license is installed on 11/15/2010 to monitor the 50TB usable capacity.
3. 5TB-Days are installed on 11/27/2010, because you plan to use another 1TB usable capacity

every day later for five days.
4. If the usable capacity rises beyond the 50TB Permanent licensed capacity on 11/30/2010

and the additional usable capacity equivalent to 1TB-Days is used every day, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor uses the 5TB-Days completely by 12/04/2010.
If the additional usable capacity equivalent to more than 1TB-Days is consumed a day, the
5TB-Days of Meter based Term license is accordingly used. Consider that the usable capacity
equivalent to 3TB-Days is monitored on 11/30/2010, followed by 2TB-Days on 12/01/2010.
As a result, the 5TB-Days ends by 12/01/2010.
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Example scenario 5
Consider the following scenario:
1. An XP7 disk array has a usable capacity of 25TB.
2. A Permanent license is installed on 11/28/2010 to monitor the 25TB usable capacity.
3. 12TB-Days are installed on the same day, because you plan to use another 1TB usable

capacity every day later for 12 days.
4. If the usable capacity rises beyond the 25TB Permanent licensed capacity on 11/30/2010

and 3.5TB is used on the same day, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers 4TB-Days.
5. If there has been no activity from 11/30/2010 till 12/28/2010, the remaining 8TB-Days are

not used.
6. If 4TB is used on 12/29/2010 followed by another 4TB on 12/30/2010, HPE XP7 Performance

Advisor considers 4TB-Days on each day, and the 8TB-Days are completely used by
12/30/2010.

So, the TB-Days are used only when the additional usable capacity must be monitored.

Generating licenses at the HPEAC license key website
Ensure that you have the registration number which is required for generating a license.

Generating licenses

IMPORTANT:
• The product license entitlement certificate includes a registration number, which is a unique

identifier that helps you to generate a license key for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. The
registration number is unique to the XP disk array or the XP7 disk array for which it is used
and cannot be associated with another XP or XP7 disk array serial number. The following
sets of product entitlement certificates are available:

◦ XP entitlement certificates: The registration numbers can be used on XP disk arrays
only, such as XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, and XP10000.

◦ P9000 entitlement certificates: The registration numbers can be used on P9000 disk
arrays only.

◦ XP7 entitlement certificates: The registration numbers can be used on XP7 disk arrays
only.

Based on the license entitlement certificate that you receive, generate and install a Permanent
license for the internal raw disk capacity or the usable capacity that you want HPE XP7
Performance Advisor to monitor.

• You can generate Permanent licenses for the unmonitored XP or XP7 disk arrays and install
them on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. However, the license details for those unmonitored
arrays appear in the View License Status section of the License screen, only after you
collect their configuration data.

To generate a Permanent license:
1. Access the HPEAC license key website, http://webkey.external.hp.com from your web

browser.
The Hewlett Packard Enterprise Authorization Center license key web page appears.

2. Click Generate a License Key in the Main Menu section.
The Generate License Key screen appears.
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3. Enter the registration number in the Registration Number or Product Authorization Key
box. Ensure that the registration number is same as that mentioned in the product entitlement
certificate.

4. Click Next >>.
The Array information input screen appears. The following details are displayed:

• Registration number

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor base license

• Additional PA LTU that you purchased

• Internal raw disk capacity or usable capacity that the LTU supports
5. Provide the following details on the Array information input screen:

• Enter the Array DKC serial number, which is a five digit number, such as 10900,
53036.

• Select the Hardware platform from the list.
The supported XP7 disk array and the XP disk array models, such as P9500,XP24000,
XP20000, XP12000, XP10000 are displayed for selection.

6. Click Next >>.
The Requestor Information screen appears.

7. Provide the requestor and the company related information, and click Next >>.
The Requestor Information screen appears again with all the details that you provided.

8. Click Next >> to confirm the details.
The Certificate screen appears and provides the license details. You can do the following
on the Certificate screen:

• Click Save to print a copy of the certificate.

• Click Keyfile to save the license file as a .dat file on your system.

• Click Email to send a copy of the license certificate and the key file to the intended
recipient.

After installing the Permanent license for an XP disk array, if you want HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor to monitor internal raw disk capacity beyond the Permanent licensed capacity, generate
another Permanent license at the HPEAC website.
Similarly, after installing the Permanent license for an XP7 disk array, if you want HPE XP7
Performance Advisor to monitor usable capacity beyond the Permanent licensed capacity, you
can generate another Permanent license or a Meter based Term license at the HPEAC website.
The procedure to generate and add the Meter based Term license is similar to the above procedure
for Permanent license. While generating a Meter based Term license, you can select the TB-Days
that you want to use when entering the registration number. For example, if you have a Meter
based Term LTU for 100TB-Days and you want to use only 25TB-Days, enter 25 as the TB-Days.
You are provided a license key that can be used for 25TB-Days. You can use the remaining
75TB-Days later for the same or a different XP7 disk array. The TB-Days of Meter based Term
license that you generate are bound to the XP7 disk array serial number when the license key
is generated.

Installing licenses
To install a license:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+License in the left pane.

The License screen appears.
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2. Click Browse in the Add New License File section.
3. Navigate to the folder where the license (.dat) file is stored.
4. Select the license that you want to add and click Open.

The license file appears in the File Name box.
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5. Click Add License.

CAUTION: After the licenses are installed, do not modify the date and time on the
management station where HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is installed. Modifying them may
result in inaccurate configuration and performance collections.

The following details are updated in the View License File Status section. These details
are for the specific XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the license is generated:

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the type of XP/XP7 disk array that HPE XP7
Performance Advisor monitors.

Hardware Platform

Displays the serial number of the XP or XP7 disk array.Serial Number

Displays the internal raw disk capacity of an XP disk
array or the usable capacity of an XP7 disk array.

Array Capacity (TB)

Displays the aggregate capacity of all valid license keys
installed. The License Capacity (TB) is updated every
day after 1:00 PM.

License Capacity (TB)

• If 15TB Permanent license is installed for an XP or
an XP7 disk array, the License Capacity (TB)
displays 15TB.

• If 15TB Permanent license and 100TB-Days of
Meter based Term license are installed for an XP7
disk array, the License Capacity (TB)
displays15TB, +100TB-Days.

Displays N/A after the TB-Days are installed. The Term
(Days) is updated every day after 1:00 PM to show the
remaining number of installed TB-Days.

NOTE:

Term (Days)

• Applicable only for Meter based Term license.

• Displays 0, if the installed TB-Days are insufficient
to monitor the additional usable capacity.

For an XP disk array record, the Term (Days) displays
N/A, as only a Permanent license is used to monitor
the internal raw disk capacity.
The Term (Days) displays N/A for an XP7 disk array
record, if the usable capacity is monitored using only
the Permanent license.

Displays Installed, which indicates that new
configuration collection is possible.

License Status

If a Permanent license is installed for an XP or an XP7
disk array, the End Date displays Never, which
indicates that the license is for an unlimited duration.
If TB-Days are installed for an XP7 disk array, the date
when the license ends appears. The End Date is
updated every day after 1:00 PM to show the date when
the installed TB-Days will be completely used.

End Date

Displays the appropriate messages for each XP/XP7
disk array record. The message includes the type of
license installed, license duration, and expiry date.

Comments

Click Refresh to view the latest data on the License screen.
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Related Topics

• “Viewing aggregate License status” (page 34)

• “Viewing status for individual licenses” (page 34)

• “Removing licenses” (page 42)

Viewing aggregate License status
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor maintains the following for an XP or an XP7 disk array, if you
have generated and installed licenses for that disk array on HPE XP7 Performance Advisor:

• An aggregate of internal raw disk capacities in an XP disk array

• An aggregate of usable capacities in an XP7 disk array
If a Meter based Term license is installed, the TB-Days appear next to the Permanent licensed
capacity.

IMPORTANT: The above mentioned license details are displayed only for those XP and XP7
disk arrays, for which at least one round of configuration data collection is complete (monitored
disk arrays).

For a description of the columns displayed in the above image, see the table under “Installing
licenses” (page 31). You can also view the individual license details.

Viewing status for individual licenses

IMPORTANT: If your HPE support engineer has installed a term or emergency license on your
management station, the respective license details appear in the View License Status section.

To view the status of individual licenses for an XP or an XP7 disk array:
1. Click License in the left pane.

The License screen appears.
2. In the License Status section, select an XP or an XP7 disk array record for which you want

to view the status of individual licenses.
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3. Click View Details.
The View License Detail section appears.
The following image shows the license details for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk
Array Type.

In addition to the details displayed in the License Status section, the following details specific
to the installed license appear in the View License Detail section:

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the license type.Key Type

• PERMANENT

• METER
Appears only when you select an XP7 disk array
record for which TB-Days are installed in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor.

Displays the capacity of the individual license keys.Installed License Capacity

• If you select an XP disk array record, this column
always displays the Permanent licensed capacity.

• If you select an XP7 disk array record whose usable
capacity is monitored using only a Permanent
license, this column displays only the Permanent
licensed capacity.

• If you select an XP7 disk array record for which both
the Permanent license and TB-Days of Meter based
Term license are installed, this column displays the
Permanent licensed capacity and also the installed
TB-Days.

In the above image, the Installed License Capacity
displays both the Permanent license capacity and the
installed TB-Days.
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DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the available license capacity.

• If you select an XP disk array record, this column
always displays the Installed License Capacity
value.

• If you select an XP7 disk array record whose usable
capacity is monitored using only a Permanent
license, this column displays the Installed License
Capacity value.

• In case of Meter based Term licenses:
1. If you select an XP7 disk array record for which

both the Permanent license and TB-Days of
Meter based Term license are installed, and if
the TB-Days are currently active, this column
displays the Permanent licensed capacity and
the remaining installed TB-Days.

2. If the installed TB-Days are completely used and
additional TB-Days are not available, this column
displays the Permanent licensed capacity and
0TB-Days of Meter based Term license.

3. If the installed TB-Days are dormant, this column
displays the Permanent licensed capacity and
the TB-Days that you installed. If 50TB
Permanent licensed capacity is active and you
installed 10TB-Days that are dormant, the
following are displayed:

◦ 50TB

◦ 10TB-Days

NOTE: In any of the preceding three cases (1,2
and 3), if you remove the Meter based Term license,
only the Permanent license capacity is displayed.

Licenses Available
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DescriptionScreen elements

If you select an XP or an XP7 disk array record whose
usable capacity is monitored using only a Permanent
license, this column is blank as the Permanent license
is for an unlimited duration.
In case of Meter based Term licenses:

• If you select an XP7 disk array record for which both
the Permanent license and TB-Days of Meter based
Term license are installed, and the installed
TB-Days are dormant, this column is blank.

• If you select an XP7 disk array record for which both
the Permanent license and TB-Days of Meter based
Term license are installed, and the installed
TB-Days are active, this column is blank.

• If the installed TB-Days are completely used and
additional TB-Days are not available, this column
displays the date when the installed TB-Days
expired for each Meter based Term licensed
capacity. This column is blank for the Permanent
licensed capacity.

NOTE: In any of the preceding three cases, if you
remove the Meter based Term license, only the
information regarding the Permanent license is
displayed and this column is blank.
In the above image:

• The Expired Date displays December 19, 2010 for
5TB-Days listed under the Installed License
Capacity column, as 5TB-Days are completely used
on that date.

• The Expired Date is blank for the 3TB Permanent
licensed capacity, as it is for an unlimited duration.

• The Expired Date is also blank for the 45TB-Days
listed under the Installed License Capacity
column, as the 45TB-Days are still active.

Expired Date

Displays the installed TB-Days that are used. The data
displayed is for the last one week.

MBT Units Consumed (TB)

Displays the date when the TB-Days are consumed.
The data displayed is for the last one week.
In the above image, the first record indicates that 2
MBT units are consumed on December 21, 2011.

MBT Consumption Date

Related Topics

• “Installing licenses” (page 31)

• “Removing licenses” (page 42)

Viewing license history
The View License History section displays the list of events generated on the View License
screen for each license key. The time stamp when an event occurred is also displayed for each
event record. You can search for events generated during a specific duration. Provide the start
and end date and time, and click Find to view the events generated during the selected duration.
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Exceeding Permanent licensed capacity and grace period
When the internal raw disk capacity of an XP disk array or the usable capacity of an XP7 disk
array exceeds the Permanent licensed capacity, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor switches to the
grace period of 60 days for that particular disk array.
The License Status for such XP or XP7 disk arrays displays Capacity Insufficient in the View
License Status section. The following informational message appears under Comments:
Array capacity exceeds licensed Capacity which was detected on month, day, year. Grace Period
expires on month, day, year. Please purchase the required Performance Advisor licenses now
to continue using Performance Advisor on this Array.
where:
month, day, year is the date till when the grace period is valid.
To continue monitoring the internal raw disk capacity, purchase the required HPE XP7
Performance Advisor LTUs and generate a Permanent license before the grace period expires.
Similarly, to continue monitoring the usable capacity, you can generate a Permanent license or
appropriate TB-Days of Meter based Term license based on your requirement. HPE XP7
Performance Advisor verifies the XP7 disk array usable capacity whenever you perform or
schedule configuration data collection.
Example scenario 7
Consider the following points:
1. An XP7 disk array has a usable capacity of 50TB.
2. A Permanent license is installed on 11/20/2010 to monitor the 50TB usable capacity.
3. Due to a surge in storage requests, another 25TB usable capacity is added on 11/30/2010

for a duration of five days.
4. As the additional usable capacity is greater than the Permanent licensed capacity, HPE XP7

Performance Advisor enters 60 days grace period.
Because this is a short term unplanned surge in storage requests, you can install TB-Days of
Meter based Term license to monitor the additional usable capacity for the specified duration.
To monitor 25TB for five days (at the rate of 25TB a day), generate and install 125TB-Days on
11/30/2010. As 125TB-Days are sufficient for five days, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor ends
the grace period and updates the following fields in the License screen – License Status section:

• After installation on 11/30/2010:

License Capacity: 50TB, +125TB-Days◦
◦ License Status: Installed
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◦ Term (Days): N/A

◦ End Date: Never

• After 1:00 PM on 11/30/2010:

License Capacity: 50TB, +100TB-Days
Consider that 25TB-Days are used after installation.

◦

◦ License Status: Installed

◦ Term (Days): 4

◦ End Date: 12/04/2010

If the remaining 100TB-Days are completely used in the first half of 12/04/2010 and any of the
following is not done:

• The usable capacity is reduced to within the Permanent licensed capacity limit

• Extra TB-Days installed to monitor the 25TB usable capacity

• Another Permanent license installed to monitor the 25TB usable capacity
As a result, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor again enters 60 days grace period after 1:00 PM on
the same day and 0TB-Days are available. In addition, it begins reducing (negative count) the
installed TB-Days by 25TB and updates the following fields in the License screen – License
Status section daily.
After 1:00 PM on 12/04/2010:

• License Capacity: 50TB, 0TB-Days

• License Status: Capacity Insufficient

• Term (Days): 0

• End Date: Expired
If 100TB-Days are completely used in the second half of 12/04/2010, HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor enters 60 days grace period on the same day but updates the License screen - License
Status section only after 1:00 PM on 12/05/2010. In this case, the License Capacity shows
50TB, – 25TB-Days on 12/05/2010.

Exceeding Meter based Term licensed capacity and grace period
When the existing TB-Days are not sufficient to monitor the additional usable capacity,
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers it as a capacity violation and enters a grace period of
60 days. During the grace period, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor begins reducing the installed
TB-Days. Within 60 days, if a Permanent license is installed, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
stops reducing the TB-Days and ends the grace period for that particular XP7 disk array. If
appropriate TB-Days are installed, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses part of the units to nullify
the negative count and the rest of the units to end the grace period.
The every day reduction in TB-Days is equal to the additional usable capacity because of which
the grace period has started.

NOTE: Reduction or negative counting is only applicable for the installed TB-Days. It is not
applicable for Permanent licenses.
After 60 days grace period, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor stops configuration data collection
for any additional usable capacities. It continues performance data collection for the existing
usable capacity.
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Example scenario 8
Consider the following points:
1. An XP7 disk array has a usable capacity of 50TB.
2. A Permanent license is installed on 11/23/2010 to monitor the 50TB usable capacity.
3. Due to a surge in storage requests around 11/30/2010, another 10TB usable capacity is

added for a duration of five days.
4. Because this is a short term unplanned request, it is addressed by installing 50TB-Days of

Meter based Term license on 11/30/2010.
5. After the installed TB-Days are consumed by 12/04/2010 and extra TB-Days are not added

to monitor the 10TB usable capacity, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
a. Enters the grace period after 1:00 PM on 12/04/2010 and 0TB-Days are available. The

following fields are updated with the latest TB-Days data:
• License Capacity: Displays 50TB, 0TB-Days

• License Status: Capacity Insufficient

• Term (Days): 0

• End Date: Expired
b. Begins reducing the installed TB-Days by 10TB every day starting from 12/05/2010:

• On 12/05/2010, 0TB-Days are reduced to –10TB-Days

• On 12/06/2010, –10TB-Days are reduced to –20TB-Days

• On 12/06/2010, –20TB-Days are reduced to –30TB-Days

• On 12/07/2010, –30TB-Days are reduced to –40TB-Days

• On 12/08/2010, –40TB-Days are reduced to –50TB-Days

• On 12/09/2010, –50TB-Days are reduced to –60TB-Days

6. The reduction in TB-Days continues till you install the appropriate TB-Days, so that HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
• Shows positive TB-Days

• Ends the grace period for that particular XP7 disk array
7. So, if you want to install TB-Days on 12/09/2010 for a duration of five days, generate

110TB-Days of Meter based Term license. Out of the 110TB-Days:
• 60TB-Days (6 days * 10TB) are used to nullify the reduction in installed TB-Days.

• 50TB-Days (5 days * 10TB) is required for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to continue
monitoring the 10TB usable capacity for another five days.

With 110TB-Days, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor ends the grace period and continues to
monitor the 10TB usable capacity for another five days.

When fractions of a TB of additional usable capacity ismonitored and the installed TB-Days
are not sufficient, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers it as a capacity violation and enters
a grace period of 60 days. In such a case, if you install the appropriate TB-Days, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor ends the grace period for that particular XP7 disk array.
Example scenario 8
Consider the following points:
1. An XP7 disk array has a usable capacity of 75TB.
2. A Permanent license is installed on 11/24/2010 to monitor the 75TB usable capacity.
3. Due to a surge in storage requests around 11/30/2010, another 20TB usable capacity is

added for a duration of five days.
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4. Because this is a short term unplanned request, it is addressed by installing 100TB-Days
of Meter based Term license on 11/30/2010.

5. As the usable capacity is beyond the Permanent licensed capacity, HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses the 100TB-Days of Meter based Term license.
Based on the usable capacity consumed, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses the appropriate
TB-Days of Meter based Term license. Following are sample consumptions from day 1 to
day 3:

• 11/30/2010: 51.5TB monitored using 52TB-Days

• 12/01/2010: 20.3TB monitored using 21TB-Days

• 12/02/2010: 24.9TB monitored using 25TB-Days
6. As 4TB usable capacity is remaining and only 2TB-Days are available, HPE XP7 Performance

Advisor does the following:
a. Enters 60 days grace period after 1:00 PM on 12/02/2010 and updates the following

fields with the latest TB-Days data:
• License Capacity: Displays 75TB, +2TB-Days

• License Status: Capacity Insufficient

• Term (Days): 0

• End Date: Expired
b. Begins reducing the installed TB-Days by 20TB every day starting from 12/03/2010,

which is shown as follows:
• On 12/03/2010, 2TB-Days are reduced to –18TB-Days

• On 12/04/2010, –18TB-Days are reduced to –38TB-Days

• On 12/05/2010, –38TB-Days are reduced to –58TB-Days

7. The reduction in TB-Days continues till you install the appropriate TB-Days of Meter based
Term license, so that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
• Shows positive TB-Days

• Ends the grace period for the particular XP7 disk array
8. So, if you want to install TB-Days on 12/05/2010 for a duration of five days, generate

160TB-Days of Meter based Term license. Out of the 160TB-Days:
• 60TB-Days (3 days * 20TB) are used to nullify the reduction in installed TB-Days.

• 100TB-Days (5 days * 20TB) is required for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to continue
monitoring the 20TB usable capacity for another five days.

With 160TB-Days, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor ends the grace period and continues to
monitor the 20TB usable capacity for another five days.

Violating licensed capacity
After 60 days of grace period, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers it as a capacity violation
and stops configuration data collection for any additional internal raw disk or usable capacity. It
continues the existing performance data collection.
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During a capacity violation phase, if you do one of the following:

• Install a Permanent license for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to monitor the XP disk array.
Install a Permanent license or appropriate TB-Days of Meter based Term license for HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor to monitor the XP7 disk array.

• Reduce the internal raw disk capacity of the XP disk array or the usable capacity of the XP7
disk array to match the Permanent licensed capacity. Then, perform configuration data
collection.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor verifies the internal raw disk capacity of the XP disk array
or the usable capacity of the XP7 disk array. If it is less or equal to the licensed capacity,
the existing capacity violation is removed.

Removing licenses
This section describes the procedure for removing the Permanent and Meter based Term license.

IMPORTANT: Only an Administrator or a user with administrator privileges can remove licenses.

Removing Permanent licenses
To remove a Permanent license from the current management station:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+License in the left pane.

The License screen appears.
2. In the View License Status section, select the XP/XP7 disk array record and click Remove

License.
3. In the Remove License section, select Permanent from the License Type list. You can

also choose the license type All, which is the default selection.
When you select the license type, all the licenses of that license type are removed. If you
require an instance of that license type, select the respective .dat file and install it again.
For more information on adding licenses, see “Installing licenses” (page 31).

Removing Meter based Term licenses for XP7 disk arrays
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor removes the aggregate TB-Days of Meter based Term license.
There is no option to remove the individual TB-Days of Meter based Term license.

NOTE: Once a Meter based Term license is removed, it cannot be added again. However,
another Meter based Term license can be installed.

Consider the following scenario where different TB-Days have been installed:

Table 4 Meter based Term licenses for P9500 array 53036 with 105 TB-Days capacity

StatusAvailable CapacityLicense Capacity

Active10TB-Days100 TB-days

Active5TB-Days100 TB-days

Active100TB-Days100TB-Days

In the above table, the License Capacity shows the total count of the TB-Days installed, while
the Available Capacity shows the remaining TB-Days. So, the aggregate TB-Days is 115TB-Days.
When you remove Meter based Term license, the aggregate TB-Days are removed, which is
115TB-Days. You can not remove individual TB-Days, such as 5TB-Days or 10TB-Days. In such
a case, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers it as capacity insufficient violation and enters
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a grace period for that disk array. You can install the required TB-Days of Meter based Term
license to end the grace period.
If the TB-Days count is negative, the removal of the Meter based Term license is not allowed.
For example, consider the following scenario where different TB-Days have been installed:

Table 5 Meter based Term licenses for P9500 array 53036 with negative TB-Days capacity

StatusAvailable CapacityLicense Capacity

Expired–1TB-days100 TB-days

Expired–7TB-days100 TB-days

Expired–3TB-Days100 TB-Days

The aggregate capacity is –11TB-Days. In such a case, the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does
not allow the removal of Meter based Term license keys and enters the grace period. You can
install the required TB-Days of Meter based Term license to end the grace period.

NOTE: If the aggregate capacity is 0TB-Days, you can still remove the Meter based Term
license. In such a case, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enters the grace period and starts negative
counting.

To remove a Meter based Term license from the management station:
1. Click License in the left pane.

The License screen appears.
2. In the View License Status section, select the XP7 disk array record for which you want to

remove the Meter based Term license, and click Remove License.

3. In the Remove License dialog box, select METER from the License Type list.

4. Click Remove License(s).
The Confirm Delete dialog box appears.
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5. Click Yes.
The message indicating the removal of the license appears on top of the Remove License
dialog box.

Once the Meter based Term Licenses are removed, you cannot install it again on the same
management station. However, it can be installed on a different management station. The available
capacity will be same as the license capacity of the Meter based Term license key. When the
positive Meter based Term license units are removed from one management station and
re-installed on another, only the unused Meter based Term units are added.
Consider the following scenario where different TB-Days have been installed:

Table 6 Meter based Term licenses for P9500 array 53036

Target Management StationSource Management StationLicense Capacity

Only 10TB-Days are added90TB-Days are consumed, then
remove the Meter based Term units

1TB, 100TB-days

If the 90TB-Days are consumed and if we remove the Meter based Term units and install it on
a different management station after the data is imported. Only 10TB-Days units Meter based
Term license will be added which was left during the removal of 100TB-Days units using Backup
and restore tool.
If the permanent license is removed, when the Meter based Term license has a positive count.
It will enter the grace period and Meter based Term license will not work.
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4 Collecting configuration and performance data
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 45)

• “Configuring host information” (page 47)

• “Configuration data” (page 50)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor interacts with the XP and the XP7 disk arrays through hosts that
have the operating system specific HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host agents installed. These
hosts form the channel of communication between HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and the XP
and the XP7 disk arrays. Once the host agents are installed, the corresponding records
automatically appear under theHost Information tab on the Array View screen. The configuration
summary details of the associated XP and theXP7 disk arrays are also displayed on the relevant
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens. If command devices are configured on the XP and the
XP7 disk arrays, the corresponding command device details are displayed for each XP and XP7
disk array record under the Configuration Data tab on the Array View screen. You can request
an update from a host agent every time you make the configuration changes to the host agent
or their associated XP and the XP7 disk arrays. You can remove records for the host agents that
are no longer connected to the management station.
After the host agents are discovered, start the configuration data collection followed by the
performance data collection for an XP or an XP7 disk array using its corresponding command
device. The configuration data collection can be a one-time activity or scheduled periodically on
a daily, weekly, or a monthly basis. During a scheduled configuration data collection, the data
pertaining to the new components are automatically included in the latest configuration data.
During a one-time configuration data collection, the data on new components cannot be collected
after the configuration collection is complete. You must perform another one-time configuration
data collection to receive the updated configuration data.
After the configuration data collection is complete, start the performance data collection by creating
schedules and including components that need to be monitored. You can collect performance
data for the RAID groups, DKCs, ports, continuous access journals, ThP, and the external RAID
groups. In addition, you can also specify the frequency of collection for each of the selected
components. Further, you can enable a performance data collection schedule to automatically
monitor and collect the performance of new components (RAID groups and ports). The
components discovered during the scheduled configuration data collection are automatically
added to the performance data collection schedules that are enabled to automatically monitor
new components. For more information, see “Enabling performance collection schedules for
automatic updates” (page 66).
Confirmatory records on all the events generated for host updates, configuration, and the
performance data collection activities are displayed on the Event Log screen. To view the Event
Log screen, click Event Log in the left pane. For more information on managing events, see
“Viewing events” (page 139).
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NOTE:
• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also collects the real-time performance data from the XP

and the XP7 disk arrays. For more information, see “Troubleshooting using real-time
performance data from XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 327).

• To distinguish the external parity group from the normal parity group , the external parity
group fb4 number is displayed between the range of 101 to 16484. To match the external
parity group of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor with the Remote Web Console, deduct 100
from the fb4.
For example, in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, the external parity group is displayed
between 101-1. To match with Remote Web Console, deduct 100 from 101 that is, 1-1. This
is equivalent to E1-1 in Remote Web Console.

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects and displays configuration and performance data
for fast snapshots treating them as a regular snapshots.

Array View screen
The Array View screen appears when you click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane, and
comprises of the following:

Figure 3 Array View screen

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the XP and theXP7 disk arrays that communicate
with HPE XP7 Performance Advisor through the

Available XPArray Health

connected hosts. Each XP or XP7 disk array is
represented as an icon. Their DKC number and the model
type are displayed on the icon. Click an XP or an XP7
disk array icon to view the associated command device
records highlighted in theConfiguration Collection table.

Displays the Host Information table that lists the host
agents connected to your HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

Host Information

You can request updates from the host agents or remove
their data from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

Displays the list of command device records in the
Configuration Collection table. You can select a command

Configuration Collection

device and perform a one-time configuration data
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DescriptionScreen elements

collection, or schedule a configuration data collection for
the corresponding XP or XP7 disk array.

Displays the list of XP and XP7 disk array records in the
Performance Collection table. You can schedule

Performance Collection

performance data collection and also enable schedules
to automatically collect the performance data for new
components.

Click the plus (+) sign for Arrays under Array View in the left pane to view the list of XP and
XP7 disk arrays configured to communicate with your management station. Similarly, if custom
groups are configured, click the plus (+) sign for Custom Groups under Array View to view the
list.

• Click an XP or an XP7 disk array serial number to view the corresponding configuration and
performance summary.

• Click a custom group to view the performance data of the associated LDEVs.
For more information, see “Viewing XP and XP7 disk array components” (page 172).
If you have navigated to an XP or an XP7 disk array underArray View and want to view or modify
the host information, configuration collection, or the performance collection records, click Array
View in the left pane.
Tasks you can perform on the Array View screen

• “Configuring host information” (page 47)

• “Configuration data” (page 50)

• “Performance data” (page 59)
Related Topics
See the following topics:

• “Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 76)

• “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”
(page 77)

• “Viewing events” (page 139)

• “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73)

Communicating with host agents
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the host agents in the Host Information table under the
Host Information tab. The current status of a host agent is displayed as Requested when you
seek an update from the host agent (for example, when it is reinstalled). The status changes to
Received after HPE XP7 Performance Advisor retrieves the requested information from the host
agent. When the host agents are first installed on the hosts, their current status is displayed as
Received.

NOTE: To view updated RMLIB host agent versions and new array types, select the upgraded
host entry and request a host update.

Tasks you can perform under the Host Information tab

• “Requesting host agent updates” (page 48)

• “Removing host agent information from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 49)
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Related Topics

• “Collecting configuration data” (page 53)

• “Scheduling configuration data collection” (page 55)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

Requesting host agent updates
Prerequisites
Ensure that the following prerequisites are met:

• Ensure that the version of the host agent installed on the host matches with the version of
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor installed on the management station.

• Ensure that the command devices are already created on the XP and the XP7 disk arrays
connected to your host, and configured to communicate with the host. If not already created,
the corresponding RAID Manager Library version is not displayed when you request for a
host update. In such cases, do the following:
1. Create command devices on the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. For more information on

creating command devices, refer to the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software
Installation Guide

2. Associate the command device with your host agents.
3. Request an update on your host agents.

To request an update on your host agent:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Host Information tab. The details for the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host

agents appear in the Host Information table:

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the system name of the host.Host

Displays the operating system installed on the host
and its current version.

OS

Displays the version of the host agent installed on the
host.

HA Version

Displays the RMLIB version installed on the host.RMLib Version

Displays the status of the host update request as either
Requested or Received.

Status

Displays the status of the host information request.Request Status

Displays the date and time stamp when the
configuration device file was sent to the management
station.

Updated

3. Select the host agents whose configuration details you want to update in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor.
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4. Click Request Info. The Request Info button is enabled only when you select the host
agents. Use the Shft or the Ctrl key to select multiple host agent records.
The request is executed in the subsequent data collection cycle. Following is the sequence
of events that occur for the selected host agent:
a. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor retrieves the updated information from the host agent.

This may take a few minutes depending on the number of LDEVs that are exposed to
the host agent.
The Status displays as Requested and Request Status displays the message, In
progress...please wait.

b. After HPE XP7 Performance Advisor has retrieved the latest information from the host
agent, the Status changes to Received.

c. The latest time stamp is displayed under Updated.

Click Refresh Hosts to manually refresh the Host Information table. If there are any configuration
changes in the associated XP and the XP7 disk arrays, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also
updates these details on the relevant screens. For example, if the updated information is about
a new command device, an additional record for the new command device is also displayed
under the Configuration Collection tab on the Array View screen.
To collect configuration data from a reconfigured XP or XP7 disk array, perform the
above-mentioned steps (see “Requesting host agent updates” (page 48)). During the next data
collection cycle, the host collects the configuration data again from the reconfigured XP or XP7
disk array and displays under the Configuration Collection tab on the Array View screen. This
process avoids inconsistencies in the performance data collected for the reconfigured XP or XP7
disk arrays.
Related Topics

• “Removing host agent information from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 49)

• “Collecting configuration data” (page 53)

• “Scheduling configuration data collection” (page 55)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

Removing host agent information from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

IMPORTANT:
• You can remove a host agent record when its status shows as Requested or Received

under Status.
• If an XP or an XP7 disk array is connected to two host agents, both of which communicate

with the same management station and one of the host agent record is removed, the
configuration and the performance data for that XP or XP7 disk array is still available in HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor. This is because, that XP or XP7 disk array is still connected to
the other host agent.

• The existing configuration and performance data can be purged for those XP and XP7 disk
arrays that are no longer monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

To remove a host agent record:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Host Information tab.
3. Select the host agent records that must be removed from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
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4. ClickRemove Host. TheRemove Host button is enabled only when you select a host agent
record.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor deletes the host agent record and logs a confirmation on
the Event Log screen.

When you remove a host agent, information about the command devices and the following data
for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays connected to the host agent are also removed. Initiate a new
configuration collection on the XP and the XP7 disk arrays, and recreate or reconfigure the
following parameters:

• Configuration data

• Performance schedules

• Report schedules

• Alarm configuration data

• Custom groups
If you want to view the host agent records again, restart the host agent services on that host. A
record for the host agent is automatically displayed under the Host Information tab. For more
information on restarting host agent services, refer to theHPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software
Installation Guide.

Collecting configuration data
You can collect the configuration data for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays in the following ways:

• One-time configuration data collection: Use this collection type if you want to collect the
configuration data only once. Any new configuration changes to the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays, such as new components that are added after the collection completes are not
captured in the existing configuration collection.

• Scheduled configuration data collection: Use this collection type if you want to schedule the
configuration data collection periodically on a hourly, daily, weekly, or a monthly basis. Based
on the schedule frequency, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects the updated configuration
data from the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. If you want HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to
automatically collect the performance data for new components, you must enable the
corresponding performance data collection schedules to automatically accept and monitor
the performance of new components. For more information, see “Enabling performance
collection schedules for automatic updates” (page 66).

After the host agents appear under the Host Information tab, the following details from the
command devices are also displayed in the Configuration Collection table, under the
Configuration Collection tab:
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DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the DKC number and the user-friendly name of
the XP/XP7 disk array.

Array

Displays the system name of the host.Host ID

Displays the port that is configured to communicate data
between the command device (on an XP or an XP7 disk
array) and the associated host agent.

Port

Displays the ID of the LDEV that is configured as a
command device.

Cmddev

Displays the device file for the command device.DeviceFile

Displays —, if the configuration collection is not yet
initiated for an XP or an XP7 disk array. After the

Last Collection TimeStamp

configuration data collection is initiated, the Last
Collection displays the date and time when HPE XP7
Performance Advisor receives the complete configuration
data from the XP/XP7 disk array.

Displays —, if configuration collection is not yet scheduled
or a one-time configuration data collection is performed

Frequency

on the XP/XP7 disk array. The schedule type and duration
(date and time stamp) are displayed under Frequency,
only if a configuration data collection is scheduled.

Displays the following icons based on the status of the
configuration data collection that you initiated. Hover the

Collection Status

pointing device over the status icon to know the status,
which is displayed as a tool tip:

• Displays , if configuration data collection (one-time
or scheduled) is not yet initiated.

• Displays , if configuration data collection (one-time
or scheduled) is complete without any errors.

• Displays , if configuration data collection (one-time
or scheduled) has failed due to an error. The reason
for the error is displayed as a tool tip.

• Displays , if configuration data collection (one-time
or scheduled) is in progress.

Click Refresh to perform a manual refresh of the Configuration Collection table.

CAUTION: Ensure that the date and time on the management station and the hosts are
synchronized with the local time zone to receive accurate configuration data. This condition is
also applicable for the client systems that use the IE browser to access HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor on a management station, and the systems that have the CLUI software installed.
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The following are important notes applicable for both the one-time and scheduled configuration
data collection:

• Select only one command device for an XP or an XP7 disk array to perform the configuration
data collection for that array.

• When a configuration data collection is in progress for an XP or an XP7 disk array, do not
initiate another configuration data collection for the same array.

• The configuration changes made to an XP or an XP7 disk array after a one-time collection
is not automatically updated in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. You must perform the
one-time configuration data collection again to receive the latest configuration data for that
XP or XP7 disk array. However, if you have scheduled the configuration data collection for
an XP or an XP7 disk array, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor automatically retrieves the latest
configuration data as per the selected schedule frequency.

• The initiated collection must be completed before another collection is re-initiated.

• If an XP or an XP7 disk array is connected to a host agent that is running on HP-UX 11i v3
operating system, the DSF is displayed in a new format. A legacy DSF is displayed in
parenthesis next to the new format.

• Components 101-16483 represent the external RAID group information.

• With every configuration data collection for an XP or an XP7 disk array, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor gets the latest internal raw disk capacity of that XP disk array or the
latest usable capacity of that P9500 disk array. These values are updated under Array
Capacity (TB) on the License screen. So, it is necessary that the SVP for the XP/XP7 disk
array be online, accessible, not locked by any other user, or under maintenance.

• If configuration data collection is in progress for an XP or an XP7 disk array, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor stops collecting configuration data in the following cases:

◦ If the usable capacity of a P9500 disk array or the internal raw disk capacity of an XP
disk array cannot be updated
In such a case, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the following appropriate error
message under the Configuration Collection tab:
Array capacity data could not be fetched through SVP for the XP disk array <serial_num>
or XP7 disk array <serial_num>. Ensure that the XP disk array or the XP7 disk array is
online, the SVP is accessible and not under maintenance, or locked by another resource.
The configuration data collection will not be allowed for this XP disk array until the
problem is resolved.
Simultaneously, an event is also logged on the Event Log screen. If you have scheduled
a configuration data collection, a failure notification message is also sent to the recipient
email address, specified in the Data Collection Email Settings section on the Email
Settings screen. For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings”
(page 73).

◦ If the license has expired or licensed capacities have exceeded the grace period for an
XP or an XP7 disk array
In such a case, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the following error message
under the Configuration Collection tab:
Configuration collection is stopped due to license violation for array <serial_number>
Simultaneously, an event is also logged on the Event Log screen.
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Tasks you can perform under the Configuration Collection tab

• “Collecting configuration data” (page 53)

• “Scheduling configuration data collection” (page 55)

One-time configuration data collection
Prerequisites
Ensure that the following prerequisites are met before you start the configuration data collection
for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. These prerequisites are common for both the one-time and
scheduled configuration data collection:

• Start the configuration data collection only when a command device is created on an XP or
an XP7 disk array. For more information on creating command devices, refer to the HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor Software Installation Guide.

To perform a one-time configuration data collection:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Configuration Collection tab. The Configuration Collection table displays the list

of command device records for all the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that are monitored by
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

3. Select the command device record corresponding to the XP/XP7 disk array for which you
want to collect the configuration data.
Alternatively, click an XP or an XP7 disk array icon displayed above the Configuration
Collection tab to view the corresponding set of records highlighted in the Configuration
Collection table. The existing set of records are automatically sorted to display the command
devices that belong to the selected XP or XP7 disk array at the beginning of the Configuration
Collection table.

4. Retain the Collection Period as One Time (default selection).
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5. Based on the disk array that you selected, following are the further course of steps:
If you selected an XP disk array:

• Manually enter the SVP IP address in the SVP IP Address text box and proceed to
next step to initiate the configuration data collection.
If you already registered the XP disk array SVP with the respective management station,
the corresponding SVP IP address is displayed in the SVP IP Address text box. For
more information, see “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 77).

If you selected an XP7 disk array:

• The corresponding SVP IP address and RWC user name and password are displayed
in the respective text boxes, if you already saved these credentials in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor for the selected XP7 disk array. For more information on saving
credentials, see “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor” (page 77).

◦ If you have privileges to read the disk array configuration (minimum required -
Storage Admin role with View privilege), select the Authentication Enabled check
box and then proceed to next step to initiate the configuration collection. This
authentication is required to collect configuration data of the disk array. Before
enabling authentication, ensure that you first save the credentials in the
Settings+Register SVP IP/Save SVP Credentials section.

◦ If you do not want to enable the authentication, proceed to next step to initiate the
configuration collection. If the SVP IP address is not saved earlier, you can manually
enter the SVP IP address.

If authentication is required and you do not enable it, the configuration data collection will
fail.

6. Click Submit.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor starts collecting the configuration data for the XP/XP7 disk array
through the selected command device. TheCollection Status displays . After the configuration
data is collected, the Collection Status displays . The Last Collection displays the updated
time stamp when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor completes receiving the latest configuration
data.
Clicking Reset restores the default settings.
Related Topics

• “Scheduling configuration data collection” (page 55)

• “Deleting configuration data collection schedules” (page 59)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

• “Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 76)

• “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”
(page 77)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

• “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)
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Scheduling configuration data collection

IMPORTANT: The schedule start time is set to the management station time where HPE XP7
Performance Advisor is installed.

Prerequisites
For the set of prerequisites, see “Collecting configuration data” (page 53).
To schedule configuration data collection:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Configuration Collection tab. The Configuration Collection table displays the list

of command device records for all the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that are monitored by
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

3. Select the command device record corresponding to the XP/XP7 disk array for which you
want to collect the configuration data.
Alternatively, click an XP or an XP7 disk array icon displayed above the Configuration
Collection tab to view the corresponding set of records highlighted in the Configuration
Collection table. The existing set of records are automatically sorted to display the command
devices that belong to the selected XP or XP7 disk array at the beginning of the Configuration
Collection table.

4. Select Collection Period as Recurring.
“Configuration Data Collection” (page 55) shows scheduling configuration data collection
for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 disk array.
Figure 5 (page 56) shows scheduling configuration data collection for 10055, which belongs
to the XP7 disk array.

Figure 4 Configuration Data Collection
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Figure 5 Configuration Data Collection

5. Select one of the following as theCollection Schedule. By default, the collection is scheduled
for every Sunday at 00:00 hours:
• Hourly

• Daily

• Weekly

• Monthly
For more information on the above-mentioned collection schedules, see “Configuration
collection schedules” (page 58).

6. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor directly collects data from the XP/XP7 disk array through
the array SVP. Proceed to next step.
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7. Based on the disk array that you selected, following are the further course of steps:
If you selected an XP disk array:

• Manually enter the SVP IP address in the SVP IP Address text box and proceed to
next step to initiate the configuration data collection.
If you already registered the XP disk array SVP with the respective management station,
the corresponding SVP IP address is displayed in the SVP IP Address text box. For
more information, see “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 77).

If you selected an XP7 disk array

• The corresponding SVP IP address and RWC user name and password are displayed
in the respective text boxes, if you already saved these credentials in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor for the selected XP7 disk array. For more information on saving
credentials, see “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor” (page 77).

◦ If you have privileges to read the disk array configuration (minimum required -
Storage Admin role with View privilege), select the Authentication Enabled check
box and then proceed to next step to initiate the configuration collection. This
authentication is required to collect configuration data of the disk array. Before
enabling authentication, ensure that you first save the credentials in the
Settings+Register SVP IP/Save SVP Credentials section.

◦ If you do not want to enable the authentication, proceed to next step to initiate the
configuration collection. If the SVP IP address is not saved earlier, you can manually
enter the SVP IP address.

If authentication is required and you do not enable it, the configuration data collection will
fail.

8. Click Submit.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects configuration data for the XP/XP7 disk array through the
selected command device. The Collection Status displays . The selected schedule type and
frequency appear under Frequency. After the configuration data is collected for the specified
frequency, the Collection Status displays and the Last Collection displays the updated time
stamp, when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor completes receiving the latest configuration data.
The latest configuration data is automatically updated in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. If there
are new components that you want to monitor, enable the associated performance data collection
schedules to automatically collect data for the new components (RAID groups and ports). For
more information, see “Enabling performance collection schedules for automatic updates”
(page 66).
Clicking Reset restores the default settings.
Related Topics

• “Collecting configuration data” (page 53)

• “Deleting configuration data collection schedules” (page 59)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

• “Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 76)

• “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”
(page 77)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

• “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73)
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• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

Configuration collection schedules
The following table describes the configuration collection schedules.

ExamplesDescriptionCollection
Schedule

If you create an hourly schedule
at 12:30 PM and set the

If the collection schedule is selected as Hourly, the Hourly
Schedule list appears. Select the schedule frequency as 1 hour,
6 hours, or 12 hours.

Hourly

schedule frequency as 1 hour,
The Start Time list is not enabled for the Hourly collection schedule. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

executes the schedule only at
1:00 PM and collects data for the
next one hour. A new instance
of the schedule executes at 2:00
PM again. This process repeats
for every 1 hour.

If the collection schedule is selected as Daily, provide the schedule
start time. Every time the schedule is executed, HPE XP7

Daily

Performance Advisor collects the configuration data for the last 24
hours only.

If the collection schedule is selected as Weekly, the Day of the
Week list appears. Select the day and provide the schedule start

Weekly

time. Every time the schedule is executed, HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor collects the configuration data for the last one week only.

If you select Sunday as the day
of the week, 2 as the week of the

If the collection schedule is selected as Monthly, the Monthly
Schedule appears with options for scheduling the collection on a

Monthly

month, and start time as 8:00particular date (Based on Date) or day (Based on Day) of a month.
PM, HPE XP7 PerformanceEvery time the schedule is executed, HPE XP7 Performance

Advisor collects the configuration data for the last one month only. Advisor executes the schedule
on the 2nd Sunday of every
month at 8:00 PM.• If you want to schedule the collection on a particular date:

Select the Monthly Schedule as Based on Date, if it is not
selected by default.

◦

◦ Provide the schedule start time by selecting from the Start
Time list.

◦ From the Date of the Month list, select the date when you
want the schedule to execute every month. By default, 1st
is selected as the default date of the month.

• If you want to schedule the collection on a particular day:

◦ Select the Monthly Schedule as Based on Date, if it is not
selected by default.

◦ From theDay of theWeek list, select the day when you want
the schedule to execute every month. By default, Sunday is
selected as the day of the week.

◦ Select the week to which the day belongs from the Week of
the Month list. This is a mandatory selection. By default, the
1st week is selected as the week of the month.

◦ Provide the schedule start time by selecting from the Start
Time list.
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Deleting configuration data collection schedules
To delete a configuration data collection schedule:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Configuration Collection tab. The Configuration Collection table displays the list

of command device records for all the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that are monitored by
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

3. Select the command device record corresponding to the XP/XP7 disk array for which you
want to delete the configuration data schedule.

4. Click Delete Schedule.
When a configuration data collection schedule is deleted, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor stops
the collection from the subsequent scheduled collection cycle and then deletes the schedule.
However, the current collection stops only after the latest configuration data is collected or when
the scheduler time resets to 60 minutes. For example, if you scheduled a configuration data
collection for two hours at 10:00 AM and stopped the schedule at 10:30 AM, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor still continues with the configuration collection that was initiated at 10:00
AM. However, after the current collection completes or the scheduler time resets to 60 minutes,
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does not initiate a new configuration data collection.

Collecting performance data
After completing the configuration data collection for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays, schedule
the performance data collection for the associated components, which belong to the following
component types:

• DKC

• Ports

• RAID Groups

• Ext RAID Groups

• THP pools

• Snapshot pools

• Cont. Access Journals
You can create two performance data collection schedules for an XP or an XP7 disk array, as it
enables you to frequently monitor the respective components. The components that are not
selected as part of the first schedule are automatically added to the second schedule. You can
set different collection frequencies to collect data for the DKC, ports, and the RAID groups. You
can also enable the schedules for automatic updates. The collection frequency set for a RAID
group in a schedule is applicable for any component of the continuous access journal, snapshot,
ThP, and the external RAID group types. It is applicable only if they are selected for performance
data collection.
The following are important notes on the performance data collection:

• The performance data collection does not start when the configuration data collection is in
progress. It starts automatically when the configuration data collection completes. If you set
the frequency of the configuration data collection schedule as one hour, then after every
hour, the performance data collection stops and restarts only when the configuration data
collection completes. On successful completion, the Event Log screen displays records for
the generated events. In case of performance data collection failure, the Event Log screen
displays the failure messages.
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NOTE: If you plot performance graphs when the configuration data collection is in progress,
there would be gaps in the data points. These gaps might occur only a few times when the
configuration data collection is in progress and not throughout. They indicate that the
performance data is not collected when the configuration data collection is in progress.

• While creating a performance data collection schedule, you can select a command device
that is mapped through two different ports.

• While creating performance data collection schedules, you cannot split the components
available in the respective component type lists into two schedules. For example, if you
create two performance data collection schedules, the components that you select from the
DKC, Port, and RG component type lists for the first schedule cannot be included in the
second schedule.

• In a multipathing environment, ensure that a command device is not exposed to a host from
two different ports. It stops the current performance data collection, as the schedule configured
to obtain the collection is automatically deleted.

• HPE recommends that you set the data collection rate to one hour or less because of
management station performance and field rollover. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects
performance data on all LDEVs in the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that communicate with
the management station through their respective hosts. The hosts that display their status
asReceived under theHost Information tab constitute the superset of the mapped LDEVs.
The performance data collection is not limited to the number of LDEVs that the host agent
is mapped to use. If you set the collection rate too narrow (less than 5 minutes), it results in
reduced responsiveness from the management station.

• If you are collecting the performance data for the first time, it takes longer than usual for
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to collect the data. The subsequent performance data
collection is as per the time specified in the Frequency section.

• If you have performed a one-time configuration data collection and later the XP/XP7 disk
array configuration is modified, HPE recommends that you perform a fresh configuration
data collection, so that the performance data collected is for the latest configuration.

Initially, when performance data collection is not yet configured for the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays, the following details are displayed in the Performance Collection table, under the
Performance Collection tab:

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the DKC number of the XP/XP7 disk array.Array

Displays the system name of the host.Host ID

Displays the port that is configured to communicate data
between the command device on an XP or an XP7 disk
array and the associated host.

Port

Displays the LDEV ID of the LDEV that is configured as
a command device.

Cmddev

Displays the device file for the command device.DeviceFile
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DescriptionScreen elements

No schedule name.Schedule Name

Displays 0,0,0Frequency (DKC, RG, Port)

DisplaysEnabled

Displays the View link, clicking which displays empty
schedule, as the schedule is not yet created.

Components

Related Topics

• “Viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 67)

• “Editing frequency of performance data collection” (page 67)

• “Starting performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Deleting performance data collection schedule” (page 69)

• “Restarting the performance data collection in case of a disk failure” (page 67)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

Creating performance data collection schedules

IMPORTANT:
• Only one schedule can be created on a selected command device. For a better performance,

select a maximum of two command devices that belong to different ports.
• A schedule cannot be created for the same XP or XP7 disk array through two different host

agents.
• HPE recommends that you should allow two minutes per 1,000 LDEVs for the management

station to keep up with the collection. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects the performance
data on all the LDEVs.

• You can set the collection interval for the performance data collection to a minimum of one
minute or a maximum of 60 minutes.

• If you select all the seven component types, you must set a minimum frequency of 15 minutes
and a maximum of 60 minutes.

• For viewing and collecting the performance data for large number of LDEVs, you must
configure the java heap size settings in both the management station and the host system.
For more information, see “Increasing the maximum number of LDEVs” (page 70).

• The command device, for which PA is configured to collect the performance data should
have LUN path configured from all the SLPRs

• If configured in an XP or an XP7 disk array, it is mandatory that you select all the continuous
access journal, snapshot, and the ThP components from the respective component type
lists.

• HPE recommends that you clear the cache on your IE browser before creating a schedule.

NOTE: Ensure the Every time I visit checkbox is checked.

To create a performance collection schedule:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
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2. Click the Performance Collection tab and select the XP/XP7 disk array, for which you want
to schedule performance data.
Alternatively, click an XP or an XP7 disk array icon displayed above the Performance
Collection tab to view the corresponding set of records highlighted in the Performance
Collection table. The existing set of records are automatically sorted to display the command
devices that belong to the selected XP or XP7 disk array at the beginning of the Performance
Collection table.

3. ClickCreate. TheCreate button is enabled only when you select an XP or an XP7 disk array
record under the Performance Collection tab. Depending on whether it is the first or the
second performance data collection schedule that you are creating, HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor validates the following and displays appropriate error messages if the validations
fail:
• If it is the first performance data collection schedule, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

verifies if the configuration data is already available for that XP or XP7 disk array.
• If it is the second performance data collection schedule, in addition to the configuration

data, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also verifies:

◦ Whether the second schedule is using a different port than the one used by the
first schedule.

◦ Whether the same host is used to communicate with the selected XP or XP7 disk
array.

4. Enter a schedule name in the Schedule Name box.
The performance schedule name can be a maximum of 32 alphanumeric characters. You
can insert a space and also use special characters, such as underscore (_) and apostrophe
(').

5. For an P9500/XP7 disk array, you must perform an additional step.
• If the command device being used for collection has authentication enabled, select the

Authentication Enabled check box. Enter the RWC user name and password that has
privilege to use the command device, and proceed to the next step to select the
components. If you select the same command device that was used for configuration
data collection and if the authentication was enabled for the configuration collection,
the RWC credentials are automatically populated in the fields adjacent to the
Authentication Enabled check box.

• If you do not want to enable the authentication, proceed to the next step to select the
components.

NOTE: If authentication is required and you do not enable it, the performance data collection
will fail.

6. In the respective component type lists, select the required check boxes for the components
to collect their performance data. The following component type lists are displayed:

For an XP disk array, the DKC provides data on the
CHIPs, ACPs, Cache, SLPR, CLPR, and the SM.

DKC

For an P9500/XP7 disk array, the DKC provides data
on the MP blades, in addition to the data on the Cache,
CLPR, and the SM.

Displays the frontend ports.Port(s)

Displays the XP/XP7 disk array volumes, including
business copy and continuous access
(synchronous/asynchronous) volumes.

RG(s)
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Displays the snapshot volumes.SNAP Group(s)

Displays the ThP volumes.THP Group(s)

Displays the continuous access journal volumes.CA Journal Group(s)

Displays the external RAID groups connected to the
selected XP/XP7 disk array.

External RG(s)

NOTE:
• The THP Group(s), CA Journal Group(s), and the SNAP Group(s) component type

lists are displayed only if the corresponding components are configured on the selected
XP/XP7 disk array. The External RG(s) component type list is displayed only if the
external volumes are attached to the selected XP/XP7 disk array.

• Selecting a ThP, snapshot, or a continuous access journal volume also provides the
respective volume pool information.

• To select all components, select the check box next to the component type.

“Performance Data Collection” (page 63) shows scheduling performance data collection for
53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type.

Figure 6 Performance Data Collection

Figure 7 (page 64) shows scheduling performance data collection for 10035, which belongs
to the XP7 Disk Array type.
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Figure 7 Performance Data Collection

Resource type list.1

7. Set the frequency in minutes for the DKC, RAID groups, and the port performance data
collection by selecting the frequency in the respective Frequency list.

8. Select the Stagger Collection check box if you want to stagger the data collection time at
different intervals.
For example, if the Stagger Collection check box is not selected, and Frequency is set to
15 minutes, performance data collection occurs every fifteen minutes, irrespective of when
the schedule is created. For example, if the schedule is created at 10.12 a.m., the first
collection occurs immediately and the next collection occurs at the quarter of the hour, which
is 10.15 a.m. The subsequent collections occur at 10.30 a.m., 10.45 a.m., and so on. If you
select Stagger Collection, performance data collection occurs every 15 minutes from the
time the schedule is created. For example, if the schedule is created at 10.12 a.m., the first
collection occurs immediately, and the next collection is 15 minutes later, at 10.27 a.m. The
subsequent collections take place every 15 minutes after that.
The Stagger Collection ensures that the load on the management server is balanced,
because the data collection occurs for all the XP and the XP7 disk arrays at varied points
of time in the day and not for every 15 minutes in an hour.

9. Select theAdd newRGs and Ports to the schedules that have RG and Port components
enabled check box if you want to update the new RAID groups or port components that are
discovered during the scheduled performance data collection to the appropriate schedule.
The newly discovered components are added to the appropriate schedule without impacting
the other components included in a performance data collection schedule.

10. Click Save for the changes to take effect.
Click Cancel, if you do not want to configure a schedule for the current selection.

Click Refresh to view the updated list of performance data schedules.
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The new schedule starts automatically. The following table provides the subsequent changes
that occur in the Performance Data section for the selected XP/XP7 disk array record.

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the new schedule name.Schedule Name

Displays the selected components. Click View to see the
corresponding schedule details.

Components

Displays , which indicates that the schedule has started.Enabled

Initially, displays when a schedule is not yet configured
or stopped.

Displays the selected frequency for the DKC, RAID
groups, and the port data collection.

Frequency

Initially, displays 0,0,0 when a schedule is not yet
configured.

When the performance data collection is in progress, you can perform the following functions.
Allow HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to complete at least two performance data collection cycles
before you proceed with the following tasks. This is to ensure that sufficient data is available that
can be projected on the respective screens:

• View a graphical representation of the performance of components for different metrics and
duration that you specify. For more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).

• View the performance summary of components on the Array View screen. For more
information, see “Viewing performance summary” (page 177).

• Configure alarms on components, so that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can send
appropriate alarm notifications. For more information, see “Adding or removing metric
values” (page 120).

• Create custom groups for a set of LDEVs that you want to frequently monitor. For more
information, see “Creating custom groups” (page 84).

• Create and schedule reports to view the performance data of components for different
metrics, and duration that you specify. For more information, see “Generating, saving, or
scheduling reports” (page 308).

In case of performance data collection failures, the appropriate failure messages are displayed
on the Event Log screen. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can also dispatch email notification
about the collection failure to the intended recipient. To receive performance data collection
failure notification, you must configure the appropriate email notification settings. For more
information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).
Related Topics

• “Editing frequency of performance data collection” (page 67)

• “Enabling performance collection schedules for automatic updates” (page 66)

• “Viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 67)

• “Starting performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Stopping performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Deleting performance data collection schedule” (page 69)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)
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Enabling performance collection schedules for automatic updates
You can enable the performance data collection schedules to automatically collect the performance
data for newly discovered RAID groups and ports. The new RAID groups and ports in an XP or
an XP7 disk array are discovered during the scheduled configuration data collection. They are
automatically appended to the existing list of RAID groups and ports in the corresponding
performance data collection schedule, which is enabled to collect performance data for the new
components. The newly discovered components are added to only those performance data
collection schedules that are enabled for automatic updates. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
collects data for new RAID groups and ports from the subsequent data collection cycle.
The new components can also comprise of virtual volumes, such as ThP, snapshot, continuous
access journals, and the external RAID groups. The virtual volumes cannot be split across two
schedules. They are automatically added to only those performance data collection schedules
that are already collecting the performance data for these virtual volumes. It is irrespective of
whether the performance data collection schedule is enabled to receive automatic updates.
For a schedule to automatically collect data for the new set of RAID groups and ports, select the
Add new RGs and Ports to the schedules that have RG and Port components enabled
check box while creating a performance data collection schedule. The following table provides
scenarios on when a schedule can be enabled for automatic updates.

What happens...Automatic updatesScenarios

The newly discovered RAID groups
and ports are automatically appended

Enabled Schedule 1 for automatic
updates.

One schedule created (Schedule 1)

to the existing list for which
performance data collection is
scheduled. The performance data
collection continues for the new
components also.

The newly discovered RAID groups
and ports are not appended to the

Disabled Schedule 1 for automatic
updates.

existing list of RAID groups and ports.
You have to modify the performance
data collection schedule later to add
or remove components from Schedule
1.

The newly discovered RAID groups
and ports are automatically appended

Enabled Schedule 1 for automatic
updates.

Two schedules created (Schedule 1
and Schedule 2)

to the existing list for which Schedule
1 is in progress. The performance data
collection continues for the new
components also. The newly
discovered RAID group and port
components that are not selected in
any performance data collection
schedule are added to the appropriate
schedule.
Schedule 2 is automatically disabled
for automatic updates, as Schedule 1
is already enabled to receive automatic
updates.
Hence, you must edit the schedule
manually to add or remove
components from Schedule 2.
However, if Schedule 1 is not enabled
for automatic updates, you can still
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What happens...Automatic updatesScenarios

enable Schedule 2 to receive
automatic updates.

The newly discovered RAID groups
and ports are neither added to

Both Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 are
disabled to receive automatic
updates.

Two schedules created (Schedule 1
and Schedule 2)

Schedule 1 or Schedule 2. Hence, you
must edit the schedules manually to
add or remove components in the
existing list.

Starting performance data collection in case of a disk failure
The performance data collection might stop on all the XP and the XP7 disk arrays connected to
a host, if the command device used belongs to an array group where a disk failure occurred. To
restart performance data collection:
1. Under the Host Information tab, select the host (on which performance data collection has

stopped) and click Request Info. The status for the selected host changes to Received after
the information is collected from the host. For more information, see “Requesting host agent
updates” (page 48).

2. Under the Performance Collection tab, delete and recreate the performance schedules
with a new name for the selected host. The schedule is enabled automatically and the
performance data collection begins. The previous collection data is still retained.

Viewing performance data collection schedules
After creating a schedule, click the View link under Components or the View button. The list of
selected components, respective data collection frequencies, and the command device chosen
for data collection are displayed. In addition, the port type, such as FCoE (applicable only for
P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed for a port.

NOTE:
• The View button is enabled only when you select an XP or an XP7 disk array record under

the Performance Collection tab.

Related Topics

• “Editing frequency of performance data collection” (page 67)

• “Starting performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Stopping performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Deleting performance data collection schedule” (page 69)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

Editing performance data collection schedules
You can add or remove components from an existing performance data collection schedule, and
edit the frequency of data collection. When you edit a performance data collection schedule, you
might notice missing data points for components in the subsequent collection cycle before HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor starts collecting data for the new set of components and frequency.
To edit a performance data collection schedule:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Performance Collection tab and select the XP/XP7 disk array record for which

you want to modify the associated performance data collection schedule.
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3. Click Edit. The Edit button is enabled only when you select an XP or an XP7 disk array
record under the Performance Collection tab.
The schedule details appear and the selected components are highlighted for your reference
in the respective component type lists.

4. Modify the schedule settings as required. For more information, see “Creating or viewing a
performance data collection schedule” (page 61).

5. Click Save to commit the changes.
The updated frequency is displayed under Frequency. In the subsequent data collection
cycle, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects data for the new set of components as per
the new frequency.

Related Topics

• “Viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 67)

• “Starting performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Stopping performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Deleting performance data collection schedule” (page 69)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

Stopping performance data collection schedules
To stop a performance data collection schedule:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Performance Data tab and select the XP/XP7 disk array record for which you want

to stop the performance data collection schedule.
3. Click Stop. The Stop button is enabled only when you select an XP or an XP7 disk array

record under the Performance Collection tab.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm whether you want to stop the schedule.

4. Click OK.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor stops the collection from the next collection cycle. The current
performance data collection schedule stops only after the current data collection is complete, as
per the selected collection schedule. For example, if you had configured an hourly collection at
11:00 a.m and stopped the schedule at 11:30 a.m., the current performance data collection still
continues as per the selected collection schedule and ends only at 12:00 p.m. Further data
collections are not performed till you restart the schedule.

appears under Enabled indicating that the performance collection schedule has stopped.
Related Topics

• “Creating or viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 61)

• “Editing frequency of performance data collection” (page 67)

• “Viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 67)

• “Starting performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Deleting performance data collection schedule” (page 69)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

Restarting performance data collection schedules
To restart a performance data collection schedule:
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1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.
The Array View screen appears.

2. Click the Performance Data tab and select the XP/XP7 disk array record for which you want
to start the corresponding performance collection schedule.

3. Click Start. The Start button is enabled only when you select an XP or an XP7 disk array
record under the Performance Collection tab.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm whether you want to restart the schedule.

4. Click OK.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor resumes the data collection for the same set frequency on the
selected XP/XP7 disk array components.

icon appears under Enabled for the selected XP/XP7 disk array record indicating that the
schedule has started.
Related Topics

• “Creating or viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 61)

• “Editing frequency of performance data collection” (page 67)

• “Viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 67)

• “Stopping performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Deleting performance data collection schedule” (page 69)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

Deleting performance data collection schedules
To delete a performance data collection schedule:
1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.

The Array View screen appears.
2. Click the Performance Data tab and select the XP/XP7 disk array record for which you want

to delete the associated performance data collection schedule.
3. Click Delete. The Delete button is enabled only when you select an XP or an XP7 disk array

record under the Performance Collection tab.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm whether you want to delete the schedule.

4. Click OK.
The performance data collection schedule is permanently deleted. Click Cancel, if you want to
retain the schedule.
Related Topics

• “Creating or viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 61)

• “Editing frequency of performance data collection” (page 67)

• “Viewing a performance data collection schedule” (page 67)

• “Starting performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Stopping performance data collection” (page 68)

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)
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Setting the java heap size values
To ensure optimal performance and results, the maximum number of LDEVs for a data collection
is initially set to 6000. This is total number of LDEVs visible to a particular host agent across all
XP and XP7 arrays.

Setting the heap size for management station
To set the heap size value on a management station:
1. Select Start+Programs+Hewlett Packard Enterprise+HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

Management Station+Resize Heap.
You can also go to the <Install_drive>:\HPSS\bin folder and double click on the
ResizeHeapMS.bat file.

2. In the command prompt window that appears, read the 'Important' note given at the beginning
and then respond to the prompt as appropriate.

3. If you type y at the prompt, you are further prompted to provide the minimum and maximum
java heap size values.
The minimum heap size value must be more than or equal to 512 MB, and the maximum
heap size value must be less than or equal to 2048 MB. If heap size values are already set,
the current minimum and maximum heap size values are also displayed for your reference.
If you type n at the prompt, the command prompt window closes.

4. Enter the minimum and maximum java heap size values that are appropriate to your current
setup.

The Resize Heap tool stops the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service to apply the
configured java heap size values. The service is automatically restarted once the new values
are set.

Setting the heap size values for Windows and Unix host agents
By default, the heap size value is set to Xmx1024M on a Windows or UNIX host agent. Xmx1024M
is also the maximum heap size value recommended by HPE, if you are monitoring the performance
of XP and XP7 disk arrays with large number of LDEVs (64K binary (65,536)). However, increase
or decrease the heap size value based on the maximum heap size that your system supports.
For more information, refer to your operating system guide to know the maximum configurable
heap size value.
To modify the heap size value on a UNIX host agent:
1. In the command prompt window, type cd /opt/xppa/hostagent/sbin.
2. At the prompt that appears, type ./ResizeHeapHANonWindows.sh to run the shell script

resizeheap.sh that enables you to set the heap size values.
3. Follows steps 3 & 4 given for configuring java heap size values on a management station.

For more information, see For the management station.
To modify the heap size value on a Windows host agent:
1. Go to the <Installation folder>\xppa\hostagent\JavaHeapSize folder and

double click ResizeHeapHAWindows.bat. By default, <Installation Folder> refers
to C:\Program Files\Hewlett-Packard.

2. Follows step 2 onwards given for configuring java heap size values on a management station.
For more information, see For the management station.

The Resize Heap tool stops the Windows Host Agent services to apply the configured java heap
size values. The service is automatically restarted once the new values are set.
The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor tomcat/Host Agent services does not start if there is not
enough memory available in the system and the following message appears.
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The user must run the Resize Heap tool again and reset the value to a lower size.
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5 Configuring common settings for HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor

This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 72)

• “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73)

• “Setting time zone for management station” (page 79)

• “Setting severity level” (page 78)

• “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”
(page 77)

• “Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 76)
In addition, this chapter also discusses the following topics:

• “Managing custom groups” (page 83)

• “Managing fabricated LDEV records” (page 89)

• “Managing HPE XP7 Performance Advisor user profiles” (page 93)

• “Setting the duration to predict the LDEV response time” (page 79)

• “Receiving email notifications when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor services fail” (page 80)

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to configure the commonly used settings, such as
the following:

Settings+PA Settings
“Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73)

Email notification for the alarms and reports generation, and
the data collection failure

Settings+Personalize Arrays
“Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays”
(page 76)

User-friendly names for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays

Settings+Personalize Arrays
“Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 77)

Registration of the XP and XP7 disk arrays with the respective
array SVPs

Settings+User Settings
“Setting time zone for management station” (page 79)

Management station date and time to be in sync with the time
zone where it resides

Settings+User Settings
“Setting severity level” (page 78)

Severity level for logging the events, which HPE XP7
Performance Advisor uses to filter events and log only those
that match the set severity level

Settings+Custom Groups
“Managing custom groups” (page 83)

Manage custom groups, where you create, view, modify, or
delete the custom groups

Settings+Data Grid Update
“Managing fabricated LDEV records” (page 89)

Manage the fabricated LDEV records, where you modify or
delete the incomplete LDEV records, and also replicate settings
across the LDEV records

Settings+Security
“Managing HPE XP7 Performance Advisor user profiles”
(page 93)

Manage HPE XP7 Performance Advisor users profiles, where
you create, modify or delete the user profiles, and view their
group properties
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IMPORTANT: You must log on to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor as an administrator or a
user with administrator privileges to perform the above-mentioned tasks. However, the
administrator privileges are not required to manage the custom groups and the fabricated LDEV
records.

You can also configure the following specific settings:

• Set the threshold limits (PA and DB Settings+Threshold Setting) and monitor the overall
usage of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays on the Dashboard screen. For more information
on setting thresholds, see “Configuring dashboard threshold settings” (page 99).

• Set the duration that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses to predict the average read and
write response time of the LDEVs. For more information, see “Setting the duration to predict
the LDEV response time” (page 79).

• Configure email notification settings to receive notifications from the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor Monitor service, which periodically monitors the statuses of the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor services. For more information, see “Configuring SMTP parameters” (page 82).

Configuring email and SNMP settings
You can configure HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to dispatch email notification when the following
events occur:

• Reports are generated on schedule

• Performance of components cross the set threshold limits

• Performance of components drop below the set threshold limits for the first time

• Performance data collection fails
The settings that you specify for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to dispatch the email notifications
comprises of the following:

• Providing the source SMTP server IP address or host name and the port address

• Specifying the source email address for the alarms and reports notifications, and the data
collection failure notifications

• Specifying a separate destination email addresses for the alarms, reports, and the data
collection failure notifications

• Specifying a community name (Public or Private) for the SNMP server

• Specifying separate subject lines for the report email notifications, XP7 Alarms email
notifications, and the data collection failure notifications

• Specifying an appropriate title for the Good Information alarm email notifications
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IMPORTANT:
• The Email Address is a mandatory field. Provide a valid destination email address that

receives the email notifications when the alarms and reports are generated, or the
performance data collection fails. For example, test1@xyz.com
You can also provide multiple email addresses by inserting a semi colon between the email
addresses, in the following format test1@xyz.com;test2@xyz.com;test3@xyz.com
The total count of characters in the Email Address field must be less than or equal to 512
characters.

• PA Monitor Settings does not support multiple email addresses. If multiple email addresses
are to be notified then you must provide an alias email address.

• The Report Name is a mandatory field, where you must provide a valid report name.

• The default values for the email settings are directly read from the
serverparameters.properties file and displayed in the respective fields on the Email
Settings screen. If you retain the default values, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses them
for all the email notifications that are dispatched to the intended recipients.

To configure the email and alarm notification settings:
1. Click Settings in the left pane.
2. Select PA Settings.

The PA Settings screen appears.
3. Configure the following settings on the Email Settings screen:

SMTP Server Settings
• The IP address or host name of the SMTP server that will be used for processing emails.

The default SMTP server IP address is localhost.
• The related port number (accepts only numbers). The default port number is 25.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses the above settings to dispatch email notifications
to the intended recipients when the alarms or reports are generated, or the performance
data collection fails.

In addition, provide a common source email address to dispatch all the alarm and report
email notifications, and the performance data collection failure notifications. The default
source email address for dispatching these notifications is administrator@localhost. For
valid email address formats, see “Alarm Email Settings” (page 74).
To validate the SMTP server settings, click Test SMTP. If the SMTP data entered is valid,
a test mail is sent to the specified destination email address, and the following message is
displayed at the bottom of the PA Settings screen:
Valid SMTP settings

If the SMTP data entered is invalid, the following message is displayed:
Invalid SMTP settings

Alarm Email Settings
• A valid destination email address that transforms into one of the following formats:

<alphanumeric_string>@<character_string>.<character_string>.
For example, abc123_abc@xyz.com

◦

◦ <alphanumeric_string>@<character_string>.<character_string>.<character_string>.
For example, abc123_abc.123@xyz.co.in
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The default destination email address for receiving the alarm notifications is
administrator@localhost

• An appropriate subject text for the alarm email notifications. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses the specified subject line as the default subject line for all the notifications
that are dispatched when a component is performing beyond the set threshold limit.
The default subject line is XP7 Alarm.

• An appropriate title text for the Good Information alarm (recovery alarm) email
notifications. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses the specified title as the default title
for all the recovery alarm notifications. These notifications are dispatched when the
performance of a component drops below the set threshold limit for the first time. The
default title is Good Information Alarm.

• Select theGood Info Alarm Flag check box to receive the respective Good Information
Alarm notifications. By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor dispatches the Good
Information Alarm notifications.

Reports Email Settings
• A valid destination email address as specified under Alarm Email Settings.

• An appropriate subject text for the report email notifications. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses the specified subject text as the default text for all the notifications that
are dispatched when a report is generated as scheduled. The default subject line is
XP7 Performance Report.

• The name of the report you want to generate.

• The name of the customer for whom the report is generated.

• The name of the consultant who is associated with the customer.

• The location of the XP/XP7 disk array for which the report is generated. This information
is useful if the XP/XP7 disk array is located in a different site, away from the management
station.

Data Collection Email Settings
• A valid destination email address, as specified under Alarm Email Settings.

• An appropriate subject text for the data collection failure notifications. HPE XP7
Performance Advisor uses the specified subject text as the default for all the notifications
that are dispatched whenever a performance data collection fails. The default subject
line is XP7 Data Collection Failed.

• Select the Notify Data Collection Failure check box to receive the data collection
failure notifications. By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does not dispatch the
data collection failure notifications.

SNMP settings
The purpose of specifying an SNMP community name is to separate emails that belong to
a particular group (community). You can specify only two community names: Public (default)
or Private.
To validate the SNMP server settings, click Test SNMP. If the SNMP server address entered
is valid, the following message is displayed:
Trap dispatched to the SNMP server

If the SNMP server address entered is invalid or the SNMP server is not accessible, the
following message is displayed:
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Trap not dispatched. It might be due to invalid IP address or server
name, or the SNMP server is not accessible.

4. Click Save.
A message appears to indicate that the settings are updated in the
serverparameters.properties file. Click OK to start using HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor. If you click Cancel, the previous specified values are retained in the in the
serverparameters.properties file and also displayed on the Email Settings screen.
The destination email addresses are also automatically displayed in the Email box and
Email Destination box when you configure the alarms or generate the reports. By default,
administrator@localhost is considered if you do not specify a different email address.
However, if you specify a new email address while configuring the alarms or creating the
reports in the respective screens, it is used only with the current set of alarm or report records
for which it is provided. The new email address does not supersede the existing email address
provided on the Email Settings screen.

Performance Advisor Monitor Settings
1. A valid destination email address must be specified.
2. Performance Advisor Management Station Monitor service periodically monitors the HP XP7

Performance Advisor Management Station Tomcat service, and dispatches appropriate
email notifications to the specified email address that provides the status of the service.

Related Topics

• “Configuring alarms and viewing alarms history” (page 118)

• “Configuration data” (page 50)

• “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308)

Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to provide unique, user-friendly names for the
monitored XP and XP7 disk arrays. Accordingly, the user-friendly names appear beside the
respective XP and the XP7 disk array serial numbers on all those HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
screens, where the array records are displayed. To provide a user-friendly name for an XP or
an XP7 disk array:
1. Click Customize Settings+Personalize Arrays in the left pane.

The Personalize Arrays screen appears. The serial numbers of all the monitored XP and
XP7 disk arrays are listed under Array DKC. By default, the serial numbers also appear
under Alias.

2. Navigate to the XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which you want to provide a user friendly
name and enter a name of your choice under Alias.
The user-friendly name is case-sensitive and must have a minimum of two characters. It
can accept a maximum of 80 alphanumeric characters, which includes special characters,
such as the underscore (_) and the apostrophe ('). You can also add a space in the name.

3. Click Save. A confirmation message appears to indicate that the changes are updated.
Click OK. The user-friendly name appears under Alias and also displayed beside all
occurrences of the XP/XP7 disk array serial number.
If you do not want to retain a user-friendly name for an XP or an XP7 disk array, erase the
name from the corresponding text box under Alias and click Save. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor displays an informative message that the changes are updated. Click OK to confirm
and continue. In this case, only the XP/XP7 disk array serial number is displayed on all the
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens, where the array records are displayed.
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Related Topics

• “Collecting configuration data” (page 53)

• “Scheduling configuration data collection” (page 55)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor

You can register the SVP of an XP or an XP7 disk array with the respective management station
that has HPE XP7 Performance Advisor monitoring these disk arrays. It is required if you want
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to directly collect data from the XP/XP7 disk array through the
disk array SVP.
The registration process is unique to each management station, where only one instance of the
registration is possible from every management station. To complete the registration for an XP
or an XP7 disk array SVP, provide the IP address of that SVP. After registration, the IP address
is automatically available for that XP or XP7 disk array when you initiate an outband mode of
configuration collection.

IMPORTANT:
• For an XP7/P9500/XP24000 Disk Array, the IP address of the management station is also

registered with the array SVP.
• For an P9500/XP7, it is recommended that you maintain separate SVP login credentials,

which you can use for outband mode of configuration data collection.
• On a few occasions, the SVP IP address registration can fail for an XP7/P9500/XP24000

Disk Array, due to the following reasons:

◦ The SVP is offline or locked by another user

◦ The IP address does not belong to the selected array SVP

• If you upgrade HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from V6.3 or later version and The SVP
registration data already exists for the XP24000 Disk Array, it is automatically available in
the newer version of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor when the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Tomcat service starts. So, the SVP registration process need not be repeated. If the upgrade
fails for some reason, the SVP registration data is still available in the existing version from
where you had planned the upgrade.

• The registration process may take some time. After you provide the XP/XP7 disk array IP
address and click Register, wait till HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays a confirmation
that the registration is complete.

To register an XP disk array SVP IP address with the management station:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+User Settings in the left pane.
2. In the Register SVP IP/Save RWC Credentials section, select an XP disk array from the

Array list. All the XP disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor are displayed
in the Array list.
If SVP registrations are already done, they are displayed in the Configuration collection
screen.

3. Enter the disk array IP address in Array IP Address.
4. Click Register.

The SVP IP address that you specify is registered with the management station.
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HPE XP7 Performance Advisor automatically uses the SVP IP address every time you initiate
an outband configuration data collection for the selected XP disk array.
To register an P9500/XP7 disk array SVP IP address with the management station:
1. In the Register SVP IP/Save RWC Credentials section, select an P9500/XP7 disk array

from the Array list. All the P9500/XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor are displayed in the Array list.

2. Enter the disk array IP address in Array IP Address.
3. Enter the RWC credentials (RWC user name and password).
4. Click Save Credentials.

The SVP IP address, user name, and password are saved in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
database. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also uses these credentials to validate the
connection with the P9500/XP7 disk array.

NOTE: On a few occasions, the SVP IP address, user name, and password are not saved.
It might be because the SVP is offline. Wait for a few minutes and try again.

5. Click Register.
The SVP IP address that was saved is also registered with the management station.
The Register button is disabled if you do not click Save Credentials first.

The SVP IP address and RWC user name and password are used whenever you enable
authentication to initiate configuration and performance data collection for the selected XP7 disk
array. For more information on data collection, see “Collecting configuration data” (page 53) and
“Performance data” (page 59).
Click Reset if you want to clear the current entries in the fields and re-enter new data.
Related Topics

• “Collecting configuration data” (page 53)

• “Scheduling configuration data collection” (page 55)

• “Performance data” (page 59)

• “Providing user-friendly names for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 76)

Setting the severity level for events
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to set the severity level for the events that are logged
on the Event Log screen. Only those events that match the specified severity level are displayed
on the Event Log screen. The following are the three types of severity levels:

DescriptionSeverity level

Errors for user-instigated activities, like if the user deletes
a performance data collection schedule.

User Action

Exception errors given by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.System Error

Critical errors, where HPE XP7 Performance Advisor may
not function.

Critical Error

If you select the severity level as User Action on the User Settings screen, only messages with
that severity level appear in the Event Log screen.

NOTE: This change affects only those messages that are created after you instigated the
severity change. All messages that were logged before you set the severity level still remain in
the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database and appear on the Event Log screen.
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To set the severity level:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+User Settings in the left pane.

The User Settings screen appears.
2. In the Event Log Settings section, select the severity level as User Action, System Error,

or Critical Error from the Log all events with severity at list.
3. Click Save.

After this setting is saved, the events generated are filtered and only those matching the
specified severity level are displayed on the Event Log screen.

Related Topics

• “Setting time zone for management station” (page 79)

• “Setting the duration to predict the LDEV response time” (page 79)

• “Viewing events” (page 139)

• “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”
(page 77)

• “Registering the XP or XP7 disk array SVP IP address in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”
(page 77)

Setting time zone for management station
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to select a time zone for your management station.
This ensures that the management station is synchronized with the time zone where it resides.

CAUTION: Ensure that the date and time on the management station and hosts are
synchronized with the local time zone to receive accurate configuration data. This condition is
also applicable for the client systems that use the IE browser to access HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor on a management station, and systems that have the CLUI software installed.

To set the management station time:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+User Settings in the left pane.

The User Settings screen appears.
2. In the TimeZone Settings section, select the appropriate time zone from the TimeZone

list.
By default, the CurrentTimeZone displays the local time zone where the management
station resides is displayed.

3. Click Save.
The management station time is set per the new time zone. TheCurrent TimeZone displays
the selected time zone.

Related Topics

• “Setting severity level” (page 78)

• “Setting the duration to predict the LDEV response time” (page 79)

Setting the duration to predict the LDEV response time
You can set the duration that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor must use to predict the average
read and write response time of LDEVs.
Complete the following steps to select the duration:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+User Settings in the left pane.

The User Settings screen appears.
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2. In the Data Analysis Settings section, select the duration from the drop-down list. You can
select a maximum of seven days. By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers a
duration of two days for the prediction.

3. Click Save.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
1. Analyzes the average read and write response time for the LDEVs that belong to all the

XP/XP7 disk arrays, or a combination of these arrays.
2. Displays a on the Troubleshooting screen for the LDEVs that have a peak

load in their average read and write responses.

Related Topics
See “Viewing variations in the LDEV response time” (page 346).

Receiving email notifications when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
services fail

The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Monitor service periodically monitors the statuses of the
following services and accordingly notifies the intended email recipients:

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Database service

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Database Listener service
To receive email notifications, you must configure certain SMTP parameters. For more information,
see “Configuring SMTP parameters” (page 82).

IMPORTANT: The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Monitor service does not monitor the HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor Security service.

Notification for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service failure
During the course of monitoring, if the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Monitor service identifies
that the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service has abruptly stopped or failed to start,
it does the following:
1. Attempts to restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service 'n' number of times,

where 'n' indicates the retry count that is specified.
By default, the retry count is set to five, which means that five attempts are made to restart
the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service before a notification is dispatched. For
more information on specifying the retry count, see “Configuring retry count” (page 82).

2. Intimates the intended recipients on the success or failure of the restart attempts, such as
the following:
• Tomcat Server was not running on management station, Restart of the service was

successful after 'n' attempt.
• Tomcat Server was not running on management station, Restart of the service was not

successful after 'n' attempt.
In such a case, the appropriate reason for the failure is logged in the
paservicesstatus.log file located in the <Install_drive>:\HPSS\paMonitor\
logs folder. You will have to contact HPE Support for further assistance along with the
paservicesstatus.log file.

If the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service is manually stopped, the HPE XP7
Performance Advisor Monitor service does not take any action, which includes not sending any
email notifications. The following messages appear in the jakarta_service_<yyyyMMdd>.log
file located in the <hppss_home>\pa\tomcat\logs folder if the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
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Tomcat service is manually stopped. These messages do not appear if the service has abruptly
stopped:
<Date_time>[info] Stopping service...
<Date_time>[info] Service stopped...
<Date_time>[info] Run service finished...
<Date_time>[info] Procrun finished...

The following illustration depicts the above mentioned conditions:

NOTE:
• If you configure the SMTP parameters but do not specify a retry count, the HPE XP7

Performance Advisor Monitor service does not attempt to restart the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor Tomcat service. Also, it does not dispatch any notification to the intended recipients.

• If you do not configure the SMTP parameters but specify the retry count, the HPE XP7
Performance Advisor Monitor service attempts to restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Tomcat service. But, email notification is not dispatched as the email recipients are not
configured. In such a case, if the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service fails to
restart, manually check the status logged in the paservicesstatus.log file.

Notification for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Database and Database Listener services
During the course of monitoring, if the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Monitor service identifies
that the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Database and Database Listener services are manually
stopped or have abruptly stopped or failed to start, it notifies the intended email recipients.
However, it does not attempt to restart these services in case of failure. You will have to manually
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restart the services and contact HPE Support for further assistance if the services do not restart.
The following illustration depicts the description.

Following are the notifications that are dispatched:

• PA Database is not running on management station.

• PA Database Listener is not running on management station.

NOTE: If you do not configure the SMTP parameters, the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Monitor service does not dispatch any notification to the intended recipients.

Configuring SMTP parameters
To receive email notifications on the status of tomcat and database services, complete the
following steps:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Email Settings in the left pane.

The Email Settings screen appears.
2. In the Performance Advisor Monitor Settings section, provide the destination email address

and the email subject.
It is mandatory to provide the destination email address. You can provide multiple email
addresses.

3. Click Save.

Configuring retry count

IMPORTANT: Applicable only for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service.
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Specify the number of times the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Monitor service must attempt
to start the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service in the PAMonitor.properties file
located in the <Install_drive>:\HPSS\paMonitor\conf folder on your management
station.
#number of times restart to be retried
retryCount=5

Managing custom groups
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to create custom groups, where you add the LDEVs
that you want to monitor frequently. The LDEVs can belong to the same or different XP disk
arrays or XP7 disk arrays. After the configuration collection is complete for the XP and the XP7
disk arrays, the associated LDEV IDs and their details are displayed on the Custom Groups
screen.
The Custom Groups screen appears when you click PA and DB Settings+Custom Groups in
the left pane. You can scroll through the list of records on the Custom Groups screen to select
LDEV records and add them to a custom group. You can filter the existing list of LDEV records
based on the associated ACP pairs, ports, and the RAID groups. In addition, you can also filter
the LDEV records based on an XP or an XP7 disk array, host, or a combination of them to view
only those LDEV records that match your specific requirement. For example, LDEV records can
be filtered based on the following combination: ACP pair, host, XP and XP7 disk array.
After you create a custom group, you can:

• View the performance summary of the associated LDEVs. For more information, see “Viewing
performance summary” (page 177)

• View a graphical representation of the associated LDEVs performance for specific LDEV
metric and duration of your choice. For more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 243)

• Configure alarms on the associated LDEVs, so that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor monitors
and sends appropriate notifications to intended recipients. For more information, see “Setting
threshold level” (page 122)

The following are important notes on custom groups:

• The LDEVs associated with multiple RAID groups or multiple ACPs are treated as separate
group of items. For example, if you have an LDEV associated with the RAID group 1-1 1-2,
you must select 1-1 1-2 in the RAID Groups list. An LDEV mapped to the RAID group 1-1
1-2 is treated separately from an LDEV mapped only to the RAID group 1-1 or 1-2.

• Each page on the Custom Group screen displays 150 LDEV records. The selection of records
on the current page is retained when you navigate to other pages.

• The custom groups uniquely identify the LDEVs based on the following LUN attributes:

Host groups◦
◦ RAID groups

◦ Host IDs

◦ LUSE

If there is a configuration change in the above-mentioned LUN attributes, edit the custom
groups to add the corresponding LDEV records again. It ensures that you view the updated
data on the LDEVs and the associated LUN attributes.

• If you group the LDEVs by host groups and then modify the name of the host group, delete
and re-create the custom groups.
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Creating custom groups
To create a custom group:
1. Click Customize Settings+Custom Groups in the left pane.

The Custom Groups screen appears providing the list of LDEVs and their associated
components in the Custom Groups table (see the following image).

2. Select the LDEV records for which you want to create a custom group. While selecting the
records, use the Shift or the Ctrl key for selecting multiple component records.

3. Enter a name in theCustomGroupName box. You can enter a maximum of 24 alphanumeric
characters that includes underscore (_). Special characters, such as the hyphen (-) and
comma (,) are not allowed.

4. Click Create Custom Group. The Create Custom Group button is enabled only when you
select LDEV records in the Custom Groups table.
The selected set of LDEV records are included in the custom group and the new custom
group is listed under List of Custom Groups. You can view the custom group details by
clicking View.

Related Topics

• “Viewing custom groups configurations” (page 85)

• “Editing custom groups” (page 88)

• “Deleting custom groups” (page 89)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

Using custom group filters
You can also use the following custom group filters to view specific set of LDEV records in the
Custom Groups table:

• Arrays: Array Names list

• Hosts list

• ACPs list

• Ports list

• RAID Groups list
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The selection in each filter is independent of the selection in other filters. Example, if Array_1 is
selected from the Arrays: Array Names list, the Ports and ACPs lists are not updated to display
only the ports and ACPs that belong to Array_1. They still display all the ports and the ACPs that
belong to all the monitored XP and XP7 disk arrays.
To filter and view specific set of LDEV records:
1. Select the values from the above-mentioned custom group filters and click Filter.

The existing set of LDEV records are filtered based on the filter criteria and displayed in the
Custom Groups table.
Click Clear Filter, if you want to restore the default settings across the Custom Groups
filters. This action also displays all the LDEV records in the Custom Groups table. The
Custom Groups screen is refreshed when you click Clear Filter.

2. Provide a name for the custom group and click Create Custom Group.

Significance of creating custom groups
The following are few examples that signify use of custom groups:

• XP7 XP Continuous Access Synchronous is installed on an XP24000 Disk Array (primary
storage server) to create a secondary copy of the production data. The production data is
located on the primary volume (P-VOL) in the same XP24000 Disk Array. The secondary
copy is residing on the secondary volume (S-VOL) in an XP12000 Disk Array.

• The database server is located on a P-VOL in an XP24000 Disk Array and the data is
replicated onto two S-VOLs. One S-VOL is located within the XP24000 Disk Array and the
data is backed up using the XP7 Business Copy. The other S-VOL is located on a remote
XP disk array and the data is backed up using the XP7 Continuous Access Synchronous.

You can create two custom groups to group all the LDEVs that belong to both the P-VOLs and
S-VOLs, so that you can monitor only the selected LDEVs. By creating the custom groups, you
can:
• View and analyze the performance trends of only the selected LDEVs (irrespective of the

XP and the XP7 disk arrays or the CUs they belong to).
• Plot a graph for a metric of your choice and view a graphical representation of the LDEVs

performance for that particular metric when the workload was maximum.
• Configure thresholds on the LDEVs and generate alarms, if the performance values of these

LDEVs go beyond the set threshold level.
Tasks you can perform on the Custom Groups screen

• “Creating custom groups” (page 84)

• “Viewing custom groups configurations” (page 85)

• “Editing custom groups” (page 88)

• “Deleting custom groups” (page 89)

Viewing custom group configurations
To view the LDEVs that belong to a custom group:
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1. Click Customize Settings+Custom Groups in the left pane.
The Custom Groups screen appears.

2. Under List of Custom Groups, select the custom group you want to view.
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3. Click View. The View button is enabled only when you select LDEV records in the Custom
Groups table.
The View Custom Group Details screen appears providing the list of LDEVs added to the
selected custom group. The following table describes the column headings in the Group
Details screen.

Table 7 Group Details screen

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the IDs of the selected XP and XP7 disk
arrays.

DKC

Displays the type of the selected XP disk array (for
example, XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, or P9500).

Array Type

Displays the IDs for the selected hosts.Host ID

Displays the XP disk array device file names that are
pointing to the selected host.

Device File

If an XP disk array is connected to a host that has a
host agent installed for HP-UX 11i v3 operating system,
the DSF is displayed in a new format. A legacy DSF is
displayed in parenthesis next to the new format.

Displays the identification numbers of the selected
ports.

Port

The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable only
for XP7 disk arrays).

Port Type

Displays the SLPR groups that belong to the selected
ACP pair.

SLPR

For an XP disk array, the CLPR column displays the
CLPRs for an SLPR that belongs to the selected ACP
pair.

CLPR

For an P9500/XP7 disk array, the CLPR column
displays the CLPRs that belong to the selected ACP
pair.

Displays the identification numbers of the selected
logical devices that belong to a particular continuous
access journal group.

LDEV

Displays one of the following for a selected LDEV:LUSE Status

• Blank field = Not a LUSE

• M = A LUSE master

• C = A LUSE component port

NOTE: LUSE is not supported for XP7 arrays

Displays the LDEV ID of the LUSE master, if the
selected LDEV is a LUSE component. If the LDEV is
not a LUSE component, this field is blank.

LUSE Master

Displays the following options to indicate whether or
not the selected LDEV is an Ext-LUN (Ext-LDEV):

Ext-Lun

• - (hyphen) = Normal LUN

• E = Ext-Lun

• P = Ext-Lun provider (the selected LDEV is used
as an Ext-LUN for another XP or XP7 disk array)
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Table 7 Group Details screen (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the host group name for the host. The host
group name is a user-defined group on an XP or an
XP7 disk array.

Host Group

Displays the selected ACP pairs.ACP Pairs

Displays the selected RAID groups.RG

Displays the identification numbers of the continuous
access journal groups.

Jnl

Related Topics

• “Creating custom groups” (page 84)

• “Editing custom groups” (page 88)

• “Deleting custom groups” (page 89)

Modifying custom groups
You can add or remove the LDEV records in a custom group, or delete a custom group.

• “Editing custom groups” (page 88)

• “Deleting custom groups” (page 89)

Editing custom groups
To add or remove LDEV records in a custom group:
1. Click Customize Settings+Custom Groups in the left pane.

The Custom Groups screen appears.
2. To add the LDEV records to a custom group:

a. Select a custom group from the list under List of Custom Groups.
b. In the LDEV records table, select the check boxes for the LDEV records that you want

to add to the custom group.
Alternatively, use the Custom Groups filters to view specific set of the LDEV records.
For more information on using filters, see “Creating custom groups” (page 84).

c. Click Add. The Add button is enabled only when you select a custom group under List
of Custom Groups.
The new set of records are appended to the existing list of the LDEV records in the
custom group.
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3. To remove the LDEV records from a custom group:
a. Select a custom group from the list under List of Custom Groups.
b. Click View. The View button is enabled only when you select a group under List of

Custom Groups.
The Group Details screen appears providing the list of LDEV records that belong to the
selected custom group.

c. Select the check boxes for those LDEV records that should be removed from the custom
group.

d. Click Delete.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm the removal of the selected LDEV
records.

e. Click OK.

The records are removed and the list is refreshed. Click X on the View Custom Group Details
screen title bar to close the window.

Deleting custom groups
To delete a custom group:
1. Click Customize Settings+Custom Groups in the left pane.

The Custom Groups screen appears.
2. Select a custom group from the list under List of Custom Groups.
3. Click Delete. The Delete button is enabled only when you select a custom group under List

of Custom Groups.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm the removal of the selected LDEV records.

4. Click OK. The delete process may take few minutes if the selected custom group has many
LDEVs.

All instances of the custom group are removed from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens.
Related Topics

• “Creating custom groups” (page 84)

• “Viewing custom groups configurations” (page 85)

Managing fabricated LDEV records
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to modify the fabricated or incomplete LDEV records
that it gets from the RMLIB. These LDEV records contain no host to array connectivity data
because of unknown host connections, and are displayed in a tabular format on the Data Grid
Update screen. The modifications made to the fabricated LDEV records are automatically updated
on all the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens that display these LDEVs. The Data Grid
Update screen appears when you click Customize Settings+DataGridUpdate in the left pane.

NOTE: The Data Grid Update screen does not display any details related to XP7 disk arrays.

Tasks you can perform on the Data Grid Update screen

• “Querying for fabricated LDEV records” (page 90)

• “Modifying records” (page 91)

• “Applying Template” (page 93)

• “Deleting a record” (page 92)
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Viewing Data Grid Update screen
The following table describes the screen elements of the Data Grid Update screen.

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the serial number of the XP/XP7 disk array.Array

Displays the identification number of the logical device.LDEV

Displays the name of the host.Host

Displays the host group to which the host belongs.Host Group

Displays the LUN.Target:LUN

Displays the number of the device file.Device File

Displays information for a particular volume group.Volume Group

Displays the emulation types. An array group is divided
into open volumes of the same size. These volumes are
called emulation types.

Emulation

Displays the SSID.SSID

Displays the RAID group to which the host belongs.RG

Displays the identification number of the continuous
access journal group.

Jrnl Group

Displays the identification number for the ACP pair.ACP Pair

Displays the type of the selected XP disk array. For
example, XP disk array models, such as XP24000,
XP20000, XP12000, or P9500

Array Type

Displays the total number of LDEV records that you can
view on the Data Grid Update screen. This number is

Total No. of Records:

inclusive of all the LDEV records that are displayed on all
the pages in the Data Grid Update screen.

Displays the total number of pages that you can view on
the Data Grid Update screen.

No. of Pages:

Displays the total number of records displayed on the
current page of the Data Grid Update screen.

No. of records per page

Querying for fabricated LDEV records
To view the fabricated LDEV records of your choice:
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1. Click Customize Settings+DataGridUpdate in the left pane.
The Data Grid Update screen appears displaying the list of fabricated LDEVs and their
associated components under the respective column headings in the Data Grid Update table
(see the following image). To know the description for each of the column headings, see
“Values provided - Data Grid Update screen” (page 90).

2. Query the records based on one or a combination of the following Data Grid Update filters:

• Array list

• Host list

• Host Group list

• Target: LUN list

• Volume Group list

• Device File list

• RG list

• LDEV list
The selection in each of the above-mentioned filters is independent of the selection in the
other filters.

3. Click Query.
The existing list is filtered to display the set of fabricated LDEV records based on your selection.
Related Topics

• “Modifying records” (page 91)

• “Applying Template” (page 93)

Modifying fabricated LDEV records
You can modify or delete the fabricated LDEV records, and also replicate values from an LDEV
record to other LDEV records. You can perform these tasks on the LDEV records listed on the
current page of the Data Grid Update screen.

IMPORTANT: The LUSE components that are fabricated internally are not displayed. Use the
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor CLUI to modify such LUSE components.
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Editing fabricated LDEV records
To edit a fabricated LDEV record:
1. Click Customize Settings+DataGridUpdate in the left pane.

The Data Grid Update screen appears.
2. Select the check box for the LDEV record that you want to edit.
3. Enter the values for the following in the text boxes located above the Data Grid Update table:

• Host

• Target:LUN

• Volume Group

• Device File

• SSID

Alternatively, click in the text boxes under the respective column headings in the Data Grid
Update table and make the necessary changes.

NOTE: If you enter values in the text boxes (see step 4) and also in the Data Grid Update
table text boxes, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers the values entered in the text
boxes displayed above the list of LDEV records.

IMPORTANT: The following fields are checked against a specific criteria:
• Target:LUN: Target >=0 and <=128, LUN >=0 and <=2048.

• SSID: >=-1 and <=256.
If a value -1 is displayed in any of the columns, you may want to edit the column and submit
it to the database.

4. Click Update Records to save the changes.
After the records are saved, the updated information is displayed on all the relevant HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor screens.

Deleting fabricated LDEV records
To delete a fabricated LDEV record:
1. Click Customize Settings+DataGridUpdate in the left pane.

The Data Grid Update screen appears.
2. In the Data Grid Update table, select the check boxes for those LDEV records that must be

deleted.
Alternatively, use the Data Grid Update filters to search for the LDEV records that match
the specified filter criteria.
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3. Click Delete Records.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm the removal of the selected LDEV records.

4. Click OK.
The record is removed from the existing list of records.
Related topics

• “Querying for fabricated LDEV records” (page 90)

• “Applying Template” (page 93)

Using template

IMPORTANT:
• Ensure that the LDEV record used as a template is immediately preceding the other set of

LDEV records.
• The Target:LUN and device file data cannot be replicated across the LDEV records. You

must manually modify the LDEV records to update these details.

To replicate values from an LDEV record across other LDEV records:
1. Click Customize Settings+DataGridUpdate in the left pane.

The Data Grid Update screen appears.
2. Select the check box for the LDEV record that should be used as a template.
3. Click Template.

The values from the highlighted LDEV record are displayed in the following text boxes:

• Host

• Target:LUN

• Volume Group

• Device File

• SSID
4. Clear the selection for the existing record and select the check boxes for those LDEV records

that you want to apply the template for. Use the Shift key or Ctrl key for selecting multiple
component records.

5. Click Update Records.
The values displayed in the above text boxes are replicated accordingly across the selected
set of LDEV records.

Related Topics

• “Modifying records” (page 91)

• “Querying for fabricated LDEV records” (page 90)

Managing HPE XP7 Performance Advisor user profiles
After HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is installed with the authentication type selected as Native,
login as an Administrator, create user accounts, and grant them privileges (administrator or user
privileges). You can also login as a storageadmin, who is an administrator user of CV XP and
has the same privileges as the administrator user of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
The Security screen appears when you click PA and DB Settings+Security in the left pane.
The Security screen displays users who are authorized to use HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
and their groups.
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IMPORTANT: If you see the link to Security enabled in the list under PA and DB Settings in
the left pane, it implies that the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Native authentication is selected
as the user authentication method during the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor installation. This
link is disabled for users who log on to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor using their system or
domain login credentials.

Tasks you can perform on the Security screen

• “Creating a user record” (page 94)

• “Changing password” (page 95)

• “Deleting a user record” (page 95)

• “Viewing group properties” (page 95)

Creating and editing user profiles
You can perform the following functions if you login with the administrator privileges. This is to
enhance the security of the management station:

• Add and remove users.

• Change passwords for other users who have the administrator or the user privileges.
Users with administrator privileges cannot change the password for the default HPE XP7
Performance Advisor Administrator account. You can modify the password for the default
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Administrator account only if you login as the default HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor Administrator.

• Change membership information for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor users.
A general user cannot delete self account, only the account password can be modified. A general
user can also view and modify the password for another user's profile.

Creating a user record
To create a new user record:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Security in the left pane.

The Security screen appears.
2. Click New.
3. Enter the following details for the user in the popup window that appears:

• The name of the new user and a brief description about the user profile.

• A password.

• Confirm the password.

• Assign the user to a group. The Select a Group list displays Administrators and
StorageAdmins (read and write access), and Users (read access) privileges.

4. Click OK to create the user.
A new user record appears under Users. By default, records are sorted in an alphabetical order.
Related Topics

• “Changing password” (page 95)

• “Deleting a user record” (page 95)

• “Viewing group properties” (page 95)
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Changing password

IMPORTANT: The password that you provide must not exceed more than 32 characters.

To change the password for a user:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Security in the left pane.

The Security screen appears.
2. Select a user record from the list displayed under Users.
3. Click Change Password.
4. In the popup window that appears, enter the existing password, new password, and enter

the password again in the Confirm Password box. It is required in case you are changing
the password for your profile. If you are changing the password for another user profile, you
are prompted to only provide the new password and reconfirm the new password.

5. Click OK. The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database is updated with the new password
for the selected user record.

Related Topics

• “Creating a user record” (page 94)

• “Deleting a user record” (page 95)

• “Viewing group properties” (page 95)

Deleting a user record
To delete a user profile:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Security in the left pane.

The Security screen appears.
2. Select a user record from the list displayed under Users.
3. Click Delete.

Click Yes in the popup window that appears, to permanently delete the user record.
Click No to retain the user record.

Related Topics

• “Creating a user record” (page 94)

• “Changing password” (page 95)

• “Viewing group properties” (page 95)

Viewing group properties
To view the properties of a group:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Security in the left pane.

The Security screen appears.
2. Select a user record from the list of records displayed under Groups.
3. Click Properties.

The following details are displayed in the Group Details window.

• The group name and a brief description of the group.

• The names of the users who are members of the selected group
4. Click Close to return to the Security screen.
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Related Topics

• “Creating a user record” (page 94)

• “Changing password” (page 95)

• “Deleting a user record” (page 95)
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6 Monitoring performance of XP and XP7 disk arrays
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 97)

• “Configuring dashboard threshold settings” (page 99)

• “Viewing dashboard” (page 106)

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides a dashboard, where you can view the overall usage
status of the XP and XP7 disk arrays. The overall usage status is based on the usage of individual
components. “Dashboard categories” (page 97) lists the categories for an XP and XP7 disk array
and the components that are grouped in each category:

Table 8 Dashboard categories

P9500or XP7 disk arraysXP disk arraysCategory

The ports and the installed CHAsThe ports and the installed CHIP/CHA
MPs

Frontend

The cache memory and the CLPRsThe cache memory and the CLPRsCache

The RAID groups and the installed DKAsThe RAID groups and the installed
ACP/DKA MPs

Backend

The installed MP bladesNot applicableMP Blade

IMPORTANT: Since, the CHIP/CHA and the ACP/DKA MPs are moved to the MP blades in
the P9500 or XP7 disk arrays, their MP utilization metrics are not applicable for the P9500 or
XP7 disk arrays.

The usage data of components is retrieved for a threshold duration of 6 hours, 12 hours, or 24
hours, and for those metrics whose threshold limits are set in the categories (see “Dashboard
categories” (page 97) on the Threshold Setting screen. To retrieve frequent usage data of
components, select the option current. Based on their usage, the appropriate status icons are
displayed in the respective categories in the XP/XP7Array Health section of the Dashboard
screen. For example, if the usage of even one RAID group crosses the set threshold limit at least
once in the last 12 hours, the status icon appears in the XP/XP7Array Health section in the
Backend category and indicates critical use of one or more RAID groups in that category.

If you have not set the threshold limit for even one metric in a category, the status icon appears
in that category in the XP/XP7Array Health section.
In addition, the average usage summary for components is also derived from the set threshold
duration and verified against the threshold limits set for metrics in the particular category.
Thereafter, the statistics are displayed on the Dashboard screen.

IMPORTANT:
• The threshold duration is the period during which HPE XP7 Performance Advisor monitors

the point in time and average usage of components, and determines the overall health of
the XP , XP7 disk array.

• The average usage of components is monitored for those categories where threshold limits
are set for the corresponding metrics.

You can plot the usage graphs for components in the Chart Work Area and view the X busiest
components in the Component Information section of the Dashboard screen.
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For more information on the sections in the Dashboard screen, see “Viewing dashboard” (page 106).
For more information on setting thresholds and specifying the X busiest components, see
“Configuring dashboard threshold settings” (page 99) and “Specifying the top 20 consumers”
(page 102).

NOTE: ACP and DKA, CHIP and CHA are terms that are used synonymously across the HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor screens and in this user guide.

High-level steps for configuring threshold limits and viewing dashboard
The following are the high-level sequence of steps to configure the threshold settings and view
the overall usage summary of the XP and XP7 disk arrays. The links at the end of each step
direct you to additional information related to that task:
1. On the Threshold Setting screen, enter the threshold limits and select the threshold duration

for the XP and XP7 disk arrays. Specify the maximum and the least X busiest components
you want to view for a port, RAID group, or an MP blade (applicable for the XP7 disk arrays).
For more information on specifying threshold limits and component settings, see “Configuring
dashboard threshold settings” (page 99) and “Specifying the top 20 consumers” (page 102).

Figure 8 Threshold Setting screen

2. Click a status icon in the Frontend, Cache, Backend, or the MP Blade (applicable only for
P9500 and XP7 disk arrays) category in the XP/XP7Array Health section to view the
corresponding average usage summary of individual components in the Statistics section.
For more information, see “XP/XP7array health” (page 107).

3. Select components and associated metrics in the Statistics section to plot the corresponding
usage graphs in the Chart Work Area. For more information, see “Dashboard statistics”
(page 108).
You can select a component and click Show Consumers to view the maximum and least
X busiest components associated with a port, RAID group, or an MP blade. For more
information, see “Specifying the top 20 consumers” (page 102).

4. The Chart Work Area displays the usage pattern of components for the selected metrics
and threshold duration. It also displays the high watermark, which indicates the highest
average usage value of a particular component during the threshold duration. For more
information, see “Dashboard charts” (page 115).
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Figure 9 Dashboard screen

The Threshold Setting screen where you set the threshold levels.1

The XP/XP7Array Health section, where status icons are
displayed that indicate the overall usage of the XP and XP7 disk
arrays in a particular category.

2

The Statistics section, where the average usage summary of
individual components are displayed. You can plot their usage
graphs in the Chart Work Area.

3

TheChartWork Area, where graphs depicting the usage pattern
of individual components for selected metrics are displayed.

4

The Component Information section, where the busiest and
least busiest components are displayed. These components are

5

associated with the corresponding port, RAID group, or MP
blade selected in the Statistics section. You can plot their usage
graphs in the Chart Work Area.

Related Topics

• “Configuring dashboard threshold settings” (page 99)

• “Specifying the top 20 consumers” (page 102)

• “Dashboard threshold metrics” (page 103)

• “Viewing dashboard” (page 106)

Configuring dashboard threshold settings
IMPORTANT:
• Since, the CHIP/CHA and the ACP/DKA MPs are moved to the MP blades in the P9500/XP7

disk arrays, the CHA Util (%) and the DKA Util (%) metrics are not applicable for the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays. These metrics are only applicable for the XP disk arrays.

• You must log in as the default Administrator or as a user with administrator privileges to
configure the dashboard threshold settings.

To enter the dashboard threshold limits for the XP and XP7 disk arrays:
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1. Do one of the following:
Click PA and DB Settings+Threshold Setting in the left pane.
OR

Click Edit Threshold on the Dashboard screen. The Dashboard screen appears by default
when you launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor or when you click Monitoring in the left
pane.
The Threshold Setting screen appears displaying one of the following based on whether
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is monitoring the XP and P9500/XP7 disk arrays or either
of them in your setup:

• If the XP and XP7 disk arrays are monitored, the Threshold Setting for XP disk array
and the Threshold Settings for P9500 disk array tables are displayed.

NOTE: The P9500 Disk Array belongs to the XP7 disk array family.
Consumers are also referred to as components.

• If either the XP, XP7 disk arrays are monitored, only the threshold settings table for the
monitored array type is displayed.

For more information on the categories displayed for the XP, XP7 disk arrays, see “Dashboard
categories” (page 97).
To view a description of the metrics, see “Dashboard threshold metrics” (page 103).

Figure 10 Threshold Setting screen

2. Click the text box corresponding to a metric and category whose overall usage summary
you want to view.
For example, to view the overall usage status of an XP disk array in the Backend category,
set the threshold limits for the backend metrics, such as the RG Util (%) and the DKA Util
(%) metrics.
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3. Enter the threshold value.
When you set the threshold limits, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor verifies the usage of
components against the set threshold limits. Accordingly, the appropriate status icons and
the average usage summary values are displayed on the Dashboard screen.

• If you have not set the threshold limit or if you do not want to view the XP or XP7 disk
array overall usage data for a particular category, enter –1 or 0 in the metric text box.

• If the threshold limit is set to –1, - (dash) is retained in the metric text box.

• If the threshold limit is set to 0, the same is retained in the metric text box.

• If the threshold limit is not set or if it is set and later deleted without entering any value,
- (dash) appears in the metric text box.

IMPORTANT:
• Use integers as threshold values, not decimal numbers.

• You can specify the threshold limit for individual categories or for all the categories
based on the requirement. There is no maximum limit on the threshold limits.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the default threshold values for the following metrics.
You can retain these values or enter new values for your environment:

• CHA Util (%): 70%

• Write Pending (%): 28%

• DKA Util (%): 70%

• RG Util (%): 50%

• MP Blade Util (%): 70%
The MP Blade Util (%) metric is applicable only for XP7 disk arrays. So, the (Not
Applicable) status icon appears for the XP disk arrays in the MP Blade category on the
Dashboard screen.

4. Select one of the options as the threshold duration: Current, 6 hrs, 12 hrs, or 24 hrs.
If you select the duration as current in threshold screen then:
• The dashboard displays the status based on latest performance data.

• No Perf Data status is displayed on the dashboard screen when there is no performance
collection data for 2 continuous cycles.

• If multiple schedules are provided for a single component, then the dashboard displays
the status based on the maximum interval set across all the components.

The threshold duration is considered for all those categories, for which the threshold limits
are set. It is not applicable individually for the Frontend, Cache, Backend, or the MP Blade
category. For example, a threshold duration of 6 hours for a P9500 Disk Array is considered
by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to monitor the usage of components in those categories
whose corresponding threshold limits are set.
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NOTE:
• By default, the duration is set to 6 hrs in the Threshold Setting screen.

• All the charts in the dashboard screen is displayed for 1 hour if the duration selected is
current in the Threshold Setting screen.

• Ensure that both the host agents and the management station is in sync.

• Ensure that the system clock time on both the host agents and management station is
in sync.

5. Click Save.
For the selected threshold duration, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
1. Collects the point in time and the average usage values of the individual components for

the corresponding metrics.
2. Verifies the values for a component with the respective threshold values.
3. Displays the appropriate status icons in the Frontend, Cache, Backend, or the MP Blade

category (applicable for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) on the Dashboard screen. Click a status
icon to view the average usage summary of individual components in that category. For
more information on Dashboard, see “Viewing dashboard” (page 106).
If the threshold limits are not set for a particular category, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
does not verify the usage summary of components in that category and displays the
(Disabled) status icon on the Dashboard screen for that category. To view the overall usage
status of the XP,XP7 disk arrays, and the average usage summary of components, specify
the threshold limit for at least one metric in the respective category.

The changes you make on the Threshold Setting screen are immediately reflected on the
Dashboard screen. By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor retrieves data for the past six
hours from the time you saved the threshold settings. It considers the management station time
to calculate the threshold duration. For example, if the threshold duration is 6 hrs and the current
time on your management station is 5:00 PM, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers the
usage summary of components for the past six hours (11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m) to display the
overall usage status for the XP , XP7 disk array on the Dashboard screen.

Specifying the top 20 consumers
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the maximum X busiest consumers or components
(default 20) for a port, RAID group, or an MP blade. This data is displayed in the Component
Information section of the Dashboard screen. For more information, see “Dashboard busiest
consumers” (page 113).
The following table lists the types of consumers, the factors considered to arrive at the maximum
X busiest consumers, and their sorting order in the Components Information section.

Sorting of consumers
Maximum and least X busiest
consumers based onConsumer type

The average read and write response time
of LDEVs

The average read and write response
time values are considered

LDEVs
A consumer can belong to the LDEVs
consumer type if it is associated with a
port or a RAID group

The average MP blade utilizationThe average MP blade utilization is
considered

LDEVs, journal groups, or the E-LUNs
A consumer can belong to the LDEVs,
journal groups, or the E-LUNs consumer
type if it is associated with an MP blade
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NOTE: The LDEVs, journal groups, or the E-LUNs are referred as consumers on the Dashboard
screen.

By default, the consumers are sorted in a descending order and displayed in the Component
Information section. The consumers with quicker average read and write response time or a
high average MP blade utilization are displayed first, followed by those with higher response time
and low average utilization values.
You can specify the number of consumers that must be displayed in theComponent Information
section of the Dashboard screen. The maximum acceptable number is 50 and the minimum
acceptable number is 0. By default, 20 consumers are displayed at a time in the Component
Information section when you click a port, RAID group, or an MP blade in the Statistics section.
If there are less than 20 consumers, all of them are displayed in the Component Information
section.
To specify the consumer settings:
1. Go to the Component Settings section on the Threshold Setting screen.

2. From the Maximum Components list, select the maximum number of consumers you want
to view in the Component Information section of the Dashboard screen.

3. Select Ascending or Descending as the Sort by Average Response Time.
4. Click Save to update the consumer settings.
The maximum X busiest consumers appear in the Component Information section on the
Dashboard screen. For more information, see “Dashboard busiest consumers” (page 113).
Related Topics

• “Dashboard threshold metrics” (page 103)

• “Viewing dashboard” (page 106)

• “Dashboard charts” (page 115)

• “High watermark in dashboard charts” (page 116)

Dashboard threshold metrics
The following table describes the metrics that appear on the Threshold Setting screen in the
Frontend, Cache, Backend, and the MP Blade categories.

DescriptionScreen elements

Frontend
If any of the ports or the CHA MPs usage (applicable only for the XP disk arrays) exceeds the defined threshold limit during
the specified threshold duration for a frontend metric, the status icon appears in the Frontend category in the XP/XP7Array
Health section. For example, if the usage of a port for the IOPS metric exceeds the defined threshold even once, the status
icon appears.

The IOPS threshold value indicates the average I/Os that you
define an individual port can handle over a specified duration.

IOPS

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses this value to verify whether
the average I/Os on each port is within or beyond the set
threshold.
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DescriptionScreen elements

If the average I/Os on a port exceeds the defined threshold
limit, the status icon appears.

The MBPS threshold value indicates the average MB/s that
you define an individual port can handle over a specified

MBPS

duration. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses this value to
verify whether the average MB/s value on each port is within
or beyond the set threshold.
If the average MB/s on a port exceeds the defined threshold
limit, the status icon appears.

The CHA Util (%) threshold value indicates the average overall
MPs utilization on an installed CHA. HPE XP7 Performance

CHA Util (%)

Advisor uses this value to verify whether the average overall
utilization of each CHA MP is within or beyond the set threshold.
The default threshold value is 70%.
If the utilization of one CHA MP exceeds the defined threshold
limit, the status icon appears.

NOTE: The CHA Util (%) metric is applicable for the CHA
MPs only on the XP disk arrays.

Cache

If the cache exceeds the defined threshold limit during the specified threshold duration for a cache metric, the status icon
appears in the Cache category in the XP/XP7Array Healthsection of the Dashboard screen. For example, if the cache write
pending for the Write Pending (%) metric exceeds the defined threshold even once, the status icon appears in the Cache
category in the XP/XP7Array Health section.

The Cache Usage (%) threshold value indicates the total cache
that you define to be utilized for both the frontend and backend

Cache Usage (%)

transactions over the threshold duration. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses this value to verify whether the total cache usage
is within or beyond the set threshold limit.
The frontend transactions comprise data transfers between
the cache and the frontend ports. The backend transactions
comprise data transfers between the cache and the LDEVs
through the DKAs.
When the cache usage exceeds the defined threshold limit,
the status icon appears.

The Write pending metric comprises the number of writes that
are pending to be written from the cache to the LDEVs. The
default threshold value is 28%.

Write Pending (%)

The Write Pending (%) threshold value indicates the total
number of write operations that you define can be pending with
the cache over the threshold duration. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses this value to verify whether the total write pending
operations are within or beyond the set threshold limit.
When the write pending exceeds the defined threshold limit,
the status icon appears.

The utilization of the sidefile shown as a percentage value.Side File Usage %

Backend
If any of the RAID groups or the DKA MPs usage (applicable only for the XP disk arrays) exceeds the defined threshold limit
during the specified threshold duration for a backend metric, the status icon appears in the Backend category in the
XP/XP7Array Health section. For example, if the usage of a RAID group for the RG Seq Reads (IOPS) metric exceeds the
defined threshold even once, the status icon appears.
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DescriptionScreen elements

The RG seq frontend reads (IOPS) threshold value indicates
the average sequential backend read tracks that you define

RG Seq Reads (IOPS)

an individual RAID group can manage over the threshold
duration. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses this value to
verify whether the average sequential I/Os on each RAID group
is within or beyond the set threshold limit.
If the average sequential I/Os on a RAID group exceeds the
defined threshold limit, the status icon appears.

The RG nonseq frontend reads (IOPS) threshold value indicates
the average non-sequential backend read tracks that you define

RG NonSeq Reads (IOPS)

an individual RAID group can manage over the threshold
duration. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses this value to
verify whether the average non-sequential I/Os on each RAID
group is within or beyond the set threshold limit.
If the average non-sequential I/Os on a RAID group exceeds
the defined threshold limit, the status icon appears.

The RG writes (IOPS) threshold value indicates the average
sequential backend write tracks that you define an individual

RG Writes (IOPS)

RAID group can manage over the threshold duration. HPE XP7
Performance Advisor uses this value to compare whether the
average writes (I/Os) on each RAID group is within or beyond
the set threshold limit.
If the average writes (I/Os) on a RAID group exceeds the
defined threshold limit, the status icon appears.

The RG utilization threshold value indicates the average overall
RAID group utilization that you define for an individual RAID

RG Util (%)

group over the threshold duration. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses this value to verify whether the average overall
RAID group utilization of each RAID group is within or beyond
the set threshold limit.
The default threshold value is 50%.
If the utilization of one RAID group exceeds the defined
threshold, the status icon appears.

The DKA Util (%) threshold value indicates the average overall
utilization of the MPs that can be utilized on an installed DKA

DKA Util (%)

over the threshold duration. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
uses this value to verify whether the average overall utilization
of each installed DKA is within or beyond the set threshold.
The default threshold value is 70%.
If the utilization of one exceeds the defined threshold limit, the

status icon appears.

NOTE: The DKA Util (%) metric is applicable for the DKA
MPs only on the XP disk arrays.

MP Blade
If any of the MP blades usage exceeds the defined threshold limit during the specified threshold duration for an MP blade
metric, the status icon appears in the MP Blade category in the XP/XP7Array Health section. For example, if the usage
of an MP blade for the MP Blade Util (%) metric exceeds the defined threshold even once, the status icon appears.

The MP Blade Util (%) threshold value indicates the average
overall utilization of the MPs that can be utilized on an installed

MP Blade Util (%)

MP blade over the threshold duration. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor uses this value to verify whether the average overall
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DescriptionScreen elements

utilization of each installed MP blade is within or beyond the
set threshold limit.
The default threshold value is 70%.
If the average utilization of one MP blade exceeds the defined
threshold limit, the status icon appears.

NOTE: The MP Blade Util (%) metric is applicable for MP
blades on the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

Viewing dashboard
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the overall usage summary of the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays on the Dashboard screen, which appear after you log on to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
If you are on another screen, click Monitoring in the left pane to view the Dashboard screen.

DescriptionSections

Displays the appropriate status icons that depict the
overall usage status of the XP/XP7 disk arrays in the
following categories:

XP/XP7Array Health

• Frontend

• Cache

• Backend

• MP Blade (applicable only for the P9500 and XP7 disk
arrays)

For more information, see “XP/XP7array health”
(page 107).

Displays the statistics of the average usage summary of
individual components for the category, for which you click

Statistics (Frontend, Cache, Backend, or MP Blade)

the status icon. For example, the Statistics section
displays the average usage summary of ports and CHA
MPs, if you click in the Frontend category for an XP
disk array.
If the usage of a component exceeds the defined threshold
limits during the threshold duration, the status icon
appears beside the respective component in theStatistics
section.
Also, a status icon appears in the respective category in
the XP/XP7Array Health section that depicts the overall
usage status of the XP , XP7 disk array in that category.
For more information, see “Dashboard statistics”
(page 108).

Displays the maximum X busiest consumers associated
with a port, RAID group, or an MP blade you select in the

Component Information (Frontend, Backend, or MP Blade)

Statistics section. For more information, see “Dashboard
busiest consumers” (page 113).

Displays a graphical representation of a component's
usage during the selected threshold duration.

Chart Work Area

For more information, see “Dashboard charts” (page 115).

For more information on the categories that appear in the XP/XP7Array Health section, see
“Dashboard categories” (page 97).
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NOTE:
• Click Add New Licenses to add licenses for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays on the License

screen. For more information, see “Installing licenses” (page 31).
• Click Edit Threshold to specify the threshold limits and threshold duration.

• If you have modified the threshold limits for an XP or an XP7 disk array, manually refresh
the Dashboard screen to view the updated dashboard status.

TIP: To maximize a section, click the window icon on the top right corner of each section on
the Dashboard screen.

Related Topics

• “Dashboard threshold metrics” (page 103)

• “XP/XP7array health” (page 107)

• “Dashboard statistics” (page 108)

• “Dashboard busiest consumers” (page 113)

• “Dashboard charts” (page 115)

• “High watermark in dashboard charts” (page 116)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

XP/XP7array health
The following table describes the different status icons that depict the overall health of the XP
and the XP7 disk arrays in the Frontend, Cache, Backend, and the MP Blade (applicable for
only the XP7 disk arrays) categories.

DescriptionStatus icon

Critical.
Indicates that the usage of at least one component has
crossed the set threshold limit during the specified
threshold duration.

Warning.
Indicates that the usage of at least one component is at
95% of the set threshold limit or higher during the specified
threshold duration.

Normal.
Indicates that the usage of all components is below 95%
of the set threshold limit during the specified threshold
duration.

No Perf Data.
Indicates that the performance data is not collected during
the specified threshold duration.

Disabled.
Indicates that the threshold settings are not yet configured
for the metrics in the corresponding categories. For more
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DescriptionStatus icon

information on setting threshold limits, see “Configuring
dashboard threshold settings” (page 99).

Not applicable.
Indicates that the particular category is not applicable for
the selected array.

appears in the MP Blade category for the XP disk
arrays, as the MP blade related metrics are applicable
only for the XP7 disk arrays.

Further, the status icon (Critical) takes precedence over the (Major) and (Normal) status
icons. For example, the Frontend statistics for a P9500 Disk Array shows that the usage of all
components is either at the normal level or almost reaching the defined threshold limits. However,
the overall usage status in the Frontend category still displays as (Critical). It implies that
there might be one or more components in the Frontend category whose usage has crossed
the defined threshold limit for a particular metric during the specified threshold duration. Such
components need your immediate attention. For more information, see “Dashboard statistics”
(page 108).

The overall usage status of an XP or an XP7 disk array in a category is based on the usage of
components in that category. The usage data is collected only on those metrics whose threshold
limits are set on the Threshold Setting screen.
For example, assume that you have set the threshold limit for only the RG Seq Reads (IOPS)
(Avg Seq Reads) metric in the Backend category. The status icon displayed in the XP/XP7Array
Health section in the Backend category is based on the usage of individual components
corresponding to the RG Seq Reads (IOPS) (Avg Seq Reads) metric during the specified threshold
duration.

Dashboard statistics
Click a status icon in the XPArray Health XP/XP7Array Health section in the Frontend, Cache,
Backend, or theMPBlade category to view the associated components and their average usage
data in the respective Statistics section.
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The following image shows the frontend statistics for 10116, which belongs to the XP24000 disk
array.

The following image shows the cache statistics for 10035, which belongs to the XP7 disk array.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers the following factors to arrive at the average usage
data for a component in the Frontend, Cache, Backend, and the MP Blade categories:

• Threshold limits set for metrics in the Frontend,Cache,Backend, or theMPBlade category

• Threshold duration (6 hours, 12 hours, or 24 hours)
After the threshold limits are defined for the categories and the corresponding metrics on the
Threshold Setting screen, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following for the XP/XP7 disk
arrays:
1. Monitors the usage of every component in the XP/XP7 disk array and retrieves the appropriate

values. It is based on the categories and the corresponding metrics for which the threshold
limits are defined:
• The average overall I/Os and MB/s on individual ports

• The average overall utilization of MPs that belong to a CHA

• The cache usage (%) and writes pending (%)

• The average sequential backend read tracks on individual RAID groups

• The average non-sequential backend read tracks (also known as random backend
reads) on individual RAID groups

• The average sequential backend write tracks on individual RAID groups

• The average utilization of a RAID group
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• The average utilization of an ACP/DKA pair

• The average utilization of an MP blade

IMPORTANT:
• The average CHA MPs and the DKA MPs utilization metrics are applicable only for the

XP disk arrays.
• The average MP blade utilization metrics is applicable only for the XP7 disk arrays.

2. During the specified threshold duration, if the usage of any component crosses the defined
threshold limit for any metric in a particular category, the appropriate status icons appear in
the Frontend, Cache, Backend, or the MP Blade category in the XP/XP7Array Health
section and beside the respective components in the Statistics section. The average usage
summary of individual components is also displayed in the Statistics section.

If the threshold limit is defined for at least one metric in a particular category, the respective
Statistics section displays the average usage data of components for all the metrics in that
category. However, the overall usage status of an XP or an XP7 disk array in that category is
based on the usage of components for only those metrics whose threshold limits are configured
on the Threshold Setting screen.
For example, assume that the threshold limit is set only for the RG Seq Reads (IOPS) (Avg Seq
Reads) metric in theBackend category. So, the status icon displayed in the XP/XP7Array Health
section in the Backend category is based on whether the usage data of individual components
for RG Seq Reads (IOPS) (Avg Seq Reads) metric is within or beyond the set threshold limit.
However, when you click the status icon in the Backend category, the average usage data of
components displayed in the Statistics section includes data for the following backend metrics
in addition to the RG Seq Reads (IOPS) (Avg Seq Reads) metric:

• RG NonSeq Reads (IOPS) (Avg NonSeq Reads)

• RG Writes (IOPS) (Avg Writes)

• RG Util (%)

• Avg DKA Pair Util (%)

Component levels in the Statistics section
When you click a status icon in the Frontend, Cache, Backend, or the MP Blade category, the
related component usage data appears in the Statistics section.

DescriptionComponent levels

Indicates that the usage of a component corresponding
to a particular metric has crossed the threshold limit during

Components with a red status icon beside them ( )

the specified threshold duration. In such cases, the status
icon also appears as for the appropriate category in
the XP/XP7Array Health section.

Can include the following:Components shown as black text

• The components whose usage corresponding to a
particular metric is at 95% of the threshold limit or
higher during the specified threshold duration. The
status icon in such cases appears as in the
appropriate category, if there are no other components
that are over utilized in that category.

• The components whose usage corresponding to a
particular metric is within 95% of the threshold limit
during the specified threshold duration. The status icon
in such cases appears as in the appropriate
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DescriptionComponent levels

category, if there are no other components that are
over utilized or nearing the set threshold limits in that
category.

NOTE: You can sort the component records in the Statistics section based on their current
state. The critically utilized components are displayed first followed by those components whose
usage is nearing or within the set threshold limits.

For the Frontend, Cache, Backend, or MPBlade category, select components in the Statistics
section and view their usage graphs for the associated metrics. You can view the maximum X
busiest components associated with a port, RAID group, or an MP blade in the Components
Information section. For more information, see “Dashboard busiest consumers” (page 113).

Dashboard statistics and threshold metrics
The following table lists the metrics that are displayed for the Frontend, Cache, Backend, and
the MP Blade categories in the Statistics section.

IMPORTANT:
• The Avg CHA MP Util (%) and the Avg DKA Pair Util (%) metrics are applicable only for the

XP disk arrays.
• The Avg MP Blade Util (%) metric is applicable only for the XP7 disk arrays.

DescriptionMetricsCategory

Avg Port IOPS, Avg Port MBPS:
Average of the I/Os and MB/s usage

Avg Port IOPS, Avg Port MBPS, and
Avg CHA MP Util (%)

Frontend

on individual ports in the
XP/P9500/XP7 disk array frontend.
Avg CHA MP Util (%): Overall
utilization of the individual MPs on
each installed CHA.

Cache utilization and write pending
data.

Cache Usage (%), Write Pending (%)Cache

In addition, the Side File Usage (%)
data and the Cache Size (total in MB)
are also displayed.

RG Seq Reads (IOPS) (Avg Seq
Reads), RG NonSeq Reads (IOPS)

RG Seq Reads (IOPS) (Avg Seq
Reads), RG NonSeq Reads (IOPS)

Backend

(Avg NonSeq Reads), RG Writes(Avg NonSeq Reads), RG Writes
(IOPS) (Avg Writes): Average of the(IOPS) (Avg Writes), and Avg RG Util
frontend sequential and random I/Os(%), Avg DKA Pair Util (%), and

Combined Backend Transfer (IOPS) on an individual RAID group in the
XP/XP7 disk array backend.
Combined Backend Transfers (IOPS),
which is derived as follows:

• If any of the physical LDEVs from
a RAID group is configured in a ThP
pool, the sum of the backend
transfer on all the V-Vols in that
pool will be shown as combined
backend transfer for that RAID
group.

• If any of the physical LDEVs from
a RAID group is configured in
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DescriptionMetricsCategory

multiple ThP pools, the sum of the
backend transfer on all the ThP
pools will be shown as combined
backend transfer for that RAID
group. * is displayed beside the
combined backend transfer value
to indicate the same.
The backend transfer of each ThP
pool is the sum of backend transfer
on V-Vols belonging to that ThP
pool.
For example, consider that physical
LDEVs 0:00 and 0:01 from RG_1
are contributing to ThP_Pool_1 and
0:02 from RG_1 is contributing to
ThP_Pool_2. If the backend
transfers on ThP_Pool_1 is 50 I/Os
and ThP_Pool_2 is 90 I/Os, the
combined backend transfer on
RG_1 is 140 I/Os.

• If physical LDEVs from multiple
RAID groups are configured in a
ThP pool, the combined backend
transfer will be reported as an
aggregate value for all the RAID
groups. * is displayed beside the
combined backend transfer value
to indicate the same.
For example, consider that physical
LDEVs 0:00 from RG_1 and 1:00
from RG_2 are contributing to
ThP_Pool_1. If the backend
transfers on ThP_Pool_1 is 60 I/Os,
the combined transfer on RG_1 and
RG_2 is 60 I/Os each.

Avg RG Util (%): Overall utilization of
individual RAID groups.
Avg DKA Pair Util (%): Overall
utilization of the individual MPs on
each installed DKA pair.

NOTE: In a 100% ThP environment,
the Dashboard Backend metrics show
zero values for an XP or an XP7 disk
array. This is because, the I/O per
second data and the MB/second data
throughput is on the V-Vols rather than
the pool LDEVs in a RAID group. To
view backend transfers on such RAID
groups, refer to the corresponding
combined backend transfer values.
If you want to view the ThP pool RAID
group utilization for a RAID group, go
to Charts > THP Pool main category,
select a RAID group and plot the RAID
group utilization graph (RG Util (%)
metric.

Avg MP Blade Util (%): Average
utilization of the individual installed MP
blades.

Avg MP Blade Util (%)MP Blade
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IMPORTANT: Combined backend transfers:
In Thin Provisioned environments, the overall backend transfers at the RAID group level are
reported using combined backend transfer metric. For a Thin Provisioned V-Vol where the ThP
pool is associated with multiple RAID groups, the backend transfers are not tracked to the
corresponding RAID group level. The backend transfers contributed by all V-Vols in a ThP pool
are combined and reported as combined backend transfers for each participating RAID group.
It implies that the combined backend transfer is shared among each of the participating RAID
groups.

The following table lists the details displayed in the Statistics section.

Additional detailsStatistics section

Statistics for Frontend category • The port ID.
The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable only
for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed beside
the port ID.

• For an XP disk array, the CHA and MPs associated
with a particular port.
For an XP7 disk array, only the CHA associated with
a particular port.

Statistics for Cache category • The total Cache size.

• The side file usage.

Statistics for Backend category • The RAID group number.

• The associated DKA pair for a particular RAID group.

• The associated ThP pool IDs, if they are configured in
an XP or an XP7 disk array. If not configured, – (dash)
appears. NA appears for the XP disk arrays prior to
the XP24000 Disk Array.

• The corresponding RAID level for a particular RAID
group.

The MP blade ID, includes the cluster # and the blade
location for the MP blade.

Statistics for MP Blade category

NOTE: Applicable only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

Related Topics

• “XP/XP7array health” (page 107)

• “Dashboard busiest consumers” (page 113)

• “Dashboard charts” (page 115)

• “High watermark in dashboard charts” (page 116)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

Dashboard busiest consumers
You can view the maximum X busiest consumers associated with the selected frontend, cache,
backend, or the MP blade components in the Component Information section. For more
information on specifying the busiest consumer settings, see “Specifying the top 20 consumers”
(page 102).
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IMPORTANT: At a time, you can view the maximum X busiest consumers for only one frontend,
backend, or MP blade record that you select in the Statistics section.

To view the maximum X busiest consumers:
1. Based on your requirement, select a record corresponding to a port, RAID group, or an MP

blade in the respective Frontend, Backend, or the MP Blade Statistics section.

2. Click Show Consumers.
The maximum X busiest consumers are displayed in theComponents Information section.
The records are also sorted in the ascending or the descending order as specified on the
Threshold Setting screen.
The above image shows the MP blade record selected in the MP Blade Statistics section
and the corresponding set of consumers displayed in the Component Information section.
The selected MP blade ID is also displayed in the Component Information section title.
Similarly, if you select a RAID group record in the Backend Statistics section, the RAID
group # is displayed in the Component Information section title. In addition, if you select
a port record in the Frontend Statistics section, the port type is displayed along with the
port ID in the Components Information section title.

IMPORTANT: If the LDEV data collected for the XP/XP7 disk array configurations involves
64K or higher number of LDEVs, the response time to display the most and least X busiest
LDEVs may be in the range of 1 to 5 minutes.

The following table displays the cu:ldev ID of the LDEVs associated with the selected RAID group
or the port for an XP disk array. In addition, the corresponding RAID group or the port usage
appears for the following set of metrics.

DescriptionMetrics

The average latency for reads or writes on the LDEV during
the specified threshold duration.

Avg Read/Write Response Time (ms)

The frontend I/Os on the LDEV during the specified threshold
duration.

IOPS

The frontend throughput in MB/s read and written to the LDEV
during the specified threshold duration.

Block IO MBPS

The average of the overall RAID group utilization of an
individual RAID group associated with the LDEV.

RG Util (%)

The I/Os between the cache and the RAID groups during the
specified threshold duration.

Backend Transfer
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For an XP7 disk array, the average utilization of an individual MP blade by the associated
consumer is displayed under the Util % column. The average utilization is over the specified
threshold duration. In addition, the following details are displayed for the selected MP blade.

Additional detailsComponents Information section

The consumer ID.Consumer

The type (LDEV, continuous access journal group, E-LUN) to
which the consumer belongs.

Consumer Type

The processing type that is utilizing the assigned MP blade to
process the consumer requests. For more information on
processing types, see Table 26 (page 283).

Processing Type

To view the performance of component records or usage graphs in theChart Work Area section,
select the component records and click Plot Charts. For more information, see “Dashboard
charts” (page 115).

Dashboard charts
The performance or usage graphs are displayed in theChartsWork Area section for the frontend,
cache, backend, and the MP blade components, only if the respective categories display the
following status icons in the XP/XP7Array Health section:

• Major ( )

• Critical ( )

• Normal ( )
To view the performance or usage graph for a component:
1. Select a record corresponding to a port, CLPR, RAID group, or an MP blade in the Frontend,

Cache, Backend, or the MP Blade Statistics section, or a corresponding component record
from the Components Information section.
While selecting the records, press the Shift key for sequential selection or the Ctrl key for
random selection of multiple component records.

2. Click Plot Chart. The Plot Chart is enabled only when you select a component record.
The Plot Chart dialog box appears with the list of supported metrics for which you can plot
performance or usage graphs of the selected component.
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3. Select the check box for the metric, for which you want to view the performance or usage
graph of the selected component, and click OK.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor plots the appropriate graphs in the Chart Work Area. The
duration for which the data points are plotted in the chart depends on the threshold duration
specified on the Threshold Setting screen. By default, the graphs are plotted for data points
collected in the last 6 hours of the management station's time.

The above image show the average CHA MP utilization graph plotted for CHPD4-2E that
belongs to the XP disk array 82502.

Chart window in the Chart Work Area.1

Zoom Preview panel.2

If you are plotting the port I/O metrics for a disk array, the port type is also displayed beside
the port ID in the chart legends.

After the graphs are plotted, use the chart options in the Chart Work Area to perform additional
activities on charts. For more information on using the chart options, see “Plotting charts”
(page 243).

NOTE: All the charts in the dashboard screen is displayed for 1hour duration if the duration in
threshold settings is selected as Current.

High watermark in dashboard charts
Every chart in the Dashboard Chart Work Area section displays a high watermark. The high
watermark is an indication of the maximum average usage value of that component in the past
24 hours. High watermark is displayed after considering the usage data of a component in the
last 24 hours for a selected metric.

IMPORTANT:
• High watermark is applicable only for components in the Frontend, Cache, Backend, and

MP Blade categories. It is not applicable for LDEVs.
• High watermark is displayed for only one component and metric combination. It is disabled

if you choose multiple components and metrics.
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7 Configuring alarms and managing events
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 118)

• “Configuring alarms and viewing alarms history” (page 118)

• “Managing alarm history” (page 133)

• “Viewing events” (page 139)

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to activate alarms on components, so that timely
notifications can be dispatched to intended recipients when the performance of components rise
beyond a particular limit. The performance values of components are verified against threshold
limits that you set. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also maintains history of alarms for components
from the time alarms are activated on components. It monitors performance and logs new records
whenever the performance of components rise beyond or drop below the set threshold limits.
This activity continues till the associated alarms are disabled or the corresponding component
records deleted. You can also view performance graphs for components on which alarms are
generated. If you are monitoring the ThP pool utilization and have activated alarm notifications
for the same, you can also forecast the date and time when the utilization exceeds the next
threshold limit.
You can also view events generated by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor in response to various
activities that are performed using HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. All the events generated in
response to various activities you perform using HPE XP7 Performance Advisor are automatically
displayed on the Event Log screen. It is displayed when you click Monitoring+Event Log in the
left pane.
Related Topics

• “Configuring alarms and viewing alarms history” (page 118)

• “Managing alarm history” (page 133)

• “Viewing events” (page 139)

Configuring alarms and viewing alarms history
For activating alarms on components, you must first select the components and the corresponding
metrics for which the performance must be monitored. Then, proceed to configure alarms on
those components. It includes specifying the following settings:

• Threshold and number of occurrences on the components.

• Alarm notification settings that include the email notifications and SNMP notifications. In
addition to notifications, you can also configure HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to run an
XML file or a script when the component's performance value crosses the set threshold.

• Enable or disable alarms on the components.

IMPORTANT: You can configure and activate alarms on components only if you have logged
into HPE XP7 Performance Advisor as an Administrator, or a user who is granted administrator
privileges.
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Once the alarms are activated, you can view history for these alarms, which provides data on
the following:

• When the performance of components went beyond or dropped below the set threshold
limits

• Time stamps of alarm notifications dispatched to the intended recipients
You can also view the corresponding performance graphs for components on which alarms are
generated. The following are the high level sequence of steps you must perform to activate alarms
and view history for configured alarms:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.
2. Select components in the component selection tree under Data Source.
3. Select the associated metrics for which the components must be monitored from theAvailable

Metrics Choose Metrics Category list. Click Add alarm(s) for the selected components
to be displayed in the Alarms table. The selected components can belong to an individual
XP or an XP7 disk array, or a custom group. For more information on selecting components
and metrics, see “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120).

4. In the Alarms table, select an alarm record and configure threshold, number of occurrences,
alarm notification settings, and enable alarms on the components. For more information,
see “Configuring notification and monitoring settings” (page 121).

5. After you enable alarms on components, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
a. Collects the latest performance values of components in every collection frequency

cycle and compares them with the set threshold levels.
b. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor dispatches the appropriate alarm notifications, only

when the performance value of a component has exceeded threshold for the performance
cycles set as occurrence.
For example, while configuring the alarm if the user sets occurrence value as 2 for a
component, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor dispatches a notification only when the
performance value of the metric remains above threshold for two consecutive
performance cycles. But any drop in performance value below the threshold post a
serious alarm will be immediately notified to the user.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also displays the appropriate time for the
above-mentioned events under Time Posted, Time Updated, and Time Dispatched
in the Alarm History table. For more information, see “Alarm History screen” (page 134).

c. Logs a record for those components in the Alarm History table (see the following image)
(Monitoring+Alarm History). HPE XP7 Performance Advisor starts logging records
from the subsequent data collection cycle when it starts monitoring the selected
components.
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NOTE:
• If you configure alarms at the host group level, and then edit a host in any port, the alarm

notification is sent only for the common host group that is configured. The notifications are
not sent for the edited host group. To receive notifications for the edited host group,
re-configure the alarms.

• If you change the name of a host group that has alarms configured, delete and re-configure
all alarms for that host group.

Selecting components and metrics
You can configure alarms on XP and XP7 disk arrays, corresponding component types, or
individual components. To select components and metrics:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Alarms in the left pane.
2. In the component selection tree under Data Source, select components on which you want

to configure alarms. For more information on selecting components and related metrics, see
“Selecting components and metrics” (page 245).
You can also search for components on which you want to configure alarms. For more
information, see “Searching for components” (page 129).

3. Click Add alarm(s). The Add alarm(s) button is enabled only when you select a component
in the component selection tree and related metrics in the Available Metrics Choose Metric
Category list.
The records are automatically displayed in the Alarms table. Select the particular XP or
P9500/XP7 disk array, or component in the component selection tree to view the
corresponding set of records in the Alarms table. Initially, when alarms are not yet configured
on the selected components, the following informational message No alarms are configured
for the given filters. appears above the Alarms table.

The following are examples on selecting components and adding records for them in the Alarms
table:
Adding record for an P9500 disk array:

• The P9500 disk array selected is 53046 in the component selection tree (see following
image).

• The corresponding metric selected in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category box
is SM CHIP BUS/Path Util.

When you click Add alarm(s), the record pertaining to 53046 and the SM CHIP BUS/Path Util
metric is added to the Alarms table. The Resource column displays All, which implies that the
alarm is configured within the scope of the selected metric on all the components in 53046.
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For a new component record, the following default values are displayed in the Alarms table:

• Selected XP or XP7 disk array name under Array
• Selected component under Resource
• Selected metric category under Metric Category
• Selected metric under Metric
• 999999 under Threshold
• The destination email and SNMP addresses configured on the Email Settings screen (PA

and DB Settings+Email Settings. If not configured, the Email Destination and SNMP
Destination fields are shown blank.

Related Topics

• “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• “Establishing scripts for alarms” (page 125)

• “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• “Applying a template” (page 127)

• “Deleting records in the Alarms table” (page 128)

Configuring notification and monitoring settings
After you select components and metrics, and click Add alarm(s), records for the components
are added to the Alarms table. You must configure the following settings for the components, so
that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can monitor the selected components:

• Setting threshold levels. For more information, see “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• Specifying destinations. For more information, see “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• Specifying script destinations. For more information, see “Establishing scripts for alarms”
(page 125)

• Enabling or disabling alarms (see “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• Using the configured settings of a previous record as a template. For more information, see
“Applying a template” (page 127)

• Deleting component records. For more information, see “Deleting records in the Alarms
table” (page 128)

If you want to configure notification and monitoring settings across component records, use the
Shift key for sequential selection of records and Ctrl key for random selection of records.

Filtering records based on metrics and alarm status
The alarm filters are available in the Show section above the Alarms table. You can use a
particular filter or a combination of filters to view alarm records that match a specific criteria.
These filters are enabled only when you add alarm records for a component in the Alarms table.
By default, all the alarm records configured on the selected XP and XP7 disk arrays, and
component are displayed in the Alarms table.
Filtering records is based on the metrics and status of alarms configured on components and
provides records specific to a selected metric and alarm status.
To filter records:
1. Go to the Show section above the Alarms table.
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2. You can filter alarm records based on:
• Array: The Array list displays only those XP and XP7 disk arrays for which alarms are

configured. Select the XP or XP7 disk array to view the corresponding alarm records
in the Alarms table. Alternatively, you can also select the XP or XP7 disk array in the
component selection tree to view the same set of alarm records in the Alarms table.

• Metric Category: The Metric Category list displays only those categories that are
associated with the selected components. Select the metric category to view the
corresponding alarm records in the Alarms table. Alternatively, if you select an XP or
XP7 disk array in the component selection tree, and then choose the All or a specific
metric category in the Metric Category list, all the alarm records configured for all or
the specific metric category are displayed.

• Metrics: TheMetrics list displays only those metrics that are associated with the selected
components. Select the metric to view the corresponding alarm records in the Alarms
table. Alternatively, if you select an XP or XP7 disk array in the component selection
tree, and then choose the All or a specific metric in the Metrics list, all the alarm records
configured for all or the specific metric are displayed.

• Enabled or Disabled check box: The records in the Alarms table are filtered to show
those records for which alarm generation is enabled or disabled. If you want to view
both, select the Enabled and Disabled check boxes.

For example, if you have filtered records in the Alarms table for RAID groups, 1–3 and 1–5. Their
associated metrics are RAID Group Total IO –Frontend, RAID Group Total MB –Frontend, and
RAID Group Sequential Read Tracks –Backend. The Metrics list displays RAID Group Total IO
–Frontend, RAID Group Total MB – Frontend, and RAID Group Sequential Read Tracks – Backend
metrics. The following are the combination of records that are displayed in the Alarms table:

• RAID Group 1–3 and RAID Group Total IO – Frontend metric

• RAID Group 1–3 and RAID Group Total MB – Frontend metric

• RAID Group 1–3 and RAID Group Sequential Read Tracks – Backend metric

• RAID Group 1–5 and RAID Group Total IO – Frontend metric

• RAID Group 1–5 and RAID Group Total MB – Frontend metric

• RAID Group 1–5 and RAID Group Sequential Read Tracks – Backend metric
If you want to configure alarm settings only on RAID group, 1–3 for the metric, RAID Group Total
IO –Frontend, select the metric as RAID Group Total IO — Frontend from the Metrics list and
Passive from theAlarms Status list. The set of RAID group records are further filtered to display
only RAID group, 1–3 for the RAID Group Total IO – Frontend metric and Passive alarm status.
Click Clear Filter any time while selecting values from the filter options. It removes the current
selection and displays all the records in the Alarms table. Also, the current selection on the XP
or XP7 disk array or component in the component selection tree is removed.

Setting threshold level
Threshold level is a value that you set and further used by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to
compare the current performance value of a selected component with the set threshold value.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor triggers an alarm and sends appropriate notifications to the
recipients when the current performance value of a component goes beyond the threshold level
that you configured.

NOTE: You can also use the Ctrl + c and Ctrl + v combination to copy and paste the threshold
level from one record to another record. Ensure that the records are selected, so that the latest
changes are updated.
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To set the threshold level:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.
2. In the Alarms table, select the component records for which you want to specify the threshold

level.
You can also filter component records in the Alarms table.

3. Enter the threshold level under the Threshold column for each component record. By default,
999999 is set as the threshold level for new component records.
The threshold level that you provide for each record is automatically stored in the list under
the Threshold column. The next time you want to edit a threshold level, you can provide a
new value or choose an existing value from the list.

NOTE: The threshold values are grouped based on the same type of Metric Category.

Alternatively, copy the threshold from an existing record and apply it across multiple other
records. For more information, see “Applying a template” (page 127).

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
1. Generates an alarm when the current performance value of a component crosses the

configured threshold value for a specified number of times.
2. Dispatches a notification to the intended recipient as per the notification settings configured

for the alarm. For more information on configuring alarm notifications, see “Configuring alarm
notifications” (page 123).

Related Topics

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• “Establishing scripts for alarms” (page 125)

• “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• “Applying a template” (page 127)

• “Deleting records in the Alarms table” (page 128)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

Configuring alarm notifications
Alarms are triggered and notifications sent to selected users, when the current performance
value of a component crosses the set threshold level, which is also configured as the dispatch
at threshold level. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides two destinations that you can configure
for receiving alarms notifications — email destination and SNMP destination.
If you have specified a SNMP recipient for alarms, you must provide the IP address or system
name of the SNMP server. The server receive the notifications in the form of traps that it forwards
to the intended recipient. For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings”
(page 73).
If you have specified an email recipient address for alarms, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
identifies the difference between entering and exiting the dispatch at threshold level within the
text, in the subject line of the email. If the alarm is entering the dispatch at threshold level, HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor identifies the alarm as a normal alarm and populates the subject line
of the email with XP7 Alarm. If the alarm is exiting the dispatch at threshold level, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor identifies the alarm as a recovery alarm and populates the subject line of
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the email with XP7 Alarm - Good Information Alarm. You can specify a common destination email
address on the Email Settings screen, which is used for receiving all alarm email notifications.
The destination email address is automatically displayed in Email Destination on the Alarms
Configuration screen. For more information on specifying common recipient email addresses for
all alarm notifications, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).
Prerequisites
Ensure that the following prerequisites are met before you configure alarm settings:

• A valid source email address, and IP and port addresses of the SMTP servers are specified.
For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73). HPE XP7
Performance Advisor uses the specified SMTP server details to dispatch email notifications
to the intended recipients.

• Specify a community name (Public or Private) for the source SNMP server. By default, Public
is used as the community name.
You can also specify a common subject line for all the alarm notifications, an appropriate
title for the Good Information Alarm notifications, and community name (Public or Private)
for the source SNMP server. For more information on setting the above-mentioned
parameters, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).

IMPORTANT: By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor dispatches Good Information alarm
notifications. However, if it is disabled, you must enable the Good Info Alarm Flag check box
on the Email Settings screen to receive the XP7 Alarm - Good Information Alarm notifications.
For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).

To configure email and SNMP notifications:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.
2. In the Alarms table, select the component records for which you want to specify the threshold

level.
You can also filter component records in the Alarms table.

3. To receive an email notification, enter the email address in the text box under Email
Destination. By default, email notifications are sent to administrator@localhost, which is
the common destination email address for all alarm notifications. This email address is valid
till:
• You specify a different destination email address on the Email Settings screen. The

alarm notifications generated after this change are redirected to the new destination
email address. For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings”
(page 73).

• You specify a different destination email address in the Email Destination box. The
new email address is applicable only for the set of records that you selected in the
Alarms table.

To receive a SNMP notification, enter the IP address of the SNMP server that should receive
and process the notifications, in the text box under SNMP Destination.

NOTE: You can download the SNMP MIB file from the Support screen and use it to view
the SNMP traps generated by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. Click Support in the title
pane, and further click the Performance Advisor Event MIB link to download the SNMP
MIB file from the Support screen. For more information about the SNMP feature, see the
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Installation Guide.

Alternatively, copy the email address and SNMP address from an existing record and apply
it across multiple other records. For more information, see “Applying a template” (page 127).
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The changes are updated in the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database and accordingly
reflected in theEmail Destination box and theSNMPDestination box for the selected component
records.
Sample email notification for an XP10000 Disk Array
P9500 Alarm 
Server=xppa113 
Sequence_Number=92 
Alarm_Source=Performance Advisor 
Alarm_Metric_Value = 6D 5F 4D 61 6A 6F 72 5F  
Alarm_ Component _Value=0:45 Array_ID=53036 
Array_Type=P9500 
Threshold=10 
Time_Detect=2012-09-18 12:49:16 IST 

Sample SNMP notification for an XP24000 Disk Array

Related Topics

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• “Establishing scripts for alarms” (page 125)

• “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• “Applying a template” (page 127)

• “Deleting records in the Alarms table” (page 128)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

Establishing scripts for alarms
In addition to configuring email and SNMP destinations for receiving alarm notifications, you can
also configure script or batch file execution when an alarm is triggered. To provide the path for
executing scripts:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.
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2. In the Alarms table, select the component records for which you want to specify the threshold
level.
You can also filter component records in the Alarms table.

3. Provide the script location in the text box under Script Destination.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor automatically executes the script when the performance of a
component crosses the set threshold level.
The output of the .bat file provided will be present in the absolute path location (example:
C:\Users\Administrator folder or system 32 folder), as it is platform dependant. Therefore, ensure
that you provide the absolute path while creating the .bat file.
Alternatively, copy the script location from an existing record and apply it across multiple other
records. For more information, see “Applying a template” (page 127).
Sample script file
The following is an example of a script file: C:/Temp/a.xml. The format of the XML file should
be as follows:
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!-- A sample XML file describes the script to be executed -->
<Service>
<Method>Run Script</Method>
<!-- Enter the full path name of your script file -->
<Full-Script-Path>C:\Temp\a.bat</Full-Script-Path>
</Service>

Related Topics

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• “Applying a template” (page 127)

• “Deleting records in the Alarms table” (page 128)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

Enabling or disabling alarms
By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor monitors only those components for which alarms
are enabled and sends appropriate notifications to intended recipients when required. Though
threshold and dispatch settings are configured on components, they are not monitored until you
enable alarms on those components. You must manually activate or enable an alarm on a
component for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to start monitoring the selected component and
send notifications. To enable alarms on components:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.
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2. In the Alarms table, select the component records for which you want to specify the threshold
level.
You can also filter component records in the Alarms table.

• To enable alarms on components, select Enabled from the list under the Enabled
column. By default, the current state for a newly added component record appears as
Disabled in the Alarms table.
Once the alarm record is enabled, it implies that the selected component will be
monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

• To disable alarms on components, select Disabled from the list under the Enabled
column.
Once the alarm record is disabled, it implies that the selected component will not be
monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

3. Click Save to commit the changes.
Related Topics

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• “Establishing scripts for alarms” (page 125)

• “Applying a template” (page 127)

• “Deleting records in the Alarms table” (page 128)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

Applying a template
You can manually configure the threshold and dispatch settings, and alarm notification settings,
or use the details from an already configured component record as a template and apply the
same settings across multiple other selected records.

IMPORTANT: You cannot enable or disable alarms on the selected component records using
this option. For more information on enabling or disabling alarm notifications, see “Enabling or
disabling alarms” (page 126).

To apply settings across multiple records:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.
2. In the Alarms table, select the component records for which you want to specify the threshold

level.
You can also filter component records in the Alarms table.
The configured alarm settings are automatically populated in the respective fields in the
Settings section below the Alarms table.
The details in the combo boxes are appended based on the records selected. The last
selected record must be highlighted in the settings panel.
The following images show the apply template steps for 53036, which is a P9500 Disk Array
type.
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3. Select the records for which the copied settings should be applied. (It is not mandatory that
you click the check box for a component record to select it).

4. Click Apply Settings. If required, modify the alarm settings copied to the Settings section
and then apply the updated settings to other records in the Alarms table.

The configuration settings of the previously selected record are applied to all the other newly
selected records.

5. Click Save to commit the changes.
You can also select a component record and directly apply specific settings on that record, without
using the Copy Template feature.
1. Select the check box for that component record. (You can also select multiple records).
2. In the Settings section, provide the values or settings that you want to update for the selected

component record.
3. Click Apply Settings followed by Save.
Related Topics

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• “Establishing scripts for alarms” (page 125)

• “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• “Deleting records in the Alarms table” (page 128)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

Deleting records in the Alarms table
To delete component records:
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1. Click PA and DB Settings+Configure Alarms in the left pane.

2. Select the record that you want to delete.
3. Click Delete.

The records are permanently removed from the Alarms table. Once Alarm is deleted, an
entry is displayed in the EventLog screen but it is not displayed under AlarmHistroy screen.

Related Topics

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Setting threshold level” (page 122)

• “Configuring alarm notifications” (page 123)

• “Establishing scripts for alarms” (page 125)

• “Enabling or disabling alarms” (page 126)

• “Applying a template” (page 127)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

Searching for components
You can navigate the Array tree by selecting an array from the array drop-down list and the
component from the component drop-down list. The following components are supported for the
search functionality: LDEV, RG, HG, Port, and Pool. You will have to enter a valid input for the
particular component, and then click Find Next. On clicking the Find Next button subsequently,
you can navigate through all the branches of the Tree in which that particular component is found.
To search for a physical LDEV record:
For example: If you query for an Ldev 0:62 in 53040 array:
1. When you click Find Next for the first time, the host group in which the Ldev 0:62 is found

is highlighted. On the subsequent clicks of Find Next, you can navigate through all the
branches of the host group in which Ldev 0:62 is found.
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2. After all the host groups are traversed, the pool branch is traversed, followed by back-end,
replication-volumes, LUSE branch, and the Drive-Types branches.
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NOTE:
• For the Raid Group, the Host Group branch is traversed first, followed by the Pool branch,

Back-end, and finally the Drive Types branch.
• You can search for External Raid Groups as well by selecting Raid Group from the component

drop-down list and querying for a specific External Raid Group.
• When searching for concatenated Raid groups, you should enter a part of Raid group name

and not the entire name. For example: If you want to search for concatenated Raid Group
"1-1 1-2", then enter either 1-1 or 1-2 in the search box, and click Find Next.

• For the Port, the Host Group branch is traversed first followed by the Front-end branch.

• For Host Group, the Host group is highlighted first in the host group branch followed by the
Pools branch.

◦ For performing search in the Host Group, you have to include the entire host or partial
host group name. If you want to search for Host Group PA-CVXPt2, then you have to
type the entire name or partial name, considering the case sensitivity to navigate in host
groups and the Pools branches.

• Pools are traversed in only pool and snap pool branches.

• When searching for LDEVs in the Host Group branches, only the LDEVs present in
HostGroup -> Ldevs branch is highlighted. The LDEVs present in HostGroup ->RG
->Physical Ldevs branch and HostGroup ->RG ->Pool Ldevs branch is not traversed.

• Filtering is not supported for sub nodes that are under HostGroup->LDEVs->PVol, that is,
filtering is not supported for the components that are in S-Vols , S-Vols ->Pool-ID, S-Vols
-> Pool-ID -> Ldevs, S-Vols ->Pool-ID -> Ldevs -> RGs.
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IMPORTANT:
• The search results are specific to an XP or an XP7 disk array. You cannot search for

components (LDEVS, RG, HG, POOL, PORT) physical LDEVs that are spread across
multiple XP and XP7 disk arrays.

• The search is not supported in custom group.

• Search does not support multiple entries. You can search only for one component (Ldev or
RG or HG or Pool or Port) at a time.

Managing alarms history
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor maintains the history of alarms for components, if the alarms are
already configured and enabled on them. The history of alarms is displayed for the following time
stamps in the Alarms History table:
1. Time Posted: The time when the performance of a component went beyond or below the

threshold level, and a new record was posted. When a new record is added for a component
the first time, the Time Posted time stamp will be the time when an alarm was configured
on the component.

2. Time Updated: The last time when the component was monitored for change in performance
value (if the performance of a component exceeded or dropped below the set threshold
level).

3. Time Dispatched: The time when the alarm notifications were dispatched. The current
performance value of a component is also displayed.

Initially, the message No records found matching the given filter criteria is displayed if there are
no component records posted in the Alarm History table.
To view the Alarms History table, click Monitoring+Alarm History in the left pane (see “Alarm
History” (page 134)).
Related Topics

• “Understanding alarms history” (page 133)

• “Alarm History screen” (page 134)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Configuring notification and monitoring settings” (page 121)

Understanding alarms history
For HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to start monitoring the performance of a component and
generate an alarm, you must configure the required threshold and dispatch settings on the
Activate Alarms screen, and also enable an alarm for that component. For more information on
configuring alarms, see “Configuring notification and monitoring settings” (page 121). After an
alarm is configured, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor monitors the performance of a component
from the next data collection cycle. A new record is displayed on the Alarm History screen with
the time of posting appearing under Time Posted.

IMPORTANT: HPE XP7 Performance Advisor posts the record only if data collection is in
progress for the XP/XP7 disk array to which the component belongs.

While configuring an alarm, if you set threshold and dispatch settings but do not enable the alarm
for a component, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does not monitor that component and generate
an alarm when required.
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In every data collection cycle, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor retrieves and compares the current
performance value of a component with the set threshold value. The time when this value was
retrieved and compared is shown under Time Updated. If the current performance value exceeds
the set threshold value, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
1. Posts a new record and displays the time of posting under Time Posted
2. Dispatches an alarm notification of type, XP7 Alarm to the intended recipient
3. Displays the time of dispatch under Time Dispatched
4. Monitors the component till its performance value drops below the set threshold value
5. Updates the time of monitoring under Time Updated

IMPORTANT: The time shown under Time Updated is in sync with the data collection
cycle frequency.

If the performance value of a component drops below the set threshold value, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor does the following:
1. Posts a new record and displays the time of posting under Time Posted
2. Dispatches an alarm notification of type, XP7 Alarm – Good Information alarm to the intended

recipient
3. Displays the time of dispatch under Time Dispatched
4. Monitors the component continuously to verify whether its performance is within or beyond

the set threshold level

Viewing alarm history records
The following are the column headings under which alarms history records are displayed. At a
time, the Alarms History table can display only 100 records:

Figure 11 Alarm History

Table 9 Viewing alarm History records

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the current state of an alarm: Recovery Alarm or
Serious Alarm.

Alarm State

Displays the array model to which the selected component
belongs.

DKC/Grp (Array Name)
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Table 9 Viewing alarm History records (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the array type to which the selected array model
belongs.

Array Type

Displays the metric for which a component is monitored.
When you select the All option in the Metrics list, the alarm

Metric

records configured on the selected component are
displayed in the Alarms table. If you select an XP or XP7
disk array in the component selection tree and then choose
the All option in the Metrics list, the list of alarm records
configured on the different components in that disk array
are displayed.

Displays the component that is monitored for a particular
metric and metric category.

Resource

NOTE: The Resource is displayed as PVOL: LDEVID
(serial number) and SVOL: LDEVID (serial
number) for the Pair Status alarms.

Displays the current performance value that is recorded
for a component. Click the <Value> link to view graphical

Value

representation of the performance of a component. For
more information, see “Viewing graph of metric value's
performance” (page 138).

Displays the threshold value that you set for the component.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor triggers an alarm if the

Dispatch Threshold

performance value of a component rises or drops below
the set threshold value.

Displays the time when a record was first displayed for a
component on the Alarm History screen.

Time Posted

The Time Posted displays a new time stamp again when
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor creates a new record for
the same component after dispatching the appropriate
alarm notification.

Displays the time stamp when HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor updates the current performance value of a

Time Updated

component under Value. The Time Updated does not
display any time stamp if the alarm configured for a
component is deleted or alarm is disabled on the Alarm
Configurations screen.

Displays the time stamp when the alarm notification is
dispatched to the intended recipient.

Time Dispatched

Displays the status on email and SNMP notifications, and
script execution. The five possible statuses are listed as
follows:

Status

• Status 0: Timed Out : in case alarm can not be triggred
in the given time(this time is specified in the
Email_TimeOut field of the serverparameters.properties
file)

• Status 1: InCorrect SNMP Setting : in case SNMP
address is invalid

• Status2: SNMP Protocol Error: In case there is problem
in sending mail to SNMP server

• Status 3: Failed to dispatch : Runtime problem like
network connectivity etc

• Status 4: Successful
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Table 9 Viewing alarm History records (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

NOTE: In case email, SMTP or Script is not configured,
then the status is displayed as NA.

Related Topics

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Configuring notification and monitoring settings” (page 121)

Filtering records in Alarms History table
To filter alarm history records based on Alarm History filters:
1. Click Monitoring+Alarm History in the left pane.

The Alarms History screen appears.
2. Filter and view component records based on the following options. For description on each

of the filters, see “Alarm History filters” (page 136):
• Metric list: Displays the metrics for which components are selected and alarms

configured on them.
If you have used the first level of filters, the Metric list displays only those metrics for
which alarms are created on the selected components.
In addition, the All option lists all the alarms history records that are created on the
different components in the selected XP or XP7 disk array.

• Error Status list: Displays the type of errors generated when alarm notifications are
not triggered.

• Alarm Type list: Displays the type of alarms that are generated, Serious Alarm and
Recovery Alarm.

• Array list: Displays the disk arrays for which alarms are generated.

• Time Stamp list: Displays the time stamps for records posted, updated, and notifications
dispatched.

• Start Time, End Time: Start and end time for the selected time stamp.
3. Click Filter. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor filters the existing set of records and displays

only those that match the selection criteria on the Alarm History screen. The records are
displayed in an ascending order. For more information on Alarms History screen, see “Alarm
History screen” (page 134).
Click Clear Filter any time while selecting values from the filter options. It removes the
current selection and display all the records in the Alarms History table.

Alarm History filters
The following table describes the Alarm History filters.

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the metrics for which components are selected
and alarms configured on them.

Metric list
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DescriptionScreen elements

In addition, the All option lists all the alarms history records
that are created on the different components in the
selected XP or XP7 disk array.

Displays the following error types:Error Status list

• Email errors

• SNMP errors

• Script errors

• All errors

• No errors

Select one of the above-mentioned error types to filter
records and view the status of the respective alarm and
SNMP notifications, and script executions. If you select
Email errors, SNMP errors, Script errors, or All errors,
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor returns anything that is
non-zero for these selections. If you select No errors,
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays only zero items,
that is the alarms that were successfully dispatched.

Displays the disk arrays for which alarms are generated.Arrays list

This list displays the following options:Time Stamp list

• Time posted (default selection): If this option is
selected, the time stamps of when the records are
posted on the Alarm History screen are displayed. A
record for a component is first posted on the Alarm
History screen when the following conditions are met:

◦ Alarm is enabled on the component.

◦ Performance data collection is in progress.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor pings the component
in the next data collection cycle to receive its current
performance value, and also posts a new record on
the Alarm History screen. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor again posts a new record for the same
component and displays the new time of posting under
Time Posted when one of the following conditions is
met:

◦ The alarm is disabled or there are no I/Os
transactions on the component.

◦ The performance of a component rises or drops
below the set threshold level.

• Time updated: If this option is selected, the time stamps
when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor last collected
the latest performance values for all the components
are displayed.

• Time dispatched: If this option is selected, the time
stamps when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
dispatched the alarm notifications are displayed.

If a record is showing a blank entry for any of these time
stamps, that particular record is skipped during the filtering
phase. Assuming that the I/Os transactions are not
happening on a particular component, and the alarm is
also disabled. In such a case, the Time Updated displays
a blank entry for that component record. Hence, the record
is skipped when you filter based on Time Updated option.
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DescriptionScreen elements

This list displays the following options:Alarm Type

• All: This option is for viewing both the serious and the
recovery alarms.

• Recovery Alarm: This option is for viewing records that
are logged for alarm notifications dispatched after the
performance of a component dropped below the set
threshold limit.

• Serious Alarm: This option is for viewing records that
are logged for alarm notifications dispatched when the
performance of a component rises beyond the set
threshold limit. An alarm notification is dispatched only
the first time when the performance of a component
goes beyond the set threshold limits.

Select the start and end time range for filtering the
component records, from the respective calendars.

Start Time, End Time boxes

Related Topics

• “Understanding alarms history” (page 133)

• “Alarm History screen” (page 134)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Viewing graph of metric value's performance” (page 138)

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Configuring notification and monitoring settings” (page 121)

Viewing performance graphs for components
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor logs a new record in the Alarms History table when either of the
following conditions are met:

• The performance of a component rises beyond the set threshold limit.

• The performance of a component drops below the set threshold limit.
The current value of the component is displayed under Value in the Alarms History table. Click
the corresponding link to view the performance value when the component crossed the threshold
level or dropped below the threshold level. For a component that has crossed the threshold limit,
the performance graph includes the following:

• Performance value when the component crossed or dropped below the threshold level.

• Includes data collected 1 hour prior to the component crossing or dropping below the threshold
level.

• Continues to show data collected upto 1 hour after the component crossed or dropped below
the threshold level (if performance data is available).

For a component that has dropped below the threshold limit, the performance graph includes
the following:

• Performance value when the component dropped below the threshold level.

• Includes data collected 1 hour prior to the component dropping below the threshold level.

• Continues to show data collected up to 1 hour after the component dropped below the
threshold level (if performance data is available).

The data available displays the progress trend of the component. The performance value displayed
under Value is in sync with the time displayed under Time Updated. It implies that HPE XP7
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Performance Advisor retrieves the performance value for the time displayed under Time Updated.
The performance value is updated till the time the component's performance rises or drops below
the set threshold level. Once the performance value rises or drops below the threshold, a new
record is posted in the Alarms History table and a new graph is generated as, and when HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor retrieves the latest performance value.

The performance graph also displays the Dispatch Threshold value that is the threshold value
for which an alarm was configured to be dispatched. The Dispatch Threshold value is displayed
for only one component and metric combination. It is disabled if you choose multiple components
and metrics. The Dispatch Threshold value acts like a watermark and helps you to identify the
maximum threshold limit that was set and the current performance value of the component.
Appropriate legends are displayed to differentiate the component current value from the Dispatch
Threshold value. In the above image, the green line signifies the Dispatch Threshold value. After
the performance graphs are plotted, use the following chart options in the Chart Work Area. In
addition, resize and rearrange the chart windows in the Chart Work Area. For more information
on using the chart options, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
Related Topics

• “Understanding alarms history” (page 133)

• “Alarm History screen” (page 134)

• “Filtering records in Alarms History table” (page 136)

• “Adding or removing metric values” (page 120)

• “Configuring notification and monitoring settings” (page 121)

Viewing events
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates events in response to various activities that you perform
using this application. Appropriate records are automatically displayed for all the events in the
Event Log table. For instance, records are logged for events generated when a performance
data collection fails or the collection schedule is restarted. The Event Log screen is displayed
when you click Monitoring+Event Log in the left pane.

IMPORTANT: By default, the Event Log screen displays records for events that have been
generated in the last 24 hours.
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Event Log table, where all the events generated are
displayed.

1

The records logged contain the following details for an event:

• Time when the event was logged.

• Type of event logged.

• Severity of the event.

• Description.
In addition, view the following details on the Event Log screen:

• Historic data (data older than 24 hours) by specifying a date range for viewing the data.

• Filter the event records based on severity and type of events generated.
Click a column heading to sort the records based on that column. By default, columns are sorted
in ascending order. Click the column heading again to reverse the sort order. To navigate through
pages of event records, use Previous and Next buttons, or enter a page number of your choice
in the Go To box. Click Refresh to reload the Event Log page to view the updated set of records.
Tasks you can perform on the Event Log screen

• “Filtering event records” (page 140)

• “Deleting event records” (page 141)

Filtering event records
You can filter event records based on the duration when the events are logged, type, and severity
of events logged. You can also do a quick text based search that works only on records displayed
in the current page.
For search based on text entries:
1. Click Monitoring+Event Log in the left pane.

The Event Log screen appears. By default, records for events logged in the last 24 hours
are displayed.

2. Enter text in the Search Text box based on which you want to filter the event records. The
text can be a combination of alphanumeric characters.
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3. Click Search.
The event records are filtered and only those records that have the matching text are
displayed on the Event Log screen. All occurrences of the matching text are highlighted in
the corresponding event records on the current page.

For search based on duration, type, or severity of events logged:
1. Select Advanced Search, so that the following Event Log filters are enabled:

• Start Time and End Time date and time filters

• Type list

• Severity list
You can search based on one or a combination of the above-mentioned parameters.

2. Select the duration (start and end date and time) from the Start Time and End Time filters.
3. Select one of the following event types from the Type list. By default, the records for all types

of events are displayed:
• Data Collection

• Database

• Host Configuration

• Alarm Configuration

• License

• Reports

• Register SVP

• Export LDEV to csv (events generated while exporting LDEV data into .csv file)
4. Select one of the following severity level from the Severity list. By default, the event records

for all levels of severity are displayed:

DescriptionSeverity level

Errors for user-instigated activities, like if the user
deletes a performance data collection schedule.

User Action

Exception errors given by HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor.

System Error

Critical errors, where HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
may not function.

Critical Error

Though you would have already set the severity level for event logging, this filter also displays
the severity levels applicable to all events logged before you set the severity level. It is useful
in cases where yo want to view events generated prior to setting the severity level.

5. Click Find.
The existing list is filtered to display the set of event records that are matching the specified
filter criteria.

Click Clear if you want to remove the current search and view all the event records.

Deleting event records
To delete event records:
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1. Click Event Log in the left pane.
The Event Log screen appears. By default, records for events logged in the last 24 hours
are displayed.

2. Select the event records that you want to be removed. While selecting the records, press
the Shift key for sequential selection of multiple records, or theCtrl key for random selection
of multiple records.

3. Click Delete Events.
4. Click OK when you are prompted to confirm the deletion of records.
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8 Managing the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 143)

• “Configuring database size” (page 144)

• “Purging data” (page 146)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses PostgreSQL as its database. When HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor is installed, all the database related files are also automatically installed on the
management station. PA 6.3 PostgreSQL database co-exists with the Oracle database of prior
supported Performance Advisor releases. You can manage HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
database in the following ways:

• Configure the database size manually, where you allocate the available disk space on your
management station to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database

• Purge data that belongs to an XP or an XP7 disk array, or data older than the specified date

• Purge data automatically, where HPE XP7 Performance Advisor will purge the oldest data
in its database to accommodate new data

• Archive data from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database

• Import data into HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database

• Generate or schedule Export DB reports, and also view records for the Export DB files
The above-mentioned activities can be performed on the Database Manager screen.

WARNING! The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database is a stand-alone database designed
to run only with HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and not with any other application. Therefore,
only supported and documented HPE XP7 Performance Advisor utilities, tools, and integrated
features such as configuring, purging, archiving, and backing up and restoring data should be
used to maintain it. Standard PostgreSQL database management tools and facilities should not
be used to manage or monitor the database.

IMPORTANT:
• You have to log on to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor as an Administrator or a user with

administrator privileges to configure, purge, archive, or import the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor database. You also need this privilege to view or delete Export DB schedules.

• After HPE XP7 Performance advisor is installed, HPE recommends that you set the configured
maximum database size based on your available disk space.
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Database Manager screen
The Database Manager screen is displayed when you click PA and DB Settings+Database
Manager in the left pane. The Database Manager screen comprises of the following sections:

DescriptionScreen elements

Under this tab, configure the database settings to manually
increase the database size, purge data for an XP or an
XP7 disk array, or data older than a specified date.

DB Configuration/Purge

Under this tab, export or import data for an XP or an XP7
disk array.

Archive Export/Archive Import

Under this tab, create, schedule the Export DB reports,
and also view the records logged for the Export DB files.

Export DB

Figure 12 Database screen

Tasks you can perform on the Database Manager screen

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

Configuring database size
You can increase the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database size based on the disk space
available on the management station, where HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is installed. The
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database size can be configured under DBConfiguration/Purge that is enabled by default when
you click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.
Initially, when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is installed and performance data collection is not
yet scheduled, the following message is displayed on the DB Configuration/Purge screen:
nl

Important: Either collections are not being performed or the database
size has not yet reached 5GB. Performance collection must be initiated
and the database size must be at least 5GB for Auto Purge Forecasting.

After the performance data collection is initiated and the database size increases to 5 GB, HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor displays a forecast message on theDBConfiguration/Purge screen.
The forecast message indicates the approximate duration by when auto purge starts if the current
data collection trend continues.
Configured maximum database size is set to 150 GB by default. This value can be reset to a
higher or lower value based on the available disk space after PA is installed.

IMPORTANT: If the database size increases, you cannot revert the configured maximum
database size to a value lesser than the current database size.

Manually increasing database size

IMPORTANT:
• Before allocating the disk space, verify the available disk space. Under DB

Configuration/Purge screen, a label named Disk Space available on drive where
Database exists displays the available disk space.

• During installation of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, the configured maximum database
size is set to 150 GB by default. This value can be reset based on the available disk space
after installation of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. If the database has occupied x% of the
maximum configured database size, where x is the threshold value specified in
purgeparameters.properties file or if the available disk space is less than y GB, where
y is the disk space value specified in purgeparameters.properties file, then automatic
deletion of oldest records is initiated in the database. The default threshold value is 70%
and default disk space value is 3 GB. If you change this value in
purgeparameters.properties file, then the new value is considered for auto purge.

To manually specify the amount of available disk space on your management station that you
want to allocate for the database:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.

The Database Manager screen appears. By default, theDBConfiguration/Purge is enabled.
2. From the Configured Maximum Database Size list, select the disk space that you want to

allocate.
By default, the configured maximum database size is set to 150 GB after first installation.
Based on the available disk space after installation, this value can be reset to a higher or
lower value.
The maximum disk space that can be allocated is 300 GB.

3. Click Save to commit your changes.
The Configured Maximum database size displays the new allocated database size.
TheDisk Space available on drive where Database exists displays the remaining available
system disk space.
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Related Topics

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)

Purging data
You can manually purge configuration and performance data for an XP or an P9500/XP7 disk
array, or data older than the current specified date. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor can
automatically purge data. For more information, see “Automatically purging data” (page 147).

• When you purge data for an XP or an XP7 disk array, the corresponding configuration and
performance data are permanently removed from the database.

• When you purge data for a specified duration, only the performance data collected for the
XP and the XP7 disk arrays during that duration is permanently removed from the database.
You can continue to collect performance data for those arrays, as their configuration data
still exists in the database.

Purging data eventually increases the performance of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, as
considerable amount of disk space used by the database is released back.

Manually purging data
You can manually purge data that belongs to an XP or an XP7 disk array, or data that is older
than the current specified date.

CAUTION: The data that is purged cannot be recovered. It is permanently deleted from the
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database. Hence, purge data only when you are absolutely sure
that the data is no longer required. Also, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor activities, such as plotting
charts and collecting data might be impacted when either the manual or auto purge is in progress.

Alternatively, if you want to archive data before purging it, use the archival export functionality.
For more information, see “Archiving data” (page 161).

IMPORTANT: The current date and time on your management station (where HPE XP7
Performance Advisor is installed) is considered for deleting the records.

Purging data for XP or XP7 disk array
To purge data from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database for an XP or an XP7 disk array:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.

The Database Manager screen appears. By default, theDBConfiguration/Purge is enabled.
2. In the Purge section, select All data for array.

The drop-down list for this selection is enabled.
3. From the list, select the XP/XP7 disk array for which you want to purge data.
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4. Click Purge.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm the deletion of records.

5. Click Yes to confirm.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor deletes the configuration and performance data collected
till date for the selected XP or XP7 disk array from the database. Hence, the XP/XP7 disk
array does not appear in any of the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens. To view the
array details again, request update from the host connected to that XP/XP7 disk array. Then,
perform a configuration collection followed by performance collection for that XP/XP7 disk
array. For more information, see “Requesting host agent updates” (page 48).

Click Cancel if you want to retain the records.

Purging older data
To purge data older than the specified date from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.

The Database Manager screen appears. By default, theDBConfiguration/Purge is enabled.
2. In the Purge section, select All data older than.
3. Select the date using the calendar and the time from the Hour, Minute, and Seconds lists.

If you do not specify a date and time of your choice, the current date and time are considered
for the purge.

4. Click Purge.
A dialog box appears prompting you to confirm the deletion of records.

5. Click Yes to confirm. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor deletes the performance data available
prior to the current specified date in the database.

Related Topics

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)

Automatically purging data
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor automatically purges performance data that belongs to XP and
XP7 disk arrays, if either of the following conditions are met:

• The database size has reached x% of configured maximum database size, where x is the
threshold value specified in purgeparameters.properties file. By default the threshold
value is 70%.

• When the available disk space is y GB or lesser than y GB, where y is the disk space value
specified in purgeparameters.properties file.

Before reaching above mentioned conditions, the following predictions on when auto purge starts
is displayed on the DB Configuration/Purge screen:
Given current data storage rates/Based on available disk space, in X
days/ hours auto purging will begin..
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Before reaching above mentioned conditions, the following warning messages will be displayed
on the DBConfiguration/Purge screen and an event will be logged which can be viewed in the
event log screen.
Available disk space is less than XGB. Auto deletion operationwill begin once the available
disk space is less than YGB. X signifies the disk space that needs to be considered for warning
before auto purge operation begins and Y signifies the minimum disk space.
Current database size has reached X % of Maximum configured database size. Auto
deletion operation will begin once the current database size has reached Y% of Maximum
configured database size. X is the warning threshold and Y is the threshold for auto purge.
These warning parameters can be configured in purgeparameters.properties file.
The purgeparameters.properties file enables you to configure the purge operations. This
file is located in the %XPPA HOME%\HPSS\pa\properties folder. You can configure the
following parameters in this file:
• Threshold_Value— This value is considered for auto purge operation. The default value

is 70%. The auto purge operation begins if the database size exceeds 70% of configured
maximum database size. However, allowed value is between 70 to 85. If a valid value is
entered, then the new value is considered for triggering auto purge operation. If an invalid
value is entered, then default value of 70% is considered as threshold value.

• Disk_Space_Value— The minimum default value is 3 GB. If the free disk space becomes
less than 3GB, auto purge operation begins. However, a valid value between 3 to 5 can be
entered. On entering invalid value, default value of 3 GB is considered.

• Partition_Days— This value signifies the number of days of data a partition can contain
in a table. The default value is 3. Each component table in a database can be partitioned in
terms of 3 days of data. However, you can enter any value between 1 to 7. If an invalid value
is entered, then the default value of 3 is considered.

NOTE: If a lesser value is entered, then during the auto purge operation, the amount of
space reclaimed would be smaller and execution probability of purge operation increases.
Similarly, if an higher value is entered, during auto purge operation, the amount of space
reclaimed is higher.

• Disk_Space_For_warning— This value in GB must be considered for warning before
auto purge operation begins. The default value is 10 GB. A warning message will be displayed
in DBConfiguration\Purge screen and in event log screen once the available disk space
becomes lesser than 10GB. This serves as a warning before the auto purge operation begins.
This value must be less than the Disk_Space_Value.

• Threshold_For_Warning—This value signifies the threshold in percentage. It is considered
for warning before auto purge operation begins. The default value is 60%. If the database
size reaches 60% of configured maximum database size, a warning message is displayed
inDBConfiguration\Purge screen and in Event log screen. This serves as a warning before
the auto purge operation begins. This value must always be lesser than the
Threshold_Value.

NOTE: Auto purge deletes oldest records in the PA database and retains minimum data
(minimum of one partition of data) for each component in the array.
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The following table describes the alert messages related to the Delete and Shrink operations
that are logged on the Event log screen:

Alert DescriptionAlert Title

X is the specified value for Disk_Space_For_Warning
and Y is the specified value for Disk_Space_Value in

Available disk space is less than X GB.
Auto deletion operation will begin once
the available disk space is less than Y GB purgeparameter.properties file. The warning

message is displayed if the available disk space has
reached X GB. Auto Purge operation begins when the
database size reaches Y GB.

X is the specified value for Threshold_For_Warning
and Y is the specified value for Threshold_Value in

Current database size has reached X% of
Maximum configured database size. Auto

purgeparameter.properties file. The warningdeletion operation will begin once the
message is displayed if the database size reaches X% ofcurrent database size has reached Y% of

Maximum configured database size configured Maximum Database size. The Auto Purge
operation begins when the database size reaches Y% of
configured Maximum Database size.

Auto Purge operation is in progress.Auto deletion operation is in progress

Auto Purge operation is complete.Auto deletion operation completed
successfully

An array X has minimum data (minimum of one partition
of data) for reference, Deleting this array results in

Since there is minimal data for the array
X, it will not be considered for auto

complete loss of performance data for that array. Hence,deletion. To decommission the array please
use Purge by Array it is not considered for deletion during Auto Purge

operation. If the array is no longer monitored, consider
Purge by Array option to decommission the array.

Related Topics

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)

Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor retrieves performance values related to the DKC, LDEVs, ports,
and the CLPRs for an XP or an XP7 disk array, and provides the data in separate .csv files.
You can also view the performance values of journal pool LDEVs and the utilization values for
Ext-LUNs and RAID groups. If you export data for an XP7 disk array, you can also view the
average utilization percentage of an MP blade and the LDEV that is currently assigned to the
MP blade. You can export data from the .csv files to a data visualization program, such as
Microsoft Excel. For more information about the generated .csv files, see “Export DB CSV files”
(page 150).
The .csv files are created when you export data for a specified duration or schedule it as a daily,
weekly, or monthly activity. The .csv files are stored in the following location on the management
station: \HPSS\pa\tomcat\webapps\pa\reports.
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You can perform the following tasks under the Export DB tab that appears when you click PA
and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.

• Export performance and utilization data into .csv files under the Export DB/Schedule
Export DB tab. You can save and view the .csv files when required, or schedule the export
activities on a periodic basis.

• View the .csv files by selecting the corresponding records in the Exported DB Files section,
under the View Exported/Scheduled Exported DB Files tab.

• Delete the records for the .csv files or the schedules in the Scheduled Export DB tasks
section, under the View Exported/Scheduled Exported DB Files tab.

The Export Database report functionality provided through the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
GUI is same as that available from CLUI.

NOTE: To reduce overall time taken to export performance data, the data access request has
been optimized. The amount of data fetched through Export DB functionality can be controlled
through TimeIntervalForExportDB parameter in serverparameters.properties file.
This file is located in the \HPSS\pa\properties folder.
You can configure the following parameters in this file:
TimeIntervalForExportDB The value (in seconds) set in this parameter indicates the

amount of data per request to export. The default value is
21600 (6hrs).

Example 1

If user exports data for 1 day, 4 requests each for 6hrs of performance data sent to server.

Related Topics

• “Creating Export DB CSV files” (page 154)

• “Viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 159)

Export DB CSV files
This section describes the following .csv files you can view when you save or schedule an
Export DB report:
ldev_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The LDEVs present during the specified duration.

• The RAID groups to which the LDEVs belong.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The data for the following metrics:

RIO Read Cache Hits, RIO Reads, RIO Write Cache Hits, and RIO Writes.◦
◦ SIO Read Cache Hits, SIO Reads, SIO Write Cache Hits, and SIO Writes.

◦ Total IO, Inhibit Mode IO Count, and Bypass Mode IO Count.

◦ Backend Transfer Sequential Reads, Backend Transfer Non-Sequential Reads, and
Backend Transfer Writes.
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◦ Random MB Reads and Random MB Writes.

◦ Sequential MB Reads and Sequential MB Writes.

◦ Average Read Response Time (msec) data for every 200 msec and Maximum Read
Response Time (msec) data for the last 30 seconds.

◦ Average Write Response Time (msec) data for every 200 msec and Maximum Write
Response Time (msec) data for the last 30 seconds.

• The LUSE master ID (M), if an LDEV is configured as an LUSE Master.

• The associated E-Port list, which is a list of Ext-Lun initiator ports that are used to connect
E-Port(s) to an external array.

• The associated E-Seq, which is the Ext-Lun provider's serial number for the E-seq(s) array.

• The associated E-LDEV, which is the external LUN LDEV ID on the external array.

• The associated CLPR group ID.

IMPORTANT: For a P9500/XP7 disk array, the ldev_exportDB file displays an additional
Current MP column. This column displays the current MP blade for each LDEV record. The MP
blade ID includes the cluster # and the blade location for the MP blade.

dkc_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The array type to which the selected XP or XP7 disk array serial number belongs.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The size of the cache and the MB/s of cache used over an entire collection interval.

• The percentage of writes that are held in the cache, yet to be transferred to the disks over
an entire collection interval.

• The MB/s of the continuous access asynchronous sidefile usage over an entire collection
interval.

• The data accessed or the reads on a single CLPR over an entire collection interval.

• The utilization of the shared memory CHIP/CHA and ACP/DKA transfer bus, and the utilization
of the cache memory CHIP/CHA and ACP/DKA transfer bus.

For an XP disk array, the individual MP processor utilization data for the CHIPs/CHAs and the
ACPs/DKAs are also displayed in addition to the above-mentioned information.
For an XP7 disk array, the dkc_exportDB does not include the CHIP/CHA MPs and the ACP/DKA
MPs utilization data. Instead, the MP blades that reside on the XP7 disk array and their average
utilization percentage are displayed.

IMPORTANT: Since, the CHIP/CHA and the ACP/DKA MPs are moved to the MP blades in
the XP7 disk arrays, their MP utilization metrics are not applicable for the XP7 disk arrays.

port_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The port IDs on the XP/XP7 disk array. The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable
only for XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed beside the CHIP port ID.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.
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• The maximum and the minimum frontend I/Os on a port over an entire collection interval.

• The average frontend I/Os on a port over an entire collection interval.

• The maximum and minimum frontend throughput in MB/s that was read from or written to
the port in the last 30 seconds of the collection interval.

• The average frontend throughput in MB/s that was read from or written to the port over an
entire collection interval.

• The type of the port, such as the Fibre (Target), Fibre (Cont Acc Target), Fibre (Cont Acc
Initiator), or the Fibre (Ext-Lun Initiator).

• The associated E-Seq, which is the Ext-Lun provider's serial number for the E-seq(s) array.
clpr_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The CLPR IDs on the XP/XP7 disk array.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The MB/s of cache used over an entire collection interval.

• The percentage of the writes that are held in the cache, yet to be transferred to the disks
over an entire collection interval.

• The MB/s of the continuous access asynchronous sidefile usage over an entire collection
interval.

• The data accessed or the reads on a single CLPR over an entire collection interval.
mp_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv

IMPORTANT: This file is created only when you save or schedule the Export DB report for an
P9500/XP7 disk array.

This file includes the following details:

• The P9500/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The MP blade IDs, the cluster # and the blade locations for the MP blades.

• The average percentage of utilization over the entire collection interval. It is calculated as
the utilization of all the individual processors in the MP blade.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The processors on an MP blade and their utilization percentage over the entire collection
interval.

• The processing types and the respective MP busy time.
The MP busy time indicates the time taken by an MP blade to process the request it receives
from the associated processing type.

rgutil_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The RAID group IDs on the XP/XP7 disk array.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The frontend random read and write I/Os on all the LDEVs in a RAID group over the collection
interval.
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• The utilization of the RAID group over the collection interval for writing random and sequential
parity.

• The frontend sequential read and write I/Os on all the LDEVs in a RAID group over the
collection interval.

• The total utilization of a RAID group over a collection interval.
When a RAID group is associated with a ThP pool, this metric provides the extent of RAID
group utilization due to the I/Os occurring on a ThP pool.

jnl_exportDB-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The journal group IDs on the XP/XP7 disk array.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The MU indicates the mirror unit number.

• The CTG indicates the consistency group Id.

• The JNLS indicates the journal pool status.

• The AP indicates the number of active paths.

• The U(%) indicates the usage rate (%) of the journal data.

• The Q-Marker indicates the latest sequence # for writing to the PVOLs consistency group
at the PAIR state.

• The Q-CNT shows the number of remaining Q-Markers within the journal data.

• The Num indicates the total number of LDEVs configured as the journal volumes.

• The LDEV # indicates the cu:ldev ID that is configured as the journal volume.
hstgrp_exportdb -array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array serial number for which the report is generated.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• Host group name.

• IOPS for host group.

• Backend Tracks for host group
pool_exportdb-array_serial_number_<file_name>.csv
This file includes the following details:

• The Pool ID and corresponding pool type on the XP/XP7 disk array.

• The performance data collection interval time stamps.

• The Pool IO/s is a sum of IO/s that is happening on a virtual volumes in a pool.

• The Pool MB/s is a sum of MB/s that is happening on a virtual volumes in a pool.

• The Pool Backend Tracks is a sum of the Backend Tracks that are happening on a virtual
volumes in a pool.

• The Pool Maximum Read Response Time is the highest read response time of any virtual
volume from a given set of virtual volumes in the pool.

• The Pool Maximum Write Response Time is the highest write response time of any virtual
volume from a given set of virtual volumes in the pool.
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• The Pool Average Read Response Time is the average read response time of all the virtual
volumes in the pool.

• The Pool Average Write Response Time is the average write response time of all the virtual
volumes in the pool.

Creating Export DB CSV files

IMPORTANT:
• If you have logged in with user privileges, you cannot schedule the export DB activity.

• 020000 version is supported for both XP and XP7 disk arrays.

• 020000 is also the supported version if you want to view the external LUN information.

• 016000 or 020000 are the supported versions to view the response time values in the .csv
files.

• Unlike the database purge and archival procedures, the Export DB activity does not affect
the database size. It only exports data from the database into the .csv files.

To export data or schedule the export activity:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.

The Database Manager screen appears.
2. Click the Export DB tab. By default, the Export DB/Schedule Export DB tab is enabled.
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3. Based on your requirement, select the Collection Period as One Time or Recurring.
• If you select the Collection Period as One Time, proceed to step 4.

• If you select the Collection Period as Recurring, the following schedule options are
enabled:
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◦ Collection Schedule: Displays Daily, Weekly, and Monthly.

DescriptionCollection Schedule

By default, Weekly is selected as the collection
schedule. The corresponding Day of the Week
list displays the week days. If you want to
configure a weekly schedule:

Weekly

– Select the week day when you want the
schedule to be executed.

– Select the time (hour : mins) when you want
the schedule to be executed, from the Start
Time lists.

– Specify the number of times the schedule
should repeat, in theNo. of Occurrences box.

The data for a duration of one week prior to the
scheduled time is exported.

Clicking theMonthly collection schedule displays
the Monthly Schedule. The following options
are provided in a monthly schedule:

Monthly

– Based on Date, where you select a date in a
month. The Date of the Month list is enabled
when you select Based on Date.

– Based on Day, where you select a day in a
week. TheDay of theWeek andWeek of the
Month lists are enabled when you select
Based on Day. Select a day and the
corresponding week in a month to execute the
schedule.

If you want to configure a monthly schedule:

– Select the date of the month when you want
the schedule to be executed.
OR
Select the day and the corresponding week
when you want the schedule to be executed.

– Select the time (hour : mins) when you want
the schedule to be executed, from the Start
Time lists.

– Specify the number of times the schedule
should repeat, in theNo. of Occurrences box.

The data for a duration of one month prior to the
scheduled time is exported.

Clicking the Daily collection schedule displays
the start time. If you want to configure a daily
schedule:

Daily

– Select the time (hour : mins) when you want
the schedule to be executed, from the Start
Time lists.

– Specify the number of times the schedule
should repeat, in theNo. of Occurrences box.

The previous day's data is exported. For example,
if the export DB report is scheduled on
01/01/2010 at 10:00:00 hrs, the data is exported
from 12/31/2009 10:00:00 hrs to 01/01/2010
10:00:00 hrs.
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4. Provide a name in the File Name box. The name must have a minimum of two characters
and can have a maximum of 80 characters. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor appends the
name that you provide to the file names of all the .csv files that it generates.

5. From the Array list, select the XP/XP7 disk array for which you want to save or schedule
the Export DB report.

6. Select the check box for Human Readable Format, if you want to view the data for LDEVs
in the cu:ldev format.

7. Select the check box for Version Number Select Version Number to enable the
corresponding list that displays the following supported versions based on the XP/XP7 disk
array type that you select:
• 020000

• 016000

• 010600

• 010500
The following image shows scheduling the export DB activity for 53036, which belongs to
the P9500 Disk Array type.

8. Select the check box for Response Time to view the following read-write response time for
all the LDEVs. The Response Time check box is enabled only when you select the Version
check box.
• Read: For LDEVs read response time

• Write: For LDEVs write response time

• All: For LDEVs read and write response time
9. Select the check box for the RG Utilization, if you want to view the percentage of utilization

for the RAID groups. This option can be used only when the Response Time check box is
selected and the supported versions are 016000 or 020000.
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10. Select the check box for Display LDEV's of the Journal, if you want to view all the LDEVs
that belong to a journal pool.

11. Select the Start Time and End Time, if it is a one-time export activity.
If you are scheduling the export activity, select only the start time.

12. If you are scheduling the export activity, retain the recipient email address displayed in the
Email box or specify an email address where you want to receive the notifications. If you
are saving the export DB report, the .csv files are available in the \HPSS\pa\tomcat\
webapps\pa\reports folder.

NOTE: By default, the email notifications are sent to the recipient email addresses specified
on the Email Settings screen. The default recipient email address is administrator@localhost.
For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).

13. After you select or fill in the options, click Save.
Click Reset anytime before saving the Export DB report to clear the current selection and
restore the default settings.

Based on whether the export activity is for an XP or an XP7 disk array, HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor does the following:
1. Creates the appropriate .csv files and appends the file name that you provided while

configuring the export activity to the .csv file names. For more information, see “Export DB
CSV files” (page 150).
If you have chosen to view the RAID groups utilization values or performance values of
LDEVs in a journal pool, the respective .csv files are also created. The corresponding set
of records are displayed in the Exported DB Files section, under the View
Exported/Scheduled Exported DB Files tab. For more information, see “Viewing Export
DB CSV files” (page 159).

2. Displays the status of the export activity on the Event Log screen.
• If the export activity is successful, the following message is displayed: Data exported

successfully into XXX_<filename>.csv
• If the export activity fails, the following message with severity set as User Action is

displayed: Data cannot be exported into XXX_<filename>.csv. An export activity might
fail if the performance data is not available for the specified duration. A separate email
notification about the failure is not sent to the email recipients.

Where, XX in the above log messages refers to the component for which the export is
initiated, such as the DKC, LDEV, port, CLPR, or the MP blade (applicable only for the XP7
disk arrays).
If you have scheduled the export DB activity, in addition to the above-mentioned, you also
receive an email notification at the specified recipient email addresses after the .csv files
are created. However, the .csv files are not provided as email attachments due to their
large file size. Instead, every email notification provides links that the email recipients can
click to view the respective .csv files.

Related Topics

• “Viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 159)

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)
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• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)

• “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308)

Importing data to MS Excel
To import data into an Excel sheet:
1. Open the export DB file in MS Excel from the location where it is saved (\HPSS\pa\tomcat\

webapps\pa\reports).
The Text Import wizard appears.

2. In step 1 of 3 of the Text Import wizard, select the Delimited option (default selection).
3. Enter 1 in Start import at row, and select Windows (ANSI) in the File origin list.
4. Click Next.
5. In step 2 of 3 of the Text Import wizard, select Comma, and clear any other delimiters if they

are selected. Retain the default values of the other fields, and click Next.
6. In step 3 of 3 of the Text Import wizard, highlight all the columns in the spreadsheet by

pressing the Shift key while navigating to the last column using the scroll bar, and then click
the last column.

7. Click Text in the Column data format panel, and then click Finish.
The spreadsheet is populated with the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor data.

8. Do the following: Select the corner cell between cells A and 1. This highlights the entire
spreadsheet. Go to Format on the menu bar, select Column, and then select AutoFit
Selection. This sizes all the columns to fit the text. The MS Excel performance data sheet
is now complete.
a. Select the corner cell between cells A and 1.

The entire spreadsheet is highlighted.
b. Go to Format on the menu bar, select Column, and then select AutoFit Selection.

The columns are adjusted to fit the text.

The MS Excel performance data sheet is now complete.

Viewing Export DB CSV files
Based on whether the export DB activity is for an XP or an XP7 disk array, HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor creates the appropriate .csv files. For more information, see “Export DB CSV files”
(page 150).
The corresponding set of records for the Export DB report are displayed in the Exported DB
Files section, under the View Exported/Scheduled Exported DB Files tab. If it is a scheduled
export activity, the corresponding schedule details for the Export DB schedules are also displayed
in the Scheduled Export DB tasks section, under the View Exported/Scheduled Exported
DB Files tab.
The following image shows the .csv files created for 53036 and 53046, which belong to the
P9500 Disk Array type.
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IMPORTANT:
• The name of the user who created the report is displayed under User Name. If you logged

in to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor as an Administrator and created the Export DB report,
the user name is displayed as Administrator.

• The .csv records for which an asterisk (*) is displayed before the User Name indicates that
they are generated through a schedule. The naming convention for the .csv record that
have an associated schedule is: <resource type>_exportDB-<array serial
number>_<Array Serial Number>_<Report Type>_<Schedule
Type>_<Date>_<Time>.csv.

• Following is the file naming convention for the .csv records that are created using the One
Time option: <resource type>_exportDB-<array serial number>_<report
name>.

• The time when the report was created is displayed under Generation Time.

To view the .csv files in the Exported DB Files section:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.

The Database Manager screen appears.
2. Click the Export DB tab.
3. On the screen that appears, click the View Exported/Scheduled Exported DB files tab.
4. Select the check box for a .csv file in the Exported DB Files section and click View.

The data in the .csv file is displayed in a new IE browser window. You can save a copy of
the report by clicking File > Save or File > Save As on the browser menu.

Related Topics

• “Creating Export DB CSV files” (page 154)

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)
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• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)

• “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308)

Deleting Export DB reports and schedules

IMPORTANT: You can delete a schedule record in the Scheduled Export DB tasks section,
only if you have logged in to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor as an Administrator or a user with
administrator privileges.

To delete an Export DB report or the corresponding schedule:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager.
2. On the screen that appears, click the View Exported/Scheduled Exported DB files tab
3. To delete the Export DB report, select the check box for the corresponding .csv records in

the Exported DB Files section and click Delete.
To delete the Export DB report schedules, select the check box for the corresponding
schedules in the Scheduled Exported DB tasks section and click Delete.

Archiving data
You can archive performance data for an XP or an XP7 disk array from the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor database, for a specified duration of your choice. The performance data is exported as
.dump and .csv files that are saved in the DBArchiveDump folder at the following location on
the management station: <XPPA_HOME>\pa\tomcat\webapps\pa\DBArchiveDump\.

CAUTION:
• Do not modify the names of the .dump and .csv files created during the export activity.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses these file names as reference to identify the data that
needs to be imported.

• Do not modify the default settings that is configured for the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
database at the time of installation or upgrade.

• The data archival process must not be initiated when the auto purge is in progress.

• The manual purge must not be initiated when the data archival is in progress.
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IMPORTANT:
• After the data is archived, it is permanently deleted from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

database and the free disk space is released back to the database. If you want to use the
archived data for an XP or an XP7 disk array, import the corresponding dump folder.
Before importing data to XP or XP7 disk array on the management station, ensure
configuration collection is performed for a particular array, or perform a fresh configuration
data collection.. If you want to take a backup of the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database
before archiving, use the Backup utility. For more information, see “Migrating data to another
management station” (page 167).

• You can import the archived data on to the same management station or another management
station. However, ensure that the version of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor installed on the
target management station is same as that installed on the source management station,
from where the data is exported. For more information on importing data, see “Importing
data” (page 164).

• If you retain the current date and time for archiving the data, and the last collection date and
time is before the current date and time, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers the last
collection date and time for archiving the data. For example, if 2008–11–17 17:00:00 is the
current date and time, and 2008–11–01 17:00:00 is the last collection time stamp, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor considers 2008–11–01 17:00:00 for archiving data.

To archive the data for an XP or an XP7 disk array:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.
2. On the Database Manager screen, click the Archive Export/Archive Import tab.
3. In the Archive Export section, select the XP/XP7 disk array serial number from the Array

list.
The Last Collection Cycle displays the date and time when the performance data was last
collected for the selected XP/XP7 disk array.

4. In the Archive up to section, select the date using the calendar and time from the Hour :
Minute : Seconds lists.
If you do not specify a date and time, the current management station date and time is
considered for archiving the data.
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5. Click Export.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor archives data for the specified duration. As part of the archival
process, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
a. Displays an informational message that the export for the selected array is successfully

initiated and starts exporting the data.
b. Logs one record under Export data for the date and time when the archival is complete.
c. Creates a folder in DBArchiveDump folder and displays the folder name under File

Name. This folder contains all the .dump and .csv files that are created during export
. The folder names are unique with the XP/XP7 disk array serial number in the file name
for easy identification.
Following is the folder name convention generated for an XP disk array:
PA<array_serial_number>_<archival_start_date>_<archival_start_time>_<Start_collection_interval_timestamp>_<End_collection_interval_timestamp>

For example, PA53036_20Jul2015_18.28.01_1437023340122_143704066400
Following is the folder name convention generated for an XP7 disk array:
PA<array_serial_number>_<archival_start_date>_<archival_start_time>_<Start_collection_interval_timestamp>_<End_collection_interval_timestamp>

For example, PA10055X7_21Jul2015_18.28.01_1437023340122_143704066400
Once the archival is completed, this folder is simultaneously displayed in the Archive
Export/Import tab. You must select this file if you want to import the performance data
for XP/XP7 disk array.

TIP: You can also copy the dump folder from the DBArchiveDump folder to a CD/DVD
and release the space occupied by the dump folder on the management station.

Related Topics

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Importing data” (page 164)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)
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Importing data
You can import the archived data to another management station or back to the same management
station from where the data was initially exported.

CAUTION:
• You must import the data to the same version of the management station as that of the

installed HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
• The import operation fails, if there is not enough free space in the database to accommodate

the imported data. To start an import operation, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor requires
that there be sufficient space in the database, at least matching the size of the exported
data. You must either archive or purge some of the existing data before you begin the import
operation.

• If you are importing data when the auto purge is in progress, the data import activity still
continues. However, if the imported data happens to be among the oldest data that HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor has selected for purging, the data being imported is also purged
automatically. Hence, it is highly recommended that there be enough disk space available
on that management station, where the data import activity is initiated.

• Do not move the dump folder from <XPPA_HOME>\pa\tomcat\webapps\pa\
DBArchiveDump\ or copy the dump folder to any other location, because HPE XP7
Performance Advisor accesses these files only from <XPPA_HOME>\pa\tomcat\webapps\
pa\DBArchiveDump\ on your management station.
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IMPORTANT: The following are a few important points:
• After importing performance data for an XP or an XP7 disk array, ensure that you perform

a fresh configuration data collection for that XP/XP7 disk array on the target management
station, as the archival process only exports the performance data. For example, if you import
performance data for an XP or an XP7 disk array that is not currently monitored by HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor on the target management station, you cannot view its performance
data until a configuration collection is performed for that XP or XP7 disk array.
When DB is exported using the PA Backup Utility, the entire performance data can still be
viewed even if the array is not managed by the MS whereas when data is imported using
Archive Import from PA GUI, the performance data for the array cannot be viewed until and
unless a configuration collection is issued for the array.

• If you initiate data import onto a target management station for overlapping date range and
data already exists in the management station's database, you are prompted to either archive
or purge the existing data and initiate the import process again. Consider the following
example:
Performance data is archived twice for an XP or an XP7 disk array. The first set of
performance data is archived for the date range, 2009-01-01 12:10:00.109 TO
2009-04-01 09:10:00.109. The second set of performance data archived for the date
range, 2009-03-01 12:10:00.109 TO 2009-05-01 09:10:00.109. Then, the first
set of data is imported to a target management station. When you try to import the second
set of data to the same target management station, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor prompts
you to either archive or purge the existing data, and then import the second set of data again.
This is because, the performance data already exists in the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
database for the date range, 2009-03-01 12:10:00.109 TO 2009-04-01
09:10:00.109. So, first archive or purge the existing performance data for the date range,
2009-03-01 12:10:00.109 TO 2009-04-01 09:10:00.109, and then import the second set of
performance data again.

• After data is imported onto the target management station, you can only use the remaining
TB-Days of Meter based Term license that are available after the data is exported from the
source management station.
For example, if you installed 100TB-Days of Meter based Term license on the source
management station to monitor an additional usable capacity of 10TB for 10 days and
80TB-Days are used before you exported the data, only 20TB-Days are available when data
is imported onto the target management station.

Importing archived data to the same management station
To import the archived data to the same management station:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.
2. On the Database Manager screen, click the Archive Export/Archive Import tab.
3. Based on the XP/XP7 disk array for which you want to import its performance data, select

the relevant file from the list displayed in the Archive Import section.
For example, PA53036_12OCT2008_20.07.32_1217826540130_1217826600138.DMP
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4. Click Import. Based on whether the import is for an XP or an XP7 disk array, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor does the following:
a. Displays an informational message that the import for the selected XP/XP7 disk array

is successfully initiated.
b. Imports performance data from the dump folder of the following types:

• PA<array_serial_number>
_<archival_start_date>
_<archival_start_time>
_<Start_collection_interval_timestamp>
_<End_collection_interval_timestamp>

OR
PA<array_serial_numberXP7>
_<archival_start_date>
_<archival_start_time>
_<Start_collection_interval_timestamp>
_<End_collection_interval_timestamp>

• <PAarray_serial_number>
_<archival_start_date>
_<archival_start_time>
_<Start_collection_interval_timestamp>
_<End_collection_interval_timestamp>.DMP

c. Logs one record under Import data for the date and time when the import is complete.
d. Displays the names of the dump folder that is imported, under File Name.

5. Perform a fresh configuration data collection for the XP/XP7 disk array on the management
station, where you have imported the performance data. For more information on performing
configuration data collection, see “Configuration data” (page 50).

Importing archived data to another management station
To import the archived data to another management station:
1. Copy the dump folder for an XP or an XP7 disk array from the source management station

to the following location on the target management station:
<XPPA_HOME>\pa\tomcat\webapps\pa\DBArchiveDump\

2. Follow steps 1 – 5 provided for importing data to the same management station. For more
information, see “Importing archived data to the same management station” (page 165).

The above-mentioned procedure is also applicable, if you are accessing the target management
station over the web (http(s)://[server name].[domain name]/pa).
Related Topics

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)
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• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)

• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)

Deleting logs for archival and import activities
IMPORTANT: These records are logged under Export Data and Import Data respectively,
and are not displayed on the Event Log screen.

To delete the records logged as part of the export and import activities:
1. Click PA and DB Settings+Database Manager in the left pane.
2. On the Database Manager screen, click the Archive Export/Archive Import tab.
3. Based on whether you want to delete the archival logs or the import logs, navigate to the

Archive Data section or the Archive Import section.
4. Select the export or import logs that you want to delete.
5. Click Delete.

Migrating data to another management station
If you are moving data from an existing management station to a new management station, use
the Backup utility to migrate HPE XP7 Performance Advisor settings and preferences. Use this
tool to preserve the data and configuration preferences by saving the existing settings and
restoring them on the new management station. Migrate or backup the HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor database and settings based on the following options:

IMPORTANT: You must import the data to the same version of the management station as
that of the installed HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

CAUTION: HPE Strongly insists not to manually copy or use the drag and drop feature to move
the PADB folder to the target management station, or another location on the source management
station. This action will result in irrevocable loss of data. Use only the Backup utility provided by
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to migrate data.

IMPORTANT:
• To use the Backup utility, ensure that the same version of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

version is installed on both the backed up HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and also on the
restoring HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. If the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor versions
mismatch, “Version incompatible” error message is displayed.

• Do not modify the default settings that is configured for the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
database at the time of installation or upgrade.

• If you have already configured the serverparameters.properties file on the target
management station, it will be replaced with the serverparameters.properties file
that you backed up from the source management station. After you restore the database,
the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service is automatically restarted to reflect the
latest settings.

Select this option to migrate the configuration and
performance data that belongs to an XP or an XP7 disk

XP/9500 Disk Array

array. Provide the 5 digit serial number of the XP/XP7
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disk array in the adjacent box. The data available for the
specified XP/XP7 disk array is backed up into the following
.dump files:

• pa<XP_disk_array>_exp.dump for XP disk arrays
and pa<XP7_disk_array>xp7_exp.dump for XP7
disk arrays.

• old_xpslperf_exp.dump upto
xpslperf_exp.dump

Where, <XP or XP7_Disk_Array> refers to the XP/XP7
disk array for which the data is exported.

Select this option to migrate the configuration and
performance data from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

Time

database for a duration that you want. Enter the duration
(format – DD-MM-YYYY) in the Start Date and End Date
boxes. The data available for all the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays during the specified duration is backed up into the
following .dump files:

• pa<XP_disk_array>_exp1.dump for XP disk arrays.
pa<XP_disk_array>_exp2.dump for XP disk arrays.
pa<XP7_disk_array>xp7_exp1.dump for XP7 disk
arrays.
pa<XP7_disk_array>xp7_exp2.dump for XP7 disk
arrays.

• old_xpslperf_exp.dump upto
xpslperf_exp.dump

Select this option to migrate the configuration and
performance data from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
database into the following .dump files:

All

• pa<XP_disk_array>_exp.dump for XP disk arrays
and pa<XP7_disk_array>xp7_exp.dump for XP7
disk arrays.

• old_xpslperf_exp.dump upto
xpslperf_exp.dump

Space requirements
• Before taking a backup of the database, make a note of the Current Database Size under

the DB Configuration/Purge tab.
• While restoring the database, ensure that the total available space on the disk where the

database is already installed is more than the backed up database. If the database is installed
on C:\HPE\HPSS\padb, the total available free disk space on C: must be greater than the
size of the database that be restored.

• Before restoring the database, increase the Configured Maximum Database Size of the
target database by a value equal to the sum of the current target database size
+ size of the database that is to be restored. If the current database size
is 5 GB and the size of the database to be restored is 12.452 GB, change the Configured
Maximum Database Size under the DB Configuration/Purge tab to a size greater than 5
GB + 12.452 GB, which is 17.452 GB. So, increase the database size to 18 GB.
It is to avoid the automatic purging of data from the target management station database.
For more information on auto purge, see “Automatically purging data” (page 147).
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Migrating data using the Backup utility

IMPORTANT: You must not stop the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and the database services
while backing up or restoring data on a management station.
The data backup cannot be initiated for a single day.

To migrate data using the Backup utility:
1. Click Start > Programs > HPE XP7 Performance Advisor > Backup Utility. The Backup

Utility window appears displaying the following options:
• DKC

• Time

• All
2. Based on your requirement, select one of the following options:

• DKC: Provide the 5 digit serial number of the XP/XP7 disk array, for which you want to
take the data backup

• Time: Provide the duration for which you want to take data backup in the DD-MM-YYYY
format.

• All: Clicking this option will initiate a backup of the complete HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor database

3. Click Backup. The Backup option is enabled only when you select one of the
above-mentioned backup options.
The Open File dialog box is displayed.

4. Choose a location, such as a network drive or shared file system to save the backed up data
(.dump files).
A confirmation dialog box is displayed.

5. Click Open.
6. Click Yes to proceed.

The Backup status window is displayed.

To restore backed up data using the Backup utility:
1. Click Start > Programs > HPE XP7 Performance Advisor > Backup Utility. The Backup

Utility window is displayed.
2. Based on the kind of backup done, select the appropriate backup option from the list

displayed:
• DKC
• Time
• All

IMPORTANT: You must select the same backup option that you had previously selected
for taking backup of data. For example, if you have backed up data for a specific DKC ID,
you must select DKC from the list of backup options while restoring the data. Selecting a
different option, such as Time or All results in an error and data restore will not proceed.

3. Click Restore. The Open File dialog box is displayed.
4. Navigate to the folder where the .dump files are located and click Open. A confirmation

dialog box appears.
5. Click Yes to proceed.
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The Restore Progress status window is displayed. Also, the details of the data being restored is
displayed in the command prompt window.

NOTE: Even after the data is restored completely, there are a few PostgreSQL related messages
that are shown in the restore log files. Ignore those messages.

The backing up and restoring of data cannot happen simultaneously. So, click Reset after a
backup or a restore operation to disable the respective options and settings on the Backup Utility
window.

Saving or restoring data from the Windows command line
To save or restore your data from the Windows command line:

• To save your files, enter:
%XPPA_HOME%\bin\backuputility -backup target-path

Where, target-path is the location, such as a network drive or shared file system where
you want to save the backup files.
You can also backup data for an XP or an XP7 disk array DKC or a particular duration. The
following are the commands:

◦ %XPPA_HOME%\bin\backuputility -backup target-path —dkc
<DKC_Serial_Number>

◦ %XPPA_HOME%\bin\backuputility -backup target-path —time <Start
date and time> <End date and time>

The format for the start and end date, and time is as follows: DD-MM-YYYY

NOTE:

◦ If you have saved the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database on a different location
during installation, navigate to that location.

◦ The target-path that you specify must not include space in the file location path.

• To restore your files, enter:
%XPPA_HOME%\bin\backuputility -restore target-path

Where, target-path is the location where you want to restore the files.
You can also restore data for an XP or an XP7 disk array DKC, or a particular duration. The
following are the commands:

◦ %XPPA_HOME%\bin\backuputility -restore target-path —dkc
<DKC_Serial_Number>

◦ %XPPA_HOME%\bin\backuputility -restore target-path —time <Start
date and time> <End date and time>

The format for the start and end date, and time is as follows: DD-MM-YYYY

Related Topics

• “Manually increasing the database size” (page 145)

• “Manually purging the data” (page 146)

• “Purging older data” (page 147)

• “Automatically purging data” (page 147)

• “Creating and viewing Export DB CSV files” (page 149)
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• “Archiving data” (page 161)

• “Deleting logs for archival and import activities” (page 167)

• “Migrating data to another management station” (page 167)
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9 Viewing XP and XP7 disk array components
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 172)

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing XP and XP7 disk array summary” (page 181)

• “Volume Information” (page 182)

• “Advisory on CLPR utilization” (page 185)

• “Viewing CHIP/CHA data” (page 185)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193)

• “Viewing Smart and ThP pools data for P9500/XP7 disk arrays” (page 197)

• “Viewing continuous access data for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 202)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “RAID Group summary” (page 211)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides the overall configuration, performance, and utilization
summary of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays on the Array View screen (see “Array View screen”
(page 174)). The data is displayed from the last performance data collection time stamp and
includes the following:

• The configuration and component distribution summary.

• The performance summary, which includes the average performance of the frontend and
the backend components, Cache, and CLPR for an XP disk array.
In addition to the above-mentioned, the continuous access data and average utilization of
each MP blade is also displayed for an P9500/XP7 disk array.

• The utilization summary, which includes the total utilization of the Cache, Bus (cache memory
and shared memory), ACP, and the CHIP for an XP disk array.
The utilization summary for an P9500/XP7 array includes the total utilization of the Cache,
Bus (cache memory and shared memory), and the MP blade.

From the high level summary, you can further drill down to view the performance data of the
individual CHIPs or CHAs, ACPs or DKAs, MP blades, LDEVs, RAID groups, ports, ThP and
smart pools.

NOTE: The CHIPs and ACPs are applicable only for the XP20000 Disk Arrays. They are
replaced by the CHAs and the DKAs for the XP24000 Disk Array, and P9500 disk arrays.

To view the component data on the Array View screen:
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1. Click Monitoring+Array View in the left pane.
All the XP and the XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor are grouped
under Arrays. Custom groups, if configured are grouped under Custom Groups.

2. To view the performance, summary, and utilization of an XP or XP7 disk array, click the plus
(+) sign for Arrays and select the disk array in the component selection tree.
To view the performance metrics of LDEVs in a custom group, click the plus sign forCustom
Groups followed by the custom group name, and select the XP or XP7 disk array to which
the LDEV belongs.

Component selection tree.1

The summary for the selected XP or XP7 disk array is displayed under the following tabs on the
Array View screen:

• Performance summary under the Performance View tab (enabled by default).

• Configuration summary and volume distribution under the Summary View tab.

• Utilization data under the Utilization Summary tab.

IMPORTANT: Ensure that at least one round of configuration and performance data collection
is completed for the selected XP/XP7 disk array to view the respective array and component
details.

“Array View screen” (page 174) shows the Array View screen for 10090, which belongs to the
P9500 disk array type:
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Figure 13 Array View screen

The Array view shows the Array View screen for 10035, which belongs to the XP7 disk array
type:
Further, to view the performance and utilization metrics at the component level in the disk array,
click the plus (+) sign for the disk array and select the component node from the list displayed.
Click each component under a particular component node to view the individual performance or
utilization data. For example, clicking CHA/DKA for an XP7 disk array displays the performance
summary of all its CHA ports and the DKAs. Clicking a particular CHA or a DKA under the
CHA/DKA node displays the performance metrics of only that particular CHA or DKA.
“Array View component nodes” (page 175) describes the component nodes. The Yes and No
given under For XP disk arrays and for P9500/XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether that
component node is displayed for the XP/P9500/XP7 disk array.
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Table 10 Array View component nodes

For P9500/XP7 disk
arrays

For XP disk arraysDocumentation LinksDescriptionComponent selection
tree

NoYes“Viewing CHIP/CHA
data” (page 185)

Provides the following
details for an installed
CHIP or CHA:

CHIP

• Average
performance derived
from the overall
average
performance of all
the ports in the CHIP
or the CHA

• Utilization
percentage of the
associated MPs

• Average
performance of
individual ports

NoYes“Viewing ACP/DKA
data” (page 189)

Provides the following
details for an installed
ACP or DKA:

ACP

• Average
performance derived
from the overall
average
performance of all
the RAID groups in
the ACP or the DKA

• Utilization
percentage of the
associated MPs

• Average
performance of
individual RAID
groups

• Combined backend
transfer for the ACP,
which is derived
from the backend
transfers on the ThP
pools.

YesYes“Viewing LDEV
data” (page 214)

Provides the following
details for an LDEV:

LDEV

• Performance
summary for all the
related metrics

• Current
configuration, which
includes the
component type and
the associated
components

YesYes“10 busiest
LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

Provides the list of
busiest frontend LDEVs

FrontendIO

and the ports
associated with the
LDEVs
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Table 10 Array View component nodes (continued)

For P9500/XP7 disk
arrays

For XP disk arraysDocumentation LinksDescriptionComponent selection
tree

YesYes“10 busiest
LDEVs/RAID
groups” (page 209)

Provides the list of
busiest backend LDEVs
and the ports

BackendIO

associated with the
LDEVs

YesYes“RAID Group
summary” (page 211)

Provides the following
details for a RAID
group:

RG Summary

• Performance
summary for all the
related metrics

• Current
configuration, which
includes the
component type and
the associated
components

• Combined backend
transfer for the RAID
group, which is
derived from the
backend transfers on
the ThP pools.

YesYes“Port
summary” (page 212)

Provides the following
details for a port:

Port Summary

• Performance
summary for all the
related metrics

• Current
configuration, which
includes the
component type and
the associated
components

YesNo“Viewing MP blade
utilization for XP7 disk
arrays” (page 193)

Provides the following
details for an MP blade:

MP Blades

• Average utilization of
the MP blade, which
is calculated as the
utilization of all the
individual processors
in the MP blade.

• Utilization of each
processor in the MP
blade

• Processing
distribution for the
MP blade

• Top 20 consumers
of the MP blade

YesNo“Viewing Smart and
ThP pools data for

Provides the current
configuration,

Pools

P9500/XP7 disk arrays”
(page 197)

performance, and the
utilization data for the
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Table 10 Array View component nodes (continued)

For P9500/XP7 disk
arrays

For XP disk arraysDocumentation LinksDescriptionComponent selection
tree

ThP and the smart
pools.

YesNoProvides the following
details for the installed
CHA and the DKA:

CHA/DKA • “Viewing CHIP/CHA
data” (page 185)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA
data” (page 189)• Average

performance derived
from the overall
average
performance of all
the ports in the CHIP
or the RAID groups
in the DKA

• Average
performance of
individual ports for a
CHA

• Average
performance of
individual RAID
groups for a DKA

• Combined backend
transfer for the DKA,
which is derived
from the backend
transfers on the ThP
pools.

YesYes“Viewing continuous
access data for XP and

Provides the continuous
access configuration

Continuous Access

XP7 disk arrays” (page
202)

and performance
metrics for the primary
disk array.

IMPORTANT: When you select the component nodes, such as the ACP, CHIP, MP Blades,
or the Pools, only the installed ACPs/DKAs, CHIPs/CHAs, MP blades, or the configured ThP
and smart pools are displayed in the respective lists.

You can also view a graphical representation of the performance and the utilization metrics for
the above-mentioned components. By default, the data collected for the last one hour is displayed
in the Chart Work Area. For more information on using chart options, see “Plotting charts”
(page 243).
Tasks you can perform on the Array View screen

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Volume Information” (page 182)

• “Advisory on CLPR utilization” (page 185)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

Viewing performance summary
The performance summary for an XP or an XP7 disk array appears under the Performance
View tab.
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The following table describes the Performance View screen elements. The images shown are
for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type.

DescriptionPerformance View screen
elements

General group box • DKC Time: Displays the time stamp
of the latest DKC performance data
collection

• RAID Group Time: Displays the
time stamp of the latest RAID group
performance data collection

• Port Time: Displays the time stamp
of the latest port performance data
collection

ClickGeneral to view the XP/XP7 disk
array utilization summary. For more
information, see “Utilization
Summary” (page 183).

Displays the total I/Os and MB/s on all
the CHIP/CHA ports in the array
frontend. Click the Frontend Total
Avg group box to view the busiest
frontend LDEVs and ports. For more

Frontend Total Avg group box

information, see “10 busiest
LDEVs/Ports” (page 208).

Displays the total sequential reads,
non-sequential reads and writes for all
the RAID groups in the array backend.
The array backend is the sum of all the
ACP pair activities. In addition, the
combined backend transfer value is
displayed (only for XP24000 and
P9500/XP7 disk arrays), which is the
sum of backend transfers on all the
ThP pools.
Click the Array Backend Total group
box to view the busiest backend

Backend Total Avg group box

LDEVs and RAID groups. For more
information, see “10 busiest
LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209).

Displays the cache usage, pending
writes, and the sidefile usage. For
more information, see “Cache usage
chart” (page 184).

Cache [Total - ### MB] group box

For an XP disk array, the Bus/Path
Util % group box displays the
CHIP/CHA utilization and the ACP pair
utilization for the cache memory bus
and the shared memory bus.
For an P9500/XP7 disk array, the
Bus/Path Util % group box for the

Bus/Path Util % group box

CHIP/CHA utilization and the ACP pair
utilization are displayed under the
respective Frontend Total Avg group
box and theBackend Total Avg group
box.
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DescriptionPerformance View screen
elements

Displays the I/Os, MB/s, and the
associated port IDs for all those
CHIPs/CHAs that are processing
requests.
The port type, such as FCoE
(applicable only for P9500/XP7 disk
arrays) is also displayed beside the
port ID.
For an XP7 disk array, the CHAs are
grouped based on the clusters to
which they belong.

CHIP Port Activity Ave group box

For more information, see “Viewing
CHIP/CHA data” (page 185).

Displays the CLPR utilization data,
which includes the CLPR usage,
pending writes, and the sidefile usage
data. It provides an advisory based on
the CLPR utilization for the past one
week. For more information, see
“Advisory on CLPR utilization”
(page 185).

CLPR Details group box

Displays the overall average
sequential and non-sequential reads,
and writes for an ACP pair. For more
information, see “Viewing ACP/DKA
data” (page 189).
In addition, the combined backend
transfer value is displayed (only for
XP24000 and XP7 disk arrays), which
is the sum of backend transfers
happening on all the ThP pools served
by a particular DKA. In a thin
provisioning environment, the
CombinedBT section in theACPPair

ACP Pair Backend group box

Backend group box displays values
based on the following:

• If a ThP pool is associated with one
DKA, the backend transfers on the
ThP pool are reported as combined
backend transfer for that DKA.

• If the ThP pool is served by multiple
DKAs, the backend transfers on the
ThP pool are reported as combined
backend transfers for each of the
DKAs serving that ThP pool. Such
DKAs are also identified by a *.
For example, consider that
ThP_Pool_2 is served by DKA_1
and DKA_2. If the ThP pool
backend transfer is 50 I/Os, the
combined backend transfer of
DKA_1 and DKA_2 is reported as
50 I/Os each.

• If a DKA is serving multiple ThP
pools, the combined backend
transfers of the DKA is reported as
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DescriptionPerformance View screen
elements

the sum of backend transfers on all
the associated ThP pools.
For example, consider that
ThP_Pool_1 is served by DKA_1
and DKA_2, and ThP_Pool_2 is
served by only DKA_1. If the
combined backend transfers on
ThP_Pool_1 is 50 I/Os, and
ThP_Pool_2 is 30 I/Os, the
combined backend transfers of
DKA_1 is 80 I/Os (sum of the
backend transfers on ThP_Pool_1
and ThP_Pool_2), and DKA_2 is
50 I/Os (sum of the backend
transfers on ThP_Pool_1).

Displays the average utilization of an
MP blade, which is calculated as the
utilization of all the individual
processors in the MP blade. The MP
blades are grouped based on the
clusters to which they belong. For
more information, see “Viewing MP

MP Blades Util % group box

blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays”
(page 193).

NOTE: The MP blade component is
not applicable for the XP disk arrays.
So, the MP blade and the individual
processor utilization data is displayed
only for the XP7 disk arrays.

Displays the total response time of the
XP or XP7 disk array, which is
calculated as the total response time
of all the LDEVs in the disk array.

Total Response Time group box

IMPORTANT: Combined backend transfer:
In Thin Provisioned environments, the overall backend transfers at the RAID group and ACP/DKA
levels are reported using combined backend transfer metric. For a ThP V-Vol where the ThP
pool is associated with multiple RAID groups, the backend transfers are not tracked to the
corresponding RAID group level. The backend transfers contributed by all the V-Vols in a ThP
pool are combined and reported as combined backend transfers for each participating RAID
group. It implies that the combined backend transfer is shared among each of the participating
RAID groups.
The same method is applied to an ACP/DKA. When a ThP pool consists of pool volumes from
multiple ACPs/DKAs, the backend transfers contributed by all the V-Vols in a ThP pool are
reported as combined backend transfer for each of the participating ACP/DKA.

Click any metric value in the group boxes described in the above table to view the respective
performance or utilization graphs in the Chart Work Area. For example, click the cache usage,
writes pending, or the sidefile usage in the Cache group box to view their usage graphs in the
Chart Work Area.
The maximum cache memory is 2TB for the P9500 and XP7 Disk Arrays and the XP24000 and
XP12000 Disk Arrays, 128 GB for the XP20000 Disk Array, 32 GB for the XP128 and the XP10000
Disk Arrays, and 64 GB for the XP1024 Disk Array.
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An XP10000 type array appliance has a MIX PCB configuration. The two configurations, MIX-A
and MIX-F, have four CHIP MPs and four ACP MPs on the same processor board. There can
be two MIX PCB configurations for the array. The MIX PCB displays four MPs in the CHIP section
that serve as CHIPs and four MPs in the ACP section, which serve the ACP functionality. It can
also have two additional optional CHIPs, B and E. These optional CHIPs can have only CHIP
MPs.

IMPORTANT:
• The MIX CHIP displays only eight ports and four MPs though there are eight MPs on that

board. The remaining four behave as ACP MPs.

Viewing XP and XP7 disk array summary
The summary for the selected XP/XP7 disk array is displayed under the Summary View tab.
Initially, before you begin configuration collection, only the information related to the XP/XP7
volumes presented to the host are displayed on the Array View screen. However, when you
collect the configuration and the performance data, the relevant information is displayed under
the Summary View tab, as shown in the following image:

The XP/XP7 disk array summary includes the following:

DescriptionScreen elements

General Information • Model: The model number of the XP/XP7 disk array.

• Micro Code: The array firmware version of the XP/XP7
disk array.

• RMLIB: The version installed on the host machine.

A graphical representation of the distribution of components
that are configured in the selected XP/XP7 disk array.

Volume Distribution

Appropriate legends are displayed at the bottom of the XP
Volume distribution Pie chart. Initially, the Volume
Distribution is not shown, as the configuration collection is
not yet been initiated.

The Volume Information displays the summary of all the
components for the selected XP/XP7 disk array. A list of

Volume Information

components and their numbers are displayed. Initially, N/A
is displayed beside each component as the configuration
collection has not yet been initiated. For more information
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DescriptionScreen elements

on configuration summary, see “Volume Information”
(page 182).

Volume Information
The following table provides a summary of all the components for the selected XP/XP7 disk array.

The total number of LDEVs created from RAID groups.Physical LDEVs

The total number of Ports available from the installed
CHAs.

Ports

The number of LDEVs that have one or more associated
paths (host connectivity). This is an aggregate of the

LUNs

following: Physical LDEVs with paths plus the virtual
volumes with paths plus the total number of LDEVs in
LUSE that has an associated path.

The total number of LDEVs configured in an LUSE.LUSE

Total number of Raid groups defined on the XP/XP7 disk
array.

RAID Groups

The total number of external volumes associated with an
XP or an XP7 disk array.

External VOLs

The total number of physical LDEVs configured as the
continuous access journal volumes.

Continuous Access JNL Vols

The total number of ThP virtual volumes defined on an
XP or an XP7 disk array.

THP VVOLs

The total number of distinct snapshot VVols that are
associated with one or more host port(s).

SnapShot VVOLs

The total installed capacity of an XP or an XP7 disk array.
It does not refer to the array usable capacity. For each

Raw Capacity

RAID group, the raw capacity is calculated as follows:
(number of disks that belong to a particular RAID type *
size of the disks).

The total number of physical LDEVs configured as pool
volumes.

NOTE: Displayed only for the XP7 disk arrays.

Smart VVols

Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Advisory on CLPR utilization” (page 185)

• “Viewing CHIP/CHA data” (page 185)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193)

• “Viewing Smart and ThP pools data for P9500/XP7 disk arrays” (page 197)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “RAID Group summary” (page 211)
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• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing utilization summary
The utilization summary is displayed for the selected XP/XP7 disk array when you click the
Utilization Summary tab.
The following image shows the utilization summary for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk
Array type.

Figure 14 Utilization Summary

The utilization summary provides the following details about the XP/XP7 disk arrays: serial
number, model, firmware version, and the date and time stamp of the last DKC performance
data collection. Click the blue text to view the related utilization graph in the Chart Work Area.
For more information on charts and using chart options, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
In addition, the utilization summary includes the following for an XP disk array:

• Cache usage.

• Bus, ACP/DKA processors, and CHIP/CHA processors utilization.

• CHA MPs and the associated ports.
The port type, such as Fibre is displayed beside the port ID.

In addition, the utilization summary includes the following for an XP7 disk array:

• Cache usage.

• Bus utilization.
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• MP blade utilization, which includes the following:

MP blade IDs.◦
◦ DKCs, cluster #, and the blade locations for the MP blades.

◦ The MPs on the MP blade and each MP's utilization percentage.
Click an MP to view the corresponding utilization percentage graph in the Chart Work
Area. By default, the data displayed is for the last one hour.

• CHIP data, which includes the following:

DKCs, cluster #, and the slots where the CHAs are located.◦
◦ Associated port IDs (CHA to port mapping information).

The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable for XP7 and P9500 disk arrays) is
also displayed beside the port ID.

◦ Average frontend I/Os and MB/s for the CHA, which is the average of the overall average
I/Os and MB/s on all the ports in that CHA.

◦ Average frontend I/Os and MB/s on an individual port.

Viewing cache and CLPR utilization
The Cache [Total - ### MB] group box displays the total cache (Cache [Total — <valueMB>]).
TheCLPRDetails group box displays each individual CLPR utilization, which is the CLPR number
followed by the CLPR size in MB (CLPR # [Size - ### MB]).
The following table describes the metrics that are displayed in both the Cache [Total - ### MB]
and the CLPR Details group boxes.

In the CLPR Details group box
In the Cache [Total - ###MB] group
boxMetric

The CLPR cache utilized for the
frontend and backend transactions

The total cache utilized for the
frontend and backend transactions

Usage

The data buffered in the CLPR cache
that is pending to be written into the
backend RAID groups and LDEVs

The data buffered in the cache that
is pending to be written into the
backend RAID groups and LDEVs

Write Pending

The CLPR cache used to store the
data sequence number, record

The total cache used to store the data
sequence number, record location,

Sidefile Information

location, record length, and queuedrecord length, and queued control
control information for a remote data
replication.

information for a remote data
replication

Click Usage, Writes Pending, or the Sidefile values to view a graphical representation of the
cache or the CLPR usage data. For more information on using chart options, see “Plotting charts”
(page 243).
You can also view an advisory on the usage of an individual CLPR. For more information, see
“Advisory on CLPR utilization” (page 185).
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Advisory on CLPR utilization
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides an advisory on the usage of individual CLPRs in an XP
or an XP7 disk array. The advisory is based on the data collected for the past one week. The
following are the scenarios for which an advisory is created:

• If the cache for a CLPR is less utilized, the advisory suggests that you consider re-allocating
portion of the cache to the other CLPRs.

• If the write pending data is more than the random read cache hits, the random read or write
response time may be high due to the writes pending with cache. The advisory suggests
that you consider increasing the cache size for the current CLPR or reassign some of the
RAID groups associated with the current CLPR.

• If the write pending data is more than the sequential read cache hits, the sequential
pre-fetching of data may not work. The advisory suggests that you consider increasing the
cache size for the current CLPR.

To view advisory for an individual CLPR:
1. Select an XP or an XP7 disk array under Arrays in the left pane.

2. Under the Performance View tab, click the advisory icon ( ) in the CLPR Details group
box. The advisory icon is displayed when any of the above stated conditions are met.
The CLPR advisory appears and provides a brief analysis of the CLPR utilization and also
suggestions on optimizing the CLPR usage.
For example, if there are CLPR 1 and CLPR 2 in your XP7 disk array and CLPR 1 is less
utilized over the past seven days, you will see the following advisory:

Viewing CHIP/CHA data
Based on whether you selected an XP or an XP7 disk array, click a CHIP/CHA in the CHIP Port
Activity Ave group box under the Performance View tab to view the summary of all the installed
CHIPs/CHAs. You can also click CHIP for an XP disk array or CHA/DKA for an XP7 disk array
in the component selection tree.
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The summary is displayed in the CHIP/CHA summary table for the XP disk arrays and the CHA
summary table for the XP7 disk arrays (see following images).

• The CHIP/CHA summary table includes the performance and utilization metrics of all the
installed CHIPs/CHAs

• The CHA summary table includes only the performance metrics of all the installed CHAs
Further, you can also click an individual CHIP/CHA in one of the above-mentioned tables to view
its metrics. For more information, see “Viewing summary of an individual CHIP/CHA” (page 188).
The following images display theCHIP Port Activity Ave group box and the CHIP/CHA summary
table for 10090, which belongs to the XP24000 Disk Array type:

The following images display theCHIP Port Activity Ave group box and the CHA summary table
for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type:
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The following table describes the CHIP/CHA summary table for an XP disk array and the CHA
summary table for an P9500/XP7 disk array.

CHA summary table for P9500/XP7 disk arrays includes...CHIP/CHA summary table for XP disk arrays includes...

The CHA nameThe CHIP or the CHA name
Example: CHA-1F, 1 indicates the cluster # where the CHA
board is located.

Example: CHA-1EU

Not applicableThe individual MPs and their utilization percentage

In the above image, XX in CHPXX-IEU indicates the
corresponding MP ID, which can be 00, 01, 02, or 03. The
CHPXX-IEU utilization % indicates the MP utilization
percentage, which is as follows:

• CHP00-1EU is 7%

• CHP01-1EU is 2%

• CHP02-1EU is 33%

• CHP03-1EU is 2%

Not applicableThe MP to port mapping data, where the associated port IDs
appear in the respective MP utilization blocks.

In the above image, the MP- port mapping for the CHIP,
CHA-1EU is as follows:

• CHP00-1EU - associated ports are CL1A and CL5A

• CHP01-1EU - associated ports are CL3A and CL7A

• CHP02-1EU - associated ports are CL1B and CL5B

• CHP03-1EU - associated ports are CL3B and CL7B

The average port activity (I/Os and MB/s) of all the associated
ports in the Port Activity Avg block.

The average port activity (I/Os and MB/s) of all the associated
ports in the Port Activity Avg block.

In the above image, the average port I/Os is 2739.00 and the
average port MB/s is 170.95.

In the above image, the average port I/Os is 7389.40 and the
average port MB/s is 57.73.
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IMPORTANT:
• The port type, such as FCoE (applicable for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed beside

the port ID.
• Since, the CHIP/CHA and the ACP/DKA MPs are moved to the MP blades in the P9500and

XP7 disk arrays, their MP utilization metrics are not applicable for the P9500and XP7 disk
arrays. For more information, see “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193).

Viewing summary of an individual CHIP/CHA
Click an individual CHIP/CHA in either the CHA summary table or the CHIP/CHA summary table
to view its data. You can also do the following:

• Select an individual CHIP/CHA under the CHIP component node for an XP disk array

• Select an individual CHA under theCHA/DKA component node for an P9500/XP7 disk array
The following table describes the data for an individual CHIP/CHA. The Yes and No given under
For XP disk arrays and For P9500/XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether that particular
information or metric is displayed for the XP/P9500/XP7 disk array.

For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysIndividual CHIP/CHA data

Summary

NoYesThe number of associated ports

YesYesThe protocol used
The port type can be Fibre or FCoE.The port type can be Fibre.

NoYesThe utilization percentage of each MP
on the selected CHIP/CHA
Click an individual MP utilization block
to view the corresponding utilization
graph in the Chart Work Area. By default,
the utilization data displayed is for the
last one hour. For more information on
charts and using chart options, see
“Plotting charts” (page 243).

YesYesThe average I/Os and throughput of data
in MB/s on all the ports in the selected
CHIP/CHA

Port Details

NoYesThe individual MPs on the selected
CHIP/CHA

Yes (the port IDs are directly displayed
under the selected CHA.

YesThe IDs of the associated ports on the
selected CHIP/CHA

YesYesThe maximum and minimum I/Os on
individual ports

YesYesThe maximum, minimum, and average
throughput of data in MB/s on individual
ports

Example:
The following image displays the CHA-1EU performance data for 53036, which belongs to the
P9500 Disk Array type.
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The individual performance data for CHA-1EU includes the following:

• Summary:

Fibre protocol is used◦
◦ Eight ports are associated with CHA-1EU

◦ Port Activity Avg shows average I/Os as 10409.17, which is an average of the overall
average I/Os on all the eight ports. It also displays the average MB/s as 81.33, which
is the an average of the overall average MB/s on all the eight ports.

• Port Details:

CL1A, CL5A, CL3A, and CL7A are the ports for CHA-1EU◦
◦ Maximum and minimum I/Os

◦ Maximum, minimum, and average throughput of data in MB/s
For example, the Max I/Os and Min I/Os for CL1A are 17290.00 and 5998.00

Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193)

• “Viewing Smart and ThP pools data for P9500/XP7 disk arrays” (page 197)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing ACP/DKA data
Based on whether you selected an XP or an XP7 disk array, click an ACP/DKA pair in the ACP
Pair Backend group box under the Performance View tab to view the summary of all the installed
ACP/DKA pairs. You can also click ACP for an XP disk array or CHA/DKA for an P9500/XP7
disk array in the component selection tree.
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The summary is displayed in the ACP/DKA summary table for the XP disk arrays and the DKA
summary table for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays (see following images).

• The ACP/DKA summary table includes the performance and utilization metrics of all the
installed ACP/DKA pairs

• The DKA summary table includes only the performance metrics of all the installed DKAs
Further, you can also click an individual ACP/DKA pair in one of the above-mentioned tables to
view its metrics. For more information, see “Viewing summary of an individual CHIP/CHA”
(page 188).
The following images display the ACP Pair Backend group box and the ACP/DKA summary
table for 10090, which belongs to the XP24000 Disk Array type:

The following images display the ACP Pair Backend group box and the DKA summary table for
53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type:
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The following table describes the ACP/DKA summary table for an XP disk array and the DKA
summary table for an XP7 disk array.

DKA summary table for P9500/XP7 disk arrays includes...ACP/DKA summary table for XP disk arrays includes...

The DKA pair nameThe ACP/DKA pair name
Example: AUMUExample: BUNU

Not applicableThe individual MPs on an ACP/DKA and the utilization
percentage of each MP

In the above image, BU MP Utilization % indicates the
utilization of the MPs on BU, which is the left ACP. Similarly,
you can also view the utilization of MPs on NU, which is the
right ACP.

The backend transfers for the DKA pair, which includes the
sequential and non-sequential reads and writes

The backend transfers for the ACP/DKA pair, which includes
the sequential and non-sequential reads and writes

The above image shows the backend transfers for BUNU DKA
pair.

The above image shows the backend transfers for AUMU DKA
pair.
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In addition, the combined backend transfer value is displayed for each ACP or DKA (applicable
for XP24000, P9500/XP7 disk arrays). For more information, see the description provided for
ACP Pair Backend group box in “Viewing performance summary” (page 177).

Viewing summary of an individual ACP/DKA
Click an individual ACP/DKA in either the DKA summary table or the ACP/DKA summary table
to view its data. You can also do the following:

• Select an individual ACP/DKA under the ACP component node for an XP disk array.

• Select an individual DKA under theCHA/DKA component node for an P9500/XP7 disk array.
The following table describes the data for an individual ACP/DKA. The Yes and No given under
For XP disk arrays and For P9500/XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether that particular data
or metric is displayed for the XP/P9500/XP7 disk array.

For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysIndividual ACP/DKA data

Summary

NoYesThe MPs on the individual ACP/DKA and
their utilization percentage
For example, if you selected the AUMU
DKA pair, you can view the MPs and also
their utilization percentage on AU.
Similarly, you can also view the
above-mentioned details for MU.

YesYesThe backend transfers for the selected
ACP/DKA pair, which includes the
sequential and non-sequential reads and
writes.
In addition, the combined backend
transfer value is also displayed as an
aggregate value for the ACP or DKA. For
more information, see the description
provided for ACP Pair Backend group
box in “Viewing performance summary”
(page 177).

RAID Group Information

YesYes• The RAID group ID and the RAID
level

• Associated disk drives

• Related metrics, such as the
sequential and non-sequential reads,
and writes

Example:
The following image displays the ALML backend transfers and RAID group information for 53036,
which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type.
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Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193)

• “Viewing Smart and ThP pools data for P9500/XP7 disk arrays” (page 197)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays
Click an MP blade ID in the MP Blades Util% group box under the Performance View tab to
view the corresponding utilization summary on the MP Blades screen. You can also click MP
Blades in the component selection tree.
The following image shows the MP Blades Util% group box.

If you click an MP blade ID (for example, MPB-1MA) in the MP Blades Util% group box:
The following details are displayed by default on the MP Blades screen (see “MP Blades screen”
(page 194)):

• Summary of average MP blade utilization in theMPBlade Summary <MP_blade_ID> table

• Processing types and their utilization of the MP blade in the Processing Distribution
<MP_blade_ID> table

• Top 20 consumers (components) for the MP blade in the Top Components <MP_blade_ID>
table

Where, <MP_blade_ID> refers to the MP blade that you selected. For more information, see “MP
blade utilization summary” (page 194).
If you click MP Blades in the component selection tree or want to view the utilization
summary for another MP blade:
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On the following MP Blades screen, you must click an MP blade ID in theMPBlade Configuration
group box (see “MP Blades screen” (page 194)) to view the above-mentioned list.
In the following image, the MP Blade Summary <MP_blade_ID>, Processing Distribution
<MP_blade_ID>, and the Top Components <MP_blade_ID> are displayed for MPB-1MA. For
more information, see “MP blade utilization summary” (page 194).

Figure 15 MP Blades screen

The MP Blade Configuration group box includes the following:

• The installed MP blades, DKCs, and the clusters to which they belong. Each MP blade ID
includes the corresponding cluster # and the blade location.
For example: MPB-1MA is the MP blade ID, 1 indicates the cluster #, and MA indicates the
blade location.

• The individual MPs on each MP blade and each MP's utilization percentage.
Click an individual MP to view the utilization graph in the Chart Work Area. By default, the
utilization data displayed is for the last one hour.

“MP blade utilization summary” (page 194) provides the details that are displayed for an MP blade
on the MP Blades screen:

Table 11 MP blade utilization summary

DescriptionMP blade screen elements

Displays the following details:MP Blade Summary <MP_blade_ID> table

• Selected MP Blade: The selected MP blade ID.

• Avg. Util %: The average utilization of an MP blade by all
the associated processing types. The average utilization is
calculated as the utilization of all the individual processors
in the MP blade.
The average utilization by each processing type is due to
its consumers that are using the CPU cycles. For example,
if 70% is the average MP blade utilization and there are five
processing types, it indicates that on an average, all the
CPU cycles are utilized up to 70%.
In the 70%, if 25% constitutes the average MP blade
utilization by the Backend processing type, it indicates that
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Table 11 MP blade utilization summary (continued)

DescriptionMP blade screen elements

25% of the CPU cycles are utilized for processing the array
backend activities.

• No. of LDEVs, No. of Ext. Vols, No. of Cont. Access Jnl
Groups: The number of consumers for the MP blade, which
can be LDEVs, external volumes, and the continuous access
journal groups. The total of the above-mentioned constitutes
the total number of consumers for the selected MP blade.

Displays the following details:Processing Distribution <MP_blade_ID> table

• Processing Type: The list of processing types.

• Avg. Util%: The average MP blade utilization by each
processing type.
The average utilization is calculated as the utilization of all
the individual processors in the MP blade.

For more information on the processing types, see “Processing
types” (page 283).

Displays the following details about the top 20 consumers for
the selected MP blade:

Top Components <MP_blade_ID> table

• Component ID: The ID of the consumer that is assigned to
the MP blade.

• Component Type: The type of consumer (LDEV, journal
volume, E-LUN).

• Processing Type: The processing type that is utilizing the
selected MP blade to process consumer requests.

• Avg Util %: The average MP blade utilization by the
consumer.
The top 20 count is derived based on each consumer's
average utilization of the CPU cycles achieved through the
associated processing type.

In addition, the following graphs are displayed in the Chart Work Area. By default, the data
displayed is for the last one hour:

• A graph that displays the average utilization of the selected MP blade.

• A stacked area graph that displays the average utilization of the selected MP blade by each
processing type. For more information on how to read the stacked area graph, see “Viewing
MP blade utilization by processing types” (page 283).

• A column graph that displays the average utilization of the selected MP blade by each
associated consumer. For more information on how to read the column graph, see “Viewing
top 20 consumers of an MP blade” (page 282).

Example:
The following image displays the MPB-1MB utilization data for 53036, which belongs to the P9500
Disk Array type.
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The MPB-1MB utilization data includes the following:

• MPB-1MB is the MP blade ID that was selected in the MP Blades Util% group box.
MPB-1MB is also listed in the MP Blade Configuration group box.

• MPB-1MB belongs to the Cluster 1 and the DKC 0.

• 1 in MPB-1MB represents the cluster # and MA represents the blade location for MPB-1MB.

• MP 0, MP 1, MP 2, and MP 3 are the MPs on MPB-1MB.

• The average utilization of MPB-1MB is 2%.

• The average utilization is calculated as the utilization of all the individual processors in
MPB-1MB, which is as follows: (MP1+MP2+MP3+MP4)/4.

• A total number of 264 consumers are assigned to MPB-1MB and grouped in the following
component types:

◦ LDEVs: 263

◦ Cont. Access Jnl Groups: 1

The average utilization of 2% is due to the 264 consumers that are utilizing the CPU cycles
through the associated processing types.
If you want to know which of the individual MPs on MPB-1MB is taking the processing load,
click the MPs in the MP Blade Configuration group box to view their utilization graphs. For
example, if over the last one day, one MP is servicing most of the I/O requests for the previous
23 hours, you can plot the utilization graphs for all the MPs to view which one of them is
processing the maximum I/O requests.

• The processing types displayed in the Processing Distribution: MPB-1MB table are those
utilizing MPB-1MB to process requests from the associated consumers.

• The Avg. Util % in the Processing Distribution: MPB-1MB table displays the average
MPB-1MB utilization by each processing type, which totals to the 2% displayed in the MP
Blade Summary: MPB-1MB table.

• The consumers displayed in the Top Components: MPB-1MB table are for MPB-1MB.
These consumers can be associated with multiple processing types.

• The Avg. Util % for each consumer record in the Top Components: MPB-1MB table
displays the average MPB-1MB utilization by that consumer. For example, out of the 2.50%
average utilization displayed for the Backend processing type, 0.45% is the average
MPB-1MB utilization by the consumer 0:58 (LDEV) associated with Backend.
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Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Viewing Smart and ThP pools data for P9500/XP7 disk arrays” (page 197)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing Smart and ThP pools data for P9500/XP7 disk arrays
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides the current configuration and performance data for the
Smart pools and the ThP pools. Smart pools contain multiple storage tiers that can be categorized
as the upper and lower tiers. The upper tiers are created from the SSD drives and used for storing
frequently accessed data. The lower tiers can be created from the SAS or the SATA drives and
used for storing less accessed data.
To view data about the different storage tiers and the RAID group utilization for a Smart or ThP
pool in an P9500/XP7 disk array, click Pools for the disk array in the component selection tree
under Array View in the left pane. You can click a particular record in the V-vol Settings field,
Pool Volume field, and Pool Tiers field to highlight the record, and then click Plot Chart to
choose the metrics and to view the respective performance graphs
You can also click a particular record to highlight the record, and then click Plot Chart to choose
the metrics and to view the respective performance graphs.

Figure 16 Smart Pool Screen
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Figure 17 THP Pool Screen

IMPORTANT: The data on the Smart pools and the ThP pools are not displayed if the pools
are not configured in the selected P9500 and XP7 disk array. The following error message is
displayed: Smart and ThP pools are not configured for this P9500/XP7 Disk Array.

“Pool Information screen details” (page 198) describes the Pool Information screen elements:

Table 12 Pool Information screen details

DescriptionTable name

Displays the configuration and performance data of the Smart
and the ThP pools. The data includes the following:

Pool Information

• Pool ID, type, and the pool status

• I/O per second data, MB/second data throughput, and
backend transfers between the cache and the drives

For more information, see “Pool Information table” (page 199).

Based on whether you select a Smart pool or a ThP pool, the
following details are displayed:

Pool <Pool ID> Details

• The performance data of the VVols for the Smart pool or
the ThP pool. The performance data includes the I/O per
second data, MB/second data throughput, backend
transfers, and the average read and write response time
values of the VVols.

• The utilization data for the respective RAID groups and the
pool LDEVs.

In addition, the following details are displayed only for a Smart
pool:

• The total and the used capacity

• The capacity threshold value

For more information, see “Pool Details table” (page 200).

Click Refresh Pool Info and Details to view the latest data for the Smart pools and the ThP
pools.

Viewing Smart pool monitoring details
Click a pool in the pool information table to see the monitoring details of a particular pool.
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Table 13 Smart Pool monitoring information table

DescriptionLabel name

Displays last available monitoring cycle start time with
PADB.

Last available start time

Displays last available monitoring cycle end time with
PADB.

Last available end time

Displays type of tier relocation. For example, Auto or
Manual.

Relocation Type

Displays mode of monitoring. For example, Period or
Continuous.

Monitoring Mode

Displays status of a monitoring cycle. For example,
Monitoring or Stop. If No-Status is displayed, then issue
outband configuration collection to get the current status.

Monitoring Status

Displays the duration of a monitoring cycle.Frequency

Viewing configuration and performance data for Smart pools and ThP pools
The Pool Information table displays the following configuration and performance data for all the
Smart pools and the ThP pools configured in the selected P9500/XP7 disk array.

Table 14 Pool Information table

DescriptionColumn names

Displays the Smart pool and the ThP pool IDs.Pool ID

Displays the pool type as either Smart or ThP for the pool ID.Pool Type

NOTE: Real time tier enabled Smart pool is displayed as
Smart (Real time tier).

Displays the current status of the Smart pool or the ThP pool.
Following are the statuses and their descriptions:

Pool Status

• Normal: Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool is
functioning properly.

• Over threshold: Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool
has crossed the threshold capacity that you set on the
P9500/XP7 disk array.

• Blocked: Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool has
reached 100% utilization and has gone into the suspended
state. There is no more storage space left.

• Failure: Indicates that the Smart or the ThP pool is in a failed
state.
The VVols performance data, the respective RAID groups,
and the pool LDEVs utilization data is not displayed for such
pools.

Displays the sum of the random and sequential read and write
I/Os on the individual Smart pool or the ThP pool.

IOPS

Displays the sum of the random and sequential reads and
writes in MB/s on the individual Smart pool or a ThP pool.

MBPS

Displays the total backend tracks associated with the Smart
pool or the ThP pool. It is an aggregate of all the backend

Backend Tracks

transfers due to I/Os occurring on every VVol in the Smart pool
or the ThP pool.
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Table 14 Pool Information table (continued)

DescriptionColumn names

Displays the maximum of Max Read Response time of the Pool
Virtual Volumes.

Max Read Response Time

Displays the maximum of Max Write Response time of the Pool
Virtual Volumes.

Max Write Response Time

Displays the average of Average Read Response time of the
Pool Virtual Volumes.

Average Read Response Time

Displays the average of Average Write Response time of the
Pool Virtual Volumes.

Average Write Response Time

Displays the rate at which the relocation is performed at the
end of each monitoring cycle. The value displayed is in the
range of 0 to 100.

Tier Relocation Progress Rate

• Displays 0, if no relocation is performed.

• Displays 100, if the relocation is complete.

• Displays any value between 0 to 100, if the relocation is in
progress or incomplete.

NOTE: The Tier Relocation Progress Rate is applicable only
for Smart pools.

Viewing pool volumes and VVols data for Smart pools and ThP pools
The following data on the associated pool volumes and VVols is displayed in the Pool <Pool
ID> Details table for the selected Smart pool or the ThP pool. The Pool ID is also displayed in
the table header. For example, Pool 0 Details indicates that the information displayed is for the
Pool ID 0 selected in the Pool Information table:

Table 15 Pool Details table

DescriptionColumn names

VVols

The VVols attached to the Smart pool or the ThP pool.Vvol

Displays the sum of the random and sequential read and write
I/Os that are handled by the VVol.

Vvol IOPS (metric)

Displays the sum of the random and sequential reads and
writes in MB/s that are handled by the VVol.

Vvol MBPS (metric)

Displays the total backend tracks associated with the VVol. It
is an aggregate of all the backend transfers due to I/Os
occurring on the VVol in the Smart pool or the ThP pool.

Vvol Backend Tracks (metric)

Displays the average read and write response value of the
VVol.

Vvol Avg Read/Write Response Time (metric)

Vvol Tier Capacity Distribution is the distribution of Vvol
capacity used, across the Smart Pool tiers.

Vvol Tier Capacity distribution (for Smart Pool only)

Pool Volumes

Displays the RAID groups that contribute to the Smart pools
or the ThP pools.

RG

Displays the total utilization of all the physical LDEVs and the
pool LDEVs in the RAID group.

RG Total Util (metric)

Displays RG level of a particular raid group. For External raid
group this column is blank.

RG Level
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Table 15 Pool Details table (continued)

DescriptionColumn names

Displays disk type of a particular raid group. For External raid
group this column is blank.

Disk Type

Displays the individual pool volumes from the RAID group that
are included in the Smart pool or the ThP pool.

Pool LDEVs

Select a VVol or a RAID group record, and click Plot Chart to view the performance graphs for
the above-mentioned metrics.

Configuring VVol settings
You can configure the following VVol settings:

• The maximum number of VVol records you want to view.

NOTE: HPE recommends viewing a maximum of 150 records at a time, so that there is
no performance impact.

• The metrics based on which you want to sort the records. You can sort records based on
the IOPS, MBPS, Backend Tracks, and the Avg Read/Write Resp Time metrics.
By default, the VVol records are sorted based on the Avg Read/Write Resp Time values.

To configure the above-mentioned settings, click V-vols Settings in the Pool <Pool ID> Details
table.
An informational message on the VVol settings that you configured appears under the Pool
<Pool ID> Details table header. For example, if you selected a maximum number of 30 VVol
records and the sorting to be based on the IOPS, the following informational message appears:
Top 30 Pool V-volumes sort by IOPS.

Viewing Smart pool capacity
In addition to the configuration and performance data, you can also view the capacity details for
a Smart pool. Click a record in the Pool Information table to view the following details:

DescriptionColumn names

Displays the tier levels for the selected Smart pool. Each tier
level can be assigned to one of the following drive types:

Pool Tier

• SSD

• SAS (15 krpm)

• SAS (10 krpm)

• SAS (7.2 krpm)

• External (Low)

• SATA (7.2 krpm)

• External (High)

• External (Mid)

• Coexistence

For example, tier level 1 can be assigned to the SSD drive
type, tier level 2 can be assigned to the SAS drive type, and
tier level 3 can be assigned to the SATA drive type.

Displays the total capacity of a tier level.Total Capacity

Displays the amount of tier space that is already utilized.Used Capacity
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DescriptionColumn names

Displays the maximum storage that is accepted on a particular
tier level. You must have set this capacity threshold value on
the P9500/XP7 disk array.

Capacity Threshold

Displays the percentage of space allocated for each tier from
the total pool capacity to create a pool.

% of Tier Configured

Displays the maximum IOPH value that a tier can process. If
the value is NA, it indicates that the latest data from the
performance collection or monitoring cycle is unavailable.

Max IOPH Processed by the Tier

To understand how different tiers are utilized by a Smart pool, compare the utilization of individual
RAID groups that constitute the Smart pool. You can see the utilization of individual RAID groups
and also the overall utilization of all the RAID groups. You must determine the drive types of the
individual Raid groups that constitute the Smart pool. Also, you need to know the RAID group
for which you want to determine the drive type. The RAID groups are listed under Pool Volumes
in the Pool Details table. For more information on identifying the drive type for a RAID group,
see “Drive types navigation path” (page 272).
Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “Viewing continuous access data for XP and XP7 disk arrays” (page 202)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing continuous access data for XP and XP7 disk arrays
The Array - View Continuous Access screen provides data on the continuous access configurations
(synchronous, asynchronous, and journal based) created in the selected XP or XP7 disk array.
The configuration data includes the P-VOL, S-VOL, and associated port, RAID group details. If
the P-VOLs and S-VOLs are configured based on the CTGs to which they belong, the configuration
data of journal groups that manage the corresponding I/O transactions are also displayed. To
view the continuous access data for an XP/XP7 disk array, click Monitoring+Array View in the
left pane. Then, click the plus (+) sign for an XP/XP7 disk array in the component selection tree
and select Continuous Access from the list displayed.
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Figure 18 Continuous Access Journal

Figure 19 Continuous Access Sync

Figure 20 Continuous Access Async

Table 16 (page 204) describes the data displayed:
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Table 16 Continuous access configuration data

DescriptionScreen element

Serial number of the primary XP or XP7 disk array
(primary data center).

Primary Array

LDEV configured as P-VOL on the primary data center.
Displays the LDEV number in cu:ldev format.

PVOL

Serial number of the secondary XP or XP7 disk array.Secondary Array

LDEV configured as S-VOL on the secondary data center.
Displays the LDEV number in cu:ldev format.

SVOL

Current replication link status of the P-VOL or S-VOL on
the selected XP or XP7 disk array. The replication link

Pair Status

status shown is corresponding to the continuous access
transactions happening on the selected XP or XP7 disk
array, and can be one of the following:

• SMPL

• COPY

• PAIRED

• Pair Suspend

• Pair Suspend Error

• Pair DUB

• Reverse Copy

• Pair SideFile 30% over

• Pair SideFile over Suspend

• SVOL Swap ready Suspend

• Unknown

Type of volume (PVOL or SVOL) configured on the
primary data center.

Volume Type

Thick or Thin, indicates virtual volume or physical LDEV.Provision Type

Failed or Active.

NOTE: When Continuous access is configured as Sync
or Async and the selected volume type is SVOL, then you
might encounter the CA Link status as NA - Not Applicable.

CA Link Status

Alarm configuration for the CA pair status. HPE XP7
Performance Advisor retrieves the CA pair status during

Pair Status Alarm

each performance cycle. If there is a change in the pair
status from the previous performance cycle, an email
notification is sent to the email address specified on the
Email Settings screen. These notifications are not sent if
there is an intermediate change in the pair status during
a performance cycle.

Number of active continuous access paths from a PVOL
to SVOL.

No. of Paths

NOTE: When Continuous Access is configured as Sync
or Async and the selected volume type is SVOL, then you
might encounter the status of the number of paths as NA
- Not Applicable.
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Table 16 Continuous access configuration data (continued)

DescriptionScreen element

Fence level of target device (Pair volume). Displays one
of the following:

Fence Level

• ASYNC for asynchronous communications

• DATA, STATE, or NEVER for synchronous
communications

• JNL for continuous access journal based transactions

Journal ID of the journal group associated with the P-VOL
or S-VOL. The column value includes the journal ID and

JNL-ID

mirror ID on which the CA-J pair is created. Example:
jnl ID:mirror ID

CTG ID, which guarantees consistency in the sequence
of asynchronous data transfers for a remote copy volume
group.

CTG-ID

Host port assigned for the P-VOL.P-VOL Host Port

Host port assigned for the S-VOL.S-VOL Host Port

CLPR based on the associated volume type (P-VOL or
S-VOL) manages cache for the continuous access
transactions.

CLPR

MP blade based on the associated volume type (P-VOL
or S-VOL) processes requests for the continuous access
transactions.

MP Blade

RAID group to which volume type (P-VOL or S-VOL) the
LDEV belongs.

RG

RAID classification for the RAID group is determined
based on the associated volume type (P-VOL or S-VOL).

RAID Level

CA link status metrics
Select the row to see the performance metrics of PVOL or SVOL (based on the volume type). If
journals are displayed in the selected row, the journal group and volume details are also displayed.
If a CTG-ID is displayed in the selected row, the CTG performance data is displayed in “CA
volume performance data and journal information” (page 205). To view continuous access journals
and volumes data, see “CA journal” (page 207) and “CA journal volumes” (page 208). You can
also click a particular record to highlight the record and then click Plot Chart to choose the metrics
and view the respective performance graphs.
“CA volume performance data and journal information” (page 205) describes the data displayed:

Table 17 CA volume performance data and journal information

DescriptionScreen elements

CTG to which the P-VOL belongs.CTG-ID

Average I/O per second of the LDEV based on the
selected CTG ID.

Avg Write IOPS

Total I/O per second of the LDEV based on the selected
CTG ID.

Write IOPS

Average MB of data written per second to the LDEV based
on the selected CTG ID.

Avg Write MBPS

Total MB of data written per second to the LDEV based
on the selected CTG ID.

Write MBPS
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Table 18 CA volume performance data

DescriptionScreen elements

LDEV configured as the PVOL or SVOL LDEV on the
array for which user is viewing the data.

CA-VOL

The total I/Os on the LDEV per second.IOPS

The total MB/s of data written to the LDEV based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL) per second.

MBPS

Displays the total backend tracks associated with selected
volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Backend Tracks

The average read response time of LDEV based on the
selected the volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Read RT

The average write response time of LDEV based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Write RT

The average host port assigned per I/O based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Host Port IO

The average host port assigned per MB based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Host Port MB

The total percentage of CLPR data usage that is
configured for the selected volume type (S-VOL or
P-VOL).

CLPR Usage %

The percentage of data pending to be written on an LDEV
from the CLPR that is configured for the selected Volume
type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Write Pending %

The utilization of the side file shown as a percentage for
a CLPR that is configured for the selected volume based
on the volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Side File %

The average utilization of the MP blade that is configured
for the selected volume based on the volume type (S-VOL
or P-VOL).

NOTE: The MP blade average utilization data is
collected during the DKC performance data collection.
The collection frequency set for the DKC data collection
might be different from that set for the LDEV data
collection.

MP Blade Util %

The total utilization of each RAID group which is
configured for the volume based on the volume type
(S-VOL or P-VOL).

RG Util %

Table 19 (page 206) describes the data displayed:

Table 19 CA port performance data

DescriptionScreen elements

Port assigned for the continuous access activity.CA-Port

Type of the port, such as the Fibre (Cont Acc Initiator), or
Fibre (Ext-Lun Initiator).

Attribute

Average I/O rate.Avg IO

Average throughput.Avg MB

Table 20 (page 207) describes the performance metrics of journal group associated with the
P-VOL belonging to the selected CTG:
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Table 20 CA journal

DescriptionScreen element

It identifies a pair relationship between journals. When a
pair is created, it is assigned a mirror unit number.

Mirror Unit Number

CTG to which the P-VOL belongs.Consistency Group ID

State of the journal group, can be one of the following:Journal Group Status

• JSTAT_SMPL: The journal volume that does not have
a pair, or deleting.

• JSTAT_NONE: The specified JID does not exist.

• JSTAT_P(S)JNN: P(S)vol Journal Normal Normal

• JSTAT_P(S)JSN: P(S)vol Journal Suspend Normal

• JSTAT_PJNF: P(S)vol Journal Normal Full

• JSTAT_P(S)JSF: P(S)vol Journal Suspend Full

• JSTAT_P(S)JSE: P(S)vol Journal Suspend Error
including link failure.

For more information on the journal group, refer the
following:

The % utilization of the journal group.Usage (%)

Latest sequence # for writing to the PVOLs consistency
group at the PAIR state.

Qmarker

Number of remaining Q-Markers within the journal data.Qcnt

Average write I/O per second of the PVOL based on the
selected journal ID.

PVOL Average Write IOPS

Total write I/O per second of the PVOL based on the
selected journal ID.

PVOL Write IOPS

Average MB of data written per second to the PVOL based
on the selected journal ID.

PVOL Average Write MBPS

Total MB of data written per second to the PVOL based
on the selected journal ID.

PVOL Write MBPS

Table 21 (page 208) describes the performance metrics of LDEVs configured as journal volumes
and associated with the P-VOL:
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Table 21 CA journal volumes

Column HeadColumn Head

LDEV configured as a journal volume. Displays the LDEV
number in cu:ldev format.

LDEV ID

RAID group to which the journal LDEVs belong.RG

MP blade ID processing requests for the journal group.MP Blade

Average utilization of the MP blades that are associated
with the LDEVs.

MP Utilization %

Total number of backend tracks transferred to or from the
XP array backend.

Backend Transfer (Tracks)

Total random and sequential frontend read and write MBs
on the journal LDEV during the entire collection interval.

LDEV MB/s - Frontend

Total random and sequential frontend read and write I/Oss
on the journal LDEV during the entire collection interval.

LDEV I/Os - Frontend

Average read response time of all the journal LDEVs
created in a specified RAID group over the entire data
collection interval.

Avg Read Resp (msec)

Maximum read response time of all the journal LDEVs
created in a specified RAID group over the last 30 seconds
of the collection interval.

Max Read Resp (msec)

Viewing 10 busiest LDEVs and Ports
To view the 10 busiest LDEVs or ports associated with an XP or an XP7 disk array's frontend
activities, click FrontEndIO in the component selection tree for the XP/XP7 disk array. The top
10 busiest LDEVs are displayed under the LDEV tab and the top 10 busiest ports are displayed
under the Ports tab. This data is also displayed when you click the Frontend Total Avg group
box under the Performance View tab.
If the number of busiest LDEVs or ports are less than ten or if their utilization is zero, only the
busiest components are displayed. The 10 busiest LDEVs selected is based on the I/Os and 10
busiest ports selected is based on the average I/Os.
The LDEV response time metrics, MAX READ RESP and MAX WRITE RESP (msec) are
measured as the maximum response time over the last 30 secondss of the collection interval.
For example, if your collection interval for RAID group is set to 5 minutes, the MAX value is
calculated over the last 30 seconds of the 5 minute collection interval. The AVG READ RESP
and AVG WRITE RESP (msec) are measured as the average response time calculated over the
entire collection period. For example, if RAID group collection interval is set to 5 minutes, the
Average Response Time is calculated over the entire 5 minutes collection period. Click an LDEV
ID or port ID to view the performance graphs for all the associated metrics in a chart window. To
know more about charts, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
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IMPORTANT:
• The response time is calculated from the time the I/Os are received by the CHA port till the

time they are dispatched from the CHA port.
• If the LDEV is a LUSE Master, the details of individual LDEVs are considered for the busiest

components and not the sum of all the individual LDEVs.
• The Maximum Port IO is the maximum of the last collection time stamp. For example, if port

I/O collection interval is set to two minutes, the Maximum Port I/O will be calculated as the
maximum value over the two minute collection period.

• The port type, such as FCoE (applicable for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed for
the respective port ID.

Figure 21 10 busiest front end LDEVs

Figure 22 10 busiest front end Ports

Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing CHIP/CHA data” (page 185)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “RAID Group summary” (page 211)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing 10 busiest LDEVs and RAID groups
To view the 10 busiest LDEVs and RAID groups associated with an XP or an XP7 disk array's
backend activities, click BackEndIO in the component selection tree for the XP/XP7 disk array.
The top 10 busiest LDEVs are displayed under the LDEV tab and the top 10 busiest RAID groups
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are displayed under the RG (RAID Group) tab. This data is also displayed when you click the
Backend Total Avg group box under the Performance View tab.
If the number of busiest LDEVs or RAID groups are less than ten or if their utilization is zero,
only the busiest components are displayed. The 10 busiest LDEVs selected is based on the
backend transfer rate and the 10 busiest RAID groups selected is based on the Overall % RAID
Group Utilization.

IMPORTANT:
• If the LDEV is a LUSE Master, the details of individual LDEVs are considered for the busiest

components and not the sum of all the individual LDEVs.

The LDEV response time components, AVERAGE READ RESPONSE, MAXIMUM READ
RESPONSE, AVERAGE WRITE RESPONSE, and MAXIMUM WRITE RESPONSE, are measured
in milliseconds. Click an LDEV ID or RAID group name to view the performance graphs for all
the associated metrics in a chart window. To know more about charts, see “Plotting charts”
(page 243).

Figure 23 10 busiest backend LDEVs

Figure 24 10 busiest backend RAID groups

Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Viewing CHIP/CHA data” (page 185)
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• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “RAID Group summary” (page 211)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

Viewing RAID group summary
To view the summary of overall utilization of RAID groups for an XP or an XP7 disk array, click
RG Summary in the component selection tree for that XP or XP7 disk array. This feature totals
the LDEV I/Os, LDEV MB/s, cache fast write, disk fast write, cache bypass, and backend transfer
values for all the LDEVs on a given RAID group. In addition, it also displays the percentage of
the RAID Group utilization random read, random write, random write parity, sequential read,
sequential write, sequential write parity, and the overall RAID group percentage utilization (sum
of the above percentages) on a given RAID group.

IMPORTANT:
• The RAID group utilization percentage is not displayed for external storage volumes.

Click a RAID group ID to view the associated performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. In
addition, view the associated details, such as the RAID level, ACP pair, drive type, and RPM
rate. For more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
Click Refresh when you want to view the updated RAID group summary.

Figure 25 RAID Group summary

DescriptionScreen elements

The RAID group to which the LDEV belongs.RG

The SLPR with which the RAID group is associated.

NOTE: SLPR does not exist in the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays. So, the SLPR-related data is displayed only for the
XP disk arrays.

SLPR

The SLPR group ID.

NOTE: SLPR does not exist in the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays. So, the SLPR group ID is displayed only for the XP
disk arrays.

SLPR Name
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DescriptionScreen elements

The CLPR with which the RAID group is associated.CLPR

The CLPR group ID.CLPR Name

The total frontend I/Os for all random reads, random writes,
sequential reads, and sequential writes during the reporting
period.

LDEV IO/s

The total frontend throughput in MB/s for the LDEV.LDEV MB/s

The total number of backend tracks transferred to or from
the XP array backend.

Backend Transfer

* is displayed beside the combined backend transfer value
indicates one of the following:

Combined Backed Transfer

• If any of the physical LDEVs from a RAID group is
configured in multiple ThP pools, the sum of the backend
transfer on all the ThP pools will be shown as combined
backend transfer for that RAID group. (The backend
transfer of each ThP pool is the sum of backend transfer
on V-Vols belonging to that ThP pool).

• If physical LDEVs from multiple RAID groups are
configured in a ThP pool, the combined backend transfer
will be reported as an aggregate value for all the RAID
groups.

The random read utilization percentage for a RAID group.% RGUtil Rand Read

The random write utilization percentage for a RAID group.% RGUtil Rand Write

% RGUtil Random Write Parity The random write parity
utilization percentage for a RAID group.

% RGUtil Random Write Parity

The sequential read utilization percentage for a RAID
group.

% RGUtil Seq Read

The sequential write utilization percentage for a RAID
group.

% RGUtil SeqWrite

The sequential write parity utilization percentage for a RAID
group.

% RGUtil Seq Write Parity

The overall percentage utilization of a RAID group, which
is the sum of the random reads, random writes, random

Overall % RGUTIL

write parity, sequential reads, sequential writes, and the
sequential write parity.

Viewing port summary
To view the summary of overall utilization of ports for an XP or an XP7 disk array, click Port
Summary in the component selection tree for that XP or XP7 disk array. This feature totals the
LDEV I/Os, LDEV MB/s, cache fast write, disk fast write, cache bypass, and backend transfer
values for all of the LDEVs on a given port.

IMPORTANT: When you request a port summary report, the total I/Os displayed may not be
equal to the sum of the I/Os across each of the ports. This can occur if multiple paths to an LDEV
exist. The port IO summary indicates the IO ceiling values across the ports. It does not indicate
the absolute or accurate I/O rates across the ports.

Click a CHP Port ID to view the associated performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. The
port type for the selected port ID is also displayed in the chart legends. For more information,
see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
Click Refresh when you want to view the updated port summary.
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Figure 26 Port summary

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the port ID for the CHP port. Provides the option
to view information associated with a particular port or with
all ports.

CHP Port ID

Displays the SLPR with which the RAID group is
associated.

NOTE: SLPR does not exist in the XP7 disk arrays. So,
the SLPR-related data is displayed only for the XP disk
arrays.

SLPR

Displays the SLPR group ID.

NOTE: SLPR does not exist in the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays. So, the SLPR group ID is displayed only for the XP
disk arrays.

SLPR Name

Displays the port type, such as iSCSI, FCoE (applicable
for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) for the port ID.

Port Type

Displays the Ext-Lun provider's serial number for the array.E-seq(s)

Displays the maximum frontend I/Os on the port.Max IO/s

Displays the average of the total frontend I/Os.Avg IO/s

Displays the minimum frontend I/Os on the port.Min IO/s

Displays the maximum frontend throughput in MB/s.Max MB/s

Displays the minimum frontend throughput in MB/s.Min MB/s

Displays the average frontend throughput in MB/s.Avg MB/s

Viewing 90th and 95th percentile values for Continuous Access ports
The write data throughputs frequently display transient peaks beyond the average performance.
Sizing to these peaks can lead to enormous bandwidth provisioning and cost. Percentiles are
an effective way to exclude the impact of these transient spikes in the calculation of the bandwidth
requirements. In HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, view the percentile values for the average MB/s
on continuous access ports and further estimate the required bandwidth for the continuous access
link.
If you have identified ports as CA Initiator and CA Target ports, in addition to providing data
pertaining to the average MB/s through that port, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also reports
the 90th and 95th percentile values for average MB/s based on the CA Initiator and CA Target
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ports performance data over a given duration. The corresponding values are displayed in the
performance graphs plotted for the average write MB/s of CA Initiator and CA Target ports. This
helps you to access the continuous access link bandwidth and the read, and write bandwidth of
the continuous access journal volumes.

NOTE: The graphs show the performance data for the last one hour. If there is no performance
data for the continuous access port in the last one hour or the average read, and write values
are zero, the 90th and 95th percentile values are not displayed.

To view the 90th and 95th percentile values for the continuous access ports:
1. Click Port Summary in the component selection tree for an XP or XP7 disk array.
2. On the Port Summary screen, navigate to the port whose Port Type is CA Initiator or CA

Target.
3. Click the link for the value displayed under Avg MB/s.
The corresponding performance graph is displayed, where the 90th and 95th percentile values
are plotted.

Viewing LDEV data
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the following data on the Array View LDEV screen for
all the LDEVs that belong to an XP or an XP7 disk array:

• The performance data of all the LDEVs

• The data on associated components, such as the following:

The summary for individual RAID groups, which includes:◦
– RAID level

– Associated ACP pair

– Disk mech details

– Associated drive type and RPM rate

◦ The I/Os and MB/s data for individual CHIP ports

For an XP disk array, in addition to the above-mentioned, the total utilization of the individual
ACP pairs is also displayed.
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For an P9500/XP7 disk array, in addition to the above-mentioned, the MP blade IDs are also
displayed for those MP blades that have LDEVs currently assigned to them.
To view the above-mentioned data for an XP or XP7 disk array, select LDEV in the component
selection tree for the corresponding XP or XP7 disk array.

IMPORTANT: Since, the CHIP/CHA and ACP/DKA MPs are moved to the MP blades in the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays, their MP utilization metrics are not applicable for the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays. For more information, see “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193).

You can query the existing performance data in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor for a particular
date and time stamp to view the corresponding point in time data for all the LDEVs. By default,
the data displayed is for the last performance data collection time stamp and sorted in a
descending order. The sorting of data is based on the average read response time of individual
LDEVs. You can query the LDEV data for a different date and time stamp and also sort the data
based on a different sort type. For more information, see Querying data.
For more information on viewing data for LDEVs in a custom group, see “Viewing LDEV data in
custom groups” (page 237).
The following image shows the LDEV data for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array
type.

By default, the values displayed for the following are based on the performance values of all the
LDEVs that are displayed for the last collection time stamp:

• Total IOs: The total frontend I/Os handled by the selected XP or XP7 disk array.

• Total MBs: The total frontend throughput in MB/s managed by the selected XP or XP7 disk
array.

• Total Tracks: The total tracks on the selected XP or XP7 disk array.
After you query for the LDEV data, the above-mentioned total values are updated accordingly,
where they are calculated based on the performance values of all the LDEVs retrieved for the
specified date and time stamp. For example, if 100 LDEV records are displayed by default for
the last collection time stamp, the total values for the above-mentioned fields are calculated
based on the performance values of all the 100 LDEVs. If you query the existing performance
data and 50 LDEV records are displayed, the total values for the Total IOs, Total MBs, Total
Tracks are updated accordingly, where the value shown is based on the performance values of
only the 50 records.
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The No of Records displays the total number of LDEV records retrieved for the selected last
collection date and time stamp. 150 LDEV records are displayed in every section of the LDEV
table. Click the page links to navigate to other sections of the LDEV table and view additional
LDEV records. You can also click the prev, next, or last links to navigate to the respective pages.

Querying and sorting data
You can query the performance data in the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database for the last
data collection date and time stamp, for which you want to view the LDEV data. By default, your
query is executed on the latest performance data received from the selected XP or XP7 disk
array. You can also sort the LDEV data that is displayed in the LDEV table.

NOTE: The data for the following metrics sorts in the ascending order:
• Host Group

• Chip Port ID

• ACP Pair ID

• LDEV ID

• Emulation

• Cont. Access.
The remaining metrics sorts in the descending order.

“Array View LDEV table - Sort By options” (page 216) describes the sorting options based on
which you can sort the data in the LDEV table.

Table 22 Array View LDEV table - Sort By options

DescriptionScreen elements

This is the default selection, where the LDEV data is
sorted based on the average read response time of all

Avg Read Resp (msec)

the LDEVs. The LDEVs with the highest response time
are displayed first.

Select ACP Pair ID to sort LDEV data based on the ACP
pairs.

ACPs Pair ID

Select Backend Transfer to sort LDEV data based on the
number of tracks transferred on the backend.

Backend
Transfer

Select CHIP Port ID to sort LDEV data based on the ports
connected to the selected XP or XP7 disk array.

CHIP Port ID

Select Cont. Access to sort LDEV data based on the
continuous access volumes.

Cont. Access

Select Emulation to sort LDEV data based on the
emulation data for all the LDEVs. An array group is divided

Emulation

into open volumes of equal size. These volumes are
referred to as emulation types. If HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor cannot determine the emulation type, – appears.
This does not affect performance data collection.

Select Ext-LUN to sort LDEV data based on the external
arrays exposed through a particular LUN on the XP disk
array.

Ext-LUN

Select Host Group to sort LDEV data based on the host
groups (does not apply to the XP48 Disk Array).

Host Group

Select Jnl Group to sort LDEV data based on the journal
volume pool IDs.

Jnl Group
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Table 22 Array View LDEV table - Sort By options (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

NOTE: The Jnl Group sort option is displayed only if
the journal groups are configured in the selected XP or
XP7 disk array.

Select LDEV MB/s to sort LDEV data based on the
frontend throughput (MB/s) of the LDEVs.

LDEV MB/s - Frontend

Select LDEV I/Os to sort LDEV data based on the frontend
I/Os of the LDEVs. Frontend I/Os include the total I/Os
for the following during the reporting period:

LDEV IO/s - Frontend

• Random reads

• Random writes

• Sequential reads

• Sequential writes

Select LUSE to sort LDEV data based on the LUSE
information, which indicates if an LDEV is also an LUSE
(LUN Size Expansion (Luse).E = Master C = Component).

LUSE

Select LDEV ID to sort LDEV data based on their cu:ldev
IDs.

LDEV ID

Select RAID Groups to sort LDEV data based on the
associated RAID groups.

RG(s)

The data displayed in the LDEV table is either black or blue text. The black text indicates that no
additional information is available and the blue text indicates hyperlinks that you can click to view
the respective component information in a separate browser window. Most of the hyperlinks
display performance graphs of components for the associated metrics in the Chart Work Area;
all other hot links display information in different formats.
To query and sort the data:
1. Select the date and time stamp in the Last Collection section.
2. Click Query. If you do not select a last collection date and time stamp, the current last

collection date and time stamp is considered for querying the data.
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IMPORTANT:
• For an XP24000 Disk Array, the performance data can be collected on LDEVs (64K

binary (65,536)).
• For the XP, XP7 disk arrays with external LDEVs, – is displayed under ACP PAIR in

the LDEV table, as the external LDEVs do not have a valid ACP pair associated with
them. Hence, all the external LDEVs for an XP or XP7 disk array are grouped under –.
The P9500, XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, and XP10000 Disk Arrays support external
LDEVs.

• For the XP24000, XP20000, XP12000 and XP10000 Disk Arrays, double-click an SLPR
or CLPR value to view the respective details. For more information, see “SLPR detail
view” (page 228) and “CLPR detail view” (page 229).

• For P9500/XP7 Disk Array, you can directly view the CLPR details. The SLPR details
are displayed only for the XP disk arrays.

• For snapshot and ThP pools in the XP disk arrays, the SLPR and CLPR details are
displayed only for the associated LDEVs. The SLPR and CLPR details are not displayed
for the LDEVs that form the snapshot and ThP pools.
For snapshot and ThP pools in the P9500/XP7 disk arrays, only the CLPR details are
displayed for the associated LDEVs. The CLPR details are not displayed for the LDEVs
that form the snapshot and ThP pools.

• A ThP or snapshot pool must have at least one VVOL assigned to it, so that the ThP
or snapshot pool is displayed in the LDEV table.

3. Sort the LDEV data based on one of the options displayed in the Sort By list. By default,
the LDEV data is sorted based on the average read response and displayed in a descending
order in the LDEV table. For more information on the attributes, see “Array View LDEV table
- Sort By options” (page 216).
Before clicking the Query button, you can also select the attribute from the Sort By list. The
LDEV data is automatically sorted based on the selected attribute and displayed in the LDEV
table. The sorting is uniform across all the records displayed in the LDEV table and not
limited to the current section of records that you are viewing in the LDEV table.

Configuring column settings
You can view data for various components in the LDEV table. The data displayed varies based
on whether you selected an XP or an XP7 disk array. By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
displays data for the following components based on the array you select. The data displayed is
for the last collection cycle or the selected date and time range.
The following table provides the components for which you can view the data in the LDEV table
by default. The Yes and No given under For XP disk arrays and For P9500/XP7 disk arrays
columns indicate whether that particular component is displayed for the XP/P9500/XP7 disk
array.

For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionScreen elements

YesYesThe identification number
for the LDEV

LDEV ID

YesYesThe RAID group to which
the LDEV belongs

RG

YesYesThe card letters for the ACP
pair

ACP Pair ID
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For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionScreen elements

YesYesThe port ID for the CHIP
(CHP) port

CHIP Port ID

YesYesThe host group to which the
host belongs

Host Group: The host group
to which the host belongs

YesNoThe identification number of
the MP blade that is

MP Blade ID

currently associated with
the LDEV.

In addition, the performance values of LDEVs for the following metrics are also displayed for the
XP and the XP7 disk arrays:

• LDEV IO/s: The total frontend I/Os for all random reads, random writes, sequential reads,
and sequential writes during the reporting period

• LDEV MB/s: The total frontend throughput in MB/s for the LDEV

• Average Read Response (msec): The average response of LDEVs for the reads

• Average Write Response (msec): The average response of LDEVs for the writes
To configure the column settings:
1. Click the Column Settings check box.

The LDEV Column Settings list appears.

2. Select the check box for the component that must be monitored.
Choose the Select All check box, if you want to choose all components and add them as
columns of information to the LDEV table.

3. Click Update Columns.
Clear the Column Settings check box to close the LDEV Column Settings list.

Accordingly, new columns are added and the data for the selected components is displayed
under the respective new columns in the LDEV table.

Components and metrics in the LDEV Column Settings list
“Components and metrics in LDEV Column Settings list” (page 219) lists components available
for selection in the LDEV Column Settings list:

Table 23 Components and metrics in LDEV Column Settings list

DescriptionScreen elements

The card letters for the ACP pair.ACP Pair ID

The percentage of the ACP pair processors usage, during
the reporting period.

NOTE: This metric is available only for the XP disk
arrays.

ACP Pair Util

The average read response time, in millisecond, for the
LDEV.

Avg Read Resp (msec)
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Table 23 Components and metrics in LDEV Column Settings list (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

The average write response time, in millisecond, for the
LDEV.

Avg Write Resp (msec)

The total number of tracks transferred on the backend.Backend Transfer

The business copy volume 0 mode.BC Vol 0

The business copy volume 1 mode.BC Vol 1

The business copy volume 2 mode.BC Vol 2

The total cache size in gigabytes.Cache Size (GB)

The port ID for the CHIP (CHP) port. Provides the option
to view information associated with a particular port or
with all ports.

CHP Port ID

The percentage that the CHP processors were used
during the reporting period.

CHP Util

NOTE: This metric is available only for the XP disk
arrays.

The CLPR ID.CLPR

Continuous access mode.Cont. Access

The name of the device file.Device File

NOTE: If an array is connected to a host agent that is
running on HP-UX 11i v3 operating system, the DSF is
displayed in a new format. A legacy DSF is displayed in
parenthesis next to the new format.

The backend transfer sequential reads for the LDEV.Backend Transfer Sequential Reads

The backend transfer non-sequential reads for the LDEV.Backend Transfer Non-Sequential Reads

The backend transfer writes for the LDEV.Backend Transfer Writes

An array group is divided into open volumes of equal size.
These volumes are referred to as emulation types. If HPE

Emulation

XP7 Performance Advisor cannot determine the emulation
type, an error appears. The error does not affect
performance data collection.

NOTE: The emulation type is displayed as "Not Known"
for emulations that start with "OPEN-XP".

The external LUN LDEV ID on the external array.E-LDEV

Indicates that the LDEV is an Ext-Lun. The following
options are available:- (hyphen) = Normal LUN E =

Ext-Lun

Ext-Lun P = Ext-Lun provider (this LDEV is used as an
Ext-Lun for another array)

A list of Ext-Lun initiator ports (ports used to connect to
an external array).

E-Port(s)

The Ext-Lun provider's serial number for the array.E-Seq

The name of the host machine. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor discovers LDEV-to-CHIP port connectivity.

Host ID (Host identifier)

Unknown is displayed if the host name is unknown. This
automatic CHIP-LDEV mapping works only for open
volumes.

The port host group.Host Group
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Table 23 Components and metrics in LDEV Column Settings list (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

Displays the average IO size in KBs for the selected
LDEV. The average IO size is derived by dividing the total

IO Size

MB/s with the total I/Os for that LDEV (IO size = LDEV
MB Total/LDEV IO Total).

The continuous access journal pool IDs.Jnl Group

The identification number for the LDEV.LDEV ID

The total frontend I/Os for all random reads, random
writes, sequential reads, and sequential writes during the
reporting period.

LDEV IO/s

The total frontend throughput in MB/s for the LDEV.LDEV MB/s

Count in Cache Load Inhibit Mode.Load Inhibit Count

Indicates that the LDEV is a LUN Size Expansion (Luse).E
= Master C = Component

Luse

The LDEV number of the LUSE, when applicable.Luse Status

• blank = The LDEV is not a Luse component

• M = Master for the Luse group

• C = Contributor to the Luse group
The Luse master LDEV also lists an entry for the
contributor. If you are filtering by Host, you cannot see
the contributors, because they are not mapped externally.
If you show Requested Hosts connected to the array, you
can see the contributors in addition to the Luse master.

The LDEV ID of the Luse master when the LDEV is a
component. If the LDEV is not a Luse component, this
field is blank.

Luse Master

The identification number of the LUN.LUN (Logical Unit Number) ID

The identification number of the MP blade that is currently
processing requests for an LDEV. The MP blade ID

MP Blade Id

includes the cluster # and the blade location. For example,
MPB-1MA, where 1 indicates the cluster # and MA
indicates the blade location.

NOTE: This component is displayed only for the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The maximum read response time, in millisecond, for the
LDEV.

Max Read Resp (msec) - valid for last 30 secs

The maximum write response time, in millisecond, for the
particular LDEV.

Max Write Resp (msec) - valid for last 30 secs

The RAID group to which the LDEV belongs.RG

The random frontend reads throughput in MB/s for the
LDEV.

Random MB Reads - Frontend

The random frontend writes throughput in MB/s for the
LDEV.

Random MB Writes - Frontend

The random frontend I/O reads.Random Reads - Frontend

The random frontend I/O read cache hit values.Random Read Cache Hits - Frontend

The random frontend I/O write cache hit values.Random Write Cache Hits - Frontend
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Table 23 Components and metrics in LDEV Column Settings list (continued)

DescriptionScreen elements

The random frontend I/O read write values.Random Writes - Frontend

The sequential frontend I/O read cache hit values.Sequential Read Cache Hits - Frontend

The sequential frontend I/O read values.Sequential Reads - Frontend

The sequential frontend I/O write values.Sequential Writes - Frontend

The sequential frontend reads throughput in MB/s for the
LDEV.

Sequential MB Reads - Frontend

The sequential frontend writes throughput in MB/s for the
LDEV.

Sequential MB Writes - Frontend

The sequential frontend write cache hit values in per
second.

Sequential Write Cache Hits - Frontend

The identification number of the subsystem.SS ID

The SLPR group ID.

NOTE: SLPR does not exist in the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays. So, the SLPR group ID is displayed only for the
XP disk arrays.

SLPR

The LUN associated with the given LDEV.Target LUN

The volume group identification name if the device is
associated with a volume group. HPE XP7 Performance

Vol. Group

Advisor reports volume groups from LVM (an HPE brand)
and VXVM (a Veritas brand).

Indicates a volume is of ALU (Administrative Logical Unit)/
SLU (Subsidiary Logical Unit) type.

Attribute

NOTE:
• The E-LDEV, Ext-LUN, E-Port(s), E-Seq, Jnl Group, and Vol. Group are available for selection

only if they are configured in the selected XP or XP7 disk array.
• The following metrics are not applicable for the XP/XP7 continuous access journal pool

LDEVs. NA is displayed:

◦ Response Time Metric category: Maximum Write Response and Average Write Response

◦ Frontend IO Metric category: Random Write Cache Hits, Random Writes, Sequential
Write Cache Hits, and Sequential Writes

◦ Frontend MB Metric category: Random MB Writes and Sequential MB Writes

Viewing replication data for LDEVs
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides details on whether a particular LDEV is configured as
one of the following for P9500/XP7 Business Copy or P9500/XP7 Continuous Access
Synchronous:

• PVOL (primary volume)

• SVOL (secondary volume)
It also provides the current replication pair status between the PVOLs and SVOLs.
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IMPORTANT:
• If the state for an LDEV displays up as SMPL (Simplex), it means that the LDEV is neither

configured as a PVOL or SVOL.

To view the replication volumes and the status of the replication:
1. Click the Column Settings check box.
2. To view the continuous access volumes, select the Cont. Access check box in the LDEV

Column Settings list.
To view the business copy volumes, select the check box for the BC Vol 0, BC Vol1, or BC
Vol2, or select all the three volumes in the LDEV Column Settings list.

3. Click Update Columns for the new columns to be added to the LDEV table.
Clear the Column Settings check box to close the LDEV Column Settings list.

4. In the LDEV table, click a continuous access or business copy volume to view the associated
PVOL or SVOL, and their current replication pair status.

The following are the different replication pair statuses:

DescriptionReplication pair statuses

Volume is not configured for replication activity.SMPLex

Volume is in the Copy mode, where data from the P-Vol
is being copied to the S-Vol.

COPY

Volumes are configured for replication activity.PAIRED

The replication pair volumes are suspended mode.Pair Suspend

The replication pair volumes are suspended, as an error
is noticed with the pair.

Pair Suspend Error

The replication is in a reverse copy mode, from S-VOL
to P-VOL.

Reverse Copy

The continuous access asynchronous side file usage is
over 30%.

Pair SideFile 30% over

Filtering LDEV records
Records in the LDEV table can be filtered in the following ways:

• Filter records based on user specified criteria

• Filter records based on existing selection

• Filter records for values greater or lesser than the specified value
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Filter records based on user specified criteria
This type of filter is applicable when you want to view the LDEV data based on the filter criteria
that you specify. If the existing list of LDEV records in the LDEV table do not match the specified
filter criteria, the data is collected from the XP/XP7 disk array and displayed in the LDEV table.
Following is an example on filtering records in the LDEV ID list:
1. Click the LDEV ID list.
2. In the LDEV ID filter that appears, provide the LDEV ID. You can also enter multiple LDEV

IDs in the following format: CU:LDEV1,CU:LDEV2,CU:LDEV3

3. Click OK.
The LDEV table displays only those records that match the specified LDEV IDs.

Filter records based on existing selection
This type of filter is applicable when you want to view the LDEV data based on your selection
from an existing filter criteria. Following is an example on filtering records in the RAID Group
list:
1. Click the RG list.

2. In the RAID Group filter that appears, select the check box for those RAID groups, for which
you want to view the corresponding LDEV data.

3. Click OK.
The LDEV table displays only those records that match the specified RAID group IDs.
Filter records for values greater or lesser than the specified value
This type of filter is applicable when you want to view performance values of LDEVs based on
the following combination, where you select from an existing filter criteria and also specify a
value. Following is an example on filtering records in the LDEV IO/s list:
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1. Click the LDEV IO list.

2. Select one of the following based on your requirement and provide the value in the adjacent
text box:
• < (greater than the specified value)

• > (less than the specified value)

• <= (greater than or equal to the specified value)

• >= (less than or equal to the specified value)
3. Click OK.

The data in the LDEV table is filtered based on the filter criteria and values matching the
specified criteria are displayed.

The LDEV table displays only those records that match the specified filter criteria. In the above
image, all the LDEV records whose LDEV I/O per second value is greater than eight are displayed
in the LDEV table.

Exporting LDEV data
You can export LDEV data to an Excel spreadsheet for the date and time range that you specify.
The data for all the LDEVs monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor during the specified
start and end date, and time are exported to a spreadsheet in a CSV format. To export the LDEV
data:
1. Select the date range from the Start Date and End Date calendars.
2. Select the time range from the respective hour : minutes : seconds lists.
3. Click Export to Excel.

The following informational message appears:
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4. Click OK to continue.
A record for the export activity is logged in the Event Log screen. The record includes the
name of the XP or XP7 disk array, and the date and time when the export activity was
initiated.
After the data is exported, another record is logged in the Event Log screen. In addition to
the disk array, the date and time stamp, the record also includes a link to download the CSV
file.
The following image displays the records logged for the XP disk array, 82502.

The LDEV data is exported to the CSV file located at: Local_drive:\HPSS\pa\tomcat\
webapps\pa\export. All CSV files are available in this specified location. The local drive on
the management station refers to C:, which includes the Windows operating system and the
HPSS folder. A separate CSV file is created for every export operation. The existing CSV file is
not replaced by the new file. The file format is as follows: LDEV_<Array>_Timestamp.
(Timestamp refers to the date and time when the export operation is initiated).

Viewing RAID group information
Click a RG ID item in the LDEV table to view the RAID Group details and disk mechs details.
TheDisk Mech displays the 2-way and 4-way parity group concatenation. The 2-way parity group
concatenation can be configured as either 2D+2D or 7D+1P. The 4-way parity group concatenation
is configured as 7D+1P. The system supports RMLIB version 1.16.04 and later. If there is an
LDEV that is associated with two RAID groups, data about both the RAID groups are displayed.
If LDEVs are associated with multiple RAID groups (such as in 4D+4D configurations where the
LDEV is mirrored on two different RAID groups), these multiple RAID groups are treated as
separate sets of items. For example, if you have an LDEV with RAID group 1-1 1-2, you must
select 1-1 1-2 in the drop-down menu. An LDEV mapped to 1-1 1-2 is treated separately from a
RAID group mapped only to 1-1 or only to 1-2.
You can also view detailed information for a RAID group, such as the data transfer and backend
transfer information, average and maximum read response, average and maximum write response
for each LDEV. Click the corresponding RG ID in the CLPR window. The line above the RAID
group table indicates the hierarchical information of the selected RAID group. For more information
on view CLPR information, see “CLPR detail view” (page 229).

Continuous Access Journal Detail View
Double-click a Journal group volume ID in the Jnl Group column to open the Continuous Access
Journal Detail View screen, as shown in Journal Group detail view. A list of LDEVs configured
in the continuous access journal volume displays; a maximum of 16 LDEVs display. The status
on backend transfers and average read response of each LDEV associated with the journal
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group is also shown. Additionally, for an P9500/XP7 disk array, the MP blade processing the I/O
requests for the journal LDEVs is also shown.

Figure 27 Continuous Access Journal Detail View

• JID: Journal Group ID

• MUN: Mirror Unit Number like in BC

• C TID: Consistency Group ID

• Status: Journal group status

• Usage: % full of the journal group

• Qmarker: Current data address being transferred, indicates the latest seq# for writing to the
P-Vols CTGroup at the PAIR state.

• Qcnt: Pending writes, shows the remaining total Qmarker within the journal data.
If there are no associated continuous access journal groups configured, – is displayed in the Jrnl
Grp column.

Viewing ThP Pool Occupancy information
The ThP volumes that belong to a ThP Pool are displayed as THP-PID(<poolid>)and snapshot
volumes that belong to a snapshot pool are represented as Snap-PID(<pool id>), under
RAIDGroup in the LDEV table. Click a THP-PID(<poolid>) to view the ThP pool occupancy
information, which includes the mapping between the pool volumes (real LDEVs) and the V-VOLs.

DescriptionScreen elements

The ID of the pool (pool number)THP Pool ID

The status of the ThP PoolTHP Pool Status

• 0: Undefined/Creating/Deleting – Specified pool does
not exist completely.

• 1: Normal

• 2: Pool capacity beyond threshold

• 3: Pool capacity reached 100% of the pool

• 4: Failure, cannot show further information for the pool

A user configurable pool threshold (varying between 5% -
95% in increments of 5%). The default value is 70%. This
is the high for the pool.

POOL Threshold 1

The threshold level that indicates the WARNING level for
the pool. This value is always 80% and cannot be changed.

POOL Threshold 2

The total capacity of all the ThP volumes in the pool.THP Pool capacity
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DescriptionScreen elements

The available capacity for the ThP pool.THP Pool unused capacity

The CU:LDEV identifier for the virtual volume (V-VOL).VVOL ID

The threshold set for the V-VOL in ThP pool.VVOL Threshold (%)

The capacity of the virtual volume (in MB).VVOL Capacity (MB)

The physical LDEV that is part of the pool.REAL LDEV

The RAID group of the real LDEV.RG(s)

The ACP pair that manages the real LDEV.ACP Pair

Viewing port information
Click a CHP Port ID value in the LDEV table to view the Port Information window.
The DKC serial number is displayed. In addition, the port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable
only for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed for the respective CHIP port ID.
Click the IO/s Charts or MB/s Charts to view the respective charts.

IMPORTANT:
• The LDEV table does not display hyperlinks in the ACP Pair ID and ACP Pair Util fields for

RAID groups spanning across multiple ACP pairs. Hence, no chart for the same can be
created.

• An XP24000 type array has 32 CHIPs, 8 ACP pairs, and 4 MPs per port, an XP20000 type
array has 8 CHIPs, 4 ACPs and 4 MPs per port.

• All virtual volumes that are not associated with any pool, do not have RAID group information,
and of unknown type, are considered as a single non-existing (virtual) volume group. This
single non-existing (virtual) volume group is denoted as VVol-Grp in the RG column in the
LDEV table and Performance data is collected for all these volumes.

Viewing SLPR information

IMPORTANT:
• SLPR does not exist in P9500/XP7 disk array.

Click a SLPR value in the LDEV table to view the detail view for that SLPR in a separate browser
window. In the SLPR window, the line above the table indicates the hierarchical information of
the selected SLPR. The SLPR view includes two tabs, the CLPR tab and the Ports tab.
The CLPR tab displays the following details for each CLPR in the selected SLPR:

• Cache size

• write pending data

• Sidefile usage data

• Read hits data
Click a CLPR to view the associated details. For more information, see “CLPR detail
view” (page 229).
The Ports tab displays the following details for each port associated with the selected SLPR:

• Maximum IO/s

• Average IO/s
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• Minimum IO/s

• Maximum MB/s

NOTE: By default, the value displayed is 0 for arrays that do not support SLPR or CLPR.

Viewing CLPR information
Click a CLPR value in the LDEV table to view the detail view for that CLPR in a separate browser
window. In the CLPR window, the line above the table indicates the hierarchical information for
the selected CLPR.
The CLPR details include the following:

• Cache size

• Write pending data

• Sidefile usage data

• Read hits summary data
Additionally, the CLPR table displays the following details:

• RAID group

• LDEV IO/s

• LDEV MB/s

• Backend transfer data

• Overall RAID group utilization percentage
Click a column heading to order the table by that column.
Click a RAID group to view the corresponding RAID group details. For more information, see
“RAID Group Information” (page 226).

MAV
With MAV, it is possible to show devices configured in multiple DKCs as the same device with
alternate path to a server. This function enables to change locations of data managed by multiple
DKCs freely by exceeding physical boundaries of DKCs without affecting the server (while
maintaining the online state).
Also by assigning actual volumes that exist in multiple physical DKCs as virtual volumes, the
function enables server and management server to perform management/operation without
recognizing physical boundaries of DKCs.

Virtual Storage Machine (VSM)
VSM is a frame that manages virtual ID configured in a physical DKC. Even in an actual resource
environment irrelevant to MAV, VSM#0 is defined.
When the VSM is configured in the storage array, PA collects all the resources data configured
in the storage array including the resources in the VSM through the command device configured
in the VSM#0. All the discovered resources in the array will be displayed under the storage array
serial number.
The below figure shows PA ArrayView screen where user can see arrays configured for VSM.
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Figure 28 Performance Summary view for a VSM

In the above screen, the Overall Performance Metrics box represents aggregate values for all
LDEVs belonging to the storage array in the VSM.

Figure 29 Configuration Summary view for a VSM

The configuration summary view for a VSM shows the below values :

DescriptionScreen Elements

The number indicates the number of storage arrays that
are part of the selected VSM.

Storage Arrays

Represents the number of resource groups that are part
of the selected VSM.

Resource Groups

Represents the total number of volumes that are
virtualized in the VSM.

Virtualized Volumes

Represents the total number of LDEvs from the storage
arrays that are part of the VSM.

LDEVs

Represents the total number of Raid Groups from the
storage arrays that are part of the VSM.

Raid Groups
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DescriptionScreen Elements

Represents the total number of Ports from the storage
arrays that are part of the VSM.

Ports

Represents the total number of Host Groups from the
storage arrays that are part of the VSM.

Host Groups

The pie chart on the screen represents the ratio of virtualized volumes and physical volumes.

Viewing Resource Group
To view the storage array resource groups that belong to the VSM, click Resource Group in the
component selection tree for that for that VSM.

Figure 30 Resource Groups view for a VSM

DescriptionScreen elements

Storage Array serial numberDKC

Storage Array Resource groups that are part of VSMResource Group

Number of LDEVs belonging to the given Resource GroupNo. of LDEVs

Number of RGs belonging to the given Resource GroupNo. of RGs

Number of Ports belonging to the given Resource GroupNo. of Ports

Number of Host Groups belonging to the given Resource
Group

No. of Host Groups

Aggregate of all IOPS reported on the LDEVs that are
part of the given Resource Group

IOPS

Aggregate of all MBPS reported on the LDEVs that are
part of the given Resource Group

MBPS

The total number of backend tracks transferred to or from
the array backend.

Backend Transfer

Average response time across LDEVs that are part of
the given Resource Group

Average Response Time

Maximum response time across LDEVs that are part of
the given Resource Group

Max Response Time

Last successful RG performance collection time for
the storage array.

Collection Time
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Viewing RAID group Summary
To view the summary of overall utilization of RAID groups for an XP or an XP7 disk array, click
RG Summary in the component selection tree for that XP or XP7 disk array. This feature totals
the LDEV I/Os, LDEV MB/s and backend transfer values for all the LDEVs on a given RAID group
that are part of the selected VSM. In addition, it also displays the percentage of the RAID Group
utilization random read, random write, random write parity, sequential read, sequential write,
sequential write parity, and the overall RAID group percentage utilization (sum of the above
percentages) on a given RAID group.
Click a RAID group ID to view the associated performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For
more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
Click Refresh when you want to view the updated RAID group summary.

Figure 31 RG summary view for a VSM

DescriptionScreen element

Storage Array serial numberDKC

Storage Array ModelArray Model

Storage Array Resource groups that are part of VSMResource Group

Storage array RAID Group that are part of VSMRG

Cache partition ID configured for the RAID groupCLPR

Cache partition nameCLPR Name

Last successful RAID Group performance collection time
for the storage array.

Collection Time

The total frontend I/Os for all random reads, random writes,
sequential reads and sequential writes during the reporting

LDEV IO/s

period for all LDEVs that are part of the given RAID group

The total frontend throughput in MB/s for the LDEVs that
are part of the given RAID group.

LDEV MB/s

The total number of backend tracks transferred to or from
the array backend.

Backend Transfer

* is displayed beside the combined backend transfer valueCombined Backend Transfer
indicates one of the following:
If any of the physical LDEVs from a RAID group is
configured in multiple ThP pools, the sum of the backend
transfer on all the ThP pools will be shown as combined
backend transfer for that RAID group. (The backend
transfer of each ThP pool is the sum of backend transfer
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on V-Vols belonging to that ThP pool).
If physical LDEVs from multiple RAID groups are
configured in a ThP pool, the combined backend transfer
will be reported as an aggregate value for all the RAID
groups.

The random read utilization percentage for the RAID group.% RG Utilization Random
Read

The random write utilization percentage for the RAID
group.

% RG Utilization Random
Write

The random write parity utilization percentage for a RAID
group.

% RG Utilization Random
Write Parity

The sequential read utilization percentage for a RAID
group.

% RG Utilization Sequential
Read

The sequential write utilization percentage for a RAID
group.

% RG Utilization Sequential
Write

The sequential write parity utilization percentage for a
RAID group.

% RG Utilization Sequential
Write Parity

Viewing Port Summary
To view the summary of overall utilization of ports for the array belonging to the VSM, click Port
Summary in the component selection tree for that VSM.
Click a CHP Port ID to view the associated performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. The
port type for the selected port ID is also displayed in the chart legends. For more information,
see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
Click Refresh when you want to view the updated port summary.

Figure 32 Port summary view for a VSM

DescriptionScreen element

Storage Array serial numberDKC

Storage Array ModelArray Model

Storage Array Resource groups that are part of VSMResource Group

Displays the port ID for the CHP port.CHP Port ID

Displays the port type, such as FCoE (applicable forPort Type
P9500/XP7 disk arrays) for the port ID.
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Displays the Ext-Lun provider's serial number for the array.E-seq(s)

Last successful port performance collection time for
the storage array.

Collection Time

Displays the maximum frontend I/Os on the port.Max IO/s

Displays the average of the total frontend I/Os.Avg IO/s

Displays the minimum frontend I/Os on the port.Min IO/s

Displays the maximum frontend throughput in MB/s.Max MB/s

Displays the minimum frontend throughput in MB/s.Min MB/s

Displays the average frontend throughput in MB/s.Avg MB/s

Viewing LDEV
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the following data on the Array View LDEV screen for
all the LDEVs that belong to an XP or an XP7 disk array:

• The performance data of all the LDEVs

• The data on associated components, such as the following:

The summary for individual RAID groups, which includes:◦
i. RAID level
ii. Associated ACP pair
iii. Disk mech details
iv. Associated drive type and RPM rate

◦ The I/Os and MB/s data for individual CHIP ports

For an XP disk array, in addition to the above-mentioned, the total utilization of the individual
ACP pairs is also displayed.
For an P9500/XP7 disk array, in addition to the above-mentioned, the MP blade IDs are also
displayed for those MP blades that have LDEVs currently assigned to them
To view the above-mentioned data for an XP/XP7 disk array, select LDEV in the component
selection tree for the corresponding XP/XP7 disk array.
The contents on this screen are similar to the LDEV screen under Array view. For details please
refer Figure 3 (page 46)

Figure 33 LDEV view for a VSM
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High Availability Configurations
When HA is configured on the storage arrays, all the HA pairs are listed as a normal volumes
with the actual LDEV name and storage array serial number. The performance IOs on the HA
pair LDEVs are represented based on the Host IO mode.

Figure 34 High Availability (HA) Pair Information.

DescriptionScreen element

Storage Array serial numberDKC

Storage Array ModelArray Model

Virtual LDEV that would be presented to the hostV-LDEV

Actual LDEV ID which is virtualized with V-LDEV ID and
present it to the host.

LDEV

PVOL or SVOLVolume Type

Current replication link status of the P-VOL or S-VOL on
the selected XP or XP7 disk array. The replication link

Pair Status

status shown is corresponding to the continuous access
transactions happening on the selected XP or XP7 disk
array, and can be one of the following:

• SMPL

• COPY

• PAIRED

• Pair Suspend

• Pair Suspend Error

• Pair DUB

• Reverse Copy

• Pair SideFile 30% over

• Pair SideFile over Suspend

• SVOL Swap ready Suspend

• Unknown

Target storage array Serial numberPair DKC

Target storage array model typePair Model

Target pair LDEV IDPair LDEV
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Provisioning type eg: Basic volume or virtual volumeProvisioned On

Pair Mirror ID. 0 to 3.Mirror ID

Path group IDPath Group

Copy pace of initial copy (number of tracks).Copy Pace

I/O mode of a storage volume.Host IO Mode
Mirror (Read Remote , Write Remote)
Mirror (Read Remote , Write Local)
Lock
Block
Remote

Port configured for a storage volume.Port

Host group configured for a storage volumeHost Group

LUN information of a volume.LUN

CLPR configuration for a volumeCLPR

MP Blade processor assigned for a volumeMP Blade

Volume configured from a Raid Group or a PoolRG

Port configured for a target volumePair Port

LUN information of a target volumePair LUN

Latest date time when the HA pair status is modifiedLast Pair Modified

Table 24 HA Pair volume performance information

DescriptionScreen element

LDEV configured as the PVOL or SVOL LDEV on the
array for which user is viewing the data.

Volume

The total I/Os on the LDEV per second.IOPS

The total MB/s of data written to the LDEV based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL) per second.

MBPS

Displays the total backend tracks associated with selected
volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Backend

The average read response time of LDEV based on the
selected the volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Read RT

The average write response time of LDEV based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Write RT

The average host port assigned per I/O based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Host Port IO

The average host port assigned per MB based on the
selected volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Avg Host Port MB

The total percentage of CLPR data usage that is
configured for the selected volume type (S-VOL or
P-VOL).

CLPR Usage %

The percentage of data pending to be written on an LDEVWrite Pending %
from the CLPR that is configured for the selected Volume
type (S-VOL or P-VOL).
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Table 24 HA Pair volume performance information (continued)

DescriptionScreen element

The utilization of the side file shown as a percentage for
a CLPR that is configured for the selected volume based
on the volume type (S-VOL or P-VOL).

Side File %

The average utilization of the MP blade that is configured
for the selected volume based on the volume type (S-VOL
or P-VOL).

MP Blade Util %

NOTE: The MP blade average utilization data is collected
during the DKC performance data collection. The
collection frequency set for the DKC data collection might
be different from that set for the LDEV data collection.

The total utilization of each RAID group which is
configured for the volume based on the volume type
(S-VOL or P-VOL).

RG Util %

Table 25 Port Performance data

DescriptionScreen element

Port assigned for the continuous access activity.CA-Port

Type of the port, such as the Fibre (Cont Acc Initiator), or
Fibre (Ext-Lun Initiator).

Attribute

Average I/O rate.Avg IO

Average throughput.Avg MB

Viewing LDEV data in custom groups
To view the data on LDEVs that belong to a custom group:
1. Click Array View in the left pane.
2. Click the plus (+) sign for Custom Group and then select an individual custom group from

the list. The LDEVs that belong to the selected custom group are displayed in the LDEV
table. The filtering of data is restricted to only those LDEV records that are included in the
selected custom group. For more information on using the LDEV filters and adding or
removing columns, see Viewing LDEV data. For more information on custom groups, see
“Creating custom groups” (page 84).
You can also click the Array ID in the LDEV table to view the utilization summary of the
XP/XP7 disk array to which the LDEV belongs. For more information, see “Utilization
Summary” (page 183).

IMPORTANT: If the number of LDEVs in a custom group is more than 150 or if a custom
group contains LDEVs from different arrays, the LDEVs are further categorized under the
respective XP or XP7 disk arrays. You must click the + sign for an XP or an XP7 disk array
to further view the list of associated LDEVs.

Related Topics

• “Viewing performance summary” (page 177)

• “Advisory on CLPR utilization” (page 185)

• “Viewing CHIP/CHA data” (page 185)

• “Viewing ACP/DKA data” (page 189)

• “Utilization Summary” (page 183)
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• “10 busiest LDEVs/Ports” (page 208)

• “10 busiest LDEVs/RAID groups” (page 209)

• “RAID Group summary” (page 211)

• “Port summary” (page 212)

• “Viewing LDEV data” (page 214)

• “MAV” (page 229)
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10 Using charts
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Introduction” (page 239)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

Introduction
You can plot performance graphs to view historical data of components that belong to the same
or different XP disk arrays and XP7 disk arrays. Graphical representation of components
performance metrics is especially useful when you want to compare similar components of
different XP and XP7 disk arrays to determine their performance and observe trends. You can
plot performance graphs of components for different metrics that belong to the following metric
categories:

Unit of measurementDescriptionMetric category

IO/secondProvides metrics for measuring the I/Os
from a host to the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays

Frontend IO Metrics

MB/secondProvides metrics for measuring the
throughput of the I/Os from a host to the
XP and the XP7 disk arrays

Frontend MB Metrics

% utilizationProvides metrics for measuring the CPU
cycles of the processors that reside on

Utilization Metrics

the CHAs and DKAs in the XP disk
arrays, and on the MP blades in the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays. In addition, this
category also provides metrics for
measuring the cache and the RAID
groups utilization in the XP and the XP7
disk arrays.

Number of readsProvides metrics for measuring the
number of reads and writes on the disks

Backend Metrics
Number of writes

in the XP and the XP7 disk arrays,
applies to RAID groups and physical
LDEVs.

Read response timeProvides metrics for measuring the read
response time or the write response time

Response Time Metrics
Write response time

for the read I/O requests or the write I/O
requests on the XP and the XP7 disk
arrays.

The metrics that you select are component driven, where specific set of metrics are displayed
for the selected components. Related components are categorized to be available for selection
under a common category. For example, all the DKA pairs and their MPs, RAID groups and
associated physical LDEVs and pool LDEVs are grouped in the Back-end category. You can
also analyze the performance of a component by viewing its data points collected at different
collection rates in the same chart. You can compare components across the XP and the XP7
disk arrays based on the following metric categories. (Ensure that you select every element that
you want to appear in your chart, because the system charts only those elements that are
specified):

Charts screen
The Charts screen appears when you click Monitoring+Charts in the left pane.
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Figure 35 Charts screen

Charts controls1

Component selection tree for charts2

Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list from where you
select metrics for components

3

Chart settings4

Zoom preview panel5

Chart window (blue border indicates that the chart window is
selected or active)

6

Click the black Up arrow positioned at the top right corner of the Data Source and Chart Settings
sections to collapse those sections. Click the black Down arrow to restore the sections.

IMPORTANT:
• In the Chart Work Area, plot performance graphs for any combination of the XP and the XP7

disk arrays, metrics, and components. Ensure that the components you select do not exceed
256 in number.

• By default, the performance graphs in the Chart Work Area are plotted only for the last 1
hour of the management station's time.

The Charts screen layout is divided into the following sections:

DescriptionSections

Includes the component selection tree that displays the following main nodes:Data Source

• The XP and the XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
When you click an XP or XP7 disk array, the respective components are displayed under the following
main categories:

◦ Front-end

◦ Cache

◦ Back-end
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DescriptionSections

◦ Snapshot Pool

◦ Pools

◦ Replication Volumes

◦ LUSE

◦ Host Groups

◦ Ext-RG(s)

◦ Drive Types

In addition to the above listed, the MP Blades category is also displayed for the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays.

• Custom groups
The custom groups that you created appear. When you click a custom group, all the LDEVs that
belong to the custom group are displayed for your selection. For more information on creating custom
groups, see “Creating custom groups” (page 84).

Click the + sign for any of the above-mentioned categories to view the associated component types
and individual components. The component types can further expand to display the corresponding
individual components. For example, when you click the + sign for Front-end, it expands to display the
Ports component type that provides the list of individual ports on the selected XP/XP7 disk array. For
more information on selecting components from the XP and the XP7 disk arrays, or custom groups,
see “Selecting components and metrics” (page 245).
The Configuration data collection for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays must be complete for the component
selection tree to appear under Data Source.

Includes the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list that displays all the applicable metrics
from the following metric categories for a selected component:

• Frontend IO Metrics

• Frontend MB Metrics

• Utilization Metrics

• Backend Metrics

• Response Time Metrics

Select components from the component selection tree and metrics from the Available Metrics Choose
Metric Category list to view their performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. By default, the most
used metric category and related category metrics are listed. For more information, see “Choosing
metrics” (page 247).

The Chart Settings section displays settings that you can apply on the selected charts. You can do the
following using the chart settings:

Chart Settings

• View performance graphs of components for a duration of your choice.

• Forecast the DKA, MP, cache write pending, RAID group, and ThP pool utilization for an XP disk
array.
Forecast the MP blade, cache write pending, RAID group, and ThP pool utilization for P9500/XP7
disk array.

• View the last 10 performance data points for components.

• View graphs using the different chart styles.

• View or hide the legends, zoom preview panel, and the data points.

• View the LDEVs that are currently assigned to MP blades.

• Align the chart windows either vertically or horizontally in the Chart Work Area.

For more information, see “Using chart controls and settings” (page 286).
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DescriptionSections

The Chart Work Area consists of the following:Chart Work Area

• The individual chart windows that display the performance graphs of components for the selected
metrics.

• The chart controls that can be used to perform various tasks on the individual chart windows.

• The zoom preview panel, where you can preview performance of components for a specified duration.

For more information, see “Viewing charts” (page 278).

By default, each chart window is identified by the metric category for which the performance metrics of
components are plotted. The Chart Work Area comprises of five chart windows, each representing a

Individual chart
windows

specific metric category. The performance metrics of components for the same metric category are
plotted in a single chart window and for different metric categories, the performance metrics of
components are plotted in separate chart windows. In addition, the following are also displayed in each
chart window:

• The total number of components for which the performance graphs are plotted.

• The Legends check box that you can select based on whether you want the legends list to appear
in a particular chart window. This action overrides the Legends check box selection in the Chart
Settings section.

• The individual legends that you can click to show or hide the corresponding performance graphs in
a chart window.

• Status icons that indicate the current status of the chart window. For example, if the data points
cannot be plotted in the chart window, a Warning status icon appears at the top left corner of the
chart window. Hover the pointing device over the status icon to view the error or the current status
that appears in a tool tip. Click the status icon to refresh the chart window. The chart window re-renders
itself to plot the graphs again.

You can also maximize, minimize, or close the chart windows. For more information, see “Viewing
charts” (page 278).

The Chart controls section displays common controls or buttons used to perform specific tasks on charts,
such as the following:

Chart controls

• Add a new chart window.

• Save charts as favorites and load the favorite charts.

• Save charts as PDF files.

• Print charts.

• Change the Chart Work Area layout.

• Update charts with the latest data points.

• Select all the chart windows in the Chart Work Area.

• Close charts in the Chart Work Area.

For more information, see “Using chart controls and settings” (page 286).

You can zoom on the performance data points for a specified duration. You can use the Zoom preview
panel that provides a preview to the performance data displayed in the selected chart window. You can
also zoom on the data points directly in a chart window.

Zoom in and zoom
out on data points

For more information, see “Previewing charts” (page 297) and “Zooming in on data points across
performance graphs” (page 298).

Tasks you can perform on the Charts screen

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

• “Viewing charts” (page 278)

• “Using chart controls and settings” (page 286)

• “Zooming in on charts” (page 297)
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Plotting charts
NOTE: The figures in the following procedure are an example for the XP disk array metric
selection.

Prerequisite
Ensure that the following prerequisites are met before you navigate to the Charts screen:

• You have collected the performance data, so that the data on associated components is
displayed under the various categories for the individual XP and XP7 disk arrays.

• The custom groups are created, so that they appear for selection under Custom Groups
in the component selection tree.

IMPORTANT:
• The components are available for selection only if they are configured on an XP or an XP7

disk array.
• The following metrics are not applicable for the XP or XP7 continuous access journal pool

LDEVs:

◦ FrontEnd IO metric category: LDEV Random Writes and LDEV Sequential Writes

◦ FrontEnd MB metric category: Random MB Write and Sequential MB Write

◦ Response Time metric category: Maximum Write Response and Average Write Response

• If you split the journal LDEVs, external RAID group, RAID group, ThP pool, and the snapshot
into two schedules, and in charts, you select Overall LDEVs, the combined data points from
both the schedules are plotted on the chart. In addition, repeated time stamps are displayed
if the collection frequency for both the schedules is the same. As a result, incorrect values
are plotted on the graph.

• You can select components that belong to the same or different XP and XP7 disk arrays, or
custom groups. While selecting the components, press the Shift key for sequential selection
or the Ctrl key for random selection of multiple components. Accordingly, related metrics
that are common across the selected components are displayed for your selection in the
Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list, for which you can plot the performance
graphs in the Chart Work Area.

• You can also search for physical LDEVs that belong to an XP or XP7 disk array. For more
information, see “Searching for components” (page 275).

The following steps outline the procedure for plotting a chart. The links at the end of each step
direct you to additional information related to that task:
1. Click Monitoring+Charts in the left pane.

The Charts screen appears. By default, the Data Source section displays the following main
nodes in the component selection tree:

• The DKC or the model numbers of individual XP and XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor. If user-friendly names are provided for the XP and XP7 disk
arrays, they appear in brackets beside the DKC numbers.

• Custom Groups, lists the individual custom groups that you created.
For more information on custom groups, see “Creating custom groups” (page 84). For
more information on Charts screen layout, see “Charts screen” (page 239).

2. Based on your requirement, select components from an XP or an XP7 disk array or choose
LDEVs from a custom group. You can also search for a particular physical LDEV in the
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component selection tree, if you are aware of the LDEV name. For more information, see
“Searching for components” (page 275):
• Click the plus (+) sign for an XP or an XP7 disk array and select components from the

list, for which you want to view the performance graphs. The following image displays
the hierarchy for component selection.
For more information on selecting components, see “Selecting components and metrics”
(page 245).

Node1

Main category2

Component type3

Component4

• Click the plus (+) sign for Custom Groups and select an individual custom group from
the list followed by the associated LDEVs for which you want to view the performance
graphs. The DKC numbers of the XP and the P9500/XP7 disk arrays to which the LDEVs
belong are also displayed in brackets beside the LDEV IDs.

Accordingly, the applicable metrics for the selected components are populated in the
Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list. The metrics are grouped under different
metric categories. By default, the metrics for the first metric category in the list are
automatically displayed in the Metric column.
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3. Choose the metrics for which you want to view the performance of the selected components.
For more information, see “Choosing metrics” (page 247). By default, the most used metric
category and related category metrics are listed.
A performance graph for the selected component and metric is automatically displayed in
the Chart Work Area.

• If the selected metric belongs to the same metric category for which you already have
selected a default metric and plotted a performance graph, the new graph is also plotted
in the same chart window.

• If the selected metric belongs to a different metric category, the new graph appears in
a new chart window.

4. After the performance graphs are displayed, use the Chart controls and settings to perform
the intended tasks that include previewing the performance graphs for a duration that you
select, zooming on data points in the chart window, and rearranging charts in the Chart Work
Area. For more information, see “Using chart controls and settings” (page 286).

Related Topics

• “Selecting components and metrics” (page 245)

• “Viewing charts” (page 278)

• “Using chart controls and settings” (page 286)

Selecting components and metrics
The component selection tree provides a hierarchal representation of components under the
following main nodes:
• The XP and the XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. Click the

plus (+) sign for an individual XP or an XP7 disk array node to view the corresponding main
categories in the component selection tree (see the following table). If an XP or an XP7 disk
array supports a particular component type and it is not configured on that XP or XP7 disk
array, the main category is still displayed in the component selection tree. However, the
associated metrics are not displayed for selection and theAvailable Metrics ChooseMetric
category list is also disabled.

• Custom Groups, that displays the individual custom groups. Click an individual custom
group to view all the associated LDEVs grouped in the LDEV component type. For more
information on creating custom groups, see “Creating custom groups” (page 84). For more
information on selecting custom groups, see “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274).

XP or XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
Each XP or XP7 disk array can be identified by its DKC or model number. If user-friendly name
is provided, it appears in brackets beside the DKC number. The components in an XP or an XP7
disk array are logically grouped in the following main categories:

DescriptionXP or XP7 Disk Array main categories – component
selection tree

For an XP disk array, Front-end comprises of the frontend
components, such as the ports and associated MPs and CHAs.
For more information, see “Front-end navigation path” (page 248).

Front-end

For an P9500/XP7 disk array, Front-end comprises of the
frontend components, such as the ports and the associated
CHAs. For more information, see “Front-end navigation path”
(page 248).

Comprises of individual CLPRs. For more information, see
“Cache navigation path” (page 250).

Cache
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DescriptionXP or XP7 Disk Array main categories – component
selection tree

Comprises of individual MP blades and the associated
processors. For more information, see “MP Blades navigation
path” (page 252).

MP Blades

NOTE: The MP Blades category is applicable only for the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

For an XP disk array, Back-end comprises of the backend
components, such as the DKA pairs, associated MPs, and the

Back-end

RAID groups. The RAID groups further comprises of the
associated physical LDEVs and the pool LDEVs (LDEVs
assigned to a ThP or a snapshot pool). For more information,
see “Back-end navigation path” (page 253).
For an P9500/XP7 disk array, Back-end comprises of the
backend components, such as the DKA pairs and the associated
RAID groups. The RAID groups further comprises of the
associated physical LDEVs and the pool LDEVs (LDEVs
assigned to a ThP or snapshot pool). For more information, see
“Back-end navigation path” (page 253).

Comprises of the individual snapshot pool IDs, the associated
RAID groups, and VVols (PVOLs and SVOLs). The RAID groups

Snapshot Pool

further display the list of associated physical LDEVs. The
snapshot pools are displayed for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays,
such as the P9500.
The snapshot pools are also displayed only for the XP24000,
XP20000, XP12000, and XP10000 Disk Arrays. For more
information, see “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261).

Comprises of Smart pools and ThP pools.Pools
The ThP pools display the associated RAID groups and VVols.
The RAID groups further display the associated physical LDEVs.
The ThP pools are displayed only for the P9500 and XP24000
Disk Arrays. For more information, see “Pools navigation path”
(page 257).
The Smart pools display the associated RAID groups, VVols,
and the tier volumes. The RAID groups and VVols further display
the associated LDEVs. For more information, see “Pools
navigation path” (page 257)..

Comprises of volumes that are used in the business copy or the
continuous access transactions. The business copy volumes

Replication Volumes

comprise of individual physical LDEVs. The continuous access
volumes comprise of the journal pools that have LDEVs
configured to be part of the journal pools. The continuous access
volumes can be configured on the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.
They can also be configured on the XP24000, XP12000,
XP10000, XP20000, and the SVS400 Disk Arrays. For more
information, see “Replication Volumes navigation path”
(page 263).

Comprises of the individual LUSE masters that have set of
associated components (LDEVs). For more information, see
“LUSE navigation path” (page 265).

LUSE

Comprises of the individual host groups that display the
associated ports, RAID groups, and LDEVs. Additionally, MP

Host Groups

blades are also displayed for an P9500/XP7 disk array. For more
information, see “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266).
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DescriptionXP or XP7 Disk Array main categories – component
selection tree

Comprises of the external RAID groups that are managed by
the XP and XP7 disk arrays. For more information, see
“Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271).

Ext-RG(s)

Comprises of the individual drive types that are available on the
selected XP and XP7 disk arrays. Also, includes the RAID groups

Drive Types

for each of the drive types. The RAID groups further display the
list of associated physical LDEVs. For more information, see
“Drive types navigation path” (page 272).

The above categorization helps you to view the overall performance of an XP or an XP7 disk
array through various channels of selection.
For example, if your application's response time is high, following is one of the ways to identify
the issue in the XP disk array that is processing your application requests:
1. Plot the performance graphs of all the ports (Front-end > Ports) to identify the port that is

doing maximum I/Os.
2. For that port, identify the associated host (Host Groups > Host > Ports).
3. For that host, plot performance graphs of all the LDEVs and identify the LDEV that is

contributing to the observed high response time.
Click the plus (+) sign for a main category to navigate through the associated components and
view their performance graphs for the selected metrics. The components of the same type are
grouped together. Each component further expands to a subset of components depending on
its level of hierarchy in the component selection tree. For example, one of the hierarchy of
component selection for an XP or an XP7 disk array under Host Groups is as follows: Host
Groups > Individual host groups > Ports > Individual Ports > LDEVs > Individual LDEVs.

• Host Groups is the main category that displays the individual host groups.

• Each host group displays a set of associated ports that are grouped in the component type,
Ports.

• Each port further displays a set of associated LDEVs under the component type, LDEVs.
This logical grouping of components enables easy navigation through different levels of component
types to select and view performance graphs of specific components. In the above example, the
ports are categorized under the host groups. If you notice that the response time of a particular
LDEV is high, drill down to the associated ports to view their performance metrics for the duration
when the LDEV response time is found to be high.
Based on your requirement, select components that belong to different component types under
different categories for multiple XP and XP7 disk arrays, and view their performance graphs for
related metrics in the Chart Work Area.

Custom Groups
Custom Groups displays the individual custom groups you created. These custom groups have
group of LDEVs that you want to monitor frequently. Click an individual custom group under
Custom Groups to view the LDEV main category under which all the associated LDEVs are
displayed. For more information on creating custom groups, see “Creating custom
groups” (page 84).

Choosing metrics
When you choose an XP or an XP7 disk array, individual components, or component types in
the component selection tree, all the applicable metrics are populated in the Available Metrics
Choose Metric Category list under different metric categories. The metrics displayed are
categorized based on the metric category to which they belong. Select a metric to view the
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corresponding performance graph in the Chart Work Area. You can also click the Metric check
box to view performance graphs for all the metrics listed.
The related metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list, if you
select a homogeneous set of components, where the selected components belong to the same
component type within or across the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. The related metrics can belong
to different metric categories. For example, only the LDEV related metrics are displayed, if you
choose Physical LDEVs under Back-end > RAID Groups.

IMPORTANT:
• For a component type, the metrics are displayed for selection only if the corresponding

components are supported or configured in the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.
For example, if the configuration collection is not yet performed for an XP disk array, the
CLPR partition data is not available. Hence, clicking Cache in the component selection tree
does not result in any metrics and the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list is
disabled. The same logic applies for other components in the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.
For virtual volumes like the ThP and the snapshot pools, the respective component type is
displayed if the selected XP/XP7 disk array supports that particular component configuration.

• If the selected metrics belong to the same metric category, the performance graphs of
components are plotted in the same chart window.
For example, if you selected port CL1E, LDEV 0:06, and the metrics as Avg Port IOPS and
Total LDEV IO – Frontend, the respective performance graphs are plotted in the same chart
window, as both the selected metrics belong to the Frontend IO Metrics category.

• If the metrics belong to different metric categories, the performance graphs are automatically
plotted in different chart windows.
For example, if you selected port CL1E and the metrics as Avg Port IOPS and Avg CHA MP
Util (%), the respective performance graphs are plotted in two separate chart windows, as
the metrics selected belong to different metric categories. The Avg Port IOPS belongs to
the Frontend IO Metrics category and the Avg CHA MP Util (%) belongs to the Utilization
Metrics category.

• If you select a metric for a component type, the performance graphs are displayed for all
the associated components in the same chart window. For example, if you select the Overall
RAID Group Utilization metric for the Back-end > RG(s) component type, the performance
graphs of all the associated RAID groups are displayed in a single chart window.

• You can add performance graphs of components for similar metrics to the same chart window
only if the chart selection is retained in the Chart Work Area. If the existing chart window is
not active, a new chart window is added to the Chart Work Area.
For example, the performance graph of port CL1E is already plotted for the metric Avg Port
IOPS and you choose to plot performance graph of another port CL1F for the same metric.
The performance graph of CL1F is automatically added to the existing chart window that
already has performance graph plotted for CL1E. If the existing chart window is not active,
the performance graph for CL1F is plotted in a new chart window.

Front-end navigation path
For the XP disk arrays
The Front-end main category comprises of the ports that further displays the associated MPs
and CHAs. Following is the component selection path:
Front-end >Port (component type) > Individual ports > Individual MPs > Individual CHAs.
The port type, such as Fibre is displayed beside the port ID.
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In the above image, under Front-end for the XP disk array 10090 (XPArray_1):
1. Front-end is the main category.
2. Port is the component type. The number (40) indicates the number of ports for the XP disk

array 10090.
3. CL1A is one of the individual ports.
4. CHP00–1EU is an individual MP associated with the port CL1A.
5. CHA–1EU is an individual CHA associated with the selected CHP00–1EU.
For the XP7 disk arrays
The Front-end main category comprises of the ports that further displays the associated CHAs.
Following is the component selection path:
Front-end > Port (component type) > Individual ports > Individual CHAs.
The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE is also displayed beside the port ID.

In the above image, under Front-end for the P9500 disk array 53046:
1. Front-end is the main category.
2. Port is the component type. The number (32) indicates the number of ports for P9500 Disk

Array 53046.
3. CL1A is one of the individual ports.
4. CHA–1EU is an individual CHA associated with the port CL1A.
The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both to view the
related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. The Yes and No under
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For the XP disk arrays and For the XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether the particular
default metric is applicable for that XP or P9500/XP7 disk array.

For XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arrays
Most used default metric
categoryFront-end category

YesYesFrontend IO MetricsFront-end

YesYesFrontend IO MetricsPort

NoYesUtilization MetricsMP

NoYesUtilization MetricsCHA

IMPORTANT:
• At the Front-end main category level, the Maximum Port IO/s – Frontend and the Maximum

Port MB/s – Frontend metrics provide the respective maximum I/Os and MB/s of data
throughput of all the ports in the selected XP/XP7 disk array. These values are the maximum
of the last collection interval. For example, if the port I/O collection interval is set to two
minutes, the Maximum Port IO will be calculated as the maximum value over the two minute
collection interval.

• When you plot the performance data points for a port ID, the associated port type is also
displayed in the legend for the selected port ID (example: (53046, CL2A (Fibre (Target)),
Total).

Related Topics

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Cache navigation path
The Cache main category comprises of individual CLPR partitions for the selected XP or XP7
disk array (Cache > Individual CLPRs). The following image is an example for an XP disk array
and shows the CLPRs under the XP disk array Cache.
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In the above image, under Cache for the XP disk array 10055:

• Cache is the main category. The number (6) indicates the number of CLPRs partitions
configured on the selected XP disk array.

• The CLPR0 and CLPR1 are the individual CLPRs.
The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both to view the
related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryCache category for XP and XP7 disk arrays

Cache MB MetricsCache, CLPRs

Chart screen selections for the XP7, P9500, XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, and XP10000 Disk
Arrays
The Charts screen supports charts for the XP7, P9500, XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, and
XP10000 cache partitions. For the Disk Array, the Resource list box displays All for viewing
cache partition charts. The following table lists the Chart screen selections for viewing the XP7,
P9500, XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, and XP10000 cache partition charts.

Resource List ContentsResource List TitleMetricMetric CategoryXP or P9500/XP7
disk array

AllCache PartitionCache Writing Pending
and Cache Sidefile
Usage

Frontend MB Metrics or
Utilization Metrics

Any disk array model
or serial number

NOTE: For an XP10000 Disk Array, the MIX boards do not have MP4, 5, and 6 defined. So,
when these metrics are chosen, the utilization is shown as zero.

TIP: For CHIPs that are not installed, the MP utilization shows zero.

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)
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• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

MP Blades navigation path

IMPORTANT: This section is applicable for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The MP Blades main category comprises the individual MP blades for an P9500/XP7 disk array.
Each MP blade is identified by the cluster # and the blade location, and further displays the list
of processors. Following is the component selection path: MP Blades > Individual MP Blade (ID,
cluster #, blade location) > Processors (component type) > Individual processor IDs.

• MP Blades > Individual MP Blade

• Individual MP Blade > Processors (component type) > Individual processor IDs
The number of components associated with an MP blade is displayed beside it. For example:

• MP Blade (2)

• Processors (4)

In the above image, under MP Blades for the P9500 disk array 53036:

• MP Blades is the main category. The number 2 indicates the total number of MP blades
configured on the selected P9500 disk array 53036.

• MPB-1MA is one of the individual MP blade IDs that belongs to the Cluster 1 and the blade
location MA.

• Processors is the component type. The number 4 indicates the total number of processors
that belong to MPB-1MA.

• MP 0 is one of the individual processors that belongs to MPB-1MA.
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The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the P9500 and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryMP blades category for XP7 disk arrays

Utilization MetricsMP Blade, MPs

In addition to viewing the utilization metrics for an MP blade and its individual processors, you
can also view the following:

• The top 20 consumers of an MP blade, see “Viewing top 20 consumers of an MP blade”
(page 282)

• The MP blade utilization split up for each processing type, see “Viewing MP blade utilization
by processing types” (page 283)

• The LDEV that is currently assigned to an MP blade, see “Viewing current LDEV assignments
for an MP blade” (page 292)

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Back-end navigation path
For the XP disk arrays
The Back-end main category comprises of the DKA pairs, associated MPs, RAID groups, and
LDEVs, where DKA and RAID groups are the main component types that further expand to
display the associated components. Following is the component selection path:

• Back-end > DKA (component type) > Individual DKA pairs > MP (component type) >
Individual MPs.

• Back-end > RG(s) component type) > Individual RAID Groups.

Individual RAID Groups > Physical LDEVs (component type) > Individual physical
LDEVs

◦

◦ Individual RAID Groups > Pool LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs assigned
to a pool
The pool to which the LDEV belongs is also displayed in brackets beside the LDEV ID
(for example, E:31 [Pool ID:4]).
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The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:

• DKA (2)

• RG(s) (6)

In the above image, under Back-end for the XP disk array 10090:

• DKA is a component type. The number (2) indicates the number of DKA pairs available on
the selected XP disk array.

◦ AUMU is an individual DKA pair

◦ BUNU is an individual DKA pair

• RG(s) is a component type. The number (6) indicates the number of RAID groups configured
on the selected XP disk array.
1–1 to 1–6 are individual RAID groups. The list under 1–1 displays the following component
types:

◦ Physical LDEVs. The number (543) indicates the number of LDEVs associated with
the selected RAID group 1–1. Click Physical LDEVs to see the list of physical LDEVs
that belong to the selected RAID group.

◦ Pool LDEVs. The number (25) indicates the number of physical LDEVs assigned to a
pool from RAID group 1–1. Click Pool LDEVs to see the list of physical LDEVs assigned
to a pool. The pool to which the physical LDEVs belong are also displayed beside the
LDEV IDs.
The ThP or the snapshot pool to which the physical LDEVs are assigned can also be
traced under the respective Pools main category or the Snapshot Pool main category,
where the corresponding ThP or snapshot pool IDs are displayed and list the of LDEVs
assigned to these pools. For more information, see “Pools navigation path” (page 257)
and “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261).

For the P9500/XP7 disk arrays
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The Back-end main category comprises of the DKA pairs, RAID groups, and LDEVs, where
DKA and RAID groups are the main component types that further expand to display the associated
components. Following is the component selection path:

• Back-end > DKA (component type) > Individual DKA pairs.

• Back-end > RG(s) (component type) > Individual RAID Groups.

Individual RAID Groups > Physical LDEVs (component type) > Individual physical
LDEVs

◦

◦ Individual RAID Groups > Pool LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs assigned
to a pool
The pool to which an LDEV belongs is also displayed in brackets beside the LDEV ID.
For example, E:31 (Pool ID:4).

IMPORTANT: Since, the ACP/DKA MPs are moved to the MP blades in the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays, their MP utilization metrics are not applicable for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays. For more
information see “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193).

The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:

• DKA (1)

• RG(s) (12)
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In the above image, under Back-end for the P9500 disk array 53036:

• DKA is a component type. The number (1) indicates the number of DKA pairs available on
the P9500 disk array 53036.

• AUMU is an individual DKA pair.

• RG(s) is a component type. The number (12) indicates the number of RAID groups configured
on the P9500 disk array 53036.
1–1 to 1–12 are the individual RAID groups. The list under 1–1 displays the following
component types:

◦ Physical LDEVs. The number (1) indicates the number of LDEVs associated with the
selected RAID group 1–1. Click Physical LDEVs to see the list of physical LDEVs that
belong to the selected RAID group.

◦ Pool LDEVs. The number (1) indicates the number of physical LDEVs assigned to a
pool from RAID group 1–1. Click Pool LDEVs to see the list of physical LDEVs assigned
to a pool. The pool to which the physical LDEVs belong are also displayed beside the
LDEV IDs.
The ThP or the snapshot pool to which the physical LDEVs are assigned can also be
traced under the respective Pools main category or the Snapshot Pool main category,
where the corresponding ThP or snapshot pool IDs are displayed and list the of LDEVs
assigned to these pools. For more information, see “Pools navigation path” (page 257)
and “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261).

The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. The Yes and No under
For the XP disk arrays and For the XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether the particular
default metric is applicable for that XP or XP7 disk array.

For XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysMost used default metric
category

Back-end category

YesYesFrontend IO MetricsDKA

YesYesBackend MetricsRG(s)

YesYesFrontend IO MetricsPhysical LDEVs

YesYesFrontend IO MetricsPool LDEVs

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)
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• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Pools navigation path
For the XP disk arrays
The Pools main category comprises of the ThP pools that contain the associated DKAs, RAID
groups and their physical LDEVs, and the host groups and their VVols. Following is the component
selection path:
Pools > Individual ThP pool IDs. Each individual ThP pool further includes the following:

• DKA (component type) > Individual DKA pair associated with the selected ThP pool

• LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs > RG(s) (component type) > Individual RAID
Groups assigned to the selected ThP pool

• VVols (component type) > Individual host group > Volumes (component type) > Individual
LDEVs associated with a host group

The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:

• THP Pool (2)

• LDEVs (1)

• VVols (1)

• Volumes (1)
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In the above image, under THP Pool for the XP disk array 10090:

• THP Pool is the main category. The number (2) indicates the total number of ThP pools
configured on the XP disk array 10090.

• Pool ID:126 is one of the individual ThP pools.

• DKA is a component type and lists the DKA pairs associated with the ThP Pool ID:126.

• LDEVs is a component types, and it lists the LDEVs associated with ThP Pool ID:126. LDEVs
further expands to display the individual LDEVs and their Raid Groups associated with the
ThP Pool ID:126. The Raid Groups are listed under RG(s) for each LDEV.

• VVols is a component type. The volumes listed under VVols are grouped based on the host
groups. The number (1) indicates the total number of VVols from the specified host group
within the ThP Pool ID:126. Click VVols to view the list of associated host groups.

◦ Blade2_Bay3_Windows_HYPV is one of the individual host group.

◦ Volumes is a component type. The number (1) indicates the number of physical LDEVs
assigned as VVols and associated with the selected host group
Blade2_Bay3_Windows_HYPV. Click Volumes to view the list of physical LDEVs.

For the P9500/XP7 disk arrays
The Pools main category comprises of the following:

• ThP pools

• Smart pools
THP
The THP comprises of the associated RAID groups and their physical LDEVs, and the host
groups and their VVols. Following is the component selection path:
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Pools > THP (component type) > Individual ThP pool IDs. Each individual ThP pool further
includes the following:

• LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs > RG(s) (component type) > Individual RAID
Groups assigned to the selected smart pool

• VVols (component type) > Individual host group > Volumes (component type) > Individual
LDEVs associated with a host group

SMART
The SMART comprises of the RAID groups and physical LDEVs, host groups and VVols, and
tiers for the Smart pools. Following is the component selection path:
Pools > SMART (component type) > Individual Smart pool IDs. Each individual Smart pool further
includes the following:

• LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs> RG(s) (component type) > Individual RAID
Groups assigned to the selected SMART pool

• VVols (component type) > Individual host group > Volumes (component type) > Individual
LDEVs associated with a host group

• Tiers (component type) > Individual tier, indicates the drive type configured. You can view
the I/Os per second and utilization data at the tier level.

In the above image, under Pools for the P9500 disk array 53012:

• Pools is the main category.

• THP is the component type that displays the individual ThP pools.

• SMART is another component type.
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• Pool ID:5 is a Smart pool.

• RG(s) is a component type under Smart Pool ID:5 and lists the RAID groups that are
associated with the Smart pool.RG(s) further expands to display the individual RAID groups
and pool LDEVs associated with the Smart Pool ID:5.

• VVols is a component type under Smart Pool ID:5 and lists the host groups that are
associated with the Smart pool. The VVols are grouped based on the host groups. The
number (1) beside VVols indicates the total number of VVols from the specified host group
within the Smart Pool ID:5. Click VVols to view the associated host groups and physical
LDEVs that are assigned as VVols.

• Tiers is a component type under Smart Pool ID:5 and lists the individual tiers configured for
the Smart pool. Each tier indicates the drive type configured.

The related metrics associated with the resources types and components in the THP Pool
category are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list. Select the metrics
at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view the related
performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see “Metric
Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. The Yes and No under
For the XP disk arrays and For the XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether the particular
default metric is applicable for that XP disk array.

Most used default metric categoryTHP Pool category for XP disk array

Frontend IO MetricsTHP Pool

Utilization MetricsRG(s)

Utilization MetricsLDEVs

Frontend IO MetricsVVols

Frontend IO MetricsVolumes

Frontend IO MetricsSMART

Frontend IO MetricsTier

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)
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Snapshot Pool navigation path
The Snapshot Pool main category comprises of the snapshot pools that contain the associated
RAID groups, LDEVs, and the associated host group's VVols. Following is the component selection
path:
Snapshot Pool > Individual snapshot pool IDs. Each individual Snapshot pool further includes
the following:

• LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs > RG(s) (component type) > Individual RAID
Groups assigned to the selected snapshot pool

• VVols (component type) > Individual host group > S-Vol (component type) > Individual LDEV
assigned as S-Vols > P-Vol (component type) > Individual LDEV assigned as P-Vols

The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:

• Snapshot Pool (1)

• RG(s) (1)

• LDEV (4)

• VVols (1)

• S-Vol (1)

• P-Vol (1)
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In the above image, under Snapshot Pool for the XP disk array 10090:

• Snapshot Pool is the main category. The number (1) indicates the number of snapshot
pools configured on the XP disk array 10090.

• Pool ID:25 is one of the individual snapshot pools.

• LDEVs is a component type. The number (4) indicates the number of Ldevs associated with
the Snapshot Pool ID:25.

◦ 9:C9 is one of the individual LDEV.

◦ RG(s) is a component type. The number (1) indicates the Raid Group associated with
the Snapshot Pool ID:7.

• VVols is a component type. The volumes listed under VVols are grouped based on host
groups. The number (1) besides VVols indicates the total number of host groups using the
Snapshot Pool ID:25. Click VVols to view the list of associated host groups.

◦ SHADOW is one of the individual host group.

◦ S-Vol is the component type. The number (1) indicates the number of LDEVs configured
as SVols and associated with the host group SHADOW.

◦ P-Vol is the component type. The number (1) indicates the number of LDEVs configured
as P-Vols and associated with the S-Vol A:1E.

The LDEVs and VVols can also be traced under the Back-end category. For more information,
see “Back-end navigation path” (page 253).
The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP disk array.

Most used default metric categorySnapshot Pool category for XP disk array

Frontend IO MetricsSnapshot pool ID

Utilization MetricsRGs

Frontend IO MetricsLDEVs

Frontend IO MetricsVVols

Frontend IO MetricsHost Group

Frontend IO MetricsP-Vol

Frontend IO MetricsS-Vol

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)
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• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Replication Volumes navigation path
The Replication Volumes main category comprises of the business copy and the continuous
access volumes. They are the main component types that further expand to display the associated
components. Following is the component selection path:

• Replication Volumes > Business Copy Volumes (component type) > Individual LDEVs
used as business copy volumes

• Replication Volumes > Continuous Access Volumes (component type) > Individual
Journal Pool IDs > LDEVs > Individual LDEVs assigned to a journal pool

The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:
• Business Copy Volumes (104)

• Continuous Access Volumes (4)

• LDEVs (1)
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In the above image, under Replication Volumes for the P9500 disk array 53036:

• Business Copy Volumes is a component type. The number (15) indicates the number of
LDEVs that are assigned as business copy volumes. Click Business Copy Volumes to
view the list of LDEVs.

• Continuous Access Volumes is a component type. The number (15) indicates the total
number of journal pools that are created.

◦ JID-0:0 is a journal pool under which LDEVs is a component type. The number (1)
indicates the number of LDEVs assigned to the JID-0:0.

◦ 1:3C is an LDEV assigned to the JID-0:0.

For the LDEVs that are configured as the business copy and the continuous access volumes,
the associated RAID groups can also be traced under the Back-end category. For more
information, see “Back-end navigation path” (page 253).
The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryReplication Volumes category for XP and XP7 disk arrays

Frontend IO MetricsBusiness Copy Volumes

Frontend IO MetricsContinuous Access Volumes

Frontend IO MetricsLDEVs

NOTE: For Continuous Access Volumes, the following write
metrics are disabled:

• IO Metrics

◦ Total IO Writes — Frontend

◦ LDEV Random Writes — Frontend

◦ LDEV Sequential Writes — Frontend

• MB Metrics

◦ Total MB Writes — Frontend

◦ Random MB Writes — Frontend

◦ Sequential MB Writes — Frontend

• Utilization Metrics

◦ Average Write Response

◦ Maximum Write Response

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)
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• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

LUSE navigation path
The LUSEmain category comprises of the individual LUSE masters that further expand to display
the list of associated LUSE components.

NOTE: The LUSE feature is not supported for XP7 disk arrays.

Following is the component selection path:
LUSE > Individual LUSE masters > Components (component type) > Individual LDEVs that
belong to the selected LUSE master.
The LUSE masters and their LDEVs have the associated RAID groups given in brackets beside
the LDEV IDs (example, 1:44 (1—1)).
The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:
• LUSE (21)

• Components (2)
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In the above image, under LUSE for the XP disk array 10090:

• LUSE is a main category. The number (21) indicates the number of LUSE masters available
in the LUSE category.

• 0:7B (1–1) is an LUSE master. 1–1 besides 0:7B indicates the RAID group to which the
LUSE master belongs.

• Components is a component type. The number (2) indicates the number of LDEVs that
belong to the selected LUSE master 0:7B (1–1).
0:7B (1–1) and 0:7C (1–1) are the corresponding LDEVs.

The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryLUSE category for XP and XP7 disk arrays

Frontend IO MetricsLUSE

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Host Groups navigation path
In HPE XP7 Performance Advisor v6.0 and earlier versions, if you configure multiple host groups
with the same name, then all ports associated with that host group are listed under the common
host group.
For the XP disk arrays
The Host Groups category comprises of ports, RAID groups, and LDEVs configured to
communicate with the individual host groups. Each individual host group has three main
component types, Ports, RAID Groups, and LDEVs. The aggregate of the average I/Os from
each LDEV belonging to a host group is also displayed beside that individual host group.
• Ports displays the individual ports associated with the host group.

The aggregate of the average I/Os from each LDEV belonging to a host group through the
port is also displayed beside each individual port ID.
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Similarly, the average I/Os for each LDEV associated with the port is displayed beside the
individual LDEV.

• RAID Groups displays the individual RAID groups which contains the LDEVs associated
with the host group. At this level, you can view the overall utilization of the RAID group. Each
RAID group further displays all the physical LDEVs and pool LDEV which may and may not
be associated with the selected host group.

• LDEVs displays all the LDEVs that are associated with the individual host group. PVols are
also displayed under LDEVs node. A label (P-Vol) is added to differentiate PVols from other
LDEVs. Further, the PVols have the following components, SVol, Pools, Pool LDEVs, and
Raid Groups.

◦ SVol displays the individual SVols that are associated with the selected PVol.

◦ Pools displays the individual pools associated with the PVol.

◦ Pool LDEVs displays the individual LDEVs associated with the Pool.

◦ Raid Groups displays the individual Raid Group associated with the Pool LDEVs.

NOTE: The components SVol, Pools, Pool LDEVs, and Raid Groups are displayed only for
PVol snapshot pairs.

In the above mentioned selections, the LDEVs are displayed in the descending order, where the
maximum utilized LDEV is displayed first followed by the subsequent, and least utilized LDEVs.
Following are the component selection path:

• Host Groups > Individual host groups > Ports (component type) > Individual Ports.

• Host Groups > Individual host groups > RG(s) (component type) > Individual RAID groups.
At the individual RAID group level, you can view the average utilization of the RAID group
by the associated LDEVs. The utilization shown is not specific to the host group to which
the RAID group belongs. Each RAID group further displays the following:

◦ Individual RAID group >Physical LDEVs (component type) > Individual physical LDEVs.

◦ Individual RAID group > Pool LDEVs (component type) > Individual pool LDEVs.

• Host Groups > Individual host groups > LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs. At
the individual LDEV level, you can view the corresponding average I/O per second data.

NOTE: The ports and LDEVs can be associated with multiple hosts in a host group.
The port type, such as FCoE (applicable for P9500 and XP7 disk arrays) is displayed beside the
port ID.
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In the above image, under Host Groups for the XP disk array 10090:

• Host Groups is the main category. The number (79) indicates the number of host groups
available in that category.

• SVOL is one of the individual host groups. The number 2413 indicates the aggregate of the
average I/Os from each LDEV belonging to Host Group

• Ports is a component type under Host Group. The number (1) indicates the number of ports
assigned to communicate with Host Group.

• LDEVs is a component type under Host Group. The number (14) beside LDEVs displays
the number of LDEVs assigned to communicate with Host Group.

• RG(s) is a component type under Host Group. The number (1) beside RG(s) displays the
number of RAID groups assigned for Host Group.

• 1-7 is a RAID group associated with Host Group. The number 44 beside 1-7 indicates the
average utilization of RAID group 1-7 by all the LDEVs from different host groups.

◦ Physical LDEVs is a component type under RAID group 1-7. The number 911 indicates
the number of physical LDEVs in RAID group 1-7.

◦ Pool LDEVs is a component type under RAID group 1-7. The number 12 indicates the
number of LDEVs in RAID group 1-7 that are configured as pool LDEVs.

For ports that are configured to communicate with the selected host groups, you can also view
the associated MPs and CHAs for the XP disk arrays, and only the CHAs for the XP7 disk arrays
under the Front-end category. For the LDEVs that are associated with the selected host groups,
view their RAID groups under the Back-end category. For more information, see “Front-end
navigation path” (page 248) and “Back-end navigation path” (page 253).
For the P9500/XP7 disk arrays
The Host Groups category comprises of ports, RAID groups, LDEVs, and MP blades configured
to communicate with the individual host groups. Each individual host group has four main
component types, Ports, RAID Groups, LDEVs, and MP Blades. The aggregate of the average
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I/Os from each LDEV belonging to a host group is also displayed beside that individual host
group.
The MP Blades component type displays the individual MP blades associated with the host
group. At this level, you can view the overall utilization of all the MP blades. Further, the utilization
of each MP blade is displayed at the individual MP blade level.
For description of the Ports, RAID Groups, and LDEVs component types, see 'Host Groups
navigation path 'For the XP disk arrays'.
In the above mentioned selections, the LDEVs are displayed in the descending order, where the
maximum utilized LDEV is displayed first followed by the subsequent, and least utilized LDEVs.
Following is the component selection path for MP blades:
Host Groups > Individual host groups > MP Blades (component type) > Individual MP blades.
Each MP blade further displays the following:

• Individual MP blade > Processors (component type) > Individual MPs.

• Individual MP blade > LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs.

In the above image, under Host Groups for the XP disk array 10090:

• Under the main category Host Groups, XPPA247_HYP_V_NEW_BLD_BAY6 is one the
individual host group. The number 0 indicates the aggregate of the average I/Os from each
LDEV belonging to Host Group

• A:2E is a PVol under the LDEVs node.
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• S-Vol is a component type under PVol. The number 1 beside S-vol displays the number of
Svols assigned to the PVol. A:1E is an Svol that is associated with the PVol A:2E.

• Pools is a component type under S-Vol. The number 1 beside Pools displays the number
of Pools assigned to the SVol. Pool Id:25 is a Pool that is associated with the SVol A:1E.

• Pool LDEVs is a component type under Pools. The number 4 beside Pool LDEVs displays
the number of Pool LDEVs associated with the Pools. 9:C9,9:E0,9:E1,9:E2 are the Pool
LDEVs that are associated with the Pool Id:25

• RG(s) is a component type under Pool LDevs. The number 1 beside RG(s) displays the
number of Raid Groups associated with the Pool Ldev. 1-2 2-1 is a Raid Group that is
associated with the Pool Ldev 9:C9.

NOTE: If the number of SVols associated with the PVols are more than 1000 then there is a
slight delay to load the SVols under S-Vol node.

For description of the Ports, RAID Groups, and LDEVs component types, see 'Host Groups
navigation path – For the XP disk arrays'.
For ports that are configured to communicate with the selected host groups, you can also view
the associated MPs and CHAs for the XP disk arrays, and only the CHAs for the P9500/XP7 disk
arrays under the Front-end category. For the LDEVs that are associated with the selected host
groups, view their RAID groups under the Back-end category. For more information, see
“Front-end navigation path” (page 248) and “Back-end navigation path” (page 253).
The applicable metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryHost Group category for XP and XP7 disk arrays

Frontend IO MetricsHost groups

Frontend IO MetricsPorts

Backend MetricsRGs

Frontend IO MetricsPhysical LDEVs

Frontend IO MetricsPool LDEVs

Utilization MetricsMP Blades

NOTE: Applicable only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)
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• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Ext-RG(s) navigation path
The Ext-RG(s) category provides consolidated data on all the external volumes connected to
the selected XP or XP7 disk array. Following is the component selection path: Ext-RG(s) >
Ext-RdGp
The following image is an example for an XP disk array and shows the respective external RAID
groups.

The available metrics are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryExt-RG(s) Groups category for XP and P9500 disk arrays

Frontend IO MetricsExt-RG(s)

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)
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• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)

Drive types navigation path
The Drive Types main category comprises the individual drive types that are available on the
selected XP or XP7 disk array. Each drive type in the component selection tree expands to display
the list of associated RAID groups, which in turn display the list of physical LDEVs. Following is
the component selection path:
Drive Types > Individual drive types >RAIDGroups (component type) > Individual RAID groups
> Physical LDEVs (component type) > Individual physical LDEVs.
The number of components associated with a component type is displayed beside it. For example:

• Drive Types (1)

• RAID Groups (6)

• Physical LDEVs (884)

In the above image, under Drive Types for the XP7 disk array 53036:

• Drive Types is the main category. The number (1) indicates the number of drive types
available in that category.

• DKS5B-K146SS is an individual drive type.

• RAID Groups is a component type. The number (12) indicates the number of RAID groups
available on the selected drive type DKS5B-K146SS.

◦ 1–4 is an individual RAID group.

◦ Physical LDEVs is a component type under the RAID group 1–4. The number (1)
indicates the number of LDEVs associated with the selected RAID group 1–4. Click
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Physical LDEVs to see the list of physical LDEVs that belong to the selected RAID
group.

◦ 0:03 is a physical LDEV under the RAID group 1–4.

The RAID groups and the LDEVs that are associated with the selected drive type are also
displayed under the Back-end category. For more information, see “Back-end navigation path”
(page 253).
The related metrics associated with the component types and the individual components in the
Drive Types category are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
Select the metrics at the component type or the individual component levels, or both and view
the related performance graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see
“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryDrive Types category for XP and XP7 disk arrays

Backend MetricsRAID Groups

Frontend IO MetricsPhysical LDEVs

NOTE: There are other metrics that you can choose for both the RAID groups and the physical
LDEVs in the following metric categories: Frontend IO metrics, Frontend MB metrics, Backend
metrics, Utilization metrics, and Response Time metrics.

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)

• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Custom groups navigation path” (page 274)
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Custom groups navigation path
The Custom Groups node comprises of individual custom groups that display the associated
LDEVs. Following is the component selection path:

• Custom Groups > Individual custom group > LDEVs (component type) > Individual LDEVs
The serial numbers of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays to which the LDEVs belong are also
mentioned in brackets beside the LDEV IDs. You can create a custom group that has multiple
LDEVs from different XP and XP7 disk arrays. For more information on creating custom
groups, see “Creating custom groups” (page 84).

In the above image, CG_1_CG is one of the custom groups that is selected. The number (5)
besides the LDEVs component type indicates the total number of LDEVs grouped in CG_1_CG.
The LDEVs 1:7A, 1:7C, and 1:7B display 30064 and the LDEV 9:67 displays 82502 beside their
LDEV IDs. It implies that these LDEVs are grouped from the XP disk arrays 30064 or 82502
under the CG_1_CG custom group.
The metrics associated with the resources types and components for the selected custom group
are displayed in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list. Select the metrics at the
component type or the individual component levels, or both and view the related performance
graphs in the Chart Work Area. For a description of these metrics, see “Metric Category, metrics,
and descriptions” (page 400).
The following table provides the default set of metric categories that are displayed in theAvailable
Metrics Choose Metric Category list for the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

Most used default metric categoryCustom Groups category for XP and XP7 disk arrays

Frontend IO MetricsLDEVs

Related Topics

• “Front-end navigation path” (page 248)

• “Cache navigation path” (page 250)

• “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252)

• “Back-end navigation path” (page 253)

• “Pools navigation path” (page 257)

• “Snapshot Pool navigation path” (page 261)
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• “LUSE navigation path” (page 265)

• “Replication Volumes navigation path” (page 263)

• “Host Groups navigation path” (page 266)

• “Ext-RG(s) navigation path” (page 271)

• “Drive types navigation path” (page 272)

Searching for components
You can navigate the Array tree by selecting an array from the array drop-down list and the
component from the component drop-down list. The following components are supported for the
search functionality: LDEV, RG, HG, Port, and Pool. You will have to enter a valid input for the
particular component, and then click Find Next. On clicking the Find Next button subsequently,
you can navigate through all the branches of the Tree in which that particular component is found.
To search for a physical LDEV record:
For example: If you query for an Ldev 0:62 in 53040 array:
1. When you click Find Next for the first time, the host group in which the Ldev 0:62 is found

is highlighted. On the subsequent clicks of Find Next, you can navigate through all the
branches of the host group in which Ldev 0:62 is found.

2. After all the host groups are traversed, the pool branch is traversed, followed by back-end,
replication-volumes, LUSE branch, and the Drive-Types branches.
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NOTE:
• For the Raid Group, the Host Group branch is traversed first, followed by the Pool branch,

Back-end, and finally the Drive Types branch.
• You can search for External Raid Groups as well by selecting Raid Group from the component

drop-down list and querying for a specific External Raid Group.
• When searching for concatenated Raid groups, you should enter a part of Raid group name

and not the entire name. For example: If you want to search for concatenated Raid Group
"1-1 1-2", then enter either 1-1 or 1-2 in the search box, and click Find Next.

• For the Port, the Host Group branch is traversed first followed by the Front-end branch.

• For Host Group, the Host group is highlighted first in the host group branch followed by the
Pools branch.

◦ For performing search in the Host Group, you have to include the entire host or partial
host group name. If you want to search for Host Group PA-CVXPt2, then you have to
type the entire or partial name, considering the case sensitivity to navigate in host groups
and the Pools branches.

• Pools are traversed in only pool and snap pool branches.

• When searching for LDEVs in the Host Group branches, only the LDEVs present in
HostGroup -> LDEVs branch is highlighted. The LDEVs present in HostGroup ->RG
->Physical Ldevs branch and HostGroup ->RG ->Pool Ldevs branch is not traversed.

• Filtering is not supported for sub nodes that are under HostGroup->LDEVs->PVol, that is,
filtering is not supported for the components that are in S-Vols , S-Vols ->Pool-ID, S-Vols
-> Pool-ID -> Ldevs, S-Vols ->Pool-ID -> Ldevs -> RGs.

IMPORTANT:
• The search results are specific to an XP or an XP7 disk array. You cannot search for physical

LDEVs that are spread across multiple XP and XP7 disk arrays.
• The search is not supported in custom group.

• Search does not support multiple entries. You can search only for one component (Ldev or
RG or HG or Pool or Port) at a time.

Viewing charts
The Chart Work Area displays the performance graphs of components in individual chart windows.
By default, each chart window represents one of the five metric categories that HPE XP7
Performance Advisor supports. The Chart Work Area consists of the following:

• The individual chart windows that display the performance graphs of components for the
selected metrics. By default, the Chart Work Area accommodates three chart windows in a
single column. The new chart windows are added to the next column.
If you align the Chart Work Area layout horizontally, it can accommodate four chart windows
in a row. The new chart windows are added to the next row. The scroll bar is automatically
enabled and takes you to the row where the new chart window appears.

• The Chart controls and settings that you can use on the individual chart windows. For more
information, refer to the tasks list provided at the end of this topic.

• The Zoom preview panel, where you can preview the performance of components for a
specified duration. You can also directly zoom in across set of data points in a chart window.
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The Chart Work Area displays the following default settings. They are applicable across the chart
windows until you select the other available options:

• Time Line in theChart Style list. This implies that the data points for the different components
are plotted as a line graph. The breaks in the performance graphs can be observed, if there
are missing performance data collection.

• Duration as 1 hour. By default, only the data points that are plotted for the last one hour of
the management station's time are displayed.

• Forecast displays None for an XP disk array implies that there is no forecast on the cache
write pending, MP, DKA, RG, and the ThP pool utilization.
Forecast displays None for an P9500/XP7 disk array implies that there is no forecast on
the cache write pending, RAID group, MP blade, and the ThP pool utilization.

• The Legends, Zoom, andChart Data points check boxes are selected in the Show section.
The corresponding Legends list and the Zoom preview panel are displayed in all the chart
windows. The data points are also displayed in the performance graphs.

◦ If you want to see only a line graph, clear the selection for the Chart Data points check
box.

◦ If you do not want to view the Zoom preview panel and the Legends list, clear the
respective Legends and Zoom check box selections. However, if the Legends check
box is selected in the individual chart window, it overrides the Legends selection.
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NOTE:

◦ These selections work only on the active chart windows.

◦ If the total number of data points from all the performance graphs exceeds 500 in a
chart window, the data points are not rendered to optimize the charting functionality in
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. You can hover the pointing device over the line graphs
to view the data points.

◦ The performance or utilization graphs for inactive components will only have the start
and end data points plotted in the chart window, and connected by a straight line.

◦ For every individual component the percentile value is displayed in the tooltip.

Place the pointing device on a particular data point to view the following details:

• The XP/XP7 disk array to which the selected component belongs

• Selected component name

• Selected metric name

• Selected duration

• Current performance value

• Drive type information, if the component is a RAID group or LDEV

Individual Chart windows
When you select components and associated metrics in the component selection tree under
Charts, the corresponding performance graphs are automatically plotted in the Chart Work Area.
The chart window that displays the performance graphs appears selected (active chart window).
By default, every chart window in the Chart Work Area appears selected. The title of the chart
window indicates the metric category for which the performance graphs are plotted. The number
besides the metric category in the title indicates the sequence in which the chart windows appear.
You can also rearrange and resize individual chart windows in the Chart Work Area.
The following icons are also displayed at the top left corner in a chart window beside the chart
title. These icons indicate the current status of the graphs plotted in the chart window and change
for every component for which the data points are plotted. Hover the pointing device over the
status icon to view the error or the current status that appears in a tool tip.

• (Normal): Appears when the data points are rendered and displayed in the chart windows
without any errors.

• (Warning): Appears when the data points are not properly rendered and displayed in the
chart windows. It can be due to the following reasons:

◦ Invalid input. For example, the selected start date and time might be greater than the
end date and time.

◦ The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database might be unavailable when you tried to
plot the performance graphs.

◦ The performance graphs might be plotted for a component, for which the performance
data is not yet collected.

• (Critical): Appears when the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service does not
respond.

Click the status icons to refresh the chart windows status. The chart windows re-render to plot
the performance graphs again.
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An individual chart window can accommodate the performance graphs for up to 250 components.
The 250 components that you select can belong to multiple component types and for different
metrics from the same metric category. Performance Advisor plots the performance graphs
incrementally and continues till the performance graphs for all the 250 components are plotted
in the chart window. If you select more than 250 components, the performance graphs for the
remaining set of components (beyond 250) are plotted in the subsequent chart window that
automatically appears in the Chart Work Area. During the process of plotting the performance
graphs, the Loading charts...please wait message is displayed on the bottom right
corner of the Chart Work Area. You can click Stop during the process to discontinue the plotting
of performance graphs. Performance Advisor completes the current request and then stops the
plotting operation.
In addition, the following are also displayed in each chart window:

• Total number of components for which the performance graphs are plotted

• Individual legends in the Legends list. Each component is given a unique color coding in the
Legends list that you can map to the corresponding data points plotted in the chart window.
Click a legend associated with a component to hide or view its corresponding performance
graph in the chart window.

• Legends check box that you can select based on whether you want the legends list to appear
in the particular chart window. This action overrides the Legends check box selection in the
Chart Work Area.

NOTE: Though the Legends check box is selected, the Legends list is displayed only for
30 components. If the display of legends cannot be accommodated in the given chart window,
a vertical scroll bar appears for the Legends list.

The following are important notes on chart windows:

• Separate chart windows appear if the metrics selected belong to different metric categories.

• Single chart window appears if the metrics selected belong to the same metric category.

• If the chart window for the selected metric category already exists, the performance graphs
for the selected components are automatically added to that chart window. However, you
can also view the performance graphs of components for related metrics in different chart
windows. It is useful if you want to compare performance of components for the same
component type and metric category. To plot different chart windows, do either of the
following:

◦ Manually clear the active chart window selection by clicking the title pane of the chart
window.

◦ Add a new chart window. For more information, see “Adding new chart windows”
(page 287).
In both the above-mentioned cases, the new chart window takes precedence and
becomes the active chart window. Though the metrics selected for the next set of
components belongs to the same metric category, the related performance graphs are
automatically plotted in the new chart window.

• If the existing chart window is not selected and you want to use the same chart window to
add the performance graph of a new component for a related metric, do the following:
1. Click the title pane of the existing chart window.
2. Choose components from the component selection tree and related metrics from the

Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list.
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• If a chart window does not exist for the selected metric category in the Chart Work Area, a
new chart window is automatically added.

• You can align the different chart windows vertically or horizontally in the Chart Work Area.
For more information on the tasks that you can perform in the Chart Work Area, see “Using chart
controls and settings” (page 286).

Viewing top 20 consumers of an MP blade

IMPORTANT: This section is applicable for P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The top 20 consumers can be LDEVs, continuous access journal groups, or the E-LUNs (external
volumes) that are assigned to an MP blade. The top 20 consumers count is derived based on
each consumer's average utilization of the CPU cycles across the collection cycles during the
selected duration. Those consumers whose average utilization percentage is high when compared
to the other associated consumers are categorized as the top 20 consumers.
Select an MP blade ID (cluster #, blade location) from MP Blades in the component selection
tree and choose the MP Blade Util - Top 20 Consumers metric in the Available Metrics Choose
Metric Category list. For more information, see “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252).
A column graph is displayed in a separate Utilization Metrics chart window, where each column
depicts the average MP blade utilization by each consumer. The X-axis represents the consumer
IDs (includes the consumer type and the processing type) and the Y-axis represents the average
MP blade utilization. The chart title includes the P9500/XP7 disk array DKC number, the MP
blade ID, and the metric name for which the graph is plotted. The legends on the top right corner
of the column graph helps you to identify the corresponding consumers.
“MP blade utilization - top 20 consumers” (page 282) displays a column graph for the top 20
consumers of the MPB-1MA.

Figure 36 MP blade utilization - top 20 consumers

Place the pointer over a column to view the following details for the respective consumer:

Example (see Figure 36 (page 282))MP blade utilization by top 20 consumers

LDEV:0:18 (Backend)Consumer type, Consumer ID, and the processing type
A consumer's association with a processing type provides an
understanding on the number of processing cycles used by
the consumer with different processing types.
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Example (see Figure 36 (page 282))MP blade utilization by top 20 consumers

For example, an LDEV 0:09 might be involved in processing
frontend and backend requests. Its processing type reveals
whether the frontend or the backend requests have been high.
Further to the above-mentioned example:

• If the average utilization shown for the Frontend processing
type is 30% and 25% is contributed by the LDEV 0:09

• If the average utilization shown for the Backend processing
type is 25% and 15% is contributed by the LDEV 0:09

This data indicates that the LDEV 0:09 has been addressing
high frontend requests when compared to the backend
activities.

NOTE: The average utilization of an MP Blade is always on
a scale of 1 - 100%.

1.37%Percentage of MP blade utilization by a consumer
Indicates that 1.37% is the average MP blade utilization by the
consumer 0:18 that belongs to the LDEV category and
associated with the Backend processing type.
It also indicates that out of the average MP blade utilization
displayed for the Backend processing type, 1.37% utilization
is due to the consumer 0:18. For more information on
processing types, see “Viewing MP blade utilization by
processing types” (page 283).

IMPORTANT: A consumer's percentage of MP blade utilization might or might not be constant
for the entire duration that you select. For example, it can be the utilization at a particular time
stamp that is the maximum compared to the utilization by other components during the selected
duration.

Viewing MP blade utilization by processing types

IMPORTANT: This section is applicable for P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

You can view the average MP blade utilization split up for the different processing types. For
example, if the average MP blade utilization by a Frontend processing type is significantly higher
than the other processing types, it indicates that more CPU cycles are utilized to process requests
from the Frontend consumers. Similarly, if the average utilization by a Backend processing type
is high, it indicates that more CPU cycles are utilized to process backend transfers for the Backend
consumers.
“Processing types” (page 283) lists the different processing types and their description.

Table 26 Processing types

DescriptionProcessing types

Indicates all the frontend activities involved in processing the
I/O requests.

Open-target

Indicates all the processing involved in the continuous access
replication activities.

Open-initiator

Indicates all the processing involved in accessing external
storage.

Open-external initiator
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Table 26 Processing types (continued)

DescriptionProcessing types

Indicates all the backend activities involved in processing target
I/O requests.

Backend

Indicates all the array system activities involved to service all
the above-mentioned processing type requests.

System

Select an MP blade from MP Blades in the component selection tree and choose the MP Blade
Util/Processing Type metric in the Available Metrics Choose Metric Category list. For more
information, see “MP Blades navigation path” (page 252). A stacked area graph is displayed in a
separate Utilization Metrics chart window and displays the MP blade utilization split up for the
different processing types. Each area represents the percentage of average MP blade utilization
by an individual processing type. The X-axis represents the duration that you select and the
Y-axis represents the average MP blade utilization. The chart title includes the P9500/XP7 disk
array DKC number, the MP blade ID, and the metric name for which the graph is plotted. The
legends on the top right corner of the stacked area graph help you to identify the corresponding
processing types.
“MP blade utilization - Processing types” (page 284) displays a stacked area graph for the
processing types served by the MPB-1MA blade.

Figure 37 MP blade utilization - Processing types

Place the pointer over an area to view the following details for a processing type:

Example (see Figure 37 (page 284))MP blade utilization by processing types

SystemProcessing type

08/12/10, 10:36:36Date and time stamp

3.12%Average MP blade utilization by a processing type (average
from the previous to the current time stamp)

Total: 19.02%Average MP blade utilization by all the processing types
associated with the MP blade for the overall duration

(16.4%)Average MP blade utilization by a processing type for the
overall duration Calculated as (3.12 / 19.02) * 100

The value 16.4% in 19.02% indicates the average utilization
contributed by the System processing type.
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Example (see Figure 37 (page 284))MP blade utilization by processing types

The 16.4% average utilization by the System processing type
is further contributed by the associated top 20 consumers. It
indicates that 16.4% of the CPU cycles are utilized to process
the consumers requests. For more information, see “Viewing
top 20 consumers of an MP blade” (page 282).

The above data helps you to understand the extent of an MP blade utilization by a particular
processing type when compared to the average utilization by all the processing types for the
overall duration.

Viewing aggregate data for metrics
You can view the average utilization for the components in a metrics category using the Stacked
button in the Charts screen. Select the required in the component selection tree, and then choose
the appropriate metric for which you want to view the average utilization data in the Available
Metrics Choose Metric Category list.

NOTE: You can select a maximum of eight components. The system does not display the
stacked chart if more that eight components are selected.

The Line chart for the selected components is displayed in the Chart window. To view the stacked
chart, click the stacked button. The button label changes to Line Chart. When you click the button
again the Line chart is displayed and the button label changes to Stacked.
Each area represents the percentage of average metrics utilization. The X-axis represents the
date and the time duration selected. The Y-axis represents the metrics utilization. The legends
on the top right corner of the stacked area graph help you to identify the components.

NOTE:
• You can stack the area chart for a maximum of 12 hours duration.

• For MP Blades utilization, the Stacked button is disabled for the following utilization metrics:

◦ MP Blade Util/Processing Type

◦ MP Blade Util – Top 20 Consumers

Figure 38 (page 286) displays the stacked area graph for the average metrics utilization.
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Figure 38 Average Metric Utilization

Place the pointer over an area to view the following details:

Example (see Figure 38 (page 286))Aggregate Data

53040,CL1B(Fibre(Target)),Maximum)XP or XP7 disk array, component, metric name)

07/07/11, 14:06:00Date and time stamp

12110 (68.4%)Average utilization metrics value for the specific date and time
stamp (average utilization metrics percentage for the specific
date and time stamp)

total: 17709Sum of all the data points for the specific date and time stamp

NOTE: In the stacked chart view, the system enables you to select maximum eight components.

Using chart controls and settings
After a performance graph is plotted in the Chart Work Area, you can perform the following tasks
using the controls provided in the top and bottom pane of the Chart Work Area.

• “Adding new chart windows” (page 287)

• “Saving charts as PDF files” (page 287)

• “Saving favorite charts” (page 287)

• “Loading favorite charts” (page 289)

• “Forecasting utilization” (page 293)

• “Using date and time filters” (page 294)

• “Using chart Styles” (page 295)

• “Printing charts” (page 291)

• “Changing the Chart Work Area layout” (page 291)

• “Viewing current LDEV assignments for an MP blade” (page 292)

• “Previewing charts” (page 297)

• “Zooming in on data points across performance graphs” (page 298)
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• “Rearranging or moving chart windows” (page 300)

• “Removing chart windows” (page 301)

Adding new chart windows
By default, the performance graphs of components for metrics that belong to the same metric
category are plotted in the same chart window. To view performance graphs of components in
separate chart windows:
1. Clear the selection (blue border) around the existing chart window by clicking the title bar

of the active chart window.
The blue border around the chart window should look disabled.

2. Click Add New to add a new chart window. The new chart window is automatically selected
(blue border appears around the active chart window).
The performance data points of components that you select in the component selection tree
for metrics in the same metric category are added to the new chart window till you clear the
selection.

Saving charts as PDF files
You can save charts in the Chart Work Area by clicking Save as PDF, where individual chart
windows having the charts are saved as separate PDF files. By default, all the chart windows in
the Chart Work Area are selected. Hence, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor saves all the charts
displayed in the Chart Work Area. However, if the charts that you want to save belong to chart
windows that are not selected:
1. Click the title bars of those chart windows to select (blue border should appear around the

chart window).
2. Click Save Chart as PDF.
If you do not want to save charts displayed in a particular chart window, accordingly click the title
bar of the respective chart window to disable the selection (the blue border around the chart
window should look disabled).
Following is the file naming convention given to the PDF
documents,<ChartTitle>_Timestamp.pdf, where <ChartTitle> refers to the metric
category title given for the chart window and Timestamp refers to the time when the save operation
was triggered (example, Frontend_IO_Metric_1254653406958.pdf). Depending on the number
of chart windows selected in the Chart Work Area, the save operation opens the equivalent
number of new browser windows. You are prompted to open, save the PDF, or cancel the save
operation.

Saving favorite charts
You can save the combination of components and metrics for which you want to frequently view
charts, as favorite charts. Whenever you want to view the performance graphs for the same set
of components and metrics, load the corresponding favorite chart. Hence, you need not select
the same combination of components and metrics again to plot their performance metrics. The
favorite charts provide a template framework, where you can continuously append new
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components and metrics to the existing list. These components can belong to multiple XP and
XP7 disk arrays. By default, a favorite chart when selected displays the performance data points
of components for the current Chart Work Area duration. If you want to view performance data
points for a longer duration, use Date/Time Filter, where you can select date and time range
from the calendar. For more information on specifying duration of time, see “Using date and time
filters” (page 294).

IMPORTANT:
• Using the favorite chart, you can only save components and metrics combination. The

performance metrics of components cannot be saved.
• Each favorite chart can accommodate components and metrics that belong to the same

metric category. The components and metrics that belong to a different metric category are
automatically considered as a separate favorite chart request.

To save a chart as a favorite chart:
1. In the Chart Work Area, select the chart windows that have performance graphs plotted for

a combination of components and metrics, which you want to save as favorite charts.
2. Click Save Fav Chart(s).

The Save Chart(s) dialog box appears. By default, the metric category titles of the respective
chart windows are displayed as the favorite chart names.

3. Click Save to save the selected charts as favorite charts. You can provide a name for the
favorite chart by clicking in the respective text box and entering the name. If you do not
provide a name, by default, the metric category title of the chart window is considered as
the favorite chart name. The following are a few points that you must note while specifying
a favorite chart name:
• The name should have only alphanumeric characters.

• The name should also begin with an alphanumeric character, which means the first
character in the name cannot be a special character.

• The name provided should be at least two characters in length. The maximum number
of characters being 50 characters.

• Only the special character, underscore (_) is allowed in the name.
Click Close if you do not want to save the selected chart.

If you save the new set of components and metrics (belonging to the same or different metric
categories) with an existing favorite chart name, the new set is automatically appended to the
existing set in the favorite chart. When you load that favorite chart, the performance graphs for
the corresponding components are segregated based on the metric categories to which the
metrics belong and displayed in the Chart Work Area. You can also save the new set of
components and metrics as a separate favorite chart. For more information, see “Loading favorite
charts” (page 289).
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NOTE: You can also generate, save, or schedule a report for your favorite chart. For more
information, see “Creating reports for favorite charts” (page 290).

Loading favorite charts
A favorite chart when selected displays the performance data points of components for the current
duration that is active in the Chart Work Area. You can also view the performance of the selected
components for a duration of your choice by selecting the date and time using the Date/Time
Filter. The favorite chart re-renders itself to provide the performance graphs of components for
the selected duration. However, every time you view a favorite chart, the previous set of data
points are not retained and displayed along with the current set of data points. For example, if 6
hours is selected as the current duration in the Date/Time Filter for the Chart Work Area, the
favorite chart that you select displays the performance data points collected over the last 6 hours
only. The chart does not display the set of data points previous to the 6 hours duration. If you do
not specify a time range, the data points for the last 1 hour of the management station are
displayed in the chart window.
To view favorite charts:
1. Click Load Fav Chart(s).

A pop-up dialog appears displaying the favorites charts that you can view.

2. Select one or more favorite charts from the list and click View Chart.
The favorite chart appears in the Chart Work Area and is selected by default.

• You can add components for metrics in the same metric category to this favorite chart
and save it with the same name, or provide a different name.

• If you provide the existing favorite chart name, the new set of metrics and components
are appended to the list in the existing favorite chart.

• If you add components and metrics for a different metric category, the performance
graph of components are automatically added in a new chart window and you must
save it as a separate favorite chart.

• If a chart window already exists for the metric category, for which you load a favorite
chart, the performance metrics for components in the favorite chart is automatically
appended to the existing chart window. For example, if a chart window exists for
Utilization metrics in the Chart Work Area and you load a favorite chart for the same
metric category, the performance metrics of components are automatically appended
to the existing Utilization Metrics chart window. If required, you can save the updated
favorite chart again.
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Deleting favorite charts
To delete a favorite chart:
1. Click Load Fav Chart(s).

A dialog box that lists the favorite charts appears.
2. Select a favorite chart from the list and click Delete.
The favorite chart is removed from the list.
To refresh the list, click Refresh. To close the dialog box, click Close.

Creating reports for favorite charts
In addition to viewing your favorite charts, you can also generate, save, or schedule reports for
the favorite charts. The reports contain the performance graphs for the combination of components
and metrics saved in your favorite charts. You can also select the duration for which you want
to view the performance graphs of the components.
Generating or saving reports for favorite charts

NOTE:
• To create a report, it is mandatory that you provide the report name, array model, and report

type.
• The Report Name, Customer Name, Consultant Name, and Array Location are

pre-populated in the respective fields if you have already configured them as common
settings on the Email Settings screen. For more information, see “Configuring email and
SNMP settings” (page 73). If you do not want these default descriptions, modify the respective
fields. However, the changes are applicable only for the current report that you generate,
save, or schedule.

• Each chart can display performance data points for a maximum of 50 components in the
report generated for the favorite charts.

To generate or save a report for a favorite chart:
1. Click Reports+Create/Schedule Reports in the left pane.
2. Select or enter the following details:

• Name of the report in the Report Name box. The name must not be less than 2
characters or exceed 80 characters in length.

• Name of the customer or company in the Customer Name box.

• Name of the consultant in the Consultant box.

• Location for the array in the Array Location box.

• The format in which you want to view the report, from the File Type list.
The following are the supported file formats: HTML, PDF, and RTF.
The HTML format is the default file type for any report that you generate or save. The
report is always provided in a compressed file (.zip) format as an email attachment.
However, if you select a PDF or RTF file type, choose to receive a normal report file or
a compressed file as the email attachment. If you have saved the report in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor or scheduled the report generation, the corresponding record for
the report is also displayed on the View Reports screen (Reports+View Reports). You
can further select the report you want to view.
By default, the SMTP_Rpt_Compress is set to TRUE in the
serverparameters.properties file. Any PDF or DOC file type that you generate or
save for a report is attached as a compressed file in the email notification sent by HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor.
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To receive a normal (uncompressed) report as an email attachment, set the
SMTP_Rpt_Compress to FALSE in the serverparameters.properties file. Then,
restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service on your management station.
Any PDF or DOC file type that you generate or save for a report is provided as a normal
file attachment in the email notification sent by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

3. Select Template.
4. Select the favorite chart from the Template list.

All the favorite charts that you created on the Charts screen are available in this list.
5. Select the Collection Period as One Time.
6. Select the Start Time and End Time for the report.
7. Click Generate to view the report immediately.

Click Save to save and view the report later.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor saves the report in its database and also displays a record
for the report in the Reports section (Reports+View Reports). By default, the new record
is displayed at the end of the list. The following details along with those you provided while
creating a report are displayed for the report record in the Reports section:

• User Name: The name of the user who created the report. For example, the user name
displays Administrator against the report that you created, if you logged into HPE XP7
Performance Advisor as an Administrator.

• Generation Time: The time when the report is created.

Scheduling reports for favorite charts
To schedule a report for a favorite chart:
1. Follow steps 1 to 4 specified in “Creating reports for favorite charts” (page 290).
2. Follow the steps mentioned in “Scheduling reports” (page 311).
The report is generated and can be identified by the report name. The title of the report displays
the name of the favorite chart for which you created the report. The report displays the performance
data points of components for metrics available in the favorite chart and for the selected duration.

Printing charts
In the Chart Work Area, click Print to print the charts that belong to the selected chart windows.
By default, all the chart windows in the Chart Work Area are selected. They are printed as separate
pages and the local system printer configuration settings are considered while printing the charts.
However, if the charts that you want to print belong to chart windows that are not selected:
1. Click the title bars of those chart windows to select them (blue border should appear around

the chart window).
2. Click Print.
If you do not want to print a particular chart window, click the title bar of that chart window (the
blue border around the chart window should look disabled).

NOTE: Only maximized chart windows that are selected can be printed.

Changing the Chart Work Area layout
You can align the chart windows either vertically or horizontally in the Chart Work Area. By default,
the chart windows that appear in the Chart Work Area are vertically aligned. It is useful to align
charts vertically when you want to view and compare the performance graphs of related
components for the same duration. For example, the chart windows that display the port I/O and
the MP utilization, or the LDEV I/O and associated RAID group utilization for the same duration
can be vertically aligned.
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To align charts horizontally or vertically in the Chart Work Area, click or .

NOTE:
• When you change the layout, it applies to all the chart windows in the Chart Work Area.

• Each column in the Chart Work Area can occupy only four chart windows if you select the
vertical alignment for the Chart Work Area.

• The Chart Work Area layout can be modified only under Charts.

Viewing current LDEV assignments for an MP blade

IMPORTANT: This section is applicable only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

You can view the LDEVs that are assigned to an MP blade for the duration that you select in the
Chart Work Area. This data helps you to identify the MP blade that is processing requests for an
LDEV. Based on this data, you can perform the necessary action. For example, if your application
using LDEV 00:05 is experiencing a high response time, one of the reasons can be attributed to
the MP blade serving the LDEV 00:05. There might be other consumers using more processor
cycles of the MP blade. In such a case, you can migrate LDEV 00:05 to a less utilized MP blade.
You can choose the LDEVs that you want to migrate to other MP blades based on this data. In
case of imbalanced utilization among two MP blades, where one of them is heavily utilized, you
can choose to migrate the LDEVs that are exerting load on the heavily utilized MP blade to the
other less utilized MP blade.

NOTE: The MP blade-LDEV assignment data is collected every two hours as part of the
performance data collection. This data provides changes in the MP blade-LDEV assignments
that occurred over the last two hours. The following event appears in the Event Log table whenever
the MP blade-LDEV assignment data is collected:
Short update collection: Received MP data for Owner ID 0:33 of Owner Type: LDEV

By default, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor includes the current MP blade assignment data in all
the performance graphs plotted for an LDEV. “Current MP blade assignment” (page 292) displays
the LDEV Total IO - Frontend metrics graph for the LDEV 0:33. The Current MP indicates the
MP blade that is currently processing requests for the LDEV 0:33.

Figure 39 Current MP blade assignment
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Place the pointer over a particular data point for an LDEV to view the following details:

Example (see Figure 39 (page 292))LDEV - MP blade assignment

53036P9500 Disk Array ID

0:33cu:ldev ID

LDEV Total IO - FrontendMetric for which you have plotted the performance graph

Drive Type: DKS5B - K146SSDrive type

1933cu:ldev value

09/03/10, 11:20:00Date and time stamp

Current MP: MPB-1MACurrent MP blade ID (cluster #, blade location)
MPB-1MA is the MP blade ID, where 1 indicates the cluster #
and MA indicates the blade location.

Forecasting utilization
You can forecast utilization of the following components in charts:

• MP Util (%)

• Write Pending (%)

• DKA Util (%)

• RG Util (%)

• ThP Util (%)

• MP Blade Util (%)

IMPORTANT:
• The forecast on the MP Util (%) and DKA Util (%) are available only for the XP disk arrays.

• The forecast on the MP Blade Util (%) is available only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The forecast utilization can be monitored for a day or a week based on the current data points.
For example, if you have data points for a RAID group collected over two days and you want to
forecast its utilization for the next three weeks, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor forecasts the
utilization rate based on the data collected over two days.

• For an XP disk array, the forecasted utilization value for the DKA, MP, RAID group, and the
cache write pending utilization is measured against the default or threshold values that are
set on the Threshold Setting screen.

• For an P9500/XP7 disk array, the forecasted utilization value for the RAID group, MP blade,
and the cache write pending utilization is measured against the default or threshold values
that are set on the Threshold Setting screen.

For more information, see “Configuring dashboard threshold settings” (page 99).
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In the preceding utilization forecast graph, the threshold value is displayed as a blue reference
line and the forecast appears as a green line.

IMPORTANT:
• For daily utilization forecast, ensure that at least 1 day of data is available in the plotted

charts.
• For weekly utilization forecast, ensure that at least 2 days of data is available in the plotted

charts.

To forecast a ThP pool utilization, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor considers the existing rate of
utilization of a ThP pool. Then, it extends the performance graph of the respective ThP pool to
project the corresponding utilization for the next few days or weeks, based on the duration that
you select. For more information on forecasting for ThP pools, see “Forecasting THP's
performance” (page 420).
To forecast utilization for any of the above-mentioned components, select the component and
its corresponding metric, and select the duration from the Forecast list in the Chart Setting
section. You can forecast the utilization for only one component at a time.

Using date and time filters
The following are the date and time filters that you can use on charts:

• Start Updating:
Click Start Updating for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to update the selected chart window
every 5 minutes with the newest data points. The newest data points are added to the right
side of the graphs in the chart window. It is in addition to the data points that are already
plotted for the specified date and time range. All the other data points are shifted one column
to the left of the graphs. The five minutes duration starts from the time you clicked the Start
Updating button and based on the system time where you are accessing HPE XP7
Performance Advisor. If the performance data is being collected for a frequency less than
5 minutes, all the data points accumulated over the past 5 minutes are displayed. If the
performance data is being collected for a frequency greater than 5 minutes, there are no
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data points available when the chart is initially updated for 5 minutes. The data points appear
in the next update cycle only for the delta duration.
When you click Start Updating, the chart re-renders itself to show the new values that are
collected from the host agent. The Start Time displays the time when the automatic update
started, and the End Time displays Continuous Update. It implies that HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor continuously updates the chart with the newest data points till the time you click
Stop Updating. Then, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor stops the automatic re-rendering of
the chart. The End Time displays the time till when the chart was last updated.

• Date/Time Filters:
The Preset option in the Chart Settings – Time Frame section displays the following date
filters:

◦ 1 hour

◦ 6 hours

◦ 12 hours

◦ 1 day

◦ 1 week

◦ Custom: Click to select the duration (start and end date) from the calendar and then
click Update. The duration is for when you want to view the performance data of the
selected components.

By default, the data points collected in the last one hour of the management station's time
are displayed, if you do not specify a particular duration.

• Last 10 Collections:
Click Last 10 Collections in the Chart Settings – Time Frame section to view only the last
10 data points plotted in the performance graph.

Using chart Styles
The following are the different chart styles that you can use on the performance graphs in the
Chart Work Area:

• Time Line

• Moving Average

• Line Plus Moving Average

• Time Line No Breaks
Select any of the above from the Chart Style list in the Chart Settings section.
Time Line Chart Style
Time Line chart style (default) enables you to view the plotting of data points for a fixed time
interval. In addition, when data points for multiple metrics are plotted with different collection
frequencies, their relationships with the time intervals are displayed correctly.
Only data points that are collected during the specified interval are retrieved from the database
and plotted on the graph. Data points are not plotted for intervals of time where data collection
has failed. Hence, there can be discontinuity in the graph plotted. In the sense, the graph for that
particular duration displays a blank graph area, indicating a failure in data collection. The data
points are plotted again once data collection resumes.
Moving Average Chart Style
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The Moving Average chart style enables you to view the average performance of the selected
components for a specified time interval. The current average (Moving Average) value is calculated
by taking the average of the previous data points. You can specify the number of data points for
which the average needs to be calculated, using the Point Factor list. The minimum that you
can select from the Point Factor list are 2 points and the maximum are 24 points.

IMPORTANT:
• HPE recommends that you select minimum Point Factors for accuracy and better view of

the graph that is plotted.
• Moving Average is calculated as the average of the initial set of data points. Hence, the

graph is not displayed for the initial set of data points. The Point Factor that you select
determines the number of data points that are considered to calculate the Moving Average
value.

• Chart displays a break in collection whenever there is a difference in frequency between the
current collection interval and the previous collection interval. For example, you might have
set the current collection interval at five minutes and the previous collection interval at three
minutes, resulting in a change in collection frequency. Thus, the graph displays a break in
the plotting of data points, implies a change in frequency between the previous and the
current collection.

The Moving Average values are calculated and plotted only for those data points that are collected
by the data collection process. If the data collection fails, the Moving Average values are not
calculated and plotted on the graph. However, if the collection had not failed, a line displays
connecting the last data point that was plotted before the failure and the first data point that is
plotted after the data collection resumed. As a result, you can view a complete graph for the
average performance of the selected array components irrespective of whether the data collection
is active or discontinued. The legend names for the Moving Average graphs are appended with
-MA.
Line Plus Moving Average Chart Style
The Line Plus Moving Average chart style enables you to view the actual performance and the
average performance of the selected components for a specified time interval. Both the Time
Line and the Moving Average chart styles are applied on the performance graphs for the selected
components. Separate Legend items at the right hand corner of the chart window enable you
to differentiate a Time Line graph from a Moving Average graph.
If this chart style is selected along with appropriate point factor, the data points and the average
values are plotted simultaneously when the data collection is in progress. If the data collection
fails for a particular duration, two straight lines are displayed for that duration, indicating a failure
in data collection. The straight line for Time Line connects the last data point that was plotted
before the failure and the first data point that is plotted after the data collection resumed. The
straight line for Moving Average connects the last Moving Average value that was plotted before
the failure, and the first Moving Average value that is plotted after the data collection resumed.
This provides you an approximate idea of the actual and average performance trend if the
collection had not failed. Once the data collection resumes, the data points and the average
values are again plotted simultaneously for the selected components.
Time Line No Breaks Chart Style
The Time Line No Breaks chart style enables you to view the actual performance of the selected
components irrespective of whether the data collection is active or discontinued. Using this style,
view a complete graph that includes the data points plotted when the data collection is active,
and the performance trend of the selected components when the data collection is discontinued.
From the Time Line No Breaks graph, you can visualize the pattern in which the data points be
plotted irrespective of whether the data collection is active or discontinued.
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The data points are plotted simultaneously when the data collection is in progress. If the data
collection fails for a particular duration, a straight line is displayed for that duration, indicating a
failure in data collection. The straight line joins the last data point that is plotted before the data
collection failed and the first data point that is plotted after the data collection resumed. This
provides you an approximate idea of the performance of components if the data collection was
active during the specified time interval. Once the data collection resumes, the data points are
again plotted simultaneously for the selected components.

Zooming in on charts
You can zoom in on charts in the following ways:

• Horizontal zoom, where you use the Zoom preview panel to zoom in on charts for a selected
duration

• Vertical and horizontal zoom, where you zoom in on charts for a specified duration and also
data points across performance graphs

Previewing charts
The Zoom preview panel provides a preview to the performance data displayed for a selected
duration in the respective chart window. It appears if the Zoom check box is selected in the Chart
Settings – Show section, and occupies the lower pane of a chart window. It has sliders that you
can use to filter the overall duration in the chart window and view data for a particular focused
duration. You can drag the sliders on either side of the time scale to increase or decrease the
duration for which you want to view the data points. The existing chart window are accordingly
updated to display data points for the duration selected in the Zoom preview panel. The focused
area in the Zoom preview panel is highlighted in blue. It displays the section of the chart window
that you are currently viewing in the Zoom preview panel. The Zoom preview panel is always in
sync with its chart window and dynamically updated whenever you change the duration in the
chart window.

IMPORTANT: You can preview the data in the Zoom preview panel only for the duration
selected in the respective chart window. The preview is for the entire chart window and covers
all the data points plotted in the chart window for the selected duration.
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Focused area in the Zoom preview panel1

Sliders on the time scale in the Zoom preview panel2

Zooming in on data points across performance graphs
In addition to zooming in on data points for a particular duration, you can also zoom in on a
combination of data points in the chart window. If zoom preview is enabled, it also highlights the
focused area in the chart window. To zoom in on data points in the chart window:
• Holding down the mouse button, drag the pointer across the data points that you want to

focus on.
The chart window displays the focused set of data points. The sliders on the Zoom preview
panel automatically shift the focus to the selected set of data points. The focused area is
highlighted in blue, in the Zoom preview panel.
In the following set of images, the first image displays the data points being focused across
the performance graphs. The second image displays the focused set of data points with the
Zoom preview panel updated accordingly.
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To zoom out, click an empty area in the chart window.
In the Zoom Preview panel, if you plot the chart for one day, the chart displays data with time
stamp.
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In the Zoom Preview panel, if you plot the chart for more than one day, the chart displays data
with date stamp.

Rearranging or moving chart windows
To move or rearrange chart windows in the Chart Work, click in the title bar of the chart window
that you want to move and holding down the left mouse button, drag and drop that chart over an
existing chart, where you want the new chart to be placed in the Chart Work Area. The existing
chart window automatically shifts to accommodate the relocated chart window. The following are
a few use cases on when you might want to rearrange charts in the Chart Work Area:

• If you want to compare performance graphs of components plotted for metrics that belong
to different metric categories

• If you have performance graphs of components for related metrics plotted in different chart
windows
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Removing chart windows
You can remove all the charts currently displayed in the Chart Work Area by clicking Close
Charts. All the active and passive chart windows are removed from the Chart Work Area.
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11 Using reports
This chapter discusses the following topics:

• “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308)

• “Viewing a report” (page 316)

• “Viewing a schedule” (page 317)

• “Virtualization for reports” (page 317)

• “Logging report details and exceptions” (page 320)

Introduction
Reports provide history of performance data collected for a specified XP or an XP7 disk array,
where a visual representation of the performance trend of components is shown for a duration
that you specify. The performance data points are plotted for different metrics that help analyze
the performance of an XP or an XP7 disk array.
Reports can be a one-time activity, where you either generate and view a report, or save a copy
of the report for later reference.

• If you generate a report, you can only view a temporary copy of the report. You cannot
retrieve the report once it is closed. For more information, see “Generating, saving, or
scheduling reports” (page 308).

• If you save a report, it is available in the following location: Local_drive:\HPSS\pa\
tomcat\webapps\pa\export. By default, the Local_drive on the management station
refers to the C drive, where the Windows operating system is installed and the HPSS folder
is also copied to the C drive. For more information, see “Viewing a report” (page 316).

Reports can also be a scheduled activity, where data is collected periodically on a daily, weekly,
or monthly basis. For more information, see “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308).

Types of reports
Reports in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provide a high level performance view of the XP and
XP7 disk arrays, and the utilization of individual components in these disk arrays. Each report
includes the 50th, 90th, and 95th percentile values as legends in the charts. Following are the
different reports that you can view in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. The Yes and No given
under For XP disk arrays and For XP7 disk arrays columns indicate whether that particular report
is displayed for the XP7 disk array:

For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionReport types

YesYes
The Findings section provides
a brief summary on the status

The Array Performance report
provides the overall array
performance by measuring the
total I/Os, read and write I/Os

Array Performance

• The Findings section
provides a brief summary
on the status of the cache,
LDEVs, and the MP blades.

of the CHIPs, cache, ACP,
and the LDEVs.on that array. The Array

Performance report comprises
of the following reports: • The utilization summary of

the CHIP/CHA and• Total I/O Rate
ACP/DKA MPs are not
displayed in the Array• Total I/O Rate by hour of

day
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For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionReport types

Performance report -
Findings section.• Total I/O Rate Detail

• Read-Write Ratio

• Read-Write Ratio by hour
of day

• Read-Write Detail

• Max/Min Frontend Port
IOPS

• Max/Min Frontend Port
MB/s

In addition, it includes a
section called Findings at the
beginning of the report.

NoYesThe ACP Utilization report
provides data on the utilization

ACP Utilization

of various installed ACP/DKA
pairs for the duration that you
specify. You can also view the
ACP Utilization by Hour of the
Day report that provides the
utilization data for all the
ACP/DKA pairs averaged over
a 24-hour period.

YesYesThe Cache Utilization report
provides data on the following:

Cache Utilization

• Utilization of cache

• Percentage of pending
writes

• Read hits as a percentage
of total read operations

• Total number of transfers
per second

• Total number of transfers
over the past 24-hours

• Cache side file utilization
for the continuous access
asynchronous transfers

• CLPR MP Blade Write
Pending Rate

• CLPR MP Blade Usage
Rate

NoYesThe CHIP Utilization report
provides data on the utilization

CHIP Utilization

of various installed
CHIPs/CHAs for the duration
that you specify. You can also
view the CHIP/CHA utilization
by the Hour of the Day report
that provides the utilization
data for all the CHIPs/CHAs
averaged over a 24-hour
period.

YesYesThe LDEV IO report provides
data on the busiest LDEVs

LDEV IO

and the RAID groups. It is
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For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionReport types

based on the frontend I/Os
and the backend transfers.
You can select the number of
busiest LDEVs and RAID
groups you want to view in the
report. The selection is in
multiples of eight and ranges
from 8 - 128 for the frontend
and the backend LDEVs, and
8 - 32 for the frontend and the
backend RAID groups.
For more information, see
“Creating a report for the
busiest LDEVs and RAID
groups” (page 313).

YesYesThe LDEV Activity report
provides data on the average

LDEV Activity

performance and the utilization
of LDEVs. The following are
the different metrics available
for the LDEV Activity report:

• FrontEndIO

• BackEnd IO

• MB

• Utilization

• Read Response Time

• Write Response Time

The LDEV data corresponding
to each of the above metric is
provided in a separate .csv
file, based on the metric that
you select. For more
information, see “Creating an
LDEV Activity report”
(page 314).

YesYesThe RAID Group Utilization
report provides the top 32

RAID Group Utilization

RAID groups, which is derived
based on the extent of
utilization of each RAID group.
It is available as standalone
report and also as a part of the
All report. For more
information, see “Creating
report to view the most utilized
RAID Groups” (page 315).

YesYesThe Journal Pool Utilization
report provides data on the

Journal Pool Utilization

utilization percentage of the
eight busiest Journal groups.

YesYes (only for the XP24000
Disk Array)

The ThP Pool Occupancy
report provides data on the

ThP Pool Occupancy

utilization percentage of the
eight busiest ThP pools.
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For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionReport types

It also includes pool
performance metrics such as:

• Frontend IO per second

• Frontend MB per second

• Backend tracks

• Average read response
time

• Average write response
time

• Max read response time

• Max write response time

YesNoThe MP Blade Utilization
report provides data on the

MP Blade Utilization

average utilization of each
installed MP blade. In addition,
the following are also included
in the report for each MP
blade:

• The top 20 consumers
(LDEVs, continuous access
journal groups, or E-LUNs)
and their average utilization
of the CPU cycles.

• The average MP blade
utilization by each
processing type.

So, if there are four MP
blades, the MP Blade
Utilization report displays the
utilization data and related
charts in the following order:
1. Average utilization data for

the first MP blade.
2. Average utilization by top

20 consumers for the first
MP blade.

3. Average utilization by the
processing types for the
first MP blade.

The above-mentioned
sequence is repeated for the
subsequent MP blades.

YesYesThe Host Group Performance
Report provides the overall

Host Group Performance

host group performance by
measuring the total IOs for the
host group. It comprises of the
following reports:

• Total IO

• Total IO write

• Total Read

• Total MB

• Total MB Write

• Total MB read
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For P9500/XP7 disk arraysFor XP disk arraysDescriptionReport types

• Average Read response
time

• Average Write response
time

• Maximum Read response
time

• Maximum Write Response
Time

Two pie charts show the
following metrics:
1. Total IO divided into

random and sequential
components for the
following:

• Random Read

• Random Read Cache

• Random Write

• Sequential Read

• Sequential Read Cache

• Sequential Write

2. Total MB divided into
random and sequential
components

• Random Read

• Random Write

• Sequential Read

• Sequential Write

YesYesThe front end port utilization
comprises of the following
reports:

Front End Port Utilization

• Maximum Port IO

• Minimum Port IO

• Average Port IO

• Average Port MB

• Maximum Port MB

• Minimum Port MB

YesYesThe All report consolidates
and provides the

All

NOTE: The ACP/DKA and
the CHIP/CHA utilization data
are not applicable for the XP7
disk arrays. So, their reports
are not included in the All
report generated for the XP7
disk arrays.

NOTE: The MP blade
utilization data is not
applicable for the XP disk
arrays. So, the MP Blade
Utilization report is not
included in the All report
generated for the XP disk
arrays.

above-mentioned reports in a
single report for the selected
date and time range:

IMPORTANT: The LDEV
Activity report is not included
in the All report.

To view sample reports for the above-mentioned report types, see “Appendix B - Sample
reports” (page 369).
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IMPORTANT:
• Reports on the following are available only if they are configured in the selected XP or XP7

disk array. If not configured, they are not even displayed as options to select for create their
reports. In addition, they are also not displayed in other related reports, like the Array
Performance and the All reports.

◦ Journal Pool Utilization

◦ ThP Pool Occupancy

◦ Snapshot Pool Occupancy

• In the report that you create, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor plots the data for a maximum
of eight components in each chart that is displayed in the report. For example, if you want
to view the LDEV IO report for the 64 busiest LDEVs, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides
a single report that includes eight charts. Each chart accommodates data for a maximum of
eight LDEVs.

Create/Schedule Reports screen
The Create/Schedule Reports screen appears by default when you click Reports in the left pane.

Figure 40 Reports screen

To generate, save, or schedule reports, click Reports+Create/Schedule Reports in the left
pane. For more information, see “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308).
To view the following, click Reports+View Reports in the left pane:

• Records for the reports that you schedule periodically or save in HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor

• Schedules that are to be executed more than once
You can also edit or delete a schedule. For more information, see “Viewing a report” (page 316)
and “Viewing a schedule” (page 317).
Tasks you can perform on the Reports screen

• “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308)

• “Viewing a report” (page 316)
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• “Scheduling reports” (page 311)

• “Viewing a schedule” (page 317)

Generating, saving, or scheduling reports
You can generate a report, where you view only a temporary copy of the report. You can also
save a report, where a copy of the report is retained in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor for your
later reference. In addition to the above-mentioned, schedule a report on a periodic basis, where
data is automatically provided in the corresponding report for the duration that you specify.

IMPORTANT:
• If you have logged in as an Administrator or a user with administrator privileges, generate

or save reports, or schedule reports periodically.
• If you have logged in with user privileges, you cannot schedule reports. You can only generate

or save reports.

You can also create or schedule reports on favorite charts. For more information, see “Creating
reports for favorite charts” (page 290).
Related Topics

• “Providing common report details” (page 308)

• “Generating or saving reports” (page 310)

• “Scheduling reports” (page 311)

Providing common report details

NOTE:
• To create a report, it is mandatory that you provide the report name, array model, and the

report type.
• The Report Name, Customer Name, Consultant Name, and the Array Location are

pre-populated in the respective fields, if you have already configured them as common
settings on the Email Settings screen. For more information, see “Configuring email and
SNMP settings” (page 73). These details are applicable for all the reports that you create.
If you do not want to use these default descriptions, modify the respective fields. However,
the changes are applicable only for the current report that you generate, save, or schedule.

The following are common set of fields that you must complete for generating, saving, or
scheduling a report. To provide the common report details:
1. Click Reports+Create/Schedule Reports in the left pane.

The Create/Schedule Reports screen appears.
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2. Select or enter the following details:
• Name of the report in the Report Name box. The name should not be less than 2

characters or exceed 80 characters in length.
• Name of the customer or company in the Customer Name box.

• Name of the consultant in the Consultant box.

• Location for the array in the Array Location box.

• Select one of the following: Array or Template or Host Group option from the Based
on option.

• Select the array type from the Array Type drop-down list.
The Array Type list displays the supported XP disk array models (P9500, XP24000,
XP20000, XP12000, and XP10000), and the XP7 disk arrays.

• The array DKC (serial number) from the Array list.
Based on the array model that you select, the Array list displays the corresponding
XP/XP7 disk array DKCs that are monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

• The Host Group name from the Host Group drop-down list.

NOTE: Host Group drop-down list is enabled only when Host Group is selected in
the Based on option.

• The type of report that you want on the selected XP or XP7 disk array, from the Report
Type list.

◦ Array Performance (Not available for Host Group based reports)

◦ LDEV IO

◦ LDEV Activity (Not available for Host Group nodes)

◦ RAID Group Utilization

◦ Cache Utilization

◦ ACP Utilization (Not available for Host Group based reports)

◦ CHIP Utilization (Not available for Host Group based reports)

◦ Journal Pool Utilization

◦ THP Pool Occupancy

◦ Snapshot Pool Occupancy

◦ MP Blade Utilization report

◦ Host Group Performance (Not available for Array based reports)

◦ Frontend Port Utilization (Not available for Array based reports)

◦ All report

IMPORTANT:

◦ The ACP Utilization report and the CHIP Utilization report can be generated only
for the XP disk arrays
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◦ The MP Blade Utilization report can be generated for P9500 and XP7 disk arrays

You can also select multiple reports and view the corresponding data in a single report
document. The data for each report is arranged based on the order in which you selected
them while creating or scheduling a report. Use the Shift or the Ctrl key for selecting
multiple reports. Alternatively, use the Up and the Down arrow keys with the Shift and
the Ctrl keys.

NOTE:

◦ The LDEV Activity report output is always in a .csv format. So, you cannot select
the LDEV Activity report along with the other reports, as their output will be in
.html, .pdf, docx, or .rtf format.

◦ To save an Export DB report, see “Creating Export DB CSV files” (page 154).

• The format in which you want to view the report, from the File Type list.
The following are the supported file formats:

◦ HTML

◦ PDF

◦ RTF

◦ CSV (only for LDEV activity)

◦ DOCX

The HTML format is the default file type for any report that you generate or save. The
report is always provided in a compressed file (.zip) format as an email attachment.
You can extract the contents of the ZIP file onto your local system to view the report
details. However, if you select a PDF, DOCX or a RTF file type, choose to receive a
normal report file or a compressed file as the email attachment.
If you have saved the report in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor or scheduled the report
generation, the corresponding record for the report is also displayed on the View Reports
screen (Reports+View Reports). You can further select the report you want to view.
By default, the SMTP_Rpt_Compress is set to TRUE in the
serverparameters.properties file. Any PDF, DOCX or RTF file type that you
generate or save for a report is attached as a compressed file in the email notification
sent by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
To receive a normal (uncompressed) report as an email attachment, set the
SMTP_Rpt_Compress to FALSE in the serverparameters.properties file. Then,
restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Tomcat service on your management station.
Any PDF, DOCX or RTF file type that you generate or save for a report is provided as a
normal file attachment in the email notification sent by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

Generating or saving reports
In addition to providing the common report details (see “Providing common report details”
(page 308)), enter or select the following details to generate or save a report:
1. Select One Time as the Collection Period.
2. Select the start and end date and time from the respective calendars. If you retain the default

date and time (start date as <current date> 00:00:00 and end date as <current date>
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23:59:59), HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates the report for the current date starting
from 00:00:00 to the time when you initiated the report.

3. Generate or save the report.
• To generate a report, click Generate.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does not save the report in its database or display
records for the report in the Reports section (Reports+View Reports). Instead, view
only a temporary copy of the report. The report cannot be retrieved once it is closed. If
required, manually save a copy of the report on your system based on the report file
format:

◦ If the file format is HTML, the report generated is displayed in a new IE browser
window. You can save a copy of the report by clicking File+Save or File+Save As
on the browser menu.

◦ If the file format is PDF,DOCX or RTF, you are prompted to either open and view the
report, or save the report by downloading it to your local system. Based on your
requirement, click Open or Save, or click Cancel to cancel the request.

NOTE:

◦ Use the File→View option to view the DOCX file in the Web Layout format.

◦ The RTF format is not supported for the All report type. Use the DOCX format to
view the All report.

• Click Save. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays the following message: Process
initiated. Please check Event Log
Check the Event Log for the following informational message: Report successfully saved
as <report_name>.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor saves the report in its database and also displays a
record for the report in the Reports section (Reports+View Reports). By default, the
new record is displayed at the end of the list. The following details along with those you
provided while creating a report are displayed for the report record in the Reports
section:

◦ User Name: Name of the user who created the report. For example, the user name
is displayed as Administrator against the report that you created, if you logged in
to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor as an Administrator.

◦ Generation Time: The time when the report is created.

Click Reset anytime to clear the current selections and restore the default settings.

Related Topics

• “Scheduling reports” (page 311)

• “Viewing a schedule” (page 317)

• “Viewing a report” (page 316)

• “Creating reports for favorite charts” (page 290)

• “Logging report details and exceptions” (page 320)

Scheduling reports
You can schedule a report on a periodic basis. In addition to providing the report details (see
“Providing common report details” (page 308), complete the following to schedule report:
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1. Select the Collection Period as Recurring.
2. Choose the schedule and specify the duration of your choice:

1. Collection Schedule: displays Daily, Weekly, and Monthly. By default, Weekly is
selected as the collection schedule.
• Day of the Week: Displays the list of week days. Select the week day when you

want the schedule to be executed. By default, Weekly is selected as the default
collection schedule.

• If you select Monthly as the collection schedule, the Monthly Schedule is
displayed. The following options are provided in a monthly schedule:

◦ Based on Date, where you select a particular date in a month. The Date of
the Month list is enabled when you select Based on Date, so you can choose
a date of your choice.

◦ Based on Day, where you select a particular day in a week. The Day of the
Week and Week of the Month lists are enabled when you select Based on
Day. Choose the day and the corresponding week in a month for executing
the schedule.

• If you select Daily, provide the start and end time for the schedule.
2. Select the Start Time as the time when you want the schedule to be executed. The

Start Time list displays the time in a 24–hour format.
After a report is created as per the schedule, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor sends a
notification informing the status of the report execution to the specified email address
(see the following step (3)).

3. In the No. of Occurrences box, provide the number of times the schedule must be
executed. It is mandatory to provide the number of times a schedule must be repeated
(no. of occurrences).
For example, if you select Daily as the schedule frequency, the occurrence as 1, and
start time as 9:00 a.m., it implies that the schedule is executed only once at 9:00 a.m.
on that particular day. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates a report that provides
data for the past 24 hours considering that 9:00 a.m. is the start time.

The Start Time and the No. of Occurrences are common for the Daily, Weekly, and the
Monthly collection schedules.

3. In the Email box, provide the recipient email address of the user who has to receive a
notification when the report is executed as per the schedule. The report is provided as an
attachment to the email notification. By default, email notifications are sent to
administrator@localhost, which is the common destination email address for all report
notifications. You can also specify a different destination email address on the Email Settings
screen. The report notifications generated thereafter are redirected to the new destination
email address. For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).
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4. Click Save. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does the following:
• Saves the schedule and also displays a record for the schedule in the Scheduled

Reports section (Reports+View Reports). The following details along with those you
provided while scheduling a report are displayed for that schedule in the Scheduled
Reports section:

◦ Occurrence: Displays number of times a particular schedule is repeated. The
occurrence is aligned to the selected schedule frequency. In addition, this column
also displays the selected schedule frequency and the start time. The format
displayed is <schedule frequency> at <start time> (for example, Every Wednesday
at 11:00 hrs).

◦ Schedule Time: Displays the time when you created the schedule.

◦ End Time: Displays the end date and time for the schedule. HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor calculates the end time based on the start time and the number of
occurrences that you specify.
For example, ifOccurrence displaysEveryWednesday at 11:00 hrs for a schedule
record and the End Time displays 09.24.2008 11:00:00, it implies that the schedule
repeats every Wednesday at 11:00 a.m. for three consecutive weeks and ends on
09.24.2008 at 11:00 hours for the last time, before it is automatically deleted.

◦ Email Dest: Displays the email address that you provided (applicable only when
you schedule a report).
If the email address is not provided or is invalid, you will not receive any notification
though the report is generated. You need to go to the following location and select
the report you want to view: <Local_drive>:\%HPSS_HOME%\pa\tomcat\
webapps\pa\reports. All the reports are available in this location. (Local drive
on the management station refers to the C drive, where the Windows operating
system is installed, and the HPSS folder is also copied to the C drive).

• As per the specified start time and schedule frequency, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
creates a report and adds a record for that report in theReports section (Reports+View
Reports).

• Provides the report as a file attachment to the email notification that is sent to the
intended recipients.

Click Reset anytime to clear the current selections and restore the default settings.

Related Topics

• “Generating or saving reports” (page 310)

• “Viewing a report” (page 316)

• “Viewing a schedule” (page 317)

• “Creating reports for favorite charts” (page 290)

• “Logging report details and exceptions” (page 320)

Creating report for busiest LDEVs and RAID groups
The LDEV IO report provides data on the busiest frontend and the backend LDEVs and RAID
groups on an XP or an XP7 disk array. It is based on the frontend I/Os and the backend transfers.
You can view the report for 8 - 128 busiest frontend and backend LDEVs, and 8 - 32 busiest
frontend and backend RAID groups. The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable only for
P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is also displayed beside the port ID, which is associated with the particular
LDEV.
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The RAID groups and LDEVs selection is in multiples of eight. If you do not select any value from
the respective drop-down lists, by default, the LDEV IO report is generated for the eight busiest
frontend and eight backend LDEVs, and eight frontend and eight backend RAID groups. Further,
the report displays the graphs for only those LDEVs that have the associated I/Os and those
RAID groups on which the I/Os transactions have occurred.
Consider the following example: A report is created to view 32 busiest frontend LDEVs and 16
busiest frontend RAID groups, and only eight of the selected 32 LDEVs and four of the selected
16 RAID groups are busy. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates the LDEV IO report where
you can view the graphs for only the eight LDEVs and four RAID groups on which the maximum
I/O transactions have occurred. The graphs are not shown for the remaining LDEVs or the RAID
groups. The LDEV IO report also provides a link to the additional LDEV IO mapping information.
The busiest LDEVs are displayed at different ranks in a tabular format. For more information,
see “LDEV IO reports” (page 378).
To generate or schedule an LDEV IO report, follow the procedure given for creating or scheduling
a report. For more information, see “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308). In
addition, ensure that the following steps specific to an LDEV IO report are also completed:
1. Select LDEV IO from the Report Type list.
2. Select the LDEVs and the RAID groups based on the frontend I/Os and backend transfers

from the following lists:

• LDEVs from the FrontEnd Ldevs list

• LDEVs from the BackEnd Ldevs list

• RAID groups from the FrontEnd RAIDGroups list

• RAID groups from the BackEnd RAIDGroups list

Creating an LDEV Activity report
You can view the maximum and least busiest LDEVs in an XP or an XP7 disk array through the
LDEV Activity report. The LDEV data can be for one of the following metric types:

• FontEndIO

• BackEndIO

• MB

• Utilization

• Read Response Time

• Write Response Time
The maximum and least busiest LDEVs are collated based on the maximum and minimum
threshold levels you specify, and also the metric type that you select. For the metric type and
duration that you specify, the average of the total performance of each LDEV is considered.
Further, the average value is verified with the set threshold levels to see if that particular LDEV's
performance is above or below the threshold limit. Based on their average values, the LDEVs
are grouped in the top 100 busiest or the least 100 busiest LDEVs, and displayed in the CSV
file. It implies that only those LDEVs that are above the maximum and below the minimum set
threshold limits are considered. The associated driver type is also displayed for each LDEV. This
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information helps you to identify if the associated drive is supporting the required LDEV
performance. If not, move the LDEV to a different drive type.
To generate, save, or schedule an LDEV Activity report, follow the procedure given for creating
or scheduling a report. For more information, see “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports”
(page 308). In addition, ensure that the following steps specific to an LDEV Activity report are also
completed:
1. Select LDEV Activity from the Report Type list.

2. Select the Metric Type as:
• FontEndIO: Select this metric type to view a report of the most active or the least active

LDEVs (or both) based on the threshold specified for the total frontend I/Os.
• BackEndIO: Select this metric type to view a report of the most active or the least active

LDEVs (or both) based on the threshold specified for the total backend transfers.
• MB: Select this metric type to view a report of the most active or the least active LDEVs

(or both) based on the threshold specified for the total frontend throughput in MB/s.
• Utilization: Select this metric type to view a report of the most active or the least active

LDEVs (or both) based on the threshold specified for the total RAID group utilization of
each LDEV.

• Read Response Time: Select this metric type to view a report of the most active or the
least active LDEVs (or both) based on the threshold specified for the read response
time of each LDEV.

• Write Response Time: Select this metric type to view a report of the most active or the
least active LDEVs (or both) based on the threshold specified for the write response
time of each LDEV.

3. Provide the Metric Upper Threshold and Metric Lower Threshold limits. The threshold
limits that you specify are independent of each other and applicable to only the category
that you select. You can set both the maximum and the minimum threshold levels, or one
of them based on your requirement. It is not mandatory to specify both the maximum and
minimum threshold limits.

When you generate, save, or schedule this report, all the LDEVs that are above the specified
maximum threshold limit and below the minimum threshold limit are displayed in the report.

Creating report to view the most utilized RAID Groups
The RAID Group Utilization report provides data on the most utilized RAID groups in an XP or
an XP7 disk array. The utilization of each RAID group is derived based on the backend transfers
addressed by the RAID group and indicates the total utilization over an entire collection interval.
You can view the report for 8 - 32 busiest RAID groups and each chart in the report displays the
utilization graphs for eight RAID groups. To generate or schedule a RAID Group Utilization report,
follow the procedure given for creating or scheduling a report in “Generating, saving, or scheduling
reports” (page 308).
The report displays the utilization graphs for only those RAID groups that have managed the
backend transfers. When a RAID group is associated with a ThP pool, the extent of utilization
due to I/Os occurring on a ThP pool is considered.
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Viewing reports
IMPORTANT:
• Report schedules with an asterisk (*) before the User Name indicate that they are generated

by a schedule. Following is the naming convention for reports that have an associated
schedule: <Array Serial Number>_<Report Type>_<Schedule
Type>_<Date>_<Time>.html/pdf/rtf

NOTE: Following is the naming convention for CHIP Utilization: <Array Serial
Number>_<Report Type>_<Available CHIP's Type>_<Schedule
Type>_<Date>_<Time>.html/pdf/rtf

• If the Email Dest for a report record is blank, it implies one of the following:

◦ The report is not a scheduled report.

◦ The report is scheduled, but an email address is not provided or is invalid.
If the email address is not provided or is invalid, you will not receive any notification
though the report is generated. You need to go to the following location and select the
report you want to view: <Local_drive>:\%HPSS_HOME%\pa\tomcat\webapps\
pa\reports. All the reports are available in this location.

• If the XP/XP7 disk array for which you have created a report is violating license, the following
warning message is displayed at the beginning of the report:
WARNING: License violation was detected for this array. This report may not capture
performance data about the recent configuration changes made in the your <XP or XP7>
disk array. Please purchase the required HPE XP7 Performance Advisor licenses immediately.

To view a report:
1. Click Reports+View Reports in the left pane.

The reports that are saved or scheduled are displayed in the Reports section on the View
Reports screen.

2. Select the check box for the report you want to view. If you want to view multiple reports,
select the check boxes for the corresponding report records.

3. Click View.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays an informational message on the number of reports
that are selected and prompts you to confirm if it can proceed, and display the reports data.

4. Click OK to confirm.
The reports are displayed based on the selected file type.

• If the file format is HTML or CSV, the report is displayed in a new IE browser window.
You can save a copy of the report by clicking File+Save or File+Save As on the browser
menu.

• If the file format is PDF or RTF, you are prompted to either open and view the report, or
save the report by downloading it to your local system. Based on your requirement,
click Open or Save, or click Cancel to cancel the request.

Click Cancel if you do not want to view the selected reports.
Related Topics

• “Generating, saving, or scheduling reports” (page 308)

• “Deleting a report” (page 317)
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• “Scheduling reports” (page 311)

• “Viewing a schedule” (page 317)

• “Logging report details and exceptions” (page 320)

Deleting reports
To delete a report:
1. Click Reports+View Reports in the left pane.
2. In the Reports section, select the check box for the report record that you want to delete.
3. Click Delete.

Click OK when prompted to confirm.
The report copy is also deleted from the <Local_drive>:\%HPSS_HOME%\pa\tomcat\
webapps\pa\reports folder.

Click Cancel to retain the records.

Virtualization for reports
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor maintains a temporary buffer in a folder called the Virtualizer
folder for the report data that is being generated. This is useful if the report is for viewing large
number of LDEVs. In such cases, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor uses certain amount of the
management station's disk space to temporarily store the data till the entire report gets generated.
Once the report is completely generated, delete the cached report file from the Virtualizer
folder to release the disk space for other activities.
When the first report is created, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor creates a folder called the
Virtualizer folder in the HPSS folder. If you want to change the location of the Virtualizer
folder, edit the following line in the Cache path for Reports module section, which is located
at the end of the ServerParameters.Properties file:
# Cache path for Reports module
#
ReportFileVirtualizerPath=.\\Virtualizer\\

IMPORTANT: Ensure that '\\' is retained when mentioning the path for the Virtualizer
folder.

Enabling email notifications
For HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to dispatch report notifications to the intended recipients,
you must add the IP and port addresses of the source SMTP server, and also specify the source
email address. For more information, see “Configuring email and SNMP settings” (page 73).

Editing report schedules
The report schedules that you create appear in the Scheduled Reports section (Reports+View
Reports).
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IMPORTANT:
• The Scheduled Reports section appears only if you have logged in as an Administrator or

a user with administrator privileges.
• If the Email Dest for a schedule record is blank, it implies that the report is scheduled, but

an email address is not provided or is invalid. In such cases, you do not receive any
notification though the report is generated. You need to go to the following location and
select the report you want to view: <Local_drive>:\%HPSS_HOME%\pa\tomcat\
webapps\pa\reports. All the reports are available in this location.

• If a particular schedule is not repeatable (that is, the number of occurrences is set to 1), it
is deleted from the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor database and also removed in the
Scheduled Reports section after the report is generated. Only those schedules for which
the number of occurrences is more than 1 are still displayed in the Scheduled Reports
section. The schedules that have reached their end date are also deleted automatically.

To edit a report schedule:
1. Click Reports+View Reports in the left pane.

All the schedules appear in the Scheduled Reports section.
2. In the Scheduled Reports section, select the check box for the report schedule that you

want to edit.
The form under Create/Schedule Reports tab appears, where the existing details of the
schedule are displayed. You can edit the fields that you want. For more information, see
“Scheduling reports” (page 311).

Related Topics

• “Generating or saving reports” (page 310)

• “Viewing a report” (page 316)

• “Deleting a report” (page 317)

• “Virtualization for reports” (page 317)

• “Logging report details and exceptions” (page 320)

Deleting report schedules
To delete a report schedule:
1. Click Reports+View Reports in the left pane.
2. In the Scheduled Reports section, select the check box for the schedule record that you

want to delete.
3. Click Delete.

Click OK when prompted to confirm.

Click Cancel to retain the records.

Understanding report records
This section describes what to infer from the data displayed in theReports section (Reports+View
Reports).
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In the preceding image, you can view the report, PA_ACP_Rep that is executed on 2009-10-11
20:11:32 IST (Generation Time). The report provides data on ACP Utilization in an XP disk array,
82502 for a period of 1 month (2009-09-11 to 2009-10-11). The report is provided in HTML format.
The Email Dest column is blank for this record, which implies that a schedule is not created for
this report.
If you do not select the start and end time, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates a report
from 2009-09-11, 00:00 hours to 2009-10-11, 23:59:59 hours.

Understanding report schedule records
This section describes what to infer from the data displayed in the Schedules section
(Reports+View Reports).

• Example 1: The Schedule Time for a schedule displays 09.09.2008 17:39:28, which means
that the schedule is created on 9th September 2008 at 17:39:28 hours. The Occurrence
for this schedule displays Every Wednesday at 11:00 hrs, which means HPE XP7
Performance Advisor is supposed to generate a report every Wednesday at 11:00 hours.
So, the schedule is active and a report is generated only on the 10th September 2008 at
11:00 hours.
The End Time for this schedule displays 09.24.2008 11:00:00, which means the last report
that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates is on 24th September 2008 at 11:00 hours.
This is because, while creating the schedule, the number of times it should repeat was
entered as 3 in the Occurrence box. It implies that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor repeats
the schedule only three times before it is automatically deleted.
Hence, in addition to 10th September 2008, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also executes
the schedule on the 17th and 24th September 2008.

• Example 2: The Schedule Time for a schedule displays 09.09.2008 17:43:09, which means
that the schedule is created on 9th September 2008 at 17:43:09 hours. The Occurrence
for this schedule displays Day 1 of every month at 9:00 hrs, which means HPE XP7
Performance Advisor is supposed to generate a report on the first day of every month at
9:00 hours. Hence, the schedule is active and a report is generated only the month after
September, on 1st October 2008 at 9:00 hours.
The End Time for this schedule displays 11.01.2008 09:00:00, which means the last report
that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates is on 1st November 2008 at 09:00 hours.
This is because, while creating the schedule, the number of times it must repeat is given as
2 in the Occurrence box, which implies that the schedule repeats only twice before it is
automatically deleted.
Hence, in addition to 1st October 2008, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also executes the
schedule on 1st November 2008.

• Example 3: The Schedule Time for a schedule displays 09.10.2008 00:15:02, which means
that the schedule is created on 10th September 2008 at 00:15:02 hours. The Occurrence
for this schedule displays Daily at 19:00 hrs, which means HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
is supposed to generate a report daily at 19:00 hours. Hence, the schedule is active and a
report is generated only the day after 9th September 2008, on 10th September 2008 at 19:00
hours.
The End Time for this schedule displays 09.10.2008 19:00:00, which means that the last
report that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates is on 10th September 2008 at 19:00
hours. This is because, while creating the schedule, the number of times it must repeat is
given as 1 in the Occurrence box. It implies that the schedule executes only once before it
is automatically deleted.

• Example 4: The Schedule Time for a schedule displays 09.09.2008 19:35:06, which means
that the schedule is created on 9th September 2008 at 19:35:06 hours. The Occurrence
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for this schedule displays The Second Thursday of Every Month at 00:00 hrs, which
means HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is supposed to generate a report on the second
Thursday of every month at 00:00 hours. Hence, the schedule is active and a report is
generated on 11th September 2008 at 00:00 hours.
The End Time for this schedule displays 12.11.2008 00:00:00, which means the last report
that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates is on 11th December 2008 at 00:00 hours.
This is because, while creating the schedule, the number of times it should repeat is given
as 4 in the Occurrence box. It implies that the schedule repeats only four times before it is
automatically deleted.
Hence, in addition to 11th September 2008, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also executes
the schedule on 9th October, 13th November, and 11th December 2008.

Logging report details and exceptions
When a report is generated, manually or through the schedule, report details and exceptions are
logged in the pa.log and Log4J API files respectively. By default, only error conditions are logged.
To set the level of tracing:
1. Stop the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor service from Start+Programs+HPE XP7

Performance Advisor+Stop services.
2. Navigate to the following location:<install directory>:\HPSS\pa\tomcat\webapps\

pa\WEB-INF\ and open the Log4J.properties file using a text editor.
3. Remove the comment by deleting the # for the line log4j.rootLogger=ALL,

DEFAULT_CONSOLE, DEFAULT_LOG, DEFAULT_SOCKET under Debug Mode, and save
the changes.

4. Restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor service from Start+Programs+HPE XP7
Performance Advisor+Restart services.

You can access the pa.log file from the following location: <install
directory>:\HPSS\pa\tomcat\log\
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12 Using Performance Estimator for XP disk arrays
This chapter discusses the performance estimation for XP disk arrays.

IMPORTANT: The Performance Estimator does not support XP7, XP20000, and XP10000
disk arrays.

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor enables you to determine the optimal performance of your XP
(XP24000, XP12000, P9500) Disk Arrays after configuration collection is complete for these XP
disk arrays. It provides a framework called the Performance Estimator for estimating their
performance.
Performance Estimator focuses on the RAID groups, instead of the LDEVs or the LUNs. Based
on the RAID group configuration and the workload that you select, the Performance Estimator
helps you to estimate the disk capacity and array performance data, such as the I/O per second,
MB/second, LDEV response time. The estimation is based on the RAID groups and predefined
workloads that you can select for the disk array. The subsystem configuration parameters can
be rapidly entered and the results are accurate to within 20%.

CAUTION: The numbers displayed are only an estimate. The results shown are based on
readings taken in a controlled environment. HPE cannot guarantee the results in your data center.

Supported disk types for performance estimation
The following table lists the disk arrays and the disk types they support.

Table 27 Disk types supported for performance estimation

Supported disk typeArray type

15K RPM, 10k RPMXP24000

XP12000

15K RPM, 10K RPM, 7.2K RPMP9500

Supported disk sizes for performance estimation
The following table lists the disk arrays and the disk size they support.

Table 28 Disk types supported for performance estimation

Supported disk size in GBArray type

72 GB disk, 146 GB disk, 300 GB disk, 400 GB diskXP12000

Disks of any size.XP24000

P9500

Understanding Performance Estimator data
Following is an example on estimating performance of an XP24000 Disk Array for the following
configuration:
Your inputs:
• Disk type –15K RPM

• RAID type and RAID groups –144 RAID groups for RAID 1 (2D+2D)
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• Workload – 8K Random Writes

• Intensity – 4096 threads/sec
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor estimates:
• 576 disks (Number of Disks) are required

• I/Os on the disk set would be 46442/sec

• MB/s that the array can receive per second would be 380 MB

• Time taken for the array to respond (R.T (ms) for the read—write requests would be 91 R.T
(ms)

Following is an example on estimating raw and usable capacities of an XP24000 Disk Array:
Your inputs: RAID type and RAID groups –144 RAID groups for RAID 1 (2D+2D)
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor estimates:
• Raw disk capacity would be 84096 GB

• Disk space available for data storage (R1/R5/R6 Usable (GB)) would be 39744 GB
The available disk space shown is only for R1/R5 RAID types.

• Total or the usable storage capacity will be 39744 GB
Based on the above estimate, you can implement this configuration or modify the inputs to receive
a different configuration.

Estimating performance for XP12000 Disk Arrays
To estimate the performance for an XP12000 Disk Array:
1. Click Reports+Performance Estimator in the left pane.

The Performance Estimator screen appears.
2. Select the XP disk array model from the Array Type list. This list displays the XP disk array

models only for the monitored XP disk arrays.
The Performance Estimator screen corresponding to the selected XP disk array appears.
The Array List displays the XP disk arrays that belong to the selected XP disk array model.
By default, the Performance Estimator screen displays the current configuration for the first
XP disk array that appears in the Array List.

IMPORTANT: Performance Estimator supports:
• 72 GB, 146 GB, 300 GB, and 400 GB disks.

• RAID 1 (2D + 2D) and RAID 5 (7D + 1P) configurations.

• SAS and SSD drive types.

3. Continue estimating the performance for the default selected XP disk array or select a
different XP disk array from the Array List.

4. To estimate the I/Os, MB/sec, R.T. (ms), and number of disks required:
a. Select the disk type from the Disk Type list.
b. Select the RAID type from the RAID Type list.
c. To choose the number of RAID groups to be configured for the selected RAID type,

click the triangular button on the # RGs horizontal scroll bar and holding it down, drag
the button either forward or backward on the horizontal scroll bar. You can configure a
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maximum of 288 RAID groups for RAID 1 (2D+2D) and 144 RAID groups for RAID 5
(7D+1P).
Accordingly, the text box on the right side of the # RGs horizontal scroll bar displays
the selected number of RAID groups. The RAID groups number varies depending on
where you place the triangular button on the horizontal scroll bar. You can also enter
a different RAID group number, increment, or decrement this number using the triangular
buttons that appear next to the text box.

d. From the Workload list, select the workload for which you want to estimate the
performance of the XP disk array. The following are the available workloads:
• 4k Random Reads, 4k Random Writes, 4k Random Mix (60/40 r/w)

• 8K Random Reads, 8K Random Writes

• 56k Sequential Reads, 56k Sequential Writes

• 64K Sequential Reads, 64K Sequential Writes

• 512K Sequential Reads, 512K Sequential Writes
e. To choose the workload intensity level, click the triangular button on the Intensity

horizontal scroll bar and holding it down, drag the button either forward or backward on
the horizontal scroll bar.
Accordingly, the text box on the right side of the Intensity horizontal scroll bar displays
the selected intensity level. The intensity level varies depending on where you place
the triangular button on the horizontal scroll bar. You can also enter a different intensity
level, increment, or decrement this number using the triangular buttons that appear next
to the text box.
Intensity defines the number of parallel threads that are applied on the XP disk array.
Higher the intensity level, faster is the rate at which the workload is executed. Thus, the
intensity level is automatically load balanced across the disks.

Based on the above selection, the Performance Estimator displays the estimated values in
the following non-editable text boxes:

• IO/sec - Indicates the I/Os that the XP disk array can receive for the selected
configuration.

• MB/sec - Indicates the MB/s of data that the XP disk array can receive per second for
the selected configuration.

• R.T. (ms) - Indicates the time taken in milliseconds for the XP disk array to respond for
the selected configuration.

• Number of disks - Indicates the total number of disks that are available per the estimate
for the selected configuration.

5. To estimate the raw capacity, R1/R5/R6 usable (GB), and the total usable (GB) capacities:
a. Select the disk size from the Disk Size in GB list.
b. Select the RAID type from the RAID Type list.
c. To choose the number of RAID groups to be configured for the selected RAID type,

click the triangular button on the # RGs horizontal scroll bar and holding it down, drag
the button either forward or backward on the horizontal scroll bar. You can configure a
maximum of 288 RAID groups for RAID 1 (2D+2D) and 144 RAID groups for RAID 5
(7D+1P).
Accordingly, the text box on the right side of the # RGs horizontal scroll bar displays
the selected number of RAID groups. The RAID groups number increases or decreases
depending on where you place the triangular button on the horizontal scroll bar. You
can also enter a different RAID group number, increase, or decrease the level using
the triangular buttons that appear next to the text box.
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Based on the above selection, the Performance Estimator displays the estimated values in
the following non-editable text boxes:

• Raw Capacity - Indicates the cumulative disk space that is available (for both data
storage and parity operations) for the selected configuration.

• R1/R5/R6 Usable (GB) - Indicates the disk space that is available as data storage for
the selected configuration. The value shown is applicable only for the R1 and R5 RAID
types.

• Total Usable (GB) - Indicates the total disk space that is available as data storage for
the selected configuration. The value is same as that displayed for the R1/R5 Usable
(GB).

IMPORTANT:
• The disk type and the disk size that you select are independent of each other.

• Each workload has a predefined maximum intensity level and depends on the disk type,
RAID type, and the RAID groups that you select.

• Read the above–mentioned workloads in the following manner as explained for the 8K
Random Mix (60/40) workload:
8K Random Mix (60/40):

◦ 8K – I/Os comprising of 8,000 random reads and writes.

◦ Random Mix – I/Os is a random (not sequential) mix of both read and write operations.

◦ (60/40) – 60% of the I/Os are reads and 40% of the I/Os are writes.

Related Topics
“Estimating performance for XP24000 or P9500 Disk Array” (page 324)

Estimating performance for XP24000 or P9500 Disk Array
To estimate the performance for a XP24000 or P9500 Disk Array:
1. Click Reports+Performance Estimator in the left pane.

The Performance Estimator screen appears.
2. Select the disk array model from the Array Type list. This list displays only the XP24000 or

P9500 disk array models that are currently monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
The Performance Estimator screen corresponding to the selected disk array model appears.
The Array List displays the disk arrays that belong to the selected disk array model. In
addition, the current configuration of the first disk array in the Array List is populated in the
respective fields. It includes the number of RAID groups configured on the disk array. For a
P9500 Disk Array, the number of MP blades configured on the disk array is also displayed
in addition to the RAID groups.

IMPORTANT: Performance Estimator supports only SAS and SSD drive types, and RAID
1 (2D + 2D) and RAID 5 (7D + 1P) configurations.

3. Continue estimating the performance for the default selected disk array or select a different
disk array from the Array List.

4. To estimate the I/Os, MB/sec, R.T. (ms), and number of disks required:
a. Select the disk type from the Disk Type list.
b. Select the RAID type from the RAID Type list.
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c. To choose the number of RAID groups to be configured for the selected RAID type,
click the triangular button on the # RGs horizontal scroll bar and holding it down, drag
the button either forward or backward on the horizontal scroll bar. You can configure a
maximum of 512 RAID groups for RAID 1 (2D+2D) and 256 RAID groups for RAID 5
(7D+1P).
Accordingly, the text box on the right side of the # RGs horizontal scroll bar displays
the selected number of RAID groups. The RAID groups number varies depending on
where you place the triangular button on the horizontal scroll bar. You can also enter
a different RAID group number, increment, or decrement this number using the triangular
buttons that appear next to the text box.

d. From the Workload list, select the workload for which you want to estimate the
performance of the disk array. The following are the available workloads:
• 8k Random Reads, 8k Random Writes, 8k Random Mix (60/40 r/w)

• 8K Random Mix (70/30 r/w), 8K Random Mix (80/20 r/w), 8K Random Mix (50/50
r/w)

• 64K Sequential Reads, 64K Sequential Writes

• 256K Sequential Reads, 256K Sequential Writes

• 512K Sequential Reads, 512K Sequential Writes
e. To choose the workload intensity level, click the triangular button on the Intensity

horizontal scroll bar and holding it down, drag the button either forward or backward on
the horizontal scroll bar.
Accordingly, the text box on the right side of the Intensity horizontal scroll bar displays
the selected intensity level. The intensity level varies depending on where you place
the triangular button on the horizontal scroll bar. You can also enter a different intensity
level, increment, or decrement this number using the triangular buttons that appear next
to the text box.
Intensity defines the number of parallel threads that are applied on the disk array. Higher
the intensity level, faster is the rate at which the workload is executed. Thus, the intensity
level is automatically load balanced across the disks.

Based on the above selection, the Performance Estimator displays the estimated values in
the following non-editable text boxes:

• IO/sec - Indicates the I/Os that the disk array can receive for the selected configuration.

• MB/sec - Indicates the MB/s of data that the disk array can receive per second for the
selected configuration.

• R.T. (ms) - Indicates the time taken in milliseconds for the disk array to respond for the
selected configuration.

• Number of disks - Indicates the total number of disks that are available per the estimate
for the selected configuration.

5. To estimate the raw capacity, R1/R5/R6 usable (GB), and total usable (GB) capacities:
a. Select the RAID type from the RAID Type list.
b. To choose the number of RAID groups to be configured for the selected RAID type,

click the triangular button on the # RGs horizontal scroll bar and holding it down, drag
the button either forward or backward on the horizontal scroll bar.
Accordingly, the text box on the right side of the # RGs horizontal scroll bar displays
the selected number of RAID groups. The RAID groups number increases or decreases
depending on where you place the triangular button on the horizontal scroll bar. You
can also enter a different RAID group number, increase, or decrease the level using
the triangular buttons that appear next to the text box.
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Based on the above selection, the Performance Estimator displays the estimated values in
the following non-editable text boxes:

• Raw Capacity - Indicates the cumulative disk space that is available (for both data
storage and parity operations) for the selected configuration.

• R1/R5/R6 Usable (GB) - Indicates the disk space that is available as data storage for
the selected configuration. The value shown is applicable only for the R1 and R5 RAID
types.

• Total Usable (GB) - Indicates the total disk space that is available as data storage for
the selected configuration. The value is same as that displayed for the R1/R5 Usable
(GB).

IMPORTANT:
• The disk type and the disk size that you select are independent of each other.

• Each workload has a predefined maximum intensity level and depends on the disk type,
RAID type, and the RAID groups that you select.

• Read the above–mentioned workloads in the following manner as explained for the 8K
Random Mix (60/40 r/w) workload:
8K Random Mix (60/40 r/w):

◦ 8K – I/Os comprising of 8,000 random reads and writes.

◦ Random Mix – I/Os is a random (not sequential) mix of both read and write operations.

◦ (60/40) – 60% of the I/Os are reads and 40% of the I/Os are writes.

Related Topics
“Estimating performance for XP24000 or XP12000 type of array” (page 322)
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13 Troubleshooting issues for components associated with
applications

This chapter discusses troubleshooting issues for disk array components associated with
applications that reside on hosts, which communicate with the disk arrays. The troubleshooting
is possible using the real-time charting or using the host group or WWNs of the hosts.

• “Introduction” (page 334)

• “Associating applications with hosts” (page 335)

• “Viewing performance or usage data for components” (page 339)

• “Viewing variations in the LDEV response time” (page 346)

• “Searching for applications associated with components” (page 338)

• “Plotting charts” (page 347)

• “Example troubleshooting scenarios” (page 348)

Troubleshooting using real-time performance data from XP and XP7 disk
arrays

This chapter discusses troubleshooting issues for disk array components using the real-time
charting feature in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

Introduction
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor does real-time monitoring of the XP/XP7 disk arrays, where
performance data is collected for intervals as low as few seconds (approximately, five seconds
per component). The real-time data is collected through the following HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor host agents that support the real-time performance data collection:

• Windows hosts

• Linux hosts

• Solaris hosts

• HP-UX hosts

• AIX hosts

• OpenVMS Integrity (IA-64) hosts

When you perform the host agent installation, the real-time server is also automatically installed
on the host agent. For more information on the host agent installation, refer to the HPE XP7
Performance Advisor Software Installation Guide. You can collect the real-time performance data
for a set of five LDEVs, RAID groups, ports, cache, CHAs, and DKAs in an XP disk array. Similarly,
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you can collect the real-time performance data for a set of five LDEVs, RAID groups, ports, cache,
and MP blades in an XP7 disk array. This data is collected for a set of real-time metrics that HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor supports. When you start a real-time performance data collection for
an XP or an XP7 disk array, the following sequence of steps follows:
1. The associated host agent collects real-time performance data from the XP7 disk array and

sends the data to HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
2. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor plots a graph of the real-time performance data points. This

process continues till you stop the real-time data collection.

IMPORTANT:
• Real-time monitoring is supported for the XP7 disk arrays and the following XP disk array

models: P9500, XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, XP10000.
• The configuration data for an XP or an XP7 disk array is maintained by HPE XP7 Performance

Advisor on the management station. The same data is also maintained by the real-time
server on the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host. Ensure that both these instances of
configuration data are the latest.

• By default, the real-time server on the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host agent uses port
8331 to communicate with the management station. This port number is stored in the
xprmihaserver.properties file.

◦ On the management station, the xprmihaserver.properties file is located in the
hpss/pa/properties folder.

◦ On the host agent, the xprmihaserver.properties file is located in the xppa/
realtime/config folder.

However, if you want to use a different port, complete the following steps:
1. On the management station, open the xprmihaserver.properties file in a text

editor.
2. Update the new port number or the default port number in the Port.Number field.
3. Restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor service on the management station.
4. On the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host agent, open the

xprmihaserver.properties file in a text editor and repeat step 2.
5. Restart the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host agent service.

You can also restore the default port setting to 8331 using the above-mentioned steps.

RealTime screen
The real-time performance data collection can be initiated on the RealTime screen, which appears
when you click Troubleshooting+RealTime in the left pane.
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Figure 41 RealTime screen

DescriptionScreen elements

Start Collections tab • After the configuration data is collected for the XP/XP7
disk arrays, they are displayed for selection in the
Select Components list, under Start Collections tab.

• The disk array components are displayed for each XP
or XP7 disk array. The following component categories
are common for an XP and an XP7 disk array:

◦ LDEVs

◦ RAID Group(s)

◦ Port(s)

◦ Cache

◦ MP Blades

◦ Host Group

Additionally, the CHA(s) and DKA(s) are displayed for
an XP disk array, and the MP Blade(s) are displayed
for an P9500and XP7 disk array. Click a particular
component category to view the associated real-time
metrics in the Choose Metrics list.

• The associated host names are also populated in the
HostAgent list. By default, the first host in this list is
associated with the first XP or XP7 disk array displayed
in the Select Components list.

You can select the XP/XP7 disk array and related
components for which you want to collect the real-time
performance data.

Displays the XP and the XP7 disk arrays for whichStop Collections tab
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DescriptionScreen elements

real-time performance data collection is in progress. You
can stop a real-time data collection any time during the
collection process.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects the real-time
performance data for the selected components and plots
performance graphs in the Chart Work Area.

Chart Work Area and chart options

Tasks you can perform on the RealTime screen

• “Starting real-time performance data collection” (page 330)

• “Stopping real-time performance data collection” (page 333)

Starting real-time performance data collection
Prerequisites

• HPE recommends that you dedicate a command device for the real-time performance data
collection, so that it is not used by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor for the regular configuration
or performance data collection.

• If there have been configuration changes on the XP/XP7 disk array for which you want to
collect the real-time performance data, the following informational message appears when
you select components and start plotting the real-time graphs:
The <XP or XP7 disk array> configuration data available in the Real Time Server is not in
sync with the configuration data available on Performance Advisor. This could occur due to
the following reasons: Command device is invalid, <XP or XP7 disk array> is no longer
connected, or selected components are not available on the selected <XP or XP7 disk array>.
Perform the following steps to ensure that the same configuration data for the selected
XP/XP7 disk array is available on both the host agent real-time server and HPE XP7
Performance Advisor:
1. Request a host update. For more information, see “Requesting host agent updates”

(page 48).
2. Initiate the configuration data collection from HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, so that

the latest configuration data is available for the XP/XP7 disk array. For more information,
see “Collecting configuration data” (page 53).

3. For the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor host agent that is connected to the selected XP
or XP7 disk array, update its real-time server with the latest configuration data of the
XP/XP7 disk array. Click Update RealTime Server on the RealTime screen for the host
agent to receive the latest configuration data. Updating the real-time server lasts for
about 20 - 30 minutes and the following informational message appears after the update
is complete:
Real Time Server Configuration Collection update done for Hostagent. You can then
proceed with the real time data collection and plotting of charts.
If you want to start the real-time collection using the same host agent for which the
real-time server update is in progress, the following error message is displayed:
Real Time Server Configuration data is getting updated on the selected HA. Please
select any other HA.
You must wait for the real-time server update to complete if you want to use the same
host agent.

Ensure that the above-mentioned steps are performed before you initiate a real-time
performance data collection for an XP7 disk array (such as the P9500) or for the following
XP disk array models: XP24000, XP20000, XP12000, or XP10000.
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IMPORTANT: The following are important notes on the real-time performance data collection:
• You can configure only one instance of the real-time performance data collection for an XP

or an P9500/XP7 disk array through the connected host agent. You cannot use the same
host agent for another real-time performance data collection until the current collection stops.
However, if an XP or an XP7 disk array is connected to two host agents, configure separate
real-time data collection through each of the host agents.

• The real-time performance data cannot be collected for a combination of components
(example, LDEVs and RAID groups) that belong to the same XP or XP7 disk array. Also,
the real-time data cannot be collected for similar components (example, LDEVs or RAID
groups) that belong to multiple XP and XP7 disk arrays.

• At a time, ensure that only one instance of HPE XP7 Performance Advisor collects the
real-time performance data from an XP or an XP7 disk array through the respective host
agent.

• The real-time performance graphs are not displayed for components that are currently not
processing any I/O requests (described as unused components).

• The external RAID groups and VVols are not displayed for an XP or an XP7 disk array.
Further, only the first RAID group from a concatenated RAID group is displayed for your
selection.

• To view correct metrics for P9500 disk arrays, ensure that the firmware version on the disk
array should be between v70-05-02-00/00 to v70-06-13-00/00. Similarly, for XP24000 disk
array, ensure that firmware version should be between 60-04-13-00/00 to v60-08-37-00/00.
To view correct metrics for XP7 disk arrays, ensure that v80-01-01/00 is the minimum
firmware version on the disk array.

To start a real-time data collection:
1. Click Troubleshooting+RealTime in the left pane.

The RealTime screen appears. The list of XP and XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7
Performance Advisor are displayed in the Select Components list under Start Collections
tab.

2. Click the plust (+) sign for an XP or an XP7 disk array serial number to view the component
categories.
The following image shows the MP selection for MPB-1MA under the MP Blade(s) component
category for 53120, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type.
Additionally, the following are displayed:
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• HostAgent list: Displays the host agent that is connected to the selected XP or
P9500/XP7 disk array.

• Command device list: Displays the command devices for the selected XP or P9500/XP7
disk array. These command devices communicate with the host agents displayed in
the HostAgent list.

• Choose Metrics list: Displays the set of real-time metrics based on the category that
you select.

3. Click the plus (+) sign for a component category to view the associated list.

NOTE:
• The LDEV component category displays the list of CUs and each CU provides the list

of LDEVs that belong to the CU.
• The RAID Group component name will be partially displayed , it will not be completely

displayed.
• For an P9500/XP7 disk array, the MP Blade category displays the MP blades and each

MP blade displays the list of MPs. From the list displayed, you can plot chart for only
one MP at a time.

• For an XP disk array, the CHA(s) category displays the CHIP boards and each CHIP
board displays the list of MPs. Similary, the DKA(s) category displays the individual
DKAs and each DKA displays the list of MPs. From the list displayed for a CHIP board
or DKA, you can plot chart for only one MP at a time.

4. Select a set of five or lesser number of components. Use the Shft or the Ctrl key for
sequential or random selection of components.

5. Select the host agent name from the HostAgent box, if the XP/XP7 disk array is connected
to more than one host agent. Every host agent can accept only one instance of a real-time
performance data collection request. If you want to use the same host agent for another
real-time data collection request, stop the current data collection and initiate the new request.
For more information, see “Stopping real-time performance data collection” (page 333).
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6. Select the command device from the Command device list.
7. From theChooseMetrics list, select the check boxes for the real-time metrics of your choice.

For more information on the real-time metrics, see “Real-time metrics and descriptions”
(page 417).

8. Click Start Plotting.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor plots the performance graphs in the Chart Work Area as
and when the real-time performance data is collected for the selected components. For more
information on using charts, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).
The following image shows the real-time charting graph for 10055, which belongs to the
XP12000 Disk Array type.

NOTE: For the selected XP or XP7 disk array and host agent, if you want to select a
different combination of components for the real-time monitoring or choose another command
device, stop the current real-time performance data collection and start a new real-time
performance data collection.

Related Topics

• “Stopping real-time performance data collection” (page 333)

• “Plotting charts” (page 243)

Stopping real-time performance data collection
To stop a real-time data collection:
1. Click Troubleshooting+RealTime in the left pane.

The RealTime screen appears.
2. Click the Stop Collections tab.

The Stop Collections table displays the following details for the XP/XP7 disk arrays, or a
combination of these arrays, for which real-time performance data collection is in progress:

DescriptionScreen elements

The serial number of the XP/XP7 disk array for which
the real-time performance data collection is in progress.

Array Id

The selected component category.Component Type

The components for which the real-time performance
data collection is in progress.

Components

The host agent through which the real-time
performance data collection is in progress.

Host Agent
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3. Select the XP/XP7 disk array for which you want to stop the real-time performance data
collection.

4. Click Stop Plotting.
The real-time data collection stops and the record removed from the list for the selected XP
or P9500/XP7 disk array.

Troubleshooting using host group or WWN
Introduction

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor helps identify bottlenecks in the performance of applications that
reside on hosts and use the XP and the XP7 disk arrays for storing their data. The hosts are
identified using their host groups or WWNs. These hosts might not have HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor host agents installed.

NOTE:
• In this context, the term 'application' does not include HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It

refers to applications that reside on hosts and use the XP and XP7 disk arrays to store data.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor helps you identify issues in the performance of such
applications.

An application's response to user requests is determined by the performance of all the associated
LDEVs, which is attributed to the time taken by the LDEVs to process requests. Higher response
time from the LDEVs leads to increase in response time from the applications to user requests.
Further, an LDEV's response time is based on components associated with that LDEV.
If your application is associated with components that belong to the XP disk arrays, the response
time of an LDEV is determined by the performance of the following components that are associated
with that LDEV:

• Ports (Frontend components)

• CLPRs (Cache)

• RAID groups (Backend components)
If your application is associated with components that belong to the XP7 disk arrays, in addition
to the above-mentioned components, an LDEV's response time is also determined by the average
utilization of the associated MP blades.
The performance data of the LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, RAID groups, and the usage data of the MP
blades (applicable only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is displayed on the Troubleshooting screen
(“Host Based Troubleshooting Screen” (page 335)) for a prominent set of metrics that HPE XP7
Performance Advisor supports. In addition, select additional metrics and view the performance
data for these components. Analyzing performance metrics of LDEVs and the associated
components help you to identify the component that is resulting in the application's high response
time, which further enables you to take the necessary corrective action, such as load balancing
across components. For example, one of the reasons for an application's high response time
can be attributed to the heavy IOPS on the port, which is servicing requests to multiple LDEVs
associated with different applications.

IMPORTANT:
• An application can reside on multiple hosts that connect to the XP and the XP7 disk arrays.

• A host group can have multiple WWNs to connect to an XP or an XP7 disk array.

• The data displayed on the Troubleshooting screen only enables your analysis of the issue
and arriving at a probable solution. This screen does not provide a resolution for the issue.
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Host Based Troubleshooting Screen
You can view the performance data of the LDEVs and associated components for an application
on the Troubleshooting screen. This screen appears when you click Troubleshooting+Host
Based in the left pane. “Host Based Troubleshooting Screen” (page 335) displays the
Troubleshooting screen.
Tasks you can perform on the Troubleshooting screen

• “Associating applications with hosts” (page 335)

• “Removing association between application and hosts” (page 337)

• “Viewing performance or usage data for components” (page 339)

• “Searching for applications associated with components” (page 338)

• “Plotting charts” (page 347)

Associating applications and viewing components performance data
The following are the high level steps that you must perform to troubleshoot the performance
issues of components associated with an application:
1. Select an XP or an XP7 disk array from the component selection tree under

Troubleshooting+Host Based in the left pane.
2. Associate the application with the respective host that communicates with the disk array.

You can create the association using the host group or WWN of the host. For more
information, see “Associating applications with hosts” (page 335).

3. View the performance data of the disk array components.
If your application is using XP disk array components, view the performance data of LDEVs,
ports, CLPRs, RAID groups, and the usage data of CHAs and DKAs.
If your application is using XP7 disk array components, you can view the usage data of the
MP blades in addition to viewing the performance data of LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, and RAID
groups.
The data can be viewed at the application level and host group or WWN level. For more
information, see “Viewing performance or usage data for components” (page 339).

4. Plot graphs to analyze the performance or the usage of individual components that are
associated with the application. For more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 347).

Associating applications with hosts
You can associate an application with a host using the host group or WWN of the host.
Prerequisites

• Know the application for which you want to troubleshoot the associated LDEVs performance.

• Know the XP and the XP7 disk arrays that have LDEVs associated with your application.

• Know the host where your application resides.

• Know the WWNs for the hosts.
Run the XPInfo command at the command prompt of the host where your application
resides. The HBA Port WWN in the XPInfo output provides the WWN number. If your host
does not have XPInfo, download the executable from the Support screen in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor (click Support on the Dashboard screen) and install on the host.

• Ensure that the configuration data collection is complete and the performance data collection
is in progress for the XP and the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

Ensure that the following prerequisites are met before associating an application with the hosts:
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IMPORTANT:
• Your application can be associated with LDEVs that are made available through different

hosts and WWNs.
• There is no limit on the number of applications that you can associate with hosts and WWNs.

To start troubleshooting performance issues of components that are associated with an application:
1. Click Troubleshooting+Host Based in the left pane.

The list of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor are
displayed in the component selection tree under Host Based.

2. Select the XP/XP7 disk array for which you want to associate an application.
3. Click Configure Application.

The Configure Application dialog box appears.
4. Click Add.
5. Do one of the following:

• Click the Host Groups option and choose the host group from the list. The host groups
for hosts communicating with the selected disk array are listed.

• Click the WWN option and choose the WWN from the list. The WWNs for hosts
communicating with the selected disk array are listed.

6. Click New under Application and provide the application name. If you want to associate an
existing application with the selected host group or WWN, click Existing under Application
Name and choose the application from the list. There may be instances where the LDEVs
associated with an application are made available through two hosts that belong to different
WWNs or host groups. In such cases, you may want to associate the application with both
the hosts. There may be cases where the same set of LDEVs are made available through
one host to two different applications. In such cases, you may want to associate the host
with both the applications.
Initially, when HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is first installed, the Existing list does not
display any application entries, as the association is not yet configured.
The following image shows the Configure Application dialog box for 53040, which belongs
to the P9500 Disk Array type.
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The following are the possible combinations:

• Associate a new application with a new host group or WWN.

• Associate an existing application with a new host group or WWN.
7. Click Add/Remove.

You are shown an informational message that the application settings are saved.
8. Click Close to come back to the Troubleshooting screen.
9. Click the + sign for the XP/XP7 disk array in the component selection tree to view the following

structure in the order mentioned:
1. Application name
2. Host Group or WWN

Related Topics

• “Removing association between application and hosts” (page 337)

• “Viewing performance or usage data for components” (page 339)

• “Searching for applications associated with components” (page 338)

• “Viewing variations in the LDEV response time” (page 346)

• “Plotting charts” (page 347)

Removing association between application and hosts
To remove the association between an application and the corresponding host and WWN:
1. Click Troubleshooting+Host Based in the left pane.

The list of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays monitored by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor are
displayed in the component selection tree under Host Based.

2. Click the plus (+) sign for the XP/XP7 disk array, for which you want to remove the association
between the application and the corresponding host.

3. Click Configure Application.
The Configure Application dialog box appears.

4. Click Remove.
5. Under Application Name, select the application that you want to remove.
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6. Click Add/Remove.
You are provided an informational message that the application settings are removed.

7. Click Close to come back to the Host Based screen.

NOTE:
• Any changes made to the host configuration (that is adding or deleting LUN paths) is not

reflected unless you re-configure the application (that is delete the existing application that
is configured and re-create it in the Troubleshooting —> Host Based screen).

• If you modify the name of a host group or delete a host group from a port, then delete and
reconfigure the host group so that the updated port and LDEV details are displayed.

Related Topics

• “Associating applications with hosts” (page 335)

• “Viewing performance or usage data for components” (page 339)

• “Searching for applications associated with components” (page 338)

• “Plotting charts” (page 347)

Searching for applications associated with components
You can search for a particular application that is using a component, if you know the name or
ID of the component that is associated with the application.

IMPORTANT:
• You must provide the complete search string. The search string is case sensitive.

• You can search for only one component at a time.

• The search results are specific to an XP or an XP7 disk array. You cannot search for
components that are spread across multiple XP and XP7 disk arrays.

To search for an application:
1. Select the XP/XP7 disk array in the component selection tree.
2. Select the appropriate component from the Component Type list. The search function is

supported only for the following component types:
• WWN

• Host Group

• Port

• CLPR

• LDEV

• RG
3. Specify the name of the component in the adjacent text box and click the Search icon.
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The Search Results dialog box appears and displays the application and the host group or
WWN of the host that are associated with the component.

4. Click the link provided for the application, host group, or WWN in the Search Results dialog
box.
If your application is associated with a host using its host group, N/A is displayed under the
WWN column. Similarly, if your application is associated with a host using its WWN, N/A is
displayed under the Host Group column. The appropriate node is automatically highlighted
in the component selection tree. In the above image, the component that you searched is
port, CL2B. The Search Results dialog box displays the application and host group that are
associated with CL2B. N/A is displayed under the WWN column, as the association is not
configured through the host WWN. If you click the application or the host group link in the
Search Results dialog box, the respective nodes are highlighted in the component selection
tree. In addition, the corresponding data at the application or host group level is displayed
in the Host Based screen, and the record for CL2B is also highlighted in the Port table.

Viewing performance or usage data for components
You can view the performance and usage data of components at the application, host, and WWN
level, where data is filtered and displayed accordingly. The data displayed is based on whether
your application is associated with components that belong to the XP disk arrays or the XP7 disk
arrays:

• If your application is associated with components that belong to the XP disk arrays, view
the performance data of LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, and the RAID groups.

• If your application is associated with components that belong to the P9500/XP7 disk arrays,
view the performance data of LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, and the RAID groups. In addition, view
the average utilization of the MP blades that are processing requests for LDEVs associated
with the application.

The following are the different levels and a brief description of the data that is displayed at each
level:

DescriptionViewing data

The data is retrieved through all the hosts and the WWNs
that are connected to your application and the XP disk
arrays.

Application level

The data is retrieved through the specific host groups. It
is valid if your host uses multiple host groups to connect
to an XP or an P9500/XP7 disk array.

Host group

The data is retrieved through the specific WWN. Displays
performance data of the LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, and the

WWN level

RAID groups, and also the average utilization data for the
MP blades (only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays).

To view the performance data or the utilization usage data of components:
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1. Click the plus (+) sign for an XP or an XP7 disk array in the component selection tree under
Troubleshooting+Host Based.
The list expands to display the configured applications. The applications displays the
associated host groups or WWNs. You can also search for an application that is using the
components in an XP or an XP7 disk array. For more information, see “Searching for
applications associated with components” (page 338).
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2. Based on your requirement, select an application or choose the host group or the WWN
associated with an application:
If your selection is at the application level, the data displayed for the LDEVs and the
associated components is through all the host groups or WWNs associated with the
application. Hence, the data is a superset of the data that you view at the host group or the
WWN level.

• To select a host group, click the plus (+) sign for an application and select the host
group from the list displayed.
If your selection is at the host group level, the data displayed for the LDEVs and the
associated components is through the host group to which the host communicating with
the selected disk array belongs.

• To select a WWN, click the plus (+) sign for an application, and choose the WWN from
the list of WWNs.
If your selection is at the WWN level, the data displayed for the LDEVs and the
associated components is only through the selected WWN.

The Host Based screen displays the associated LDEVs, ports, RAID groups (including pool
ID), and the CLPRs performance data in the respective tables. The levels at which the
information is retrieved is also displayed at the top of the screen. For example, if you are
viewing details for an application through a specific host group, the following path is displayed
for your reference: <Array_ID>+Application <name>+Host Group <name>.
If you have set the duration for which HPE XP7 Performance Advisor must analyze and
show the variation in the average read and write response of LDEVs, the following message
appears on the Troubleshooting screen: HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is analyzing the
Average Read/Write Response time for the LDEVs. This may take some time. Please wait...
The time taken to analyze and display the average read and write response values for the
LDEVs on the Troubleshooting screen is directly proportional to the duration that you set.
For more information on setting the duration, see “Setting the duration to predict the LDEV
response time” (page 79).
“Host Based Troubleshooting Screen” (page 335) shows the Host Based screen displayed
for 53036, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type.

Figure 42 Host Basedscreen

LDEV table1

Port table2

CLPR table3

RAID Group table4
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Click an LDEV ID to view the associated port, CLPR, and the RAID group records highlighted
in the respective tables. By default, the port, CLPR, and the RAID group records are displayed
for the first LDEV listed in the LDEV table. In the above image, the following associated
components are displayed for the first LDEV, which is LDEV ID 1:74:

• CL2D and CL8D in the Port table

• CLPR 0 in the CLPR table

• RAID groups 1-5 and 1-6 in the RAID Group table

Related Topics

• “Associating applications with hosts” (page 335)

• “Removing association between application and hosts” (page 337)

• “Searching for applications associated with components” (page 338)

• “Plotting charts” (page 347)

Viewing data for prominent set of metrics
When you select an application, host group, or a WWN for an XP or an XP7 disk array, the
performance data for the LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, and the RAID groups is displayed on the Host
Based screen for the following prominent set of metrics.
For the XP disk arrays
The following are the prominent set of metrics:

Table 29 Prominent metrics for LDEVs

DescriptionDefault metricsResources

The average read and average write
response time.

Avg Read/Write Resp TimeLDEVs

The total I/Os on the LDEVs.IOPS

The total MB/s of data written to the
LDEVs.

MBPS

For the P9500/XP7 disk arrays
The following are the prominent set of metrics:

Table 30 Prominent metrics for LDEVs

DescriptionDefault metricsResources

The average read and average write
response time of the LDEVs.

Avg Read/Write Resp TimeLDEVs

The total I/Os on the LDEVs.IOPS

The total MB/s of data written to the
LDEVs.

MBPS

The average utilization of the MP blades
that are associated with the LDEVs.

MP Blade Util (%)

NOTE: The MP blade average
utilization data is collected during the
DKC performance data collection. The
collection frequency set for the DKC
data collection might be different from
that set for the LDEV data collection.
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In addition, the following are displayed:

• The MP blade ID with its corresponding average utilization percentage in brackets. For
example, MPB-1MA [9.34].
MPB-1MA is the MP blade ID that belongs to the Cluster 1 and the blade location MA. Its
average utilization percentage is 9.34%.

• The replication status for the LDEVs under Replication Attribute. This data helps you to
understand if a particular LDEV is being used as a replication volume (continuous access
or business copy volume). The following are the example replication statuses:

◦ SMPL(CA)/SMPL(BC): Indicates that the LDEV is not configured as a continuous access
or business copy volume.

◦ PVOL(CA)/SMPL(BC): Indicates that the LDEV is configured only as a continuous
access primary volume.

◦ SMPL(CA)/SVOL(BC): Indicates that the LDEV is configured only as a business copy
secondary volume.

Further, the performance data for the ports, CLPRs, and the RAID groups is also retrieved for
the following prominent metrics.

Table 31 Default metrics for RAID groups, ports, and CLPRs

DescriptionDefault metricsResources

The total utilization of each DKA pair
associated with a RAID group.

DKA Util %RAID groups

IMPORTANT: Since, the ACP/DKA
MPs are moved to the MP blades in the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays, the DKA Util %
metric is not applicable for the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays. It is applicable
only for the XP disk arrays.

The total utilization of each RAID group.RG Util %

The total I/Os happening through the
ports.

IOPSPorts

The total MB/s of data transferred
through the ports.

MBPS

The average of individual MP utilization
on each port.

MP Util %

IMPORTANT: Since, the CHIP/CHA
MPs are moved to the MP blades in the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays, the MP Util %
metric is not applicable for the
P9500/XP7 disk arrays. It is applicable
only for the XP disk arrays.

The percentage of data pending to be
written to an LDEV.

Write Pending %CLPRs

The percentage of data read from an
LDEV.

Read Hit

the total Percentage of CLPR usage
data.

Cache Usage
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In addition, the following details are also displayed:

• RAID group table:

DKA Pair: Displays the DKA pair associated with the particular LDEV.◦
◦ RG: Displays the RAID group number associated with the particular LDEV.

◦ Pool ID: Displays the ThP pool ID.

NOTE: For XP disk arrays prior to the XP24000 Disk Array, NA is displayed under
Pool ID, as the ThP cannot be configured on XP disk arrays prior to the XP24000 Disk
Array.

In the following scenarios (applicable for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays and the XP disk
arrays, such as the XP24000, XP20000 and P9500

– If the RAID group is contributing to only one ThP pool, the respective ThP pool ID
is displayed.

– If the RAID group is contributing to more than one ThP pool, the first ThP pool ID
is displayed. The corresponding RAID group is marked with * to indicate that the
RAID group is contributing to more than one ThP pool.

– If the RAID group is not contributing to any ThP pool, – is displayed under Pool
ID.

• Port table:

Port ID: Displays the port associated with the particular LDEV.
The port type, such as Fibre or FCoE (applicable only for P9500/XP7 disk arrays) is
also displayed beside the port ID.

◦

◦ CHA MP: Displays the MP associated with the port.
The details of the partner port that is associated with the same MP is also displayed.
The partner port record appears in grey. When you plot the usage graphs for these
ports (primary and partner ports), you will be able to analyze whether the partner port
is overloading the MP that is also associated with the primary port.

IMPORTANT: The CHA MP data is not applicable for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

If your application is associated with the XP disk arrays, appropriate status icons are displayed
for the following based on the corresponding component utilization:

• MP Util (%)
• Write Pending (%)
• DKA Util (%)
• RG Util (%)
If your application is associated with the P9500/XP7 disk arrays, appropriate status icons are
displayed for the following based on the corresponding component utilization:

• Write Pending (%)
• RG Util (%)
• MP Blade Util (%)

NOTE: The DKA Util (%) metric is not applicable for P9500/XP7 disk arrays.
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These status icons can be ( , , or ) and derived based on the threshold values that you set
on the Threshold Setting screen. For more information on the status icons, see “XP/XP7array
health” (page 107). For more information on setting threshold values, see “Configuring dashboard
threshold settings” (page 99).
You can also forecast the component utilization based on the array type.

• For an XP disk array, forecast the DKA, RAID group, cache write pending, and the MP
utilization.

• For an P9500/XP7 disk array, forecast the cache write pending, MP blade, and the RAID
group utilization.

For more information, see “Forecasting utilization” (page 293).

Viewing data for additional metrics
The additional set of metrics are listed in theMetrics list above the respective LDEV, Port, CLPR,
and the RAID groups tables. These are metrics for which you can view data for the same set of
LDEVs, ports, CLPRs, and RAID groups that are initially displayed for the selected application,
host, or the WWN.
The additional set of metrics that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor supports for the LDEVs are as
follows:

Table 32 Additional metrics for LDEVs

DescriptionAdditional LDEV metricsResources

The total random I/Os on the LDEV
during the entire collection interval.

Random I/OLDEVs

The total sequential I/Os on the LDEV
during the entire collection interval.

Sequential I/O

The sum of random reads and
sequential reads on the LDEV during
the entire collection interval.

Reads

The sum of random writes and
sequential writes on the LDEV during
the entire collection interval.

Writes

The top 20 consumers and their
average utilization of an individual MP
blade over an entire collection interval.

MP Blade Util - Top 20 Consumers

The top 20 consumers are considered
based on each consumer's average
utilization of the CPU cycles.

The average utilization of an individual
MP blade by each of the following

MP Blade Util/Processing type

processing types over an entire
collection interval:

• Open Target

• Open Initiator

• Open External Initiator

• Backend

• System

For more information on the processing
types, see “Processing types”
(page 283).
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IMPORTANT: The MP Blade Util - Top 20 Consumers and the MP Blade Util/Processing type
metrics are applicable only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The additional set of metrics that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor supports for the RAID groups,
Ports, and the CLPRs are as follows:

Table 33 Additional metrics for RAID groups, ports, and CLPRs

DescriptionAdditional Frontend, Cache, and
Backend metrics

Resources

The total backend tracks loaded in
random mode for a specified RAID
group.

Non Seq ReadsRAID groups

The total backend tracks loaded in
sequential mode for a specified RAID
group.

Seq Reads

The total backend tracks destaged for
a specified RAID group.

Writes

The average I/Os on the port over an
entire collection interval.

Max IOPSPorts

The maximum MB/s of data that was
read from or written to an LDEV
through the port.

Max MBPS

The total size of the CLPR shown in
MB/s.

Cache SizeCLPRs

The utilization of the sidefile shown as
a percentage value.

Side File Usage %

To view data for the additional set of metrics:
1. Based on whether you want to view the additional data in the LDEV, Port, CLPR, or the

RAID Group table, navigate to the corresponding Metrics list.
2. Select the check box for the metrics, for which you want to view the related component data.

A new column for the selected metric is added in the respective table and the component
data pertaining to the selected metric is displayed under that metric column.

In the above image, the Seq Readsmetric is selected. The performance data of components
pertaining to Seq Reads is displayed in a separate column in the RAID Group table.

Viewing variations in the LDEV response time
You can identify the LDEVs that are experiencing response time variations by analyzing their
read and write response time values.
Consider a scenario where your application is associated with multiple LDEVs and experiencing
a slow response time. As some of the components, such as RAID groups are shared, their
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utilization might not indicate an impact on the application. Instead, verify whether there are
variations in the response time of the LDEVs associated with your application. Further, verify the
utilization of components associated with those LDEVs, such as the RAID group, CHA MP
(applicable only for the XP disk arrays), and the MP blades (applicable only for the P9500/XP7
disk arrays) to take the appropriate action.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor analyses the previous average read and write response values
of an LDEV for the duration that you specify in the User Settings screen (see “Setting the duration
to predict the LDEV response time” (page 79)). It computes a reference value based on the
actual data for the specified duration and verifies whether the average read and write response
values of an LDEV are within or beyond the reference value. If the values are high, it displays a

for the corresponding LDEV in the LDEV table. You can also click the to view a graphical
representation of the average read and write response time values in the Chart Work Area. The
graph displays the variations in the average read and write response time of the selected LDEV.

NOTE:
• The reference value used by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor cannot be configured.

• The corresponds to the average read and write response time variations for an
LDEV.

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also displays the duration when the variations were observed.
The durations and the corresponding dates when the load was high on the LDEVs are displayed
in a table. If you do not want to view the table, clear the Show Peak Load check box in the Chart
Work Area.
You can also view the performance graphs related to other metrics to analyze the cause for the
performance load on the LDEVs. The following image shows the variations in the LDEV response
time for 53040, which belongs to the P9500 Disk Array type.

The reference value used by HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is displayed as a blue straight line
in the LDEV average read and write response time graph.

Plotting charts
You can select and plot charts for components in the LDEVs, Port, CLPR, and the RAID group
tables. To plot charts for the selected components and metrics:
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1. On the Troubleshooting screen, select components for which you want to plot charts. The
components can belong to the LDEV, Port, CLPR, and the RAID Group tables.
While selecting the records, press the Shift key for the sequential selection of multiple
components or the Ctrl key for the random selection of multiple components.

2. Click Plot Chart in the respective tables, where you have selected the components. The
Plot Chart is enabled only when you select a component.
The Plot Chart dialog box appears with the list of supported metrics.

3. Select the check box for the metric, for which you want to view the performance graph of
the selected components and click OK.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor plots appropriate performance graphs in the Chart Work
Area. By default, the data points are plotted for the last one hour of the management station's
time. For more information on using charts and chart options, see “Plotting charts” (page
243).

NOTE: When you plot the average read or write response graph for an LDEV, HPE XP7
Performance Advisor also displays a table that provides the duration and the corresponding date
when the load was high on the LDEV.

Related Topics

• “Associating applications with hosts” (page 335)

• “Removing association between application and hosts” (page 337)

• “Viewing performance or usage data for components” (page 339)

• “Viewing variations in the LDEV response time” (page 346)

• “Searching for applications associated with components” (page 338)

Example troubleshooting scenarios
The following are the example use cases for understanding troubleshooting functionality:
Application has 3 LDEVs from XP mapped to it through two different ports (1A and 5A). There
is one CLPR (CLPR10) that hosts these LDEVs:

• LDEV 1: RG 1-1: RAID1 (2D+2D)

• LDEV 2: RG 1-2: RAID5 (3D+1D)

• LDEV 3: RG 2-1, 2-2: RAID5 (14D+2P)
Issue 1
High utilization of CHA MP on port 5A causing response time to increase for all LDEVs associated
with the application. The MP in question manages another port (7A) whose IOPS are high in
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number causing the MP utilization to go up. Port 7A does not have any LDEVs mapped to the
host in question.
Steps for troubleshooting:
1. Launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
2. Navigate to the troubleshooting screen.
3. Select the XP array.
4. Select the application.
5. Identify ports associated with the LDEVs mapped to the application. In this case, this should

bring up ports 1A and 5A.
6. Note the IOPS and MBPS for 1A. Plot a chart of the trend of IOPS and MBPS.
7. Identify the MP associated with port 1A and note the utilization of the MP. Plot a chart of the

trend of MP utilization.
8. Note the IOPS and MBPS for 5A. Plot a chart of the trend of IOPS and MBPS.
9. Identify the MP associated with each of the ports 5A and note the utilization of the MP. Plot

a chart of the trend of MP utilization.
MP utilization for port 5A should show up a higher utilization value even while the port IOPS
and MBPS for 5A are not relatively higher.

10. Identify the port 7A serviced by the MP.
The port IOPS and/or MBPS should show up a relatively higher value. Plot a chart of the
trend of IOPS and MBPS for port 7A.

11. Based on the trend of utilization for MP and IOPS/MBPS noted for port 7A, the reason for
poor response time could be attributed to the overloading of the CHA MP by hosts using
port 7A.

12. Generate a report of the findings above.
Issue 2
RG 1-2 hosting LDEV2 is overloaded and is operating at 90% utilization. All the LDEVs carved
out of RG 1-2 are heavy on IOPS leading to LDEV2 for the application having higher response
time.
Steps for troubleshooting:
1. Launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
2. Navigate to the troubleshooting screen.
3. Select the XP array.
4. Select the application.
5. Identify RGs associated with the LDEVs mapped to the application. In this case, this should

bring up RGs 1-1, 1-2, 2-1 and 2-2.
6. Note the IOPS, MBPS and response time values for all the 3 LDEVs. Plot a chart of the

IOPS, MBPS and response time.
The response time metrics for LDEV2 should show up as being relatively higher as compared
to LDEV1 and LDEV3.

7. Identify the RG associated with LDEV2.
8. Note the overall utilization of the RG 1-2 associated with LDEV2. Plot a chart of the utilization

for RG 1-2, along with all the corresponding LDEV utilization.

• The trend of the overall RG utilization should indicate a higher value.

• The trend of the individual LDEV utilizations of the RG members should also indicate
a higher value.
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9. Based on the trend of the utilization values of the RG and its LDEVs, the reason for poor
response time on LDEV2 could be attributed to the overloading of the RG 1-2. Also, it could
be inferred that RG 1-2 is “hot” due to the heavy load generated by all the LDEVs.
In case the LDEV loads are not balanced, the possible solution could be to relocate some
of the busy LDEVs on to another RG.

10. Generate a report of the findings above.
Issue 3
Incorrect cache partitioning on the XP disk array leads to large number of cache misses for read
operations for the LDEVs presented to the application. This causes the response time to go up
for LDEVs mapped to the application.
Steps for troubleshooting:
1. Launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
2. Navigate to the troubleshooting screen.
3. Select the XP array.
4. Select the application.
5. Identify CLPR associated with the LDEVs mapped to the application. In this case, this should

bring up CLPR10.
6. Note the cache usage and read hits on the CLPR10 and plot a chart of the read hits.

The trend should indicate a lower value for read hits and higher value for cache usage.
7. Note the read/write pattern for each of the LDEVs associated with the application. Plot a

chart of the Read response time, Random Reads, Sequential Reads and Read cache hits.
The trend should indicate a lower percentage of read hits and higher value for Read response
time.

8. Based on the trend of the cache usage, cache read hits and LDEV's read hits, the reason
for poor response time on all the LDEVs in the application could be attributed to the incorrect
size of the cache partition on CLPR10 for the nature of I/Os being generated on the LDEVs
associated with the application.

9. Generate a report of the findings above.
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14 Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from other
Storage products

Introduction
You can launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from P9500/HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager
and HPE XP7 Remote Web Console.

Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Tiered Storage
Manager

HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager is used to perform migration, where the data stored on
predefined set of volumes is moved to another set of volumes with the same characteristics.
Thus, archiving data and freeing up the current volume for use by other applications.
There can be situations where data residing on LDEVs in the XP disk arrays is not frequently
accessed. Such data can be moved to a lower performing tier. The LDEVs that are experiencing
high I/Os should be moved to a higher performing tier, or to a lower utilized RAID group within
the same tier to balance performance. To identify the set of LDEVs for data migration, use HPE
XP7 Performance Advisor where you can view the usage data for the LDEVs and the related
RAID groups in the form of charts. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays charts for the selected
LDEVs, for the specified metric category, metric, and duration. You can analyze the charts to
know the LDEVs and the related RAID groups that have less frequently used data. The charts
displayed show the read-write and the I/Os for the selected LDEVs and their associated RAID
groups. Further, based on the data projected, you can decide on the data that needs to be
migrated to lesser used volumes. Use HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager to move data from the
source volumes to other target volumes that satisfy the performance (Service Level Objectives)
for that data. This is especially useful in cases where the performance required for the volumes
changes with the passage of time.

IMPORTANT: Launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager
to view the usage data of the LDEVs and the related RAID groups only for the XP disk arrays.

You can launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager v7.6.1-00
onwards. Once launched, the charts for the LDEVs are displayed in the HPE XP7 Tiered Storage
Manager GUI for all the XP disk arrays that HPE XP7 Performance Advisor supports. For more
information, see the manuals set provided for the HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager Software
on the HPE Manuals page. You can launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor for the Migration
Group volumes and the Storage Tier volumes, and also in the Create Migration Task operation
to facilitate selection of source and target volumes.

IMPORTANT:
• The location of the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor management station and other parameters

are defined in the HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager hppa.properties file. For more
information, see the HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager Software Administrator Guide.

• If you have already logged into HPE XP7 Performance Advisor using the specified
management station address, the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Login screen is not
displayed. Instead, the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screen is displayed, where you can
select the metric and the duration to view the graphs.

Viewing performance graphs for LDEVs
To access HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager and view the
charts for the LDEVs that belong to a storage domain:
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1. On HPE XP7 Command View Advanced Edition Suite, click the Mobility tab to view the list
of the logical groups created. The logical groups contains the list of volumes which are
grouped logically to migrate.

2. From the list of logical groups, select the group for which you want view the performance
graphs of the associated LDEVs.
The logical groups and the volumes in the groups are displayed.

3. Click Logical Groups.
4. Click the logical group for which you want to analyze performance.

All the LDEVs that belong to the selected migration group are displayed under the Volumes
tab.

5. Under the Volume tab, select the LDEV records for which you want to view their usage and
I/O details.

6. Click Analyze Performance.
The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Login page is displayed.

7. Enter your user name, password, and click Login.
By default, the Frontend IO Metrics chart window appears in the Chart Work Area displaying
the performance graphs for the selected LDEVs.
You can also select additional metrics from theAvailable Metrics ChooseMetric Category
list. For more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).

NOTE: Once you login, the current session is valid for 24 hours.

In addition to the LDEVs, view the performance graphs of the other associated components,
such as the frontend and the backend components. For more information, see “Plotting charts”
(page 243). You can also use the other HPE XP7 Performance Advisor screens to perform tasks,
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such as generating reports and viewing events. For more information on the functionality and
related procedures, see the individual chapters in this guide.

Viewing performance graphs for RAID groups
To access HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Tiered Storage Manager and view the
charts for the RAID groups that belong to a storage domain:
1. On HPE XP7 Command View Advanced Edition Suite, click the Mobility tab to view the list

of the THP pools created for each array.
2. From the list of THP pool, select the THP pool for which you want to view the performance

graphs of the parity groups from which the THP pool is created.
3. Click the Parity Groups tab.
4. Under the Parity Groups tab, select the RAID group records for which you want to view

their usage and I/O details.

5. Click Analyze Performance.
The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Login page is displayed.

6. Enter your user name, password, and click Login.
By default, the Frontend IO Metrics chart window appears in the Chart Work Area displaying
the performance graphs for the selected RAID group.

You can also select additional metrics from theAvailable Metrics ChooseMetric Category
list. For more information, see “Plotting charts” (page 243).

NOTE: Once you login, the current session is valid for 24 hours.
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Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE XP7 Remote Web
Console

The HPE Remote Web Console enables you to manage and optimize the XP7 storage systems.
As part of this process, you can launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor in context from HPE XP7
Remote Web Console to view the usage pattern of components for a longer duration and make
provisioning decisions. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor displays usage data for the following
components:
• Parity groups or RAID groups

• MP blade processors or MP blades

• Logical Devices or LDEVs

• Host groups

NOTE: This section covers tasks that must be completed to launch HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor from HPE XP7 Remote Web Console. For more information on Remote Web Console,
see the product documentation.

The following workflow describes the tasks to launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from HPE
XP7 Remote Web Console:
1. Downloading the PA_Link_Launch_Configuration_Files.zip file from HPE XP7

Performance Advisor and copying the contents of the zip file to the XP/XP7 disk array SVP.
The zip file contains configuration files (.xml) to launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor from
HPE XP7 Remote Web Console.
For more information, see “Downloading and copying zip file contents to XP/XP7 disk array
SVP” (page 354).

2. Updating the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor management station IP address in the
appDefinition.xml file.
For more information, see “Updating the management station IP address and session name”
(page 355).

3. Establishing connection between HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and HPE XP7 Remote
Web Console.
For more information, see “Establishing connection between HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
and HPE XP7 Remote Web Console” (page 355).

4. Logging into HPE XP7 Remote Web Console and launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
For more information, see “Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 356).

After launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor, you can view the usage data of MP blades, parity
groups, logical devices, and host groups.

Downloading and copying zip file contents to XP/XP7 disk array SVP
1. On the title bar, click Support to navigate to the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Support

screen.
2. Download the PA_Link_Launch_Configuration_Files.zip file to your management

station or the system from where you accessed the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Support
screen. The file is available under PA link and launch from RWC on the HPE XP7
Performance Advisor Support screen.
The PA_Link_Launch_Configuration_Files.zip file consists of the following XML
files that are required to launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

• appDefinition.xml

• appProfile.xml
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The readme.txt provides steps to launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
3. Extract the PA_Link_Launch_Configuration_Files.zip file and copy the contents

to the XP/XP7 disk array SVP.

Updating the management station IP address and session name
1. Navigate to the folder on your XP/XP7 disk array SVP where you copied the XML files.
2. Do one of the following:

• To update the IP address, open the appDefinition.xml file in Notepad and update
the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor management station IP address for the <base_URL>
tag as shown:
Syntax:
<?xml version=”1.0" encoding=”UTF-8” standalone=”Yes"?>
<application_definition xmlns=”http://controller.launch.generated.sn2.sanproject”>
<external_application name="pa”>
<application_type_link name="pa”>
<base_URL>http://<IP_Address:port></base_URL>
<!”If you are using a secure connection to access HPE XP7 Performance Advisor,
the port number is not required.”!>
</external_application>
</application_definition>

• To update the session name, open the appProfile.xml file in Notepad and update
the session name for the <application_menu> tag as shown:
Syntax:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<application_profile xmlns="http://controller.launch.generated.sn2.sanproject">
<application_type name="pa">
<display_IDs>
<display_ID>V4-3</display_ID>
<display_ID>V5-1</display_ID>
<display_ID>V6-1</display_ID>
<display_ID>V7-4</display_ID>
</display_IDs>
<relative_URL>/pa/RWC</relative_URL>
<application_menu>Performance Advisor</application_menu>
</application_type>
</application_profile>

By default, HPE XP7 Remote Web Console uses Performance Advisor as the session
name to launch HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

3. Save and close the file.
HPE XP7 Remote Web Console uses the updated IP address and session name to launch
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

For more information on the appDefinition.xml and appProfile.xml files, see “Sample
on appDefinition.xml and appProfile.xml files” (page 362).

Establishing connection between HPE XP7 Performance Advisor and HPE XP7
Remote Web Console

1. In the XP/XP7 disk array SVP command prompt window, navigate to the folder where you
copied the XML files.

2. Execute the following commands:
• setExAppInfo appDefinitnon.xml

• setExAppProfile appProfile.xml

For example:

• C:\setExAppInfo C:\ExtApp\appDefinition.xml

• C:\setExAppProfile C:\ExtApp\appProfile.xml
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After each of the above-mentioned commands is executed, a confirmation on the number of files
copied is displayed in the command prompt window.

IMPORTANT: Whenever you update the appDefinition.xml file for the management
station IP address or the appProfile.xml file for the session name, execute the
above-mentioned commands, so that HPE XP7 Remote Web Console uses the latest XML files
to launch the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor session. Also, if a session of HPE XP7 Remote
Web Console is already open, log out and log in to view the updated session details.

Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor

IMPORTANT: Ensure that the cookies are not turned off in your Internet Explorer window
where the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor session is launched. Cookies are required for
authentication in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

1. Launch HPE XP7 Remote Web Console by specifying the following URL in your web browser:
https://IP-address-or-host-name-of-SVP/

2. Provide your user name and password credentials on the Login credentials.
For more information on logging into HPE XP7 Remote Web Console, see HPE XP7 Remote
Web Console User Guide.

3. On the HPE XP7 Remote Web Console screen, select the XP7 disk array under Storage
Systems in the left pane for which you want to view the usage data.

4. Select one of the components for that XP7 disk array to view the usage data.
You can view the usage data for the following components:

• MP blades (see “Viewing MP blade usage data” (page 357))

• Parity groups (see “Viewing Parity Group data” (page 359))

• Logical devices (see “Viewing Parity Group data” (page 359))

• Host groups (see “Viewing Parity Group data” (page 359))

NOTE: Use the Shift key to select multiple records sequentially or Ctrl to select multiple
records randomly.
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5. Click Settings+Launch Application+Performance Advisor.
If you have updated a different session name in the appDefinition.xml file, that session
name appears when you click Settings+Launch Application.

NOTE: If none of the components are selected, the session will be in the disabled mode.
The session is enabled only when you select a particular component.

Figure 43 HPE XP7 Remote Web Console screen

The session opens in a separate browser window. HPE XP7 Remote Web Console combines
the<base_URL> and the<application_type_link> values in theappDefinition.xml
file with the <relative_URL> value in the appProfile.xml file to form the URL that
launches HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
When you launch a HPE XP7 Performance Advisor session for the first time, you are prompted
to provide a user name and password. After the login credentials are validated, the session
is active for 24 hours. The data displayed in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is for the past
one week.

Viewing MP blade usage data
Consider the scenario of a set of MP blades. You want to know which MP blade has relatively
less busy time, so that you can assign LDEVs to that MP blade. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
helps you to obtain this data by providing the average utilization, processing types, and the top
20 consumers data for each MP blade. You can view the relative performance of each MP blade
and select the MP blade that is less busy over a period of time.
Complete the following steps:
1. Complete steps 1 and 2 mentioned for “Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 356).
2. Select Components in the list displayed for the XP7 disk array serial number.
3. Select DKC-0 or DKC-1 from the list.
4. In the right work area, select the MP blade record for which you want to view summary and

utilization data in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
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5. Click Settings+Launch Application+Session Name (default: Performance Advisor).

The data for the selected processor blade is displayed in the HPE XP7 Performance Advisor,
Array View - MP Blades screen. If multiple processor blades are selected, the data related
to the first selected processor blade is displayed. For more information on MP Blades screen,
see “Viewing MP blade utilization for XP7 disk arrays” (page 193).

NOTE: In the following images, MPB0 refers to MPB-1MA and MPB2 refers to MPB-2MC
in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

The following image shows the average utilization of MPB-1MA.

The following image shows the top 20 consumers for MPB-1MA.
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The following image shows the processing distribution for MPB-1MA.

To view the utilization data for MPB2, click MPB-2MC in the MP Blade Configuration group
box in the Array View - MP Blades screen.

Viewing Parity Group data
Consider the scenario of five RAID groups (preferably belonging to the same drive type). You
want to know which is the least busiest RAID group, so that you can provision storage space
from the RAID group to create new LDEVs in that RAID group. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor
helps you to identify the least utilized RAID group by providing the backend I/O metric and
utilization metric graphs for the five RAID groups that you select in HPE XP7 Remote Web
Console. The I/O metric data provides an indication of the I/O load that is currently handled by
the individual RAID group.
Before you start provisioning, ensure that the RAID group has sufficient storage space.
To view the parity group data:
1. Complete steps 1 and 2 mentioned under “Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor”

(page 356).
2. Select Parity Groups in the list displayed for the XP7 disk array serial number.

NOTE: The navigation path Parity Groups+ Internal is not supported.

3. In the right work area, select the parity group record for which you want to view the usage
and performance data in Performance Advisor.
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4. Click Settings+Launch Application+Session Name (default: Performance Advisor).

By default, the utilization data for the Overall RAID Group utilization metric is displayed in
the Utilization Metrics chart window.
The overall RAID group utilization is the total busy rate of the RAID group over an entire
collection interval. When a RAID group is associated with a ThP pool, this metric provides
the extent to which a RAID group is busy because of the I/Os occurring on a ThP pool.
The following image shows the overall utilization graphs for the 1-7, and 1-9 RAID groups
for the past one week. For more information on using other chart options, see “Viewing
charts” (page 278).

Viewing Logical Device data
Consider two RAID groups (preferably belonging to the same drive type) that have an imbalance,
where one RAID group is less busy compared to the other RAID group. The less busier RAID
group has enough capacity. You can relocate LDEVs from the other RAID group to ensure load
balancing between the RAID groups.
HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides the overall average utilization for each RAID group,
which also displays the percentage of RAID group utilization by an LDEV. In addition, the Total
LDEV I/O performance metric graphs are displayed for all the LDEVs that you select in HPE XP7
Remote Web Console.
To view the logical device data:
1. Complete steps 1 and 2 mentioned for “Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 356).
2. Select Logical Devices in the list displayed for the XP7 disk array serial number.
3. In the right work area, select the Logical Device record for which you want to view the usage

and performance data in Performance Advisor.
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4. Click Settings+Launch Application+Session Name (default: Performance Advisor).

The performance data for the LDEV Total IO - Frontend metric is displayed in the Frontend
IO Metrics chart window. LDEV Total IO - Frontend metric indicates the total frontend I/O
rate on the selected LDEV over a particular duration. The following image shows the total
I/O rate on the LDEVs, 0:81, 0:82. and 0:83 for the past one week. For more information on
using other chart options, see “Viewing charts” (page 278).

Viewing host group data
For a host group, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor provides the I/O, MB, and response time metrics
on the associated port and individual LDEVs.
To view the host group data:
1. Complete steps 1 and 2 mentioned for “Launching HPE XP7 Performance Advisor” (page 356).
2. Select Host Groups in the list displayed for the XP7 disk array serial number.
3. In the right work area under the Host Groups tab, select the Host Group record for which

you want to view the usage and performance data in Performance Advisor.
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4. Click Settings+Launch Application+Session Name (default: Performance Advisor).

The host group and the usage data of ports and LDEVs associated with the selected host
group are displayed in the Array View - LDEV screen.

The above image displays the LDEVs and ports associated with the host group san-ita1.
The Chart Work Area in the above image displays the maximum, minimum, and average
I/O on the port CL2D that is selected in the Array View - LDEV screen.

Sample on appDefinition.xml and appProfile.xml files

• appDefinition.xml file
<?xml version=”1.0" encoding=”UTF-8” standalone=”Yes"?>
<application_definition xmlns=”http://controller.launch.generated.sn2.sanproject”>
<external_application name="pa”>
<application_type_link name="pa”>
<base_URL>http://16.181.45.100</base_URL>
</external_application>
</application_definition>

• appProfile.xml file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<application_profile xmlns="http://controller.launch.generated.sn2.sanproject">
<application_type name="pa">
<display_IDs>
<display_ID>V4-3</display_ID>
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<display_ID>V5-1</display_ID>
<display_ID>V6-1</display_ID>
<display_ID>V7-4</display_ID>
</display_IDs>
<relative_URL>/pa/RWC</relative_URL>
<application_menu>PA Test</application_menu>
</application_type>
</application_profile>

In the appProfile.xml file, display_ID refers to the XP7 disk array components in HPE
XP7 Remote Web Console. The performance data in the form of historical and summary data is
displayed for the following components in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.

Table 34 Display ID information

DescriptionDisplay ID

View the performance data of MP blades.V4-3

View the performance data of RAID groups.V5-1

View the performance data of LDEVs.V6-1

View the performance data of Ports/Host Groups.V7-4

For more information on display_ID, read the following:

• V4-3 enables you to view data related to MP blades in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It is
also known as Processor Blades in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
For example, if <display_ID>V4-3</display_ID> is deleted in the appProfile.xml
file, the MP Blades application menu item does not appear for selection in the HPE XP7
Remote Web Console.

• V5-1 enables you to view data related to RAID Groups in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
It is also known as Parity Groups in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
For example, if <display_ID>V5-1</display_ID> is deleted in the appProfile.xml
file, the RAID Groups application menu item does not appear for selection in the HPE XP7
Remote Web Console.

• V6-1 enables you to view data related to LDEV in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor. It is also
known as Logical Devices in HPE XP7 Performance Advisor.
For example, if <display_ID>V6-1</display_ID> is deleted in the appProfile.xml
file, the LDEV application menu item does not appear for selection in the HPE XP7 Remote
Web Console.

• V7-4 enables you to view data related to Ports/Host Groups in HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor.
For example, if <display_ID>V7-4</display_ID> is deleted in the appProfile.xml
file, the Ports/Host Groups application menu item does not appear for selection in the HPE
XP7 Remote Web Console.

The application_menu is the Menu name which displays in the HPE XP7 Remote Web Console.

NOTE:
• The application_type tag in the appProfile.xml file, and external_application

and application_type_link tags in appDefinition.xml file must always point to
'pa'.

• HPE recommends that you should not refresh the browser when HPE XP7 Performance
Advisor is launched from an external application.
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15 Support and other resources
Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to either of the following:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page:
www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

◦

◦ Software Depot website:
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on Access
to Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

Websites

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
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LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepotSoftware Depot

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docsInsight Remote Support

www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docsServiceguard Solutions for HP-UX

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage
compatibility matrix

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

Related documents
Documents
In addition to this guide, see the following documents for this product:

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software User Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Install Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Best Practices Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Troubleshooting and FAQs Guide

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software OS Support Matrix

• HPE XP7 Performance Advisor Software Release Notes
The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor tools related documents are:

• HPE XPWatch and HPE XPSketch Reference Guide

• HPE XPInfo Release Notes
To find related documents, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center web site:
http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product.
If a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at
your convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:
www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
For more information and device support details, go to the following website:
www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs
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Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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A Appendix A
Storage management logical partitions (SLPRs)

A disk array can be shared with the multiple organizations and with multiple departments within
an enterprise. Therefore, multiple administrators might manage a single disk array. This
circumstance creates the potential for an administrator to destroy volumes of other organizations,
and it can complicate and increase the difficulty of managing the disk array.
Use Disk/Cache Partition to allocate all components of one disk array (all ports and CLPRs) to
virtual disk arrays called SLPRs. You can create up to 31 SLPRs in one disk array. Each virtual
disk array can be accessed only by its administrator. This approach eliminates the risk of an
administrator destroying volumes from other organizations and of data leaks among organizations.
In a non-partitioned environment, a full array is considered one single partition SLPR0. After the
disk array is partitioned, SLPR0 becomes the unpartitioned portion of the disk array. Similarly,
CLPR0 contains all parity groups (PGs) and cache in the non-partitioned environment. After the
disk array is partitioned, CLPR0 contains the remaining PGs and cache that are not allocated to
other CLPRs.

Figure 44 Example of an SLPR

“Example of an SLPR” (page 367) displays an example of one disk array partitioned into two virtual
disk arrays. Each virtual disk array is allocated to one enterprise. Enterprise A's disk array
administrator can manage enterprise A's virtual disk array, but cannot manage enterprise B's
disk array. Similarly, enterprise B's disk array administrator can manage enterprise B's virtual
disk array, but cannot manage enterprise A's disk array.

Cache logical partitions (CLPRs)
When one disk array is shared with multiple hosts, and one host reads or writes a large amount
of data, the host's read and write data occupies a large area in the disk array's cache memory.
In this situation, the I/O performance of other hosts decreases because the hosts must wait to
write to cache memory. To prevent this situation, CLPR partitions the disk array's cache memory.
Partitioned cache memories are used as virtual cache memories, and each is allocated to each
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host. This approach minimizes the effects of one administrator's operations on the volumes of
other administrators.

Figure 45 Example of a CLPR

“Example of a CLPR” (page 368) displays how a corporation's cache memory is partitioned to
three virtual cache memories. Although the Branch A host is inputting and outputting a large
amount of data, the Branch B and Branch C hosts are unaffected because each branch is allocated
40 GB CLPR.
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B Sample reports
Report types

HPE XP7 Performance Advisor supports report generation for the following categories:
• “Array performance reports” (page 369).
• “LDEV IO reports” (page 378).
• “RAID Group Utilization Report” (page 380).
• “Cache utilization reports” (page 381).
• “ACP utilization reports” (page 384).
• “CHIP utilization reports” (page 386).
• “XP Thin Provisioning (THP) pool occupancy” (page 388).
• “Snapshot pool occupancy” (page 391).
• “Continuous Access Journal group utilization” (page 391).
• “Creating an LDEV Activity report” (page 314).
• “Export Database report” (page 393).
• “All report” (page 394).
• “MP blade utilization report” (page 394)
The reports can be generated in the HTML, RTF, PDF, and the CSV formats.

NOTE: You must install the Acrobat Reader to view reports in the PDF format.

The sample reports are given below.

Array performance report
The Array Performance report provides the overall performance of an XP or an XP7 disk array
by measuring the total I/Os and the read and write I/Os on that array. The Array Performance
report comprises of the following reports:
• Total I/O Rate
• Total I/O Rate by hour of day
• Total I/O Rate Detail
• Read-Write Ratio
• Read-Write Ratio by hour of day
• Read-Write Detail
• Max/Min Frontend Port IOPS
• Max/Min Frontend Port MB/s
In addition, it includes a section called Findings at the beginning of the report.

IMPORTANT:
• The Findings section for an XP disk array provides a brief summary on the status of the

CHIPs, cache, ACP, and the LDEVs.
• The Findings section for an P9500/XP7 disk array provides a brief summary on the status

of the cache, LDEVs, and the MP blades.
• The utilization summary of the CHIP/CHA and the ACP/DKA MPs are not displayed in the

Array Performance report - Findings section for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.
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Following is a sample Findings section for a P9500 Disk Array:

NOTE: The backend transfer is the block of data that is transferred between the XP/XP7 disk
array cache and the RAID groups. Every read cache miss results in a backend transfer.

Following is a sample Findings section for an XP7 disk array:

A sample of each report is given below:

Total I/O Rate report
The Total I/O Rate report displays in a chart format, the number of total read and write I/O
operations over the entire period. “Total I/O Rate” (page 371) displays a sample Total I/O Rate
report for the P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 46 Total I/O Rate

The total backend transfers may be compared to the total frontend I/Os and the difference is due
to the effects of the array cache. The total backend transfers load is taken by the RAID groups
and ACP/DKA pairs, where as the total frontend I/O load is taken by the CHIP/CHA ports.

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, a blank chart is displayed.
If all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis
is displayed in the center of the chart.

Total I/O Rate by hour of day report
The Total I/O Rate by hour of day report displays in a chart format, the number of total read and
write I/O operations per second over the over 24-hour period. “Total I/O Rate by hour of
day” (page 372) displays a sample Total I/O Rate by hour of day report for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 47 Total I/O Rate by hour of day

The total backend transfers may be compared to the total frontend I/Os and the difference is due
to the effects of the array cache. The total backend transfers load is taken by the RAID groups
and ACP/DKA pairs, where as the total frontend I/O load is taken by the CHIP/CHA ports.

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along the X axis
is displayed in the center of the chart.

IMPORTANT: For the Hour of the Day report, all the points collected aggregate to the start of
the hour. For example, if data is collected between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m., the aggregate data is
displayed at 1 p.m. instead of 2 p.m.

Total I/O Rate Detail report
The Total I/O Rate Detail report displays in a chart format, the number of Sequential I/Os, Random
I/Os, and CFW I/O operations, over the entire period. “Total I/O Rate Detail” (page 373) displays
a sample Total I/O Rate Detail report for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 48 Total I/O Rate Detail

The sequential frontend I/Os are when data is read from or written to consecutive addresses.
The random frontend I/Os are when applications address non-consecutive blocks of data. CFWs
are a special class of I/Os generated by HPE's XP7 Continuous Access Remote Mirroring software.

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis is
displayed in the center of the chart.

Read/Write Ratio report
The Read/Write Ratio report displays in a chart format, the ratio of read activity to write activity,
over the entire period. It is for both sequential and random read, or write activity. “Read/Write
Ratio” (page 374) displays a sample Read/Write Ratio report for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 49 Read/Write Ratio

For example, the data point of X on the graph indicates X% read activity and (100-X)% of write
activity.

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis is
displayed in the center of the chart.

Read/Write Ratio by hour of day report
The Read/Write Ratio by hour of day report displays in a chart format, the ratio of read activity
to write activity, over a 24 hour period. It is for both sequential and random read, or write activity.
“Read/Write Ratio by hour of day” (page 375) displays a sample Read/Write Ratio by hour of day
report for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 50 Read/Write Ratio by hour of day

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis is
displayed in the center of the chart.

Read/Write Detail report
The Read/Write Detail report displays in a chart format, the total I/Os separated into different I/O
types. This includes sequential reads and writes and random reads and writes, displayed as the
number of I/O operations per second. The graph provides more detail than the previous graphs
about the types of I/Os occurring on an XP disk array. “Read/Write Detail” (page 376) displays a
sample Read/Write Detail by hour of day report for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 51 Read/Write Detail

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis is
displayed in the center of the chart.

Max/Min Frontend Port IOPS report
The Max/Min Frontend Port IOPS report displays in a chart format, the total maximum and
minimum frontend port I/O operations per second over the entire data collection period.
“Read/Write Detail” (page 376) displays a sample Max/Min Frontend Port IOPS report for a P9500
Disk Array.
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Figure 52 Read/Write Detail

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis is
displayed in the center of the chart.

Max/Min Frontend Port MB/s report
The Max/Min Frontend Port MB/s report displays in a chart format, the total maximum and
minimum frontend port MB/s over the entire data collection period. “Read/Write Detail” (page 376)
displays a sample Max/Min Frontend Port MB/s report for a P9500 Disk Array.

Figure 53 Read/Write Detail

NOTE: If there are no data points available for the dates selected, blank chart is displayed. If
all the data values are zero for the dates selected, a chart with a horizontal line along X axis is
displayed in the center of the chart.
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LDEV IO report
The LDEV IO report provides data on the busiest frontend and the backend LDEVs and RAID
groups on an XP or an XP7 disk array. It is based on the frontend I/Os and the backend transfers.
You can view the report for 8 - 128 busiest frontend and backend LDEVs, and 8 - 32 busiest
frontend and backend RAID groups. The selection is in multiples of eight.
If you do not select any value from the respective drop-down lists, by default, the LDEV IO report
is generated for the eight busiest frontend and eight backend LDEVs, and eight frontend and
eight backend RAID groups. Further, the report displays the graphs for only those LDEVs that
have the associated I/Os and those RAID groups on which the I/Os transactions have occurred.
Consider the following example: A report is created to view 32 busiest frontend LDEVs and 16
busiest frontend RAID groups, and only eight of the selected 32 LDEVs and four of the selected
16 RAID groups are busy. HPE XP7 Performance Advisor generates the LDEV IO report where
you can view the graphs for only the eight LDEVs and four RAID groups on which the maximum
I/O transactions have occurred. The graphs are not shown for the remaining LDEVs or the RAID
groups. The LDEV IO report also provides a link to the additional LDEV IO mapping information.
The busiest LDEVs are displayed at different ranks in a tabular format.

In the LDEV I/O Mapping table:
• Hyphen (-) is displayed in the RAID Format column if that RAID format is not applicable for

THP Pool V-Vols.
• Hyphen (-) is displayed in the LUSE Master column if the LDEV record is not a LUSE Master.

So, the LDEV will either be a LUSE component or an individual volume (not part of any
LUSE).

• Hyphen (-) is displayed in the LUSE Status column if the LDEV record is neither a LUSE
master nor a LUSE component. The LUSE Status is not applicable for such LDEV records.

A sample of each report is given below:

Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs report
The Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs report displays in a chart format, the real backend
I/O rate of the busiest eight LDEVs. This can be compared to the potential maximum throughput
of the hardware. The maximum throughput varies depending on RAID level and disk mechanism
type and other factors such as the size of the individual I/Os. “Total Backend I/O Rate First Top
8 LDEVs” (page 379) displays a sample Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs report for the
XP1024 Disk Array.
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Figure 54 Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs

Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups report
The Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups report displays in a chart format, the real
backend I/O rate for the busiest eight RAID groups. This can be compared to the potential
maximum throughput of the hardware. The maximum throughput varies depending on RAID
level, disk mechanism type, and other factors such as the size of the individual I/Os. “Total
Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 Array Groups” (page 379) displays a sample Total Backend I/O
Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups report for the XP1024 Disk Array.

Figure 55 Total Backend I/O Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups

Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs report
The Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs report displays in a chart format, the number of
I/Os operations performed by the first set of busiest eight LDEVs. “Total Frontend I/O Rate First
Top 8 Ldevs” (page 380) displays a sample Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 LDEVs report for
the XP1024 Disk Array.
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Figure 56 Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 Ldevs

Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups/Pools report
The Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups/Pools report displays in a chart format,
the number of I/O operations performed by the eight busiest RAID groups or pools. Pools can
either be the ThP pool or the snapshot pool. “Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 Array
Groups” (page 380) displays a sample Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 RAID Groups/Pools
report for the XP1024 Disk Array.

Figure 57 Total Frontend I/O Rate First Top 8 Array Groups/Pools

RAID Group Utilization Report
The Raid Group Utilization report consists of four charts that display the utilization of the top 32
RAID groups, split into eight each. The RAID group utilization indicates the total utilization of a
RAID group over an entire collection interval.
“RAID Group Utilization — First top 8 RAID groups” (page 381) displays a sample RAID Group
Utilization report that provides the first top eight RAID groups for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 58 RAID Group Utilization — First top 8 RAID groups

The report displays the utilization graphs for only those RAID groups that have managed the
backend transfers. When a RAID group is associated with a ThP pool, the extent of RAID group
utilization due to I/Os occurring on a ThP pool is considered.

Cache utilization report
The cache utilization reports allow you to view in a chart format, the utilization of cache in the
XP/XP7 disk array, the amount of data in the cache that is waiting to be written to a disk, read
hits as a percentage of total read operations, the total number of transfers per second, the total
number of transfers over 24-hour, cache side file utilization for the continuous access
asynchronous activity, cache partition write pending rate for each MP blade, and cache partition
utilization for each MP blade.
A sample of each report is given below:

Cache Utilization report
The Cache Utilization report displays in a chart format, the cache utilization in an XP or an XP7
disk array.
“Cache Utilization” (page 381) displays a sample Cache Utilization report for a P9500 Disk Array.

Figure 59 Cache Utilization

Cache Write Pending report
The Cache Write Pending report displays in a chart format, the amount of data in the cache
waiting to be written to a disk. It helps determine the amount of cache available.
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“Cache Write Pending” (page 382) displays a sample Cache Write Pending report for a P9500
Disk Array.

Figure 60 Cache Write Pending

Percentage Read Hits report
The Percentage Read Hits report displays in a chart format, cache read hits as a percentage of
the total cache read operations.
“Percentage read hits” (page 382) displays a sample Percentage Read Hits report for a P9500
Disk Array.

Figure 61 Percentage read hits

Total Backend Transfer report
The Total Backend Transfer report displays in a chart format, the total number of transfers,
sequential, random drive-to-cache, and cache-to-drive, per second.
“Total Backend Transfer report” (page 383) displays a sample Total Backend Transfer report for
a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 62 Total Backend Transfer report

Total Backend Transfer by Hour of the Day report
The Total Backend Transfer by Hour of the Day report displays in a chart format, the total number
of transfers, both sequential and random drive-to-cache transfers, and all cache-to-drive transfers,
averaged over a 24-hour period.
“Total Backend Transfer by Hour of the Day” (page 383) displays a sample Total Backend Transfer
by Hour of the Day report for a P9500 Disk Array.

Figure 63 Total Backend Transfer by Hour of the Day

Cache Side File Utilization report
The Cache Side File Utilization report displays in a chart format, the cache side file utilization.
The cache side file utilization is used for the Continuous Access Async Software. It holds the
data buffers that have not been acknowledged by the remote host.
“Cache Side File Utilization” (page 384) displays a sample Cache Side File Utilization report for
a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 64 Cache Side File Utilization

Figure 65 CLPR MP Blade Write Pending Rate

Figure 66 CLPR MP Blade Usage Rate

ACP utilization report

IMPORTANT: The utilization metrics on the ACP/DKA MPs are not displayed for the P9500/XP7
disk arrays. They are included as part of the utilization metrics displayed for the MP blades in
the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.
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The ACP utilization reports allow you to view in a chart format, the average utilization of the
various installed ACP/DKA pairs either over the entire period or over every hour of a day.
A sample of each report is given below:

ACP Utilization report
The ACP Utilization report displays in a chart format, the average utilization of the installed
ACP/DKA pairs over the entire period. “ACP utilization over the entire data collection
period” (page 385) displays a sample ACP Utilization report for an XP24000 Disk Array.

Figure 67 ACP utilization over the entire period

ACP Utilization by Hour of the Day report
The ACP Utilization by Hour of the Day report displays in a chart format, the average utilization
of the installed ACP/DKA pairs over a 24-hour period. “ACP utilization over a 24-hour
period” (page 386) displays a sample ACP Utilization by Hour of the Day report for an XP24000
Disk Array.
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Figure 68 ACP utilization over a 24-hour period

CHIP utilization report

IMPORTANT: The utilization metrics on the CHIP/CHA MPs are not displayed for the P9500/XP7
disk arrays. They are included as part of the utilization metrics displayed for the MP blades in
the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The CHIP utilization reports allow you to view in a chart format, the utilization data for all the
installed CHIPs/CHAs in the array, and the average utilization data for all the installed CHIPs/CHAs
in an XP disk array. While generating a CHIP utilization report, you can select one or more CHIPs
from the Available CHIPs list.
If you select All and set the long duration, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor takes more time to
generate the reports. HPE recommends that you select few CHIPs when the duration is long.
A sample of each report is given below:

CHIP Utilization report
The CHIP Utilization report displays in a chart format, the utilization data for all the installed
CHIPs/CHAs in an XP disk array.
“CHIP Utilization” (page 387) displays a sample CHIP Utilization report for an XP24000 Disk Array.
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Figure 69 CHIP Utilization

CHIP Utilization by Hour of the Day report
The CHIP Utilization by Hour of the Day report displays in a chart format, the utilization data for
all the installed CHIPs/CHAs in the array averaged over a 24-hour period. “CHIP Utilization by
Hour of the Day” (page 387) displays a sample CHIP Utilization by Hour of the Day report for an
XP24000 Disk Array.

Figure 70 CHIP Utilization by Hour of the Day

CHIP Processor Utilization report
The CHIP processor utilization report displays in a chart format, the individual MP utilization on
an installed CHIP/CHA. “CHIP Processor Utilization” (page 388) displays a sample CHIP processor
utilization report for an XP24000 Disk Array.
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Figure 71 CHIP Processor Utilization

In this sample report, the individual MP utilization for the CHA 1E is displayed. Similarly a report
is generated for all the installed CHIPs/CHAs.

ThP Pool Occupancy report
The THP Pool Occupancy report provides the usage percentage of the eight busiest ThP pools.
“XP Thin Provisioning pool occupancy” (page 388) displays a sample ThP Pool Occupancy report
for a P9500 Disk Array.

Figure 72 XP Thin Provisioning pool occupancy
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Figure 73 Total IO – Frontend , First Top 8 Pools

Figure 74 Total MB – Frontend , First Top 8 Pools

Figure 75 Backend Track , First Top 8 Pools
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Figure 76 Max Read Response Time , First Top 8 Pools

Figure 77 Max Write Response Time, First Top 8 Pools

Figure 78 Average Read Response Time, First Top 8 Pools
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Figure 79 Average Write Response Time, First Top 8 Pools

Snapshot Pool Occupancy report
The Snapshot Pool Occupancy report provides the usage percentage of the eight busiest snapshot
pools.

NOTE: HPE XP7 Performance Advisor reports only those snapshot volumes in an XP or an
XP7 disk array that are assigned to a pool.

“Snapshot pool occupancy” (page 391) displays a sample Snapshot Pool Occupancy report for
53040, which is a P95000 disk array type array.

Figure 80 Snapshot pool occupancy

Continuous Access Journal Group utilization report
The Journal Pool Utilization report displays the utilization percentage of the eight busiest Journal
groups.
“Continuous Access Journal group utilization” (page 392) displays a sample Continuous Access
Journal Group Utilization report for a P9500 Disk Array.
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Figure 81 Continuous Access Journal group utilization

LDEV Activity report
You can view the maximum and least busiest LDEVs in an XP or an XP7 disk array through the
LDEV Activity report. The LDEV data can be for one of the following metric types:
• FontEndIO
• BackEndIO
• MB
• Utilization
• Read Response Time
• Write Response Time
The maximum and least busiest LDEVs are collated based on the maximum and minimum
threshold levels you specify, and also the metric type that you select. For the metric type and
duration that you specify, the average of the total performance of each LDEV is considered.
Further, the average value is verified with the set threshold levels to see if that particular LDEV's
performance is above or below the threshold limit. Based on their average values, the LDEVs
are grouped in the top 100 busiest or the least 100 busiest LDEVs, and displayed in the CSV
file. It implies that only those LDEVs that are above the maximum and below the minimum set
threshold limits are considered.
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Figure 82 LDEV Activity report

IMPORTANT:
• The threshold limits that you specify are independent of each other and applicable to only

the category that you select. You can set both the maximum and minimum threshold levels,
or one of them based on your requirement.

• The report also provides the associated drive types for the LDEVs. This information helps
you to identify if the associated drive is supporting the required LDEV performance. If not,
move the LDEV to a different drive type.

Export Database report
The Export Database report provides a .CSV as the output. You can use the .csv file to export
data to a data visualization program, such as the Microsoft Excel. The data can be used for
charting or graphing, and can also include the Ext-Lun information.

Figure 83 Export Database report (Human readable format)

For more information on the different .csv files that are generated for an XP or XP7 disk array,
see “Export DB CSV files” (page 150).
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All report
Based on whether you generate the All report for an XP disk array or an XP7 disk array, the All
report consolidates data and provides a single report for the following reports in the selected
date and time range:
XP Disk Array:

• Array Performance
• LDEV IO
• RAID Group Utilization
• Cache Utilization
• ACP Utilization
• CHIP Utilization
• Journal Pool Utilization
• ThP Pool Occupancy
• Snapshot Pool Occupancy
P9500/XP7 disk array:

• Array Performance
• LDEV IO
• RAID Group Utilization
• Cache Utilization
• MP Blade Utilization
• Journal Pool Utilization
• ThP Pool Occupancy
• Snapshot Pool Occupancy

IMPORTANT:
• The All report type for an XP or an XP7 disk array includes reports on the journal pool

utilization, ThP pool, and the snapshot pool occupancy, only if they are configured in the
selected XP or the XP7 disk array

• Individual CHIP MP utilization charts have been removed from the All report.

MP blade utilization report
The MP Blade Utilization report can be generated only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays. It includes
the average utilization data for each individual MP blade, their top 20 consumers, and the
associated processing types.

Average utilization of an MP blade
The average utilization is calculated as the utilization of all the individual processors in the MP
blade.
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MP blade utilization by top resources
The average utilization of an MP blade by the top 20 consumers is displayed in a chart for the
selected duration. The top 20 consumers can be LDEVs, continuous access journal groups, or
the E-LUNs (external volumes). For more information, see “Viewing top 20 consumers of an MP
blade” (page 282).

MP blade utilization by the processing types
The average MP blade utilization split up for the different processing types is displayed in a chart
for the selected duration. The duration for which the MP blade was busy processing consumer
requests is also displayed as the Total Busy Time.
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For more information on processing types, see “Viewing MP blade utilization by processing types”
(page 283).
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C Appendix C
Supportability matrix

The following matrix displays the supportability of ThP, snapshot, and continuous access journal
volumes on the XP arrays.

Table 35 Supportability matrix for ThP, snapshot, and continuous access journal volumes

20000/24000/SVS40012000/10000XP array

?xXP Thin Provisioning

??Snapshot

??Continuous Access Journal
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D Appendix D
Array mapping

“XP12000” (page 398) lists the ACP and CHIP pairs for XP12000 type array.

Table 36 XP12000

Slot IDPair IDSlot name

ACP A = 0; M = 4ACP Pair 1A, M

ACP B = 1; N = 5ACP Pair 2B, N

ACP L = 2; X = 6ACP Pair 3L, X

ACP K = 3; W = 7ACP Pair 4K, W

CHIP E = 0; Q = 4CHIP Pair 1E, Q

CHIP F = 1; R = 5CHIP Pair 2F, R

CHIP G = 2; T = 6CHIP Pair 3G, T

CHIP H = 3; U = 7CHIP Pair 4H, U

CHIP A = 8; M = 12CHIP Pair 5A, M

CHIP B = 9; N = 13CHIP Pair 6B, N

CHIP L = 10; X = 14CHIP Pair 7L, X

CHIP K = 11; W = 15CHIP Pair 8K, W

“XP10000 ” (page 398) lists the ACP and CHIP pairs for the XP10000 type arrays.

Table 37 XP10000

Slot IDPair IDSlot name

ACP MIX-A = 0; MIX-F = 4ACP Pair 1MIX-A, MIX-F

CHIP MIX-A = 8; MIX-F = 12CHIP Pair 1MIX-A, MIX-F

CHIP B = 9; E = 13CHIP Pair 2B,E

“XP24000” (page 398) lists the ACP and CHIP pairs for an XP24000 type array.

Table 38 XP24000

Slot IDPair IDSlot name

ACP AU=0; MU=8ACP Pair 1AU, MU

ACP BU=2; NU=10ACP Pair 2BU, NU

ACP AL=1; ML=9ACP Pair 3AL, ML

ACP BL=3; NL=11ACP Pair 4BL, NL

ACP LU=4; XU=12ACP Pair 5LU, XU

ACP KU=6; WU=14ACP Pair 6KU, WU

ACP LL=5; XL=13ACP Pair 7LL, XL

ACP KL=7; WL=15ACP Pair 8KL, WL
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Table 38 XP24000 (continued)

Slot IDPair IDSlot name

CHIP EU=0; QU=8CHIP Pair 1EU, QU

CHIP FU=2; RU=10CHIP Pair 2FU, RU

CHIP EL=1; QL=9CHIP Pair 3EL, QL

CHIP FL=3; RL=11CHIP Pair 4FL, RL

CHIP GU=4; TU=12CHIP Pair 5GU, TU

CHIP HU=6; UU=14CHIP Pair 6HU, UU

CHIP GL=5; TL=13CHIP Pair 7GL, TL

CHIP HL=7; ,UL=15CHIP Pair 8HL, UL

CHIP AU=16; MU=24CHIP Pair 9AU, MU

CHIP BU=18; NU=26CHIP Pair 10BU, NU

CHIP AL=17; ML=25CHIP Pair 11AL, ML

CHIP BL=19; NL=27CHIP Pair 12BL, NL

CHIP LU=20; XU=28,CHIP Pair 13LU, XU

CHIP KU=22; WU=30CHIP Pair 14KU, WU

CHIP LL=21; XL=29CHIP Pair 15LL, XL

CHIP KL=23; WL=31CHIP Pair 16KL, WL

NOTE: The numbers in the third column correspond to the card letter. These numbers are
used when reading CLUI output that has an older formatting style.

“XP20000” (page 399) lists the ACP and CHIP pairs for an XP20000 type array.

Table 39 XP20000

Slot IDPair IDSlot name

ACP A =0; F=8ACP Pair1A, F

ACP B=2; E=10ACP Pair 2B, E

CHIP G=0; L=8CHIP Pair 1G, L

CHIP H=2; K=10CHIP Pair 2H, K

CHIP A=16; F=24CHIP Pair 3A, F

CHIP B=18; E=26CHIP Pair 4B, E
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E Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions
Metrics and descriptions

“Metric Category, metrics, and descriptions” (page 400) provides the metric categories and metrics
that are available in each of the metric categories, and the metric descriptions.

Table 40 Metrics and descriptions

DescriptionMetricMetric category

Applicable for Open volumes.
Obtained by the sum of the

The total frontend I/Os
(random plus sequential) on

ACP Total IO – FrontendFrontend IO Metrics

metrics of all the LDEVs in aall the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair. RAID Group and all the RAID

groups being managed by
the ACP Pair.The total frontend I/Os for

the random I/O (random
ACP Total Random IO –
Frontend

reads plus random writes)
on all the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair.

The total frontend I/Os for
the sequential IO

ACP Total Sequential IO –
Frontend

(sequential reads plus
sequential writes) on all the
RAID groups managed by
the ACP pair.

The frontend I/Os for
random read requests for

ACP Random Reads –
Frontend

all the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair.

The frontend I/Os for
random read requests that

ACP Random Reads Cache
Hits – Frontend

result in cache hits, for all
RAID groups managed by
the ACP pair.

The frontend I/Os for the
random write requests for

ACP Random Writes –
Frontend

all the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair.

The frontend I/Os for the
sequential read requests for

ACP Sequential Reads –
Frontend

all the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair.

The frontend I/Os for the
sequential read requests

ACP Sequential Read
Cache Hits – Frontend

that result in cache hits for
all the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair.

The frontend I/Os for the
sequential write requests for

ACP Sequential Writes –
Frontend

all the RAID groups
managed by the ACP pair.

Each External RAID group
value is the sum of all the

The total frontend I/Os
made on an external
volume.

Total Sequential Reads MB
- Frontend

LDEVs in all the Ext-RAID
groups in the array.

The total random frontend
I/Os rate on this external

Total Random IO-Frontend
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

volume during the entire
collection interval.

The total random frontend
reads rate on this external

Total Random
Read-Frontends

volume during the entire
collection interval.

Out of the total random
frontend reads rate on this

Total Random Reads
Cache Hit-Frontend

external volume, the
number of random reads
available in the cache.

The total random frontend
writes rate on this external

Total Random Write -
Frontend

volume during the entire
collection interval.

The total sequential
frontend I/Os rate on this

Total Sequential IO -
Frontend

external volume over an
entire collection interval.

The total sequential
frontend I/Os rate on this

Total Sequential Read -
Frontend

external volume for a given
range of time.

The number of sequential
frontend reads serviced

Total Sequential Reads
Cache Hit - Frontend

from the cache in terms of
the I/Os rate on this
external volume.

The total sequential
frontend write rate for this

Total Sequential Write -
Frontends

external volume over a
given time interval.

It is the ratio of the total
frontend I/Os occurring on

Frontend Vs. Backend Hit
Ratio

a ThP pool versus the total
backend tracks associated
with a ThP pool.

The total frontend I/Os rate
on this LDEV over a given

LDEV Total IO – Frontend

time period. Total I/O of all
the LDEVs created in a
specified Raid Group over
the entire data collection
interval. I/Os on LDEV is
obtained from RMLIB but
not the I/Os on LDEV
specific to the Host Group.

The total random frontend
I/Os rate on this LDEV

LDEV Total Random IO –
Frontend

during the entire collection
interval.

The total random frontend
read I/Os on this LDEV

LDEV Random Reads –
Frontend
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

during the entire collection
interval.

Out of the total random
frontend read I/Os on this

LDEV Random Reads
Cache Hits – Frontend

LDEV, the number of
random reads available in
the cache.

The total random frontend
write I/Os on this LDEV

LDEV Random Writes –
Frontend

during the entire collection
interval.

The total sequential
frontend I/Os rate on this

LDEV Total Sequential IO
– Frontend

LDEV over an entire
collection interval.

The total sequential
frontend I/Os rate on this

LDEV Sequential Reads –
Frontend

LDEV for a given range of
time.

The number of sequential
frontend read I/Os serviced

LDEV Sequential Reads
Cache Hits – Frontend

from the cache in terms of
the I/Os rate on this LDEV.

The total sequential
frontend write I/Os for this

LDEV Sequential Writes –
Frontend

LDEV over a given time
interval.

The output of LDEV Total
IO [(LDEV Random

Total LDEV IO Miss –
Frontend

Read Cache Hits) +
(LDEV Sequential
Read Cache Hits)]

The total random and
sequential frontend read

Total IO Reads – Frontend

I/Os on this LDEV during
the entire collection interval.

The total random and
sequential frontend write

Total IO Writes – Frontend

I/Os on this LDEV during
the entire collection interval.

The total random and
sequential frontend read

Total MB Reads – Frontend

MBs on this LDEV during
the entire collection interval.

The total random and
sequential frontend Write

Total MB Writes – Frontend

MBs on this LDEV during
the entire collection interval.

This metric represents the
Read IO share (%) out of

Read/Write IO Ratio [%] –
Frontend

total IO for the selected host
group.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

This metric represents
Read MB share (%) out of

Read/Write MB Ratio [%] –
Frontend

total MB for the selected
host group.

Single port.The maximum frontend I/Os
rate on this port over an

Maximum Port IO –
Frontend

entire collection interval. It
is the maximum of the last
collection interval. For
example, if collection
interval is set to five
minutes, the maximum port
IO value is collected and
verified against the previous
value every one minute,
and the highest port I/O
value collected in the last
five minutes is considered.

The average frontend I/Os
rate on this port over an

Average Port IO – Frontend

entire collection interval.
Port Average IO shown in
PA is average of average
IO. Average Port IO is the
value within a period of
sampling time at one minute
interval from RMLIB call
(this could be running
average in a min). PA
collects this data every
minute and updates
according to the configured
port collection frequency.
For example, consider port
collection is configured for
5 minutes, then every
minute average port data is
collected and stored
in-memory. At the end of
5th minute, average of all
collected average port data
is calculated.

The minimum frontend I/Os
rate on this port over an

Minimum Port IO –
Frontend

entire collection interval. For
example, if collection
interval is set to five
minutes, the minimum port
IO value is collected and
verified against the previous
value every one minute,
and the lowest port I/O
value collected in the last
five minutes is considered.

The total IO is obtained by
summing up all the IO of all

The total IO of all the
LDEVs created in a

Total IO – Frontend

the LDEVS for the given host
group.

specified RAID group for
the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

NOTE: If the same host
group is exposed to more
than one PORT then the
IOs to hostgroups is seen
on all PORTS where it is
exposed. Calculation of
Total IO depends on the
LDEVS and not on PORTS,
while summing up, the
same hostgroup is exposed
to more than one PORT, we
are considering only once.

The total IO writes is
obtained by summing up IO

The total IO writes of all the
LDEVs created in a

Total IO Writes – Frontend

writes of all the LDEVS for
the given host group.

specified RAID group for
the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.

The total IO reads is obtained
by summing up IO reads of

The total IO reads of all the
LDEVs created in a

Total IO Reads – Frontend

all the LDEVS for the given
host group.

specified RAID group for
the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.

The total IO Miss is obtained
by summing up IO miss of all

The total IO miss of all the
LDEVs created in a

Total IO Miss – Frontend

the LDEVS for the given host
group.

specified RAID group for
the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.

Each RAID group value is the
sum of the LDEVs in the
RAID group.

The sum total of the
frontend I/Os on all the
LDEVs created in a RAID
group.

RAID Group Total IO –
Frontend

The sum total of the
frontend random I/Os on all

RAID Group Total Random
IO – Frontend

the LDEVs created in a
RAID group.

The frontend random read
I/Os on all the LDEVs
created in a RAID group.

RAID Group Random
Reads – Frontend

Out of the sum total of
frontend random read I/Os

RAID Group Random
Reads Cache Hits –
Frontend on all the LDEVs created in

a given RAID group, the
number of random reads
available in the cache.

The frontend random write
I/Os on all the LDEVs
created in a RAID group.

RAID Group Random
Writes – Frontend

The sum total of frontend
sequential I/Os on all the

RAID Group Total
Sequential IO – Frontend

LDEVs created in a RAID
group.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

The frontend sequential
read I/Os on all the LDEVs
created in a RAID group.

RAID Group Sequential
Reads – Frontend

The number of sequential
frontend read I/Os serviced

RAID Group Sequential
Reads Cache Hits –
Frontend from the cache in terms of

the I/Os writes for a RAID
group.

The frontend sequential
write I/Os on all the LDEVs
created in a RAID group.

RAID Group Sequential
Writes – Frontend

Each ThP pool value is the
sum of all the LDEVs in the
ThP.

The cumulative frontend
I/Os over the entire
collection interval on

Total IO - Frontend

individual virtual volumes
defined in this pool.

The sum total of random
frontend I/Os on individual

Total Random IO - Frontend

Virtual volumes defined in
this pool.

The sum total of random
frontend read I/Os on

Total Random Reads -
Frontend

individual Virtual volumes
defined in this pool.

The sum total of random
frontend read I/Os on

Total Random Read Cache
Hits - Frontend

individual virtual volumes
defined in this pool, which
are serviced from the
cache.

The sum total of random
frontend write I/Os on

Total Random Writes -
Frontend

individual virtual volumes
defined in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend I/Os on individual

Total Sequential IO -
Frontend

virtual volumes defined in
this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend read I/Os on

Total Sequential Reads -
Frontend

individual virtual volumes
defined in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend read I/Os on

Total Sequential Read
Cache Hits

individual virtual volumes
defined in this pool, which
are serviced from the
cache.

The sum total of sequential
frontend write I/Os on

Total Sequential Writes -
Frontend

individual virtual volumes in
this pool.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

Each snapshot pool value is
the sum of all the LDEVs in
the snapshot.

The total frontend I/Os
(random plus sequential)
over the entire collection

Total IO - Frontend

interval on all the snapshots
in a snapshot pool.

The total frontend I/Os for
random I/Os (random reads

Total Random IO - Frontend

plus random writes) for all
the snapshots in a snapshot
pool.

The frontend I/Os for
random read requests for

Total Random Read -
Frontend

all the snapshots in a
snapshot pool.

The frontend I/Os for
random read requests that

Total Random Read Cache
Hits - Frontend

result in cache hits, for all
the snapshots in a snapshot
pool.

The frontend I/Os for
random write requests that

Total Random Write -
Frontend

result in cache hits, for all
the snapshots in a snapshot
pool.

The frontend I/Os for
sequential I/Os for all the

Total Sequential IO -
Frontend

snapshots in a snapshot
pool.

The frontend I/Os for
sequential read I/Os for all

Total Sequential Reads -
Frontend

the snapshots in a snapshot
pool.

The frontend I/Os for
sequential read requests

Total Sequential Reads
Cache Hits - Frontend

that result in cache hits, for
all the snapshots in a
snapshot pool.

The frontend I/Os for
sequential read I/Os for all

Total Sequential Writes -
Frontend

the snapshots in a snapshot
pool.

Pool LevelThe average IOPH against
pool capacity metric

Average IOPH per capacity

displays data for all the
monitoring cycles available
for the duration selected by
the user.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Total number of I/Os on a
pool tier compared against

IOPS per Tier

the used pages in a pool
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

tier for the last collected
monitoring cycle.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Virtual Volume LevelThe virtual volume average
I/O per hour compared

Average IOPH per capacity

against the virtual volume
used capacity for the last
collected monitoring cycle.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Tier LevelTotal Number of I/Os on a
pool tier compared against

IOPS per Tier

the used pages in a pool
tier for last collected
monitoring cycle.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Total number of I/Os on a
pool tier over the collected

Tier IOPS per Time

monitoring cycles in a given
duration.

Average value of the I/O
buffer count in a sampling

IO Buffer count

time for the selected MP
Processor.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Average value of the IO
buffer count for each of the

Average IO Buffer count

processor in a sampling
time for the selected MP
Blade.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Single LDEVs.The total frontend
throughput in MB/s for a
given LDEV.

Total MB – FrontendFrontend MB Metrics

The total random frontend
I/Os throughput in MB/s for
the given LDEV.

Total Random MB –
Frontend

The random frontend I/Os
throughput in MB/s for the
given LDEV.

Total Random MB –
Frontend

The total random frontend
read I/Os throughput in
MB/s for the given LDEV.

TotalRandom MB Reads –
Frontend
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

The total random frontend
write I/Os throughput in
MB/s for the given LDEV.

Total Random MB Writes –
Frontend

The total sequential
frontend I/Os throughput in
MB/s for the given LDEV.

Total Sequential MB –
Frontend

The total sequential
frontend read I/Os

Total Sequential MB Reads
– Frontend

throughput in MB/s for the
given LDEV.

The total sequential
frontend write I/Os

Sequential MB Write –
Frontend

throughput in MB/s for the
given LDEV.

Single port.The maximum frontend
throughput in MB/s that was

Maximum Port MB –
Frontend

read from or written to the
port in the last 30 seconds
of the collection interval.

The minimum frontend
throughput in MB/s that was

Minimum Port MB –
Frontend

read from or written to the
port in the last 30 seconds
of the collection interval.

The average frontend
throughput in MB/s that was

Average Port MB –
Frontend

read from or written to the
port over an entire
collection interval.

The total MB of all the
LDEVs created in a

Total MB – Frontend

specified RAID group for
the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.

The total MB writes is
obtained by summing up MB

The total MB writes of all
the LDEVs created in a

Total MB Writes – Frontend

writes for all the LDEVSspecified RAID group for
belonging to given host
group.

the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.

The total MB reads is
obtained by summing up MB

The total MB reads of all the
LDEVs created in a

Total MB Reads – Frontend

writes for all the LDEVSspecified RAID group for
belonging to given host
group.

the given Host group over
the entire data collection
interval.

Each RAID group value is the
sum of the LDEVs in the
RAID group.

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s read or
written to the RAID group.

RAID Group Total MB –
Frontend

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s read or

RAID Group Total Random
MB – Frontend
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

written randomly to the
RAID group.

The frontend throughput in
MB/s read randomly from
the RAID group.

RAID Group Random Read
MB – Frontend

The frontend throughput in
MB/s written randomly to
the RAID group.

RAID Group Random Write
MB – Frontend

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s read

RAID Group Total
Sequential MB – Frontend

from or written sequentially
to the RAID group.

The frontend throughput in
MB/s read sequentially from
the RAID group.

RAID Group Sequential
Read MB – Frontend

The frontend throughput in
MB/s written sequentially to
the RAID group.

RAID Group Sequential
Write MB – Frontend

Each ACP pair value is the
sum of the RAID groups it
serves.

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s read
from or written to an ACP.

ACP Total MB – Frontend

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s read

ACP Total Random MB –
Frontend

from or written to an ACP
randomly.

The frontend throughput in
MB/s read randomly from
an ACP.

ACP Random Read MB –
Frontend

The frontend throughput in
MB/s written randomly to an
ACP.

ACP Random Write MB –
Frontend

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s read

ACP Total Sequential MB –
Frontend

from or written sequentially
to an ACP.

The frontend throughput in
MB/s read sequentially from
an ACP.

ACP Sequential Read MB
– Frontend

The frontend throughput in
MB/s written sequentially to
an ACP.

ACP Sequential Write MB
– Frontend

Each ThP pool value is the
sum of all the LDEVs in the
ThP.

The sum total of frontend
throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the individual
virtual volumes in this pool.

Total MB - Frontend

The sum total of random
frontend I/Os throughput in

Total Random MB -
Frontend

MB/s transfer rate of all the
individual virtual volumes in
this pool.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

The sum total of random
frontend reads throughput

Total Random Reads MB -
Frontend

in MB/s transfer rate of all
the individual virtual
volumes in this pool.

The sum total of random
frontend writes throughput

Total Random Write MB -
Frontend

in MB/s transfer rate of all
the individual virtual
volumes in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend I/Os throughput in

Total Sequential MB -
Frontend

MB/s transfer rate of all the
individual virtual volumes in
this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend read I/Os

Total Sequential Reads MB
- Frontend

throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the individual
Virtual volumes in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend write I/Os

Total Sequential Write MB
- Fronted

throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the individual
Virtual volumes in this pool.

Each snapshot pool value is
the sum of all the LDEVs in
the snapshot.

The sum total of frontend
throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the virtual
volumes in this pool.

Total MB – Frontend

The sum total of random
frontend I/Os throughput in

Total Random MB –
Frontend

MB/s transfer rate of all the
virtual volumes in this pool.

The sum total of random
frontend read I/Os

Total Random Read MB –
Frontend

throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the virtual
volumes in this pool.

The sum total of random
frontend write I/Os

Total Random Write MB –
Frontend

throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the virtual
volumes in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend I/Os throughput in

Total Sequential MB –
Frontend

MB/s transfer rate of all the
virtual volumes in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend read I/Os

Total Sequential Read MB
– Frontend

throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the virtual
volumes in this pool.

The sum total of sequential
frontend write I/Os

Total Sequential Write MB
– Frontend
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

throughput in MB/s transfer
rate of all the virtual
volumes in this pool.

Details the usage of the
shared memory and cache

CM ACP BUS/PATH
UTILIZATION

memory bus by the CHA or
DKA.

Each External RAID group
value is the sum of the

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s data

Total MB – Frontend

LDEVs in the selected
Ext-RAID groups of the array.

read or written to the
external volume.

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s data

Total Random MB –
Frontend

read or written randomly to
the external volume.

The frontend throughput in
MB/s data read randomly
from the external volume.

Total Random Read MB –
Frontend

The frontend throughput in
MB/s data written randomly
to the RAID group.

Total Random Write MB –
Frontend

The total frontend
throughput in MB/s data

Total Sequential MB –
Frontend

read from or written
sequentially to the external
volume.

The frontend throughput in
MB/s data read sequentially
from the external volume.

Total Sequential Read MB
– Frontend

The frontend throughput in
MB/s data written

Total Sequential Write MB
– Frontend

sequentially to the external
volume.

The amount of cache used
in MB.

Cache Usage MBCache MB Metric

The writes that are held in
cache, yet to be transferred
to the disks.

Cache Writes Pending MB

The size of the Continuous
Access Asynchronous side
file usage in MB.

Cache Sidefile Usage MB

Single CLPR, data
accessed or the reads on a
single CLPR.

CLPR Read HitsCache IO Metric
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

Applicable only for XP disk
arrays.

ACP Pair Util TotalUtilization Metrics • The total utilization of the
ACP pair.

Example – ACP Pair BH has
B as the left ACP card and H
as the right ACP card.

• In a thin provisioning
environment where an
ACP pair is associated
with a ThP pool, the
ACP Pair Util Total
metric provides the ACP
utilization due to the I/O
cache miss (where
frontend I/Os occurring
on a ThP pool are
received at the array
backend). In this case,
ACP utilization also
correlates to the
utilization of RAID
groups associated with
a ThP pool.

The utilization of the MP#
on the ACP pair.

• ACP Pair Util MP0

• ACP Pair Util MP1

• ACP Pair Util MP2

• ACP Pair Util MP3

• ACP Pair Util MP4

• ACP Pair Util MP5

• ACP Pair Util MP6

• ACP Pair Util MP7

The total utilization of the
left ACP in the ACP pair.

ACP Left Util Total

The utilization of the MP#
on the left ACP.

• ACP Left Util MP0

• ACP Left Util MP1

• ACP Left Util MP2

• ACP Left Util MP3

• ACP Left Util MP4

• ACP Left Util MP5

• ACP Left Util MP6

• ACP Left Util MP7

The total utilization of the
right ACP in the ACP pair.

ACP Right Util Total
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

The utilization of the MP#
on the right ACP.

• ACP Right Util MP0

• ACP Right Util MP1

• ACP Right Util MP2

• ACP Right Util MP3

• ACP Right Util MP4

• ACP Right Util MP5

• ACP Right Util MP6

• ACP Right Util MP7

Applicable only for XP disk
arrays.

The total utilization of the
CHIP.

CHIP Util Total

The total utilization of each
individual MP# on a CHIP
board.

CHIP MP Util

The utilization of Shared
memory CHIP transfer bus
HI.

SM CHIP BUS/Path Util

The utilization of Shared
memory ACP transfer bus
Low.

SM ACP BUS/Path Util

The utilization of Command
CHIP transfer bus HI.

CM CHIP BUS/Path Util

The utilization of Command
ACP transfer bus Low.

CM ACP BUS/Path Util

The total utilization of the
entire RAID group over an
entire collection interval.
When a RAID group is
associated with a ThP pool,

Overall RAID Group
Utilization

this metric provides the
extent of RAID group
utilization due to I/Os
occurring on a ThP pool.

The utilization of the RAID
group for random reads.

RAID Group Utilization
Random Reads

The utilization of the RAID
group for random writes.

RAID Group Utilization
Random Writes

The utilization of the RAID
group for writing random
parity.

RAID Group Utilization
Random Write Parity

The utilization of the RAID
group for sequential reads.

RAID Group Utilization Seq
Reads

The utilization of the RAID
group for sequential writes.

RAID Group Utilization Seq
Writes

The utilization of the RAID
group for writing sequential
parity.

RAID Group Utilization Seq
Write Parity
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

Cache Usage Utilization,
Cache Writes Pending

The utilization of the cache
shown as a percentage
value.

Cache Usage Util

Utilization, Cache Sidefile
Usage Utilization.

The utilization of the cache
write pending shown as a
percentage value.

Cache Writes Pending Util

The utilization of the sidefile
shown as a percentage
value.

Cache Sidefile Usage Util

The usage rate of a ThP
pool. The ThP pool

The utilization of the ThP
pool shown as a percentage
value.

THP Pool Occupancy

occupancy is displayed only
for an XP24000 type array.

The usage rate of a snapshot
pool. The snapshot pool

The utilization of the
snapshot pool shown as a
percentage value.

SNAPSHOT Pool
Occupancy

occupancy is displayed for
the XP12000 and later type
arrays.

The usage rate of a
continuous access journal
file.

The utilization of the journal
file usage shown as a
percentage value.

Journal File Usage Util

Applicable for only P9500
disk arrays.

The average utilization is
calculated as the utilization

Average MP Blade Util

of all the individual
processors in an MP blade
over an entire collection
interval.

The utilization of an
individual processor on an

MP Blade Processor Util

MP blade over an entire
collection interval.

The average MP blade
utilization by each of the

MP Blade Util/Processing
type

following processing types
over an entire collection
interval:

• Open Target

• Open Initiator

• Open External Initiator

• Backend

• System

The average MP blade
utilization by each of the 20

MP Blade Util - Top 20
Consumers

consumers over an entire
collection interval. The top
20 consumers count is
derived based on each
consumer's average
utilization of the CPU
cycles.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

Used capacity of a pool tier
over a collected monitoring
cycles in a given duration.

Used Capacity per Tier

Performance utilization of
the selected pool tier for the
last monitoring cycle.

NOTE: This metric is
disabled in the Alarm
screen.

Performance utilization per
tier

Vvol Tier Capacity
Distribution is the

VVol Tier Capacity
Distribution

distribution of Vvol capacity
used, across the Smart
Pool tiers.

The total backend tracks
loaded in sequential mode
for a specified LDEV.

LDEV Sequential Read
Tracks – Backend

Backend Metrics

The total backend tracks
loaded in random mode for
a specified LDEV.

LDEV Non-sequential Read
Tracks – Backend

The total backend tracks
destaged for a specified
LDEV.

LDEV Write Tracks –
Backend

The aggregate of sequential
and non-sequential
backend tracks.

LDEV Total Tracks –
Backend

The total backend tracks
loaded in sequential mode
for a specified RAID group.

RAID Group Sequential
Read Tracks – Backend

The total backend tracks
loaded in random mode for
a specified RAID group.

RAID Group Non-sequential
Read Tracks – Backend

The total backend tracks
destaged for a specified
RAID group.

RAID Group Write Tracks –
Backend

The Overall backend
transfers for the selected
RAID group.

RAID Group Total Tracks –
Backend

The total backend tracks
loaded in sequential mode

ACP Pair Sequential Read
Tracks – Backend

from the specified ACP
Pair.

The total backend tracks
loaded in non-sequential

ACP Pair Non-sequential
Read Tracks – Backend

mode from the specified
ACP Pair.

The total backend tracks
destaged in sequential

ACP Pair Write Tracks –
Backend

mode from the specified
ACP Pair.
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

The Overall backend
transfers for the selected
ACP pair.

ACP Pair Total Tracks –
Backend

Total backend tracks
associated with a ThP pool.

ThP Pool Backend Tracks

An aggregate of all the
backend transfers as a
result of I/Os occurring on
every VVol in a ThP pool.

The average read response
time value for an LDEV is

The average read response
time of all the LDEVs

Average Read ResponseResponse Time Metrics

obtained from dividing thecreated in a specified RAID
accumulated response timegroup over the entire data

collection interval. of all the I/Os by the total
number of I/Os on that LDEV.
Average read response
time = Accumulated
response time of all
I/Os / total number
of I/Os

The maximum read
response time of all the

Maximum Read Response

LDEV created in a specified
RAID group over the last 30
seconds of the collection
interval.

The average write response
time value for an LDEV is

The average write response
time of all the LDEVs

Average Write Response

obtained from dividing thecreated in a specified RAID
accumulated response timegroup over the entire data

collection interval. of all the I/Os by the total
number of I/Os on that LDEV.
Average write
response time =
Accumulated response
time of all I/Os /
total number of I/Os

The maximum write
response time of all the

Maximum Write Response

LDEVs created in a
specified RAID group in the
last 30 seconds of the
collection interval.

The average write response
time value for a host group is

The average write response
time of all the LDEVs

Average Write Response
Time

obtained by taking thecreated in a specified RAID
average of the average writegroup for the given Host
response time of all thegroup over the entire data

collection interval. LDEVS associated with the
given host group.

The maximum write response
time value for a host group is

The maximum write
response time of all the

Maximum Write Response
Time

obtained after taking theLDEVs created in a
maximum value among allspecified RAID group for
maximum write responsethe given Host group in the
time of all the LDEVS
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Table 40 Metrics and descriptions (continued)

DescriptionMetricMetric category

associated with the given
host group.

last 30 seconds of the
collection interval.

The average read response
time value for a host group is

The average read response
time of all the LDEVs

Average Read Response
Time

obtained after taking thecreated in a specified RAID
average of the average readgroup for the given Host
response time of all thegroup over the entire data

collection interval. LDEVS associated with the
given host group.

The maximum read response
time value for a host group is

The maximum read
response time of all the

Maximum Read Response
Time

obtained after taking theLDEVs created in a
maximum value among allspecified RAID group for
maximum read responsethe given Host group over
time of all the LDEVSthe last 30 seconds of the

collection interval. associated with the given
host group.

Real-time metrics and descriptions
“Real-time metrics and descriptions” (page 417) provides the real-time metrics and their
descriptions.

Table 41 Real-time metrics definitions

DefinitionsReal-time metrics

Average Front End writes/Average Front EndTotal IOAvg write ratio

Average FE Sequential IO/ Avareage FE total IOAvg seq IO ratio

Average Read I/Os found in the CacheAvg Read hits

Average read/write I/O response timeAvg IO response Time

Average Read response timeAvg Read response time

Average write response timeAvg write response

Maximum FE read/write response timeMax IO response time

Maximum FE read response timeMax read response time

Maximum FE write response timeMax write response time

Read MB share (%) out of the total MB for the selected
host group

Read/Write MB Ratio [%] frontend

Read IO share (%) out of total IO for the selected host
group

Read/Write IO Ratio [%] frontend

Total IO missed of all the LDEVs created in a specified
RAID group for the given Host group over the entire data
collection interval

Total IO Miss FrontEnd

Total FE (Sum of reads and write) I/OsTotal IO per second

Total FE (Sum of reads and write) I/OsTotal throughput kb per second

Total backend transfers vs Front end IO ratioTotal backend to frontend IO

Total backend read percentageTotal cache lines staged percentage

Total backend writesTotal cache lines destaged
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Table 41 Real-time metrics definitions (continued)

DefinitionsReal-time metrics

Total backend random read percentageTotal cache lines random staged percentage

Total backend sequential read percentageTotal cache lines seq staged percentage

IO sizeTotal KB per IO

IO sizeTotal random IOPS

IO sizeTotal random read hits

IO sizeTotal random read hit IOPS

IO sizeTotal random write IOPS

IO sizeTotal read IOPS

IO size for readsTotal read KB per IO

IO size for readsTotal read through put KB per second

IO size for readsTotal seq IOPS

IO size for readsTotal seq read hits

IO size for readsTotal seq IOPS

IO size for readsTotal seq read IOPS

IO size for readsTotal seq write IOPS

IO size for readsTotal write IOPS

IO size for writesTotal write KB per IO

IO size for writesTotal write throughput KB per IO

LDEV's

IO size for writesIOPS - Total IOPS

Total write percentage of total front end IOWr% - avg write ratio

Total sequention IO percengate of total front end IOseq% - avg seq IO ratio

Average read hitsr_H% - Avg Read hits

IO sizekB/IO

IO sizekB/s - total throughput KB per second

IO sizems - Avg IO response Time

Total Backend to Front End IO ratioBe/Fe - total backend to frontend IO

Total backend reads percentageBe - Total cache lines staged percentage

Raid Group

Total backend reads percentageIOPS - Total IOPS

Total write percentage of total front end IOWr% - avg write ratio

Total sequention IO percengate of total front end IOseq% - avg seq IO ratio

Average read hitsr_H% - Avg Read hits

IO size in kBkB/IO

IO size in kBkB/s - total throughput KB per second
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Table 41 Real-time metrics definitions (continued)

DefinitionsReal-time metrics

IO size in kBms - Avg IO response Time

Total Backend to Front End IO ratioBe/Fe - total backend to frontend IO

Total backend reads percentageBe - Total cache lines staged percentage

Raid group utilizationRG%
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F Appendix F
Forecasting ThP pool performance
Guidelines for selecting data range to receive an optimal forecast

To validate the forecasted data, we need to understand the trend of the existing data, as the
forecasted data is an extension of the existing trend. The forecasted data represents a trend of
the ThP pool occupancy values and not the actual values. The following graph indicates the trend
of the actual values. The forecasted values be an extension of the trend of the selected data
points.
The following graph indicates the forecasted graph in red. The forecasted data starts below the
actual value and gradually grows upwards, based on the trend of the actual data.

The accuracy of the forecasting depends on the following factors:
• Data range size: The accuracy of the forecast is directly proportional to the size of data

chosen. So, select a range as large as possible. HPE recommends to have at least 1 day
of performance data for HPE XP7 Performance Advisor to project an optimal forecast.

• End date of the selection: The end date must be near to the current date. If the end date is
not close to the current date, you will get a forecasted value for the performance data that
is already available.

• No variance: Select a data range that has at least some variance. If the selected data range
has constant values for most of the range, the forecast may follow the constant data pattern.

• Empty collection ranges: Missing data points may induce error in the forecasted data.
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Glossary
A

Array Control
Processor (ACP)

ACP is used in the XP disk arrays prior to the XP24000 Disk Array. With the introduction of the
XP24000 Disk Array, the DKA has replaced ACP. The DKA is also applicable for the P9500/XP7
disk arrays.
ACP handles the transfer of data between the cache and the physical drives held in the DKUs.
The ACPs work in pairs, providing a total of eight SCSI buses. Each SCSI bus associated with
one ACP is paired with a SCSI bus on the other ACP pair element. In the event of an ACP
failure, the redundant ACP takes control. Both the ACPs work together by sharing the load. On
the XP models, such as the XP10000 Disk Array, this function is handled by the DKA on the
MIX board.

C

Cache A Cache is a high speed memory that is used to speed up the I/O transaction time. All reads
and writes to the XP and P9500 disk arrays are sent to the cache. The data is buffered in the
cache until it is transferred to the physical disks or from the physical disks (with slower data
throughput) is complete. The benefit of cache memory is that it speeds the I/Os throughput to
the application. The larger the cache size, the greater the amount of data buffering that can
occur and the greater throughput to the applications. In the event of power loss, the battery
power maintains the contents of cache for a specified time period.

Cache FastWrite
(CFW)

The cache fast write is a 3990-3/6 function that can be used with volatile data. It is also a form
of fast write where the subsystem writes the data directly to the cache, which is made available
for later destaging activity.

Cache Logical
Partition (CLPR)

The cache logical partition contains cache and parity groups. It is available on the XP12000,
XP10000, and later generations of the XP/XP7 disk arrays.

NOTE: CLPR0 always exists (cannot be deleted) and is a pool area for cache and parity
groups that are not yet assigned to other CLPRs.

Cache Memory The cache memory stores the read and write information. It is controlled as two areas, one half
in the CL1 and the other half in the CL2. During a power outage, the information in the cache
is retained through a battery backup. However, in the newer array models, a forced destage
can occur prior to that XP/XP7 disk array powering off, depending on the batteries, configuration,
and so on.

Cache Switch
PCB (CSW)

The CSW PCB has a function to connect the CHA or the DKA to the cache. Each of them is
connected to the cache by the Cache Memory Hierarchical Star Net (C-HSN) method. Each
cluster is provided with two CSWs, and each CSW can connect four cache. The CSW uses an
arbitration to switch any of the cache paths to which the CHA or the DKA must be connected.

CHA Channel adapter. A device that provides the interface between the array and the external host
system. Occasionally, this term is used synonymously with the term channel host interface
processor (CHIP).

Channel (CH) Description 1: A path along which signals can be sent; for example, data channel and output
channel.

CHIP Channel host interface processor. Synonymous with the term CHA.
CHP Channel processor. The processors located on the CHA. Synonymous with CHIP.
Command Line
User Interface
(CLUI)

In addition to its GUI, HPE XP7 Performance Advisor also provides a command-line utility called
the CLUI to monitor real-time performance of the XP and the XP7 disk arrays. The CLUI allows
you to monitor performance, set alarms, and configure host information using commands and
scripts. You can execute commands in the CLUI and view the same data that is displayed on
the GUI. The CLUI utility is operating system specific and can be installed locally on the
management station, or remotely on a client system.

Command View
(CV)

Replaced by the Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software.
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Command View
AE (CV AE)

The Command View Advanced Edition Suite Software replaces the XP Command View Software
to manage the XP and XP7 disk arrays.

Consistency
Group ID (CTG)

A Group ID which guarantees consistency in the sequence of asynchronous data transfers for
a remote copy volume group.

Continuous
Access Journal
(Cnt Ac-J)

The Continuous Access Journal Software is an asynchronous mirroring program similar to the
Continuous Access Asynchronous, except that the transactions to be written to the secondary
disk array are maintained in a disk-based journal file. This provides better performance for the
secondary disk array systems that are not highly available or that may be subject to bandwidth
contention from other applications.

Continuous
Access
Synchronous
(Cnt Ac-S)

The Continuous Access Synchronous Software provides remote replication between the disk
arrays that belong to the P9500/XP7 and the XP families.

Control Unit
(Command Unit,
CU)

The storage space attached to a DKC can be organized by grouping similarly configured logical
devices (LDEVs) with unique CU images. The CUs are numbered sequentially. An XP or an
XP7 disk array supports a certain number of CUs depending on the disk array model. Each
control unit can manage multiple LDEVs. Therefore, to uniquely identify a particular LDEV, you
need the CU and the LDEV numbers.

CSV Comma-separated value.

D

DASD Fast Write
(DFW)

The DFW is the function of a storage controller that allows caching of active write data without
exposure of data loss. This is achieved by journaling of the active write data in the NVS.

Device Special
File (DSF)

In the non windows systems, the DSF is an interface for a device driver that appears in a file
system as if it were an ordinary file. In the Windows systems, the DSF allows the software to
interact with a device driver using the standard input or the output system calls.

Disk Adapter
(DKA)

The DKA is a PCB in the XP and the P9500/XP7 disk arrays. It manages the data transfer
between the cache and the physical drives in the backend.
In an XP disk array, the DKA is one of the two PCB types that contains the MPs.

Disk Controller
(DKC)

The array enclosure that contains the channel adapters and service processor (SVP).

Disk Processor
(DKP)

In the XP disk arrays, the MP that resides on a DKA is addressed as the DKP.
DKPs does not exist in the P9500/XP7 disk arrays. All the MPs/DKPs form part of the MP blades
in the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

DKU Disk cabinet unit. The array cabinet that houses the physical disks.

E

emulation mode The LDEVs associated with each RAID group are assigned an emulation mode that makes
them operate like OPEN system disk drives. The emulation mode determines the size of an
LDEV.
OPEN-3: 2.46 GB
OPEN-8: 7.38 GB
OPEN-9: 7.42 GB
OPEN-E: 13.56 GB
OPEN-K: Not available
OPEN-L: 36 GB
OPEN-M Not available
OPEN-V: User-defined custom size

External Storage An external storage that is connected to an XP or an P9500/XP7 disk array.
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F

FC Fibre Channel. A network technology primarily used for storage networks.

G

Globally unique
identifier (GUID)

It is a special type of identifier used in the software applications to provide a unique reference
number. The value is represented as a 32 hexadecimal character string, such as the
{21EC2020-3AEA-1069-A2DD-08002B30309D} and usually stored as a 128 bit integer.

H

HDD Hard Disk Drive
Hewlett Packard
Enterprise
Authorization
Center (HPEAC)

The Hewlett Packard Enterprise Authorization Center license key website (http://
webkey.external.hp.com/), where you generate a license for a specified internal raw disk capacity
of your XP disk array or the usable capacity of your P9500 disk array.

Host Group A group of hosts that belong to a particular WWN group.

I

IP version 6
(IPv6)

The IPv6 is a new version of the Internet Protocol, which is a successor to the IP version 4
(IPv4).

L

LDEV Logical device. An LDEV is created when a RAID group is carved into pieces according to the
selected host emulation mode (that is, OPEN?3, OPEN?8, OPEN?9). The number of resulting
LDEVs depends on the selected emulation mode. The term LDEV is also known as term volume.

LUN Logical unit number. A LUN results from mapping a SCSI logical unit number, port ID, and
LDEV ID to a RAID group. The size of the LUN is determined by the emulation mode of the
LDEV and the number of LDEVs associated with the LUN. For example, a LUN associated with
two OPEN-3 LDEVs has a size of 4,693 MB.

LUSE Logical Unit Size Expansion. The LUSE feature is available when the HPE XP7 LUN Manager
product is installed, and allows a LUN, normally associated with only a single LDEV, to be
associated with 1 to 36 LDEVs. Essentially, LUSE makes it possible for applications to access
a single large pool of storage.

M

MIX A circuit board in the disk control unit that includes disk adapters and channel adapters for
interfacing disk drives and the host to cache memory.

MP blades The MP blades are the microprocessor blades in the P9500/XP7 disk arrays. Each MP blade
has four MPs residing on it.
The MPs/DKPs that reside on the CHAs and the DKAs in the XP disk arrays form part of the
MP blades in the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

Multiprocessor
(MP)

In an XP disk array, the MPs are installed on the CHAs and the DKAs. The MPs on a CHA are
addressed as CHPs and the MPs on a DKA are addressed as DKPs.
In an P9500/XP7 disk array, the MPs do not reside on the CHAs and DKAs. Instead, they form
part of the MP blades.

O

Outband The outband mode uses the TCP/IP to directly connect to the XP/P9500/XP7 disk array and
collect the configuration data through the array SVP. Using the outband mode ensures that the
performance of the SAN is not affected because of the data collection.
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P

HPE XP7
Performance
Advisor

The HPE XP7 Performance Advisor is a software product from HPE for monitoring the XP and
the P9500/XP7 storage subsystems.

Primary Volume
(PVOL)

The PVOL (also seen with a hyphen as P-VOL) is the first of a paired volume set for any program
product other than those used for the remote copy operations.

R

RAID group A group of disks configured to provide enhanced redundancy, performance, or both. Specifically,
four or eight physical hard disk drives (HDDs) installed in a disk array and assigned a common
RAID level.

RAID Manager
Library (RML,
RMLIB)

The RAID Manager Library is an API library that enables third-party software products to directly
operate some of the functions on the P9500/XP7 and XP disk arrays.

Read/Write (R/W) Read-write access.
Remote Web
Console (RWC)

An HPE product. A browser-based program installed on the SVP that allows you to configure
and manage the disk array.

S

S-VOL Secondary or remote volume. The copy volume that receives the data from the primary volume.
SAN Storage area network. A network of storage devices available to one or more servers.
Shared Memory
(SM)

The shared memory in an XP disk array stores shared information about the XP subsystem
and the cache control information.
The shared memory in an P9500/XP7 disk array stores shared information about the P9500/XP7
subsystem and the cache control information.
This type of information is used for the exclusive control of the subsystem. Similar to the cache,
the shared memory is controlled as two areas of memory and is fully non-volatile (sustained
for approximately seven days).

sidefile An area of cache used to store the data sequence number, record location, record length, and
queued control information.

Smart Tiers The Smart Tiers are applicable only for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays and configured using the
ThP V-Vols. They ensure that the highly utilized ThP pages are relocated to the fastest drive
in the ThP pool. A maximum of three tiers can be configured.

Snapshot The snapshot is a business copy volume type that depicts a point-in-time copy of the original
primary volume.

Storage Logical
Partition (SLPR) NOTE: The SLPR component is applicable only for the XP disk arrays. It does not exist in

the P9500/XP7 disk arrays. As a result, the SLPR-related data is not displayed in HPE XP7
Performance Advisor for the P9500/XP7 disk arrays.

The SLPR is a partition of the RAID500 to which the host ports (1 or more) and the CLPRs (1
or more) are assigned. The SLPR0 will always exist (cannot be deleted). Sometimes, the SLPR
acronym includes an additional word. For example, Storage administrator Logical Partition or
Storage management Logical Partition, both mean the same. The purpose of the SLPR is to
allow multiple administrators to manage a subsystem without the risk of causing mistakes that
can destroy another user's volumes, or reduce other user's expected performance by using
more components (e.g. cache) than required.

Storage
Subsystem
Identification
(SSID)

The SSID (also called Subsystem Identifier) is a user assigned number that identifies a DASD
subsystem. This number is set by the service representative at the time of the installation and
it is included in the product data. The Valid SSID values are 0004-FFFC.
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SVP Service processor. A notebook computer built into the disk array. The SVP provides a direct
interface to the disk array and used only by the HPE service representative.

T

Thin
Provisioning
(ThP, TP)

Using the thin provisioning, you can operate with a global pool of LDEVs that are not assigned
to a physical storage. The XP and the P9500/XP7 disk arrays add virtual capacity from the pool
of LDEVs as and when the data is written, and only at that time is the physical capacity assigned
to the LDEVs and used for storage purpose.

Tiered Storage
Manager (TSM)

Tiered Storage Manager Software is used to perform migration, where data stored on one
volume is moved to another volume in the disk arrays. Tiered Storage Manager moves data
that resides on predefined set of volumes to another set of volumes with the same characteristics.
For more information, see the manuals set provided for Tiered Storage Manager on the HPE
Manuals page.

Track Track is defined as the slot used by the LDEVs. The slot size for the different emulations is as
follows:

• Open-V emulation

For XP1024 arrays: 64 KB slot size◦
◦ For XP12K or XP24K or P9500 arrays: 256 KB slot size

• Other emulations like the Open-X : 48 KB slot size

trap A type of SNMP message used to signal that an event has occurred. (SNIA)

W

World Wide
Name (WWN)
Group

The world wide name group provides access for every host in the specified WWN group to a
specified logical unit or group of units. This is part of the LUN Security feature.

WWN World Wide Name. A unique identifier assigned to a Fibre Channel device.
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Symbols
10 busiest back-end RAID groups, 209
10 busiest front-end LDEVs, 208

A
accessing

updates, 364
ACP Pair summary screen, 179
Alamrs

Apply template, 118
Alarms

Alarm notifications, 118
Alarms history, 118
Choose metrics, 118
Delete, 118
Disabling alarms, 118
Email notifications, 118
Enable alarms, 118
Enabling alarms, 118
Forecast ThP Utilization, 118
Resource performance

Plotting charts, 118
Set thresholds, 118
Setting thresholds, 118

All report
consolidates

ACP Utilization, 302
Array Performance, 302
Cache Utilization, 302
CHIP Utilization, 302
Journal Pool Utilization, 302
LDEV IO, 302
MP Blade Utilization, 302
Snapshot Pool Occupancy, 302
Thp Pool Occupancy, 302

Appendix, 367, 369
Appendix D, 397
Application

Hosts, WWNs, 327
Array View screen, 45
Array View — LDEV screen, 214
arrays

configuring , 45
mapping, 398
optimizing performance, 321

Authorized groups, displaying, 93
Authorized users, displaying, 93
Avg Read/Write response

Duration, 72
LDEVs response time

Peak load, duration, 346
Peak load, 346

B
backend metrics, 415

C
Cache IO Metric, 411
Cache logical partitions (CLPRs), 367
Cache MB Metric, 411
changing

database records, 91
Chart Style

Line Plus Moving Average Chart Style, 296
Moving Average Chart Style, 295
Time Line Chart Style, 295
Time Line No Breaks Chart Style, 296

Charts
Adding charts, 239
Favorite charts, 239
Saving charts, 239
Working with, 400

charts
configuring metrics, 239
displaying data, 239
displaying different rates, 239

Charts screen, 239
Choose resources, metrics, 239
Printing charts, 239
Removing charts, 239
Resize, rearrange, 239
Selecting charts, 239
Zoom preview panel, 239

CHIP summary screen, 179
collection, data

configuring, 45
displaying charts with different rates, 239

command devices, configuring , 45
components

displaying performance data, 214
Configuration

Host Information, 45
Configuration data collection

One-time collection, 53
Scheduling collections

Hourly, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, 53
Stopping collecgtion, 59

configuring
chart metrics, 239
database size, 145
performance data, 45

Connectivity data unavailable, host-to-array, 89
Consumers

LDEVs, Journal groups, E-LUNs, 102
contacting Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 364
customer self repair, 365

D
Dashboard

Chart Work Area
High watermark, 106

LDEV Information
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Busiest LDEVs, 106
Statistics

Frontend, Cache, Backend, 106
XP Array health

Normal, Critical, Major, 106
Data Grid Update screen, 89
Database

Archive data, 143
Backup utility, 143
Configure, 143
ExportDB, 143
Import data, 143
Purge, 143

database
changing records, 91
configuring size, 145
purging, 146

Database Configuration
Auto purging, 147

Database screen, 143
Displaying

Authorized groups, 93
Authorized users, 93
Fabricated records, 89
Incomplete records, 89
LDEVs with unknown host connections, 89

displaying
charts, 239
charts with different rates, 239
group properties, 95
performance data, 214
RAID group details, 226

document
prerequisites, 365
related documentation, 365

documentation
providing feedback on, 366

E
Email settings

Alarms, reports, data collection
notifications, 72

Test SMTP, Test SNMP, 72
Example of a CLPR, 368
Example of an SLPR, 367

F
Fabricated records, displaying, 89
Filter events

Severity, 118
Forecast

Utilization
DKA, MP, RAID group, Cache write pending, 342

Forecasting
THP pool utilization, 293
Utilization

DKA, MP, RAID group, MP blade, Cache, 293
Frontend IO metrics, 400
Frontend MB metrics, 407

G
Generate license

HPEAC license key
Meter based Term license, 16
Permanent, 16

Groups
Displaying authorized, 93

groups
displaying properties, 95

GUI
Common tasks, 14
Screen resolution, 12
Sorting records, Selecting records, 14

H
Host information

Request, Receive, 47
Host-to-array connectivity data unavailable, 89

I
Incomplete records, displaying, 89
Instant-on license

Grace period, 16
Introduction

Overview, 10

L
LDEVs

displaying performance data, 214
Displaying unknown host connections, 89

License
Add, view, remove, 16

Licenses
HPEAC license key website, 16
Meter based Term license, 16
Permanent, 16

M
mapping

arrays, 398
MAV

Virtual Storage Machine (VSM), 229
metrics, chart

categories and values, 417
configuring, 239

O
optimizing performance, 321

P
P9500/XP7 array serial number

Capacity
Meter based Term license, 16

P9500 disk array, 16
P9500/XP7 Command View AE

Coexistence, 10
P9500/XP7 disk arrays

Real-time monitoring
Host agents, CMDs, 327
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SVP registration
Outband collection, 72

PA installation
Instant-on

Grace period, 16
Performance data

Automatic updates, 61
Collecting, 59
creating, 61
Delete schedule, 67
Edit schedule, 67
RAID groups, ports, 61
Restart schedule, 67
viewing, 61

performance data
displaying, 214
displaying charts, 239
purging, 146

Performance Estimator screen, 321
performance, optimizing, 321
Permanent license

PA LUTs, 16
prerequisites, 365
properties, displaying group, 95
purging performance data, 146

R
RAID groups

displaying details, 226
optimizing performance, 321

Real-time monitoring
LDEVs, RAID Groups, 327
Start, stop

Plotting charts, 327
related documentation, 365
remote support, 365
Report types

ACP utilization, 302
Array Performance, 302
Cache utilization, 302
CHIP utilization, 302
Journal pool utilization, 302
LDEV Activity, 302
LDEV IO, 302
Snapshot pool occupancy, 302
ThP pool occupancy, 302

Reports
Favorite charts, 290

Reports screen
Generating reports, 302
Scheduling reports, 302

S
Security screen, 93
Settings

Configuration Settings tab, 72
Configure Settings, 72
Data Analysis Settings

LDEV read-write response, Troubleshooting screen,
72

Personalize Array, 72
Personalize Arrays tab, 72
Security, 72
Security tab, 72
Threshold Setting tab, 72
Threshold Settings, 72

Severity levels
Event log, 72

Storage management logical partitions (SLPRs), 367, 
369

support
Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 364

T
Threshold

CHA Util (%), Write Pending (%), DKA Util (%), RG Util
(%), MP Util (%), 99

Threshold Settings
busiest LDEVs, Journal groups, E-LUNs, 102
Frontend, Cache, Backend, 98

Time zone
Event log, 72

Troubleshooting
Associating applications, 327
Example use cases, 327
LDEVs, ports, RAID Groups, CLPRs, MP blades, 327
P9500 Disk Array

MP blades, 327
Plotting charts, 327
Prominent metrics, 327
Searching for applications, 327

TSM
XP Performance Advisor

Link and launch see Charts

U
Unavailable host-to-array connectivity data, 89
updates

accessing, 364
User Groups

Create, 83
Delete, 83
Edit, 83
LDEVs, 83

user-friendly names, 72
Users

Change password, 93
Displaying authorized, 93

Utilization
Status

DKA, MP, RAID group, Cache write pending, 342
utilization metrics, 412

V
View/Generate Reports

logging report details and exceptions, 320
VSM
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Configurations, 235
LDEV, 234
Port Summary, 233
Raid Group, 232
Resource Group, 231

W
websites, 364

customer self repair, 365

X
XP array

CLPR utilization, Cache, 184
XP array serial number

Capacity
Permanent, 16

XP disk array, P9500/XP7 disk array, 16
XP disk arrays

Real-time monitoring
Host agents, CMDs, 327

SVP registration
Outband collection, 72
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